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MANY WILL REMEMBER WHAT IT WAS LIKE

to live under the shadow ofthe Cold War: the ever-present

anxiety that at some point, because of some miscalcula-

tion or act ofhubris, we might find ourselves in the middle

of a nuclear holocaust—a war that, if we survived it,

would change our lives and our planet forever.

How did this terrible conflict arise? How did wartime allies

so quickly become deadly foes after 1 945 and divide the

world into opposing camps, each armed to the teeth? And

how, suddenly, did it all come to an end? Only now that the

Cold War has been over for fifteen years can we begin to

find a convincing perspective on it. John Lewis Gaddis s

masterly book is the first full, major history of the whole

conflict and explains not just what happened, but why it

happened—why the Soviet Union brutally repressed rebel-

lion in East Germany, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia; how

Kennedy and Khrushchev confronted each other over the

Cuban Missile Crisis; why Nixon and Mao Zedong sought

wary friendship; what, at the end, John Paul II, Ronald Rea-

gan, Margaret Thatcher, and Mikhail Gorbachev each

thought they were doing. Gaddis has synthesized all the

most recent scholarship, but has also used minutes from

Politburo meetings, startling information from recently

opened Soviet and Asian archives, conversations between

leaders overheard and noted down by their aides, and above

all the words of the leading participants themselves

—

showing what was really on the mind of each, with a .very

dramatic immediacy 1 1 1 ! i 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
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PREFACE

Every Monday and Wednesday afternoon each fall semester I

lecture to several hundred Yale undergraduates on the subject of Cold

War history. As I do this, I have to keep reminding myself that hardly

any of them remember any of the events I'm describing. When I talk

about Stalin and Truman, even Reagan and Gorbachev, it could as eas-

ily be Napoleon, Caesar, or Alexander the Great. Most members of the

Class of 2005, for example, were only five years old when the Berlin

Wall came down. They know that the Cold War in various ways

shaped their lives, because they've been told how it affected their fam-

ilies. Some of them—by no means all—understand that if a few deci-

sions had been made differently at a few critical moments during that

conflict, they might not even have had a life. But my students sign up

for this course with very little sense ofhow the Cold War started, what

it was about, or why it ended in the way that it did. For them it's his-

tory: not all that different from the Peloponnesian War.

And yet, as they learn more about the great rivalry that dominated

the last half of the last century, most of my students are fascinated,

many are appalled, and a few—usually after the lecture on the Cuban

missile crisis—leave class trembling. "Yikes!" they exclaim (I sanitize
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somewhat). "We had no idea that we came that close!" And then they

invariably add: "Awesome!" For this first post-Cold War generation,

then, the Cold War is at once distant and dangerous. What could any-

one ever have had to fear, they wonder, from a state that turned out to

be as weak, as bumbling, and as temporary as the Soviet Union? But

they also ask themselves and me: how did we ever make it out of the

Cold War alive?

I've written this book to try to answer these questions, but also to

respond—at a much less cosmic level—to another my students regu-

larly pose. It has not escaped their attention that I've written several

earlier books on Cold War history; indeed, I regularly assign them one

that takes almost 300 pages just to get up to 1962. "Cant you cover

more years with fewer words?" some of them have politely asked. It's a

reasonable question, and it came to seem even more so when my for-

midably persuasive agent, Andrew Wylie, set out to convince me ofthe

need for a short, comprehensive, and accessible book on the Cold

War—a tactful way of suggesting that my previous ones had not been.

Since I regard listening to my students and my agent as only slightly

less important than listening to my wife (who also liked the idea), the

project seemed worth taking on.

The Cold War:A New History is meant chiefly, therefore, for a new

generation of readers for whom the Cold War was never "current

events." I hope readers who lived through the Cold War will also find

the volume useful, because as Marx once said (Groucho, not Karl),

"Outside of a dog, a book is a man's best friend. Inside a dog, it's too

dark to read." While the Cold War was going on it was hard to know

what was happening. Now that it's over—and now that Soviet, East

European, and Chinese archives have begun to open—we know much

more: so much, in fact, that it's easy to get overwhelmed. That's yet an-

other reason for writing a short book. It's forced me to apply, to all this

new information, the simple test of significance made famous by my

late Yale colleague Robin Winks: "So what?"

A word as well about what this book is not meant to be. It's not a
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work of original scholarship. Cold War historians will find much of

what I say familiar, partly because I've drawn a lot of it from their work,

partly because I've repeated some things I've said in my own. Nor does

the book attempt to locate roots, within the Cold War, of such

post-Cold War phenomena as globalization, ethnic cleansing, reli-

gious extremism, terrorism, or the information revolution. Nor does it

make any contribution whatever to international relations theory, a

field that has troubles enough of its own without my adding to them.

I will be pleased, though, if this view of the Cold War as a whole

produces some new ways oflooking at its parts. One that has especially

struck me is optimism, a quality not generally associated with the Cold

War. The world, I am quite sure, is a better place for that conflict hav-

ing been fought in the way that it was and won by the side that won it.

No one today worries about a new global war, or a total triumph of dic-

tators, or the prospect that civilization itself might end. That was not

the case when the Cold War began. For all its dangers, atrocities, costs,

distractions, and moral compromises, the Cold War—like the Ameri-

can Civil War—was a necessary contest that settled fundamental issues

once and for all. We have no reason to miss it. But given the alterna-

tives, we have little reason either to regret its having occurred.

The Cold War was fought at different levels in dissimilar ways in

multiple places over a very long time. Any attempt to reduce its history

exclusively to the role of great forces, great powers, or great leaders

would fail to do it justice. Any effort to capture it within a simple

chronological narrative could only produce mush. I've chosen instead

to focus each chapter on a significant theme: as a result, they overlap in

time and move across space. I've felt free to zoom in from the general

to the particular, and then back out again. And I've not hesitated to

write from a perspective that takes fully into account how the Cold

War came out: I know no other way.

Finally, I want to express my appreciation to the people who in-

spired, facilitated, and patiently waited for this book. They certainly in-

clude my students, whose continuing interest in the Cold War sustains
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my own. I'm grateful also to Andrew Wylie, as I know future students

will be, for having suggested this method of covering more years with

fewer words—and for having since helped several of my former stu-

dents publish their own books. Scott Moyers, Stuart Proffitt, Janie

Fleming, Victoria Klose, Maureen Clark, Bruce Giffords, Samantha

Johnson, and their colleagues at Penguin showed admirable equanim-

ity in the face of missed deadlines, and exemplary efficiency in produc-

ing this overdue book once it was done. It could hardly have been

written at all without Christian Ostermann and his colleagues at the

Cold War International History Project, whose energy and thorough-

ness in collecting documents from all over the world (on the day I write

this the latest stash from the Albanian archives has arrived) have

placed all Cold War historians in their debt. Last, but hardly least, I

thank Toni Dorfman, who is the world s best copy editor/proofreader

and the world's most loving wife.

The dedication commemorates one of the greatest figures in Cold

War history—and a long-time friend—whose biography it will now be

my responsibility to write.

J.L.G.

New Haven
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PROLOGUE
THE VIEW FORWAKD

In 1946 a forty-three-year-old Englishman named Eric Blair rented a

house at the edge of the world—a house in which he expected to die.

It was on the northern tip of the Scottish island ofJura, at the end of a

dirt track, inaccessible by automobile, with no telephone or electricity.

The nearest shop, the only one on the island, was some twenty-five

miles to the south. Blair had reasons to want remoteness. Dejected by

the recent death of his wife, he was suffering from tuberculosis and

would soon begin coughing up blood. His country was reeling from the

costs of a military victory that had brought neither security, nor pros-

perity, nor even the assurance that freedom would survive. Europe was

dividing into two hostile camps, and the world seemed set to follow.

With atomic bombs likely to be used, any new war would be apocalyp-

tic. And he needed to finish a novel.

Its title was 1984, an inversion of the year in which he completed it,

and it appeared in Great Britain and the United States in 1949 under

Blair's pen name, George Orwell. The reviews, the New York Times

noted, were "overwhelmingly admiring," but "with cries of terror rising

above the applause." 1 This was hardly surprising because 1984 evoked
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an age, only three and a half decades distant, in which totalitarianism

has triumphed everywhere. Individuality is smothered, along with law,

ethics, creativity, linguistic clarity, honesty about history, and even

love—apart, of course, from the love everyone is forced to feel for the

Stalin-like dictator "Big Brother" and his counterparts, who run a

world permanently at war. "If you want a picture of the future," Or-

well's hero Winston Smith is told, as he undergoes yet another session

of relentless torture, "imagine a boot stamping on a human face

—

forever."
2

Orwell did die early in 1950—in a London hospital, not on his

island—knowing only that his book had impressed and frightened its

first readers. Subsequent readers responded similarly: 1984 became the

single most compelling vision in the post-World War II era of what

might follow it. As the real year 1984 approached, therefore, compar-

isons with Orwell's imaginary year became inescapable. The world was

not yet totalitarian, but dictators dominated large parts of it. The dan-

ger of war between the United States and the Soviet Union—two

superpowers instead of the three Orwell had anticipated—seemed

greater than it had for many years. And the apparently permanent con-

flict known as the "Cold War," which began while Orwell was still

alive, showed not the slightest signs of ending.

But then, on the evening ofJanuary 16, 1984, an actor Orwell would

have recognized from his years as a film reviewer appeared on televi-

sion in his more recent role as president of the United States. Ronald

Reagan's reputation until this moment had been that of an ardent Cold

Warrior. Now, though, he envisaged a different future:

Just suppose with me for a moment that an Ivan and an Anya

could find themselves, say, in a waiting room, or sharing a

shelter from the rain or a storm with a Jim and Sally, and that

there was no language barrier to keep them from getting ac-

quainted. Would they then deliberate the differences between

their respective governments? Or would they find themselves
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comparing notes about their children and what each other did

for a living? . . . They might even have decided that they were

all going to get together for dinner some evening soon. Above

all, they would have proven that people don't make wars. 3

It was an unexpectedly gentle invitation for human faces to prevail over

boots, dictators, and the mechanisms of war. It set in motion, in Or-

well's year 1984, the sequence of events by which they would do so. Just

over a year after Reagan's speech, an ardent enemy of totalitarianism

took power in the Soviet Union. Within six years, that country's con-

trol over half of Europe had collapsed. Within eight, the Union of So-

viet Socialist Republics—the country that had provoked Orwell's great

gloomy prophecy in the first place—had itself ceased to exist.

These things did not happen simply because Reagan gave a speech

or because Orwell wrote a book: the remainder of this book compli-

cates the causation. It is worth starting with visions, though, because

they establish hopes and fears. History then determines which prevail.





CHAPTER ONE
THE RETURN OF FEAR

We waitedfor them to come ashore. We could see theirfaces. They

looked like ordinarypeople. We had imagined something different.

Welly they were Americans!

LlUBOVA KOZINCHENKA,

Red Army, 58th Guards Division

Iguess we didnt know what to expectfrom the Russians, but

when you looked at them and examined them, you couldnt tell

whether, you know? Ifyouput an American uniform on them,

they could have been American!

—Al Aronson,

U.S. Army, 69th Infantry Division 1

Th 1 s was the way the war was supposed to end: with cheers, hand-

shakes, dancing, drinking, and hope. The date was April 25, 1945, the

place the eastern German city of Torgau on the Elbe, the event the

first meeting ofthe armies, converging from opposite ends of the earth,

that had cut Nazi Germany in two. Five days later Adolf Hitler blew

his brains out beneath the rubble that was all that was left of Berlin.

Just over a week after that, the Germans surrendered unconditionally.

The leaders of the victorious Grand Alliance, Franklin D. Roosevelt,

Winston Churchill, and Josef Stalin, had already exchanged their

own handshakes, toasts, and hopes for a better world at two wartime
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summits—Teheran in November, 1943, and Yalta in February, 1945.

These gestures would have meant little, though, had the troops they

commanded not been able to stage their own more boisterous celebra-

tion where it really counted: on the front lines of a battlefield from

which the enemy was now disappearing.

Why, then, did the armies at Torgau approach one another warily,

as if they'd been expecting interplanetary visitors? Why did the resem-

blances they saw seem so surprising—and so reassuring? Why, despite

these, did their commanders insist on separate surrender ceremonies,

one for the western front at Reims, in France, on May 7th, another for

the eastern front in Berlin on May 8th? Why did the Soviet authorities

try to break up spontaneous pro-American demonstrations that erupted

in Moscow following the official announcement of the German capit-

ulation? Why did the American authorities, during the week that fol-

lowed, abruptly suspend critical shipments of Lend-Lease aid to the

U.S.S.R., and then resume them? Why did Roosevelt's key aide Harry

Hopkins, who had played a decisive role in crafting the Grand Alliance

in 1941, have to rush to Moscow six weeks after his boss's death to try

to save it? Why for that matter, years later, would Churchill title his

memoir of these events Triumph and Tragedy}

The answer to all of these questions is much the same: that the war

had been won by a coalition whose principal members were already at

war—ideologically and geopolitically if not militarily—with one an-

other. Whatever the Grand Alliance's triumphs in the spring of 1945,

its success had always depended upon the pursuit of compatible objec-

tives by incompatible systems. The tragedy was this: that victory would

require the victors either to cease to be who they were, or to give up

much ofwhat they had hoped, by fighting the war, to attain.
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Had there really been an alien visitor on the banks of the Elbe in

April, 1945, he, she, or it might indeed have detected superficial resem-

blances in the Russian and American armies that met there, as well as

in the societies from which they had come. Both the United States and

the Soviet Union had been born in revolution. Both embraced ideolo-

gies with global aspirations: what worked at home, their leaders as-

sumed, would also do so for the rest of the world. Both, as continental

states, had advanced across vast frontiers: they were at the time the first

and third largest countries in the world. And both had entered the war

as the result of surprise attack: the German invasion of the Soviet

Union, which began on June 22, 1941, and the Japanese strike against

Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, which Hitler used as an excuse to

declare war on the United States four days later. That would have been

the extent of the similarities, though. The differences, as any terrestrial

observer could have quickly pointed out, were much greater.

The American Revolution, which had happened over a century and

a half earlier, reflected a deep distrust of concentrated authority. Liberty

and justice, the Founding Fathers had insisted, could come only

through constraining power. Thanks to an ingenious constitution, their

geographical isolation from potential rivals, and a magnificent endow-

ment of natural resources, the Americans managed to build an extraor-

dinarily powerful state, a fact that became obvious during World War II.

They accomplished this, however, by severely restricting their govern-

ment s capacity to control everyday life, whether through the dissemi-

nation of ideas, the organization of the economy, or the conduct of

politics. Despite the legacy of slavery, the near extermination of native

Americans, and persistent racial, sexual, and social discrimination, the
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citizens of the United States could plausibly claim, in 1945, to live in

the freest society on the face of the earth.

The Bolshevik Revolution, which had happened only a quarter

century earlier, had in contrast involved the embrace of concentrated

authority as a means of overthrowing class enemies and consolidating

a base from which a proletarian revolution would spread throughout

the world. Karl Marx claimed, in the Communist Manifesto of 1848, that

the industrialization capitalists had set in motion was simultaneously

expanding and exploiting the working class, which would sooner or

later liberate itself. Not content to wait for this to happen, Vladimir

Ilyich Lenin sought to accelerate history in 1917 by seizing control of

Russia and imposing Marxism on it, even though that state failed to fit

Marx's prediction that the revolution could only occur in an advanced

industrial society. Stalin in turn fixed that problem by redesigning Rus-

sia to fit Marxist-Leninist ideology: he forced a largely agrarian nation

with few traditions of liberty to become a heavily industrialized nation

with no liberty at all. As a consequence, the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics was, at the end ofWorld War II, the most authoritarian so-

ciety anywhere on the face of the earth.

If the victorious nations could hardly have been more different, the

same was true of the wars they had fought from 1941 to 1945. The

United States waged separate wars simultaneously—against the Japa-

nese in the Pacific and the Germans in Europe—but suffered remark-

ably few casualties: just under 300,000 Americans died in all combat

theaters. Geographically distant from where the fighting was taking

place, their country experienced no significant attacks apart from the

initial one at Pearl Harbor. With its ally Great Britain (which suffered

about 357,000 war deaths), the United States was able to choose where,

when, and in what circumstances it would fight, a fact that greatly

minimized the costs and risks of fighting. But unlike the British, the

Americans emerged from the war with their economy thriving: war-

time spending had caused their gross domestic product almost to dou-
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ble in less than four years. If there could ever be such a thing as a

"good" war, then this one, for the United States, came close.

The Soviet Union enjoyed no such advantages. It waged only one

war, but it was arguably the most terrible one in all of history. With its

cities, towns, and countryside ravaged, its industries ruined or hur-

riedly relocated beyond the Urals, the only option apart from surrender

was desperate resistance, on terrain and in circumstances chosen by its

enemy. Estimates of casualties, civilian and military, are notoriously in-

exact, but it is likely that some 27 million Soviet citizens died as a di-

rect result of the war—roughly go times the number ofAmericans who

died. Victory could hardly have been purchased at greater cost: the

U.S.S.R. in 1945 was a shattered state, fortunate to have survived. The

war, a contemporary observer recalled, was "both the most fearful and

the proudest memory of the Russian people."2

When it came to shaping the postwar settlement, however, the vic-

tors were more evenly matched than these asymmetries might suggest.

The United States had made no commitment to reverse its long-

standing tradition of remaining aloof from European affairs

—

Roosevelt had even assured Stalin, at Teheran, that American troops

would return home within two years after the end of the war. 3 Nor,

given the depressing record of the 1930s, could there be any assurance

that the wartime economic boom would continue, or that democracy

would again take root beyond the relatively few countries in which it

still existed. The stark fact that the Americans and the British could

not have defeated Hitler without Stalin's help meant that World

War II was a victory over fascism only—not over authoritarianism and

its prospects for the future.

Meanwhile, the Soviet Union had significant assets, despite the

immense losses it had suffered. Because it was part of Europe, its mil-

itary forces would not be withdrawing from Europe. Its command

economy had shown itself capable of sustaining full employment when

the capitalist democracies had failed, during the prewar years, to do so.
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Its ideology enjoyed widespread respect in Europe because commu-

nists there had largely led the resistance against the Germans. Finally,

the disproportionate burden the Red Army had borne in defeating

Hitler gave the U.S.S.R. a moral claim to substantial, perhaps even

preponderant, influence in shaping the postwar settlement. It was at

least as easy to believe, in 1945, that authoritarian communism was the

wave of the future as that democratic capitalism was.

The Soviet Union had one other advantage as well, which was that

it alone among the victors emerged from the war with tested leader-

ship. Roosevelt's death on April 12, 1945, had catapulted his inexperi-

enced and ill-informed vice president, Harry S. Truman, into the

White House. Three months later, Churchill's unexpected defeat in

the British general election made the far less formidable Labour Party

leader, Clement Attlee, prime minister. The Soviet Union, in contrast,

had Stalin, its unchallenged ruler since 1929, the man who remade his

country and then led it to victory in World War II. Crafty, formidable,

and to all appearances calmly purposeful, the Kremlin dictator knew

what he wanted in the postwar era. Truman, Attlee, and the nations

they led seemed much less certain.

II.

So what did Stalin want? It makes sense to start with him, because

only he of the three postwar leaders had had the time, while retaining

the authority, to consider and rank his priorities. Sixty-five at the end

of the war, the man who ran the Soviet Union was physically ex-

hausted, surrounded by sycophants, personally lonely—but still firmly,

even terrifyingly, in control. His scrawny mustache, discolored teeth,

pock-marked face, and yellow eyes, an American diplomat recalled,

"gave him the aspect of an old battle-scarred tiger. . . . An unfore-

warned visitor would never have guessed what depths of calculation,

ambition, love of power, jealousy, cruelty, and sly vindictiveness lurked
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behind this unpretentious facade."4 Through a series of purges during

the 1930s, Stalin had long since eliminated all his rivals. The raising of

an eyebrow or the flick of a finger, subordinates knew, could mean the

difference between life and death. Strikingly short—only five feet four

inches—this paunchy little old man was nonetheless a colossus, be-

striding a colossal state.

Stalin's postwar goals were security for himself, his regime, his

country, and his ideology, in precisely that order. He sought to make

sure that no internal challenges could ever again endanger his personal

rule, and that no external threats would ever again place his country at

risk. The interests of communists elsewhere in the world, admirable

though those might be, would never outweigh the priorities of the So-

viet state as he had determined them. Narcissism, paranoia, and ab-

solute power came together in Stalin:
5 he was, within the Soviet Union

and the international communist movement, enormously feared—but

also widely worshipped.

Wartime expenditures in blood and treasure, Stalin believed, should

largely determine who got what after the war: the Soviet Union, there-

fore, would get a lot.
6 Not only would it regain the territories it had lost

to the Germans during World War II; it would also retain the territories

it had taken as a result of the opportunistic but shortsighted "non-

aggression" pact Stalin had concluded with Hitler in August, 1939

—

portions of Finland, Poland, and Romania, all of the Baltic States. It

would require that states beyond these expanded borders remain within

Moscow's sphere of influence. It would seek territorial concessions at the

expense of Iran and Turkey (including control of the Turkish Straits), as

well as naval bases in the Mediterranean. Finally, it would punish a de-

feated and devastated Germany through military occupation, property

expropriations, reparations payments, and ideological transformation.

Herein there lay, however, a painful dilemma for Stalin. Dispropor-

tionate losses during the war may well have entitled the Soviet Union

to disproportionate postwar gains, but they had also robbed that coun-

try of the power required to secure those benefits unilaterally. The
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U.S.S.R. needed peace, economic assistance, and the diplomatic acqui-

escence of its former allies. There was no choice for the moment, then,

but to continue to seek the cooperation of the Americans and the

British: just as they had depended on Stalin to defeat Hitler, so Stalin

now depended on continued Anglo-American goodwill if he was to

obtain his postwar objectives at a reasonable cost. He therefore wanted

neither a hot war nor a cold war. 7 Whether he would be skillful enough

to avoid these alternatives, however, was quite a different matter.

For Stalin's understanding of his wartime allies and their postwar

objectives was based more on wishful thinking than on an accurate as-

sessment of priorities as seen from Washington and London. It was

here that Marxist-Leninist ideology influenced Stalin, because his illu-

sions arose from it. The most important one was the belief, which went

back to Lenin, that capitalists would never be able to cooperate with

one another for very long. Their inherent greediness—the irresistible

urge to place profits above politics—would sooner or later prevail, leav-

ing communists with the need only for patience as they awaited their

adversaries' self-destruction. "The alliance between ourselves and the

democratic faction of the capitalists succeeds because the latter had an

interest in preventing Hitler's domination," Stalin commented as the

war was coming to a close. "[I]n the future we shall be against this fac-

tion of the capitalists as well."
8

This idea of a crisis within capitalism did have some plausibility.

World War I, after all, had been a war among capitalists; it thereby pro-

vided the opportunity for the world's first communist state to emerge.

The Great Depression left the remaining capitalist states scrambling to

save themselves rather than cooperating to rescue the global economy

or to maintain the postwar settlement: Nazi Germany arose as a result.

With the end of World War II, Stalin believed, the economic crisis

was bound to return. Capitalists would then need the Soviet Union,

rather than the other way around. That is why he fully expected the

United States to lend the Soviet Union several billion dollars for re-
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construction: because the Americans would otherwise be unable to find

markets for their products during the coming global crash. 9

It followed as well that the other capitalist superpower, Great

Britain—whose weakness Stalin consistently underestimated—would

sooner or later break with its American ally over economic rivalries:

"[T]he inevitability of wars between capitalist countries remains in

force," he insisted, as late as 1952.
10 From Stalin's perspective, then, the

long-term forces of history would compensate for the catastrophe

World War II had inflicted upon the Soviet Union. It would not be

necessary to confront the Americans and British directly in order to

achieve his objectives. He could simply wait for the capitalists to begin

quarreling with one another, and for the disgusted Europeans to em-

brace communism as an alternative.

Stalin's goal, therefore, was not to restore a balance ofpower in Eu-

rope, but rather to dominate that continent as thoroughly as Hitler had

sought to do. He acknowledged, in a wistful but revealing comment in

1947, that "[h]ad Churchill delayed opening the second front in north-

ern France by a year, the Red Army would have come to France. . . .

[W]e toyed with the idea of reaching Paris."
11 Unlike Hitler, however,

Stalin followed no fixed timetable. He had welcomed the D-Day land-

ings, despite the fact that they would preclude the Red Army from

reaching western Europe anytime soon: Germany's defeat was the first

priority. Nor would he write off diplomacy in securing his objective,

not least because he expected—for a time at least—American cooper-

ation in achieving it. Had not Roosevelt indicated that the United

States would refrain from seeking its own sphere of influence in Eu-

rope? Stalin's was, therefore, a grand vision: the peacefully accom-

plished but historically determined domination of Europe. It was also

a flawed vision, for it failed to take into account the evolving postwar

objectives of the United States.
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What did the Americans want after the war? Unquestionably also

security, but in contrast to Stalin, they were much less certain ofwhat

they would have to do to obtain it. The reason had to do with the

dilemma World War II had posed for them: that the United States

could not continue to serve as a model for the rest of the world while

remaining apart from the rest of the world.

Throughout most of their history Americans had tried to do just

this.They had not had to worry much about security because oceans sep-

arated them from all other states that might conceivably do them harm.

Their very independence from Great Britain resulted, as Thomas Paine

had predicted it would in 1776, from the implausibility that "a Continent

[could] be perpetually governed by an island."
12 Despite their naval su-

periority, the British were never able to project sufficient military power

across some 3,000 miles ofwater to keep the Americans within the em-

pire, or to prevent them from dominating the North American conti-

nent. The prospect that other Europeans might do so was even more

remote, because successive governments in London came to agree with

the Americans that there should be no further colonization in the west-

ern hemisphere. The United States enjoyed the luxury, therefore, of

maintaining a vast sphere of influence without the risk that by doing so

it would challenge the interests of any other great power.

The Americans did seek global influence in the realm of ideas: their

Declaration of Independence had, after all, advanced the radical claim

that all men are created equal. But they made no effort, during their

first fourteen decades of independence, to make good on that assertion.

The United States would serve as an example; the rest of the world

would have to decide how and under what circumstances to embrace it.

"She is the well-wisher to the freedom and independence of all," Sec-
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retary of State John Quincy Adams proclaimed in 1821, but
a
[s]he is the

champion and vindicator only of her own." 13 Despite an international

ideology, therefore, American practices were isolationist: the nation

had not yet concluded that its security required transplanting its prin-

ciples. Its foreign and military policy was much less ambitious than one

might have expected from a nation of such size and strength.

Only with World War I did the United States break out of this pat-

tern. Worried that Imperial Germany might defeat Great Britain and

France, Woodrow Wilson persuaded his countrymen that American

military might was needed to restore the European balance ofpower

—

but even he justified this geopolitical objective in ideological terms.

The world, he insisted, had to be made "safe for democracy."14 Wilson

went on to propose, as the basis for a peace settlement, a League ofNa-

tions that would impose on states something like the rule of law that

states—at least enlightened ones—imposed on individuals. The idea

that might alone makes right would, he hoped, disappear.

Both the vision and the restored balance, however, proved pre-

mature. Victory in World War I did not make the United States a glo-

bal power; instead it confirmed, for most Americans, the dangers of

overcommitment. Wilson's plans for a postwar collective security orga-

nization went well beyond where his countrymen were ready to go.

Meanwhile, disillusionment with allies—together with Wilsons ill-

conceived and half-hearted military intervention against the Bolsheviks

in Siberia and North Russia in 1918-20—turned the fruits of victory

sour. Conditions abroad encouraged a return to isolationism: the per-

ceived inequities of the Versailles peace treaty, the onset of a global de-

pression, and then the rise of aggressor states in Europe and East Asia

ail had the effect of convincing Americans that they would be better off

avoiding international involvements altogether. It was a rare withdrawal

of a powerful state from responsibilities beyond its borders.

After entering the White House in 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt

worked persistently—if often circuitously—to bring the United States

into a more active role in world politics. It was not easy: "I feel very
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much as if I were groping for a door in a blank wall." 15 Even afterJapan

had gone to war with China in 1937 an<^ World War II had broken out

in Europe in 1939, F.D.R. had made only minimal progress in persuad-

ing the nation that Wilson had been right: that its security could be

threatened by what happened halfway around the world. It would take

the shattering events of 1940-41—the fall of France, the battle of

Britain, and ultimately the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor—to bring

about an American recommitment to the task of restoring a balance of

power beyond the western hemisphere. "We have profited by our past

mistakes," the president promised in 1942. "This time we shall know

how to make full use of victory."
16

Roosevelt had four great wartime priorities. The first was to sustain

allies—chiefly Great Britain, the Soviet Union, and (less successfully)

Nationalist China—because there was no other way to achieve victory:

the United States could not fight Germany and Japan alone. The sec-

ond was to secure allied cooperation in shaping the postwar settlement,

for without it there would be little prospect for lasting peace. The third

had to do with the nature of that settlement. Roosevelt expected his al-

lies to endorse one that would remove the most probable causes of fu-

ture wars. That meant a new collective security organization with the

power to deter and if necessary punish aggression, as well as a revived

global economic system equipped to prevent a new global depression.

Finally, the settlement would have to be "sellable" to the American

people: F.D.R. was not about to repeat Wilson's mistake of taking the

nation beyond where it was prepared to go. There would be no rever-

sion to isolationism, then, after World War II. But the United States

would not be prepared either—any more than the Soviet Union would

be—to accept a postwar world that resembled its prewar predecessor.

Finally, a word about British objectives. They were, as Churchill

defined them, much simpler: to survive at all costs, even if this meant

relinquishing leadership ofthe Anglo-American coalition to Washing-

ton, even if it meant weakening the British empire, even if it also

meant collaborating with the Soviet Union, a regime the younger
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Churchill had hoped, in the aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution, to

crush. 17 The British would attempt to influence the Americans as

much as possible—they aspired to the role of Greeks, tutoring the new

Romans—but under no circumstances would they get at odds with the

Americans. Stalin's expectation of an independent Britain, capable of

resisting the United States and even going to war with it, would have

seemed strange indeed to those who actually shaped British wartime

and postwar grand strategy.

IV.

With these priorities, what prospects were there for a World

War II settlement that would preserve the Grand Alliance? Roosevelt,

Churchill, and Stalin no doubt hoped for such an outcome: nobody

wanted new enemies so soon after having overcome their old ones. But

their coalition had been, from the start, both a means of cooperating to

defeat the Axis and an instrument through which each of the victors

sought to position itself for maximum influence in the postwar world.

It could hardly be otherwise: despite public claims by the Big Three

that politics were adjourned while the war was going on, none ofthem

believed in or sought to practice this principle. What they did do—in

communications and conferences mostly shrouded from public view

—

was to try to reconcile divergent political objectives even as they pur-

sued a common military task. For the most part, they failed, and it was

in that failure that the roots of the Cold War lay. The major issues were

as follows:

The second front and a separate peace. Apart from

defeat itself, the greatest Anglo-American fear had been that the So-

viet Union might again cut a deal with Nazi Germany, as it had in 1939,

which would leave large portions of Europe in authoritarian hands

—

hence the importance Roosevelt and Churchill attached to keeping the
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Soviet Union in the war. This meant providing all possible assistance in

food, clothing, and armaments, even ifby desperate means and at great

cost: running convoys to Murmansk and Archangel while avoiding

German submarines was no easy thing to do. It also meant not con-

testing Stalin's demands for the restoration of lost territories, despite

the awkward fact that some of these—the Baltic States, eastern

Poland, parts of Finland and Romania—had fallen under Soviet con-

trol only as a result of his pact with Hitler. Finally, forestalling a sepa-

rate peace meant creating a second front on the European continent as

soon as was militarily feasible, although in London and Washington

that was understood to require postponement until success seemed

likely at an acceptable cost.

As a consequence, the second front—more accurately second

fronts—materialized slowly, a fact which angered the embattled Rus-

sians, who lacked the luxury ofminimizing casualties. The first came in

Vichy-occupied North Africa, where American and British forces

landed in November, 1942; invasions of Sicily and southern Italy fol-

lowed in the summer of 1943. Not until the June, 1944, landings in Nor-

mandy, however, did Anglo-American military operations begin to

take significant pressure off the Red Army, which had long since

turned the tide of battle on the eastern front and was now pushing the

Germans out of the Soviet Union altogether. Stalin congratulated his

allies on the success of D-Day, but suspicions remained that the delay

had been deliberate, with a view to leaving the burden of fighting dis-

proportionately to the U.S.S.R. 18 The plan, as one Soviet analyst later

put it, had been for the United States to participate "only at the last

minute, when it could easily affect the outcome of the war, completely

ensuring its interests."
19

The political importance of second fronts was at least as great as

their military significance, for they meant that the Americans and the

British would participate, along with the Soviet Union, in the surren-

der and occupation of Germany and its satellites. More for reasons of

convenience than anything else, the Anglo-American military com-
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mand excluded the Russians from this process when Italy capitulated

in September, 1943. This provided Stalin with an excuse for something

he probably would have done in any event, which was to deny the

Americans and British any meaningful role in the occupation of Ro-

mania, Bulgaria, and Hungary when the Red Army moved into those

territories in 1944-45.

Stalin and Churchill had agreed easily enough in October, 1944,

that the Soviet Union should have a predominant influence in those

countries, in return for an acknowledgment of British preponderance

in Greece. Beneath the surface, though, concerns persisted. Roosevelt

protested not having been consulted on the Stalin-Churchill deal, and

when the British and Americans began negotiating for the surrender of

German armies in northern Italy in the spring of 1945, Stalin's own re-

action came close to panic: there might be an arrangement, he warned

his military commanders, by which the Germans would stop fighting

in the west while continuing to resist in the east.
20 He thereby revealed

the depths of his own fears about a separate peace. That he thought his

allies capable of making one at this late date showed how little reassur-

ance the second fronts had provided him—and how little trust he was

prepared to extend.

Spheres of influence. A division of Europe into spheres of

influence—as implied by the Churchill- Stalin agreement—would

leave little room for the Europeans to determine their future: that is

why Roosevelt worried about it. However much he might have justi-

fied the war to himself in balance of power terms, he had explained it

to the American people as Wilson might have done—as a fight for

self-determination. Churchill had gone along with this in 1941 by ac-

cepting the Atlantic Charter, F.D.R.'s restatement ofWilsonian prin-

ciples. A major Anglo-American objective, therefore, was to reconcile

these ideals with Stalin's territorial demands, as well as his insistence

on a sphere of influence that would ensure the presence of "friendly"
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nations along the Soviet Union's postwar borders. Roosevelt and

Churchill repeatedly pressed Stalin to allow free elections in the Baltic

States, Poland, and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. At the Yalta Confer-

ence he agreed to do so, but without the slightest intention of honor-

ing his commitment. "Do not worry," he reassured his foreign minister,

Vyacheslav Molotov. "We can implement it in our own way later. The

heart of the matter is the correlation of forces."21

So Stalin got the territorial acquisitions and the sphere of influence

he wanted: the Soviet Union's borders were moved several hundred

miles to the west, and the Red Army installed subservient regimes

throughout the rest of Eastern Europe. Not all of them were as yet

communist—the Kremlin leader was, for the moment, flexible on that

point—but none would challenge the projection of Soviet influence

into the center of Europe. The Americans and British had hoped for a

different outcome: one in which the Eastern Europeans, especially the

Poles—Germany's first victim in World War II—would choose their

own governments. The two positions might have been reconciled had

all the Eastern Europeans been prepared to elect leaders who would

meet Moscow's requirements, something Finland and Czechoslovakia

did indeed do. Poland, however, could hardly follow this path, because

Stalin's own actions had long since eliminated any possibility that a

Polish government subservient to the Soviet Union could sustain pop-

ular support.

The offenses included the 1939 Nazi-Soviet Pact, which had extin-

guished Polish independence, together with the subsequent discovery

that the Russians had massacred some 4,000 Polish officers at Katyn

Wood in 1940—another 11,000 remained unaccounted for. Stalin broke

with the Polish government-in-exile in London over this issue in 1943,

shifting his support to a group of Polish communists based in Lublin.

He then did nothing when the Nazis brutally suppressed the 1944

Warsaw uprising, organized by the London Poles, despite the fact that

the Red Army was on the outskirts of the Polish capital at the time.
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Stalin's insistence on taking a third of Poland's territory after the war

further embittered the nation; his promise of compensation at the ex-

pense of Germany did little to repair the damage.

Because Poles would never elect a pro-Soviet government, Stalin

imposed one—the cost, though, was a permanently resentful Poland,

as well as a growing sense among his American and British allies that

they could no longer trust him. As a disillusioned Roosevelt put it two

weeks before his death: "[Stalin] has broken every one of the promises

he made at Yalta."22

Defeated enemies. In contrast to unilateral Soviet control in

Eastern Europe, there was never any doubt—at least not after D-Day

—

that Germany would be jointly occupied. The way in which this hap-

pened, however, left the Russians with a sense of having been cheated.

The United States, Great Britain, and (through Anglo-American gen-

erosity) France wound up controlling two-thirds of Germany, not as a

result ofthe amount ofblood they had shed during the war, but because

ofgeographical proximity to their advancing armies, along with the fact

that Stalin had given a substantial part of eastern Germany to the Poles.

Although the Soviet zone of occupation surrounded the joindy occu-

pied capital, Berlin, it contained only about a third of Germany's popu-

lation and an even smaller percentage of its industrial facilities.

Why did Stalin accept this arrangement? Probably because of his

belief that the Marxist-Leninist government he planned to install in

eastern Germany would become a "magnet" for Germans in the west-

ern occupation zones, causing them to choose leaders who would even-

tually unify the entire country under Soviet control. The long-delayed

proletarian revolution that Marx had foreseen in Germany would then

take place. "All of Germany must be ours, that is, Soviet, communist,"

Stalin commented in 1946.
23 There were, however, two big problems

with this strategy.

The first had to do with the brutality with which the Red Army oc-

cupied eastern Germany. Not only did Soviet troops expropriate prop-
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erty and extract reparations on an indiscriminate scale, but they also

indulged in mass rape—some 2 million German women suffered this

fate between 1945 and 1947.
24 The effect was to alienate almost all Ger-

mans, and thus to set up an asymmetry that would persist throughout

the Cold War: the regime Stalin installed in the east lacked the legiti-

macy its counterpart in the west would quickly gain.

The second problem had to do with allies. The unilateralism with

which the Soviets had handled their affairs in Germany and Eastern

Europe made the British and Americans wary of relying on coopera-

tion with Moscow in occupying the rest ofGermany Accordingly, they

seized such opportunities as arose to consolidate their own zones,

along with that of the French, with a view to accepting the division of

the country. The idea was to preserve as much of Germany as possible

under western rule rather than to risk the danger that all of it might

come under Soviet control. Most Germans, as they became aware of

what Stalin's rule would mean, reluctantly supported this Anglo-

American policy.

What had happened in Germany and Eastern Europe, in turn, left

the United States with little incentive to include the Soviet Union in

the occupation of Japan. The U.S.S.R. had not declared war on that

country after Pearl Harbor, nor had its allies expected it to at a time

when the German army was on the outskirts of Moscow. Stalin had,

however, promised to enter the Pacific war three months after Ger-

many's surrender, in return for which Roosevelt and Churchill had

agreed to transfer the Japanese-owned Kurile Islands to Soviet control,

as well as to restore the southern halfof Sakhalin Island along with ter-

ritorial rights and naval bases in Manchuria, all of which Russia had

lost as a result of its defeat in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5.

The prevailing view in Washington and London had been that the

Red Army's assistance—especially an invasion of Japanese-occupied

Manchuria—would be vital in hastening victory. But that was before

the United States successfully tested its first atomic bomb in July, 1945.

Once it became clear that the Americans possessed such a weapon, the
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need for Soviet military assistance vanished.25 With the precedents of

Soviet unilateralism in Europe all too clearly in mind, there was no

desire within the new Truman administration to see something simi-

lar repeated in Northeast Asia. Here, then, the Americans embraced

Stalin's own equation of blood with influence. They had done most of

the fighting in the Pacific War. They alone, therefore, would occupy

the nation that had started it.

The atomic bomb. Meanwhile, the bomb itself was intensifying

Soviet-American distrust. The Americans and the British had secredy

developed the weapon for use against Germany, but the Nazis surren-

dered before it was ready. The Manhattan Project had not been secret

enough, though, to keep Soviet intelligence from discovering a lot

about it through espionage: there were at least three separate and suc-

cessful Soviet efforts to penetrate security at Los Alamos, where the

bomb was being built.
26 The fact that Stalin mounted a major op-

eration to spy on his allies in the middle of a war he and they were

waging together is another strong indication of his lack of trust in

them—although it has to be acknowledged, as well, that the Anglo-

Americans themselves did not choose to tell Stalin about the bomb

until after the first successful test in the New Mexico desert.

The Soviet leader showed little surprise, therefore, when Truman

gave him the news at the Potsdam Conference—he had learned about

the bomb long before the new American president had done so. But

Stalin reacted strongly when the United States went ahead and used

the weapon against the Japanese three weeks later. A test in the desert

was one thing. An actual weapon actually employed was something

else again. "War is barbaric, but using the A-bomb is a superbarbarity,"

Stalin complained after learning how Hiroshima had been destroyed.

The American breakthrough was yet another challenge to his insis-

tence that blood expended should equal influence gained: all at once,

the United States had obtained a military capability that did not de-

pend upon the deployment of armies on a battlefield. Brains—and the
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military technology they could produce—now counted for just as

much. "Hiroshima has shaken the whole world," Stalin told his scien-

tists, in authorizing a crash Soviet program to catch up. "The balance

has been destroyed. . . . That cannot be."
27

In addition to seeing the bomb as shortening the war and thus deny-

ing the Russians any significant role in defeating and occupying Japan,

Stalin also saw the bomb as a means by which the United States would

seek to extract postwar concessions from the Soviet Union: "A-bomb

blackmail is American policy."
28 There was something in this. Truman

had used the bomb chiefly to end the war, but he and his advisers did in-

deed expect their new weapon to induce a more conciliatory attitude on

the part of the U.S.S.R. They devised no strategy to produce this result,

however, while Stalin quickly devised a strategy to deny it to them. He

took an even harder line than before in pushing Soviet objectives, ifonly

to demonstrate that he could not be intimidated. "It is obvious," he told

his top advisers late in 1945, "that ... we cannot achieve anything serious

ifwe begin to give in to intimidation or betray uncertainty."29

The Cold War's roots in the world war, therefore, help to explain

why this new conflict emerged so quickly after the old one had come to

an end. But great power rivalries had long been at least as normal a pat-

tern in the behavior of nations as had great power alliances. An inter-

planetary visitor, aware of this, might well have expected exactly what

took place. Certainly a theorist of international relations would have.

The interesting question is why the wartime leaders themselves were

surprised, even alarmed, by the breakdown of the Grand Alliance.

Their hopes for a different outcome were real enough; otherwise they

would hardly have made the efforts they did while the fighting was go-

ing on to agree on what was to happen when it stopped. Their hopes

were parallel—but their visions were not.

To frame the issue in its most basic terms, Roosevelt and Churchill

envisaged a postwar settlement which would balance power while em-

bracing principles. The idea was to prevent any new war by avoiding
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the mistakes that had led to World War II: they would ensure cooper-

ation among the great powers, revive Wilson's League in the form of a

new United Nations collective security organization, and encourage

the maximum possible political self-determination and economic inte-

gration, so that the causes of war as they understood them would in

time disappear. Stalin's was a very different vision: a settlement that

would secure his own and his country's security while simultaneously

encouraging the rivalries among capitalists that he believed would

bring about a new war. Capitalist fratricide, in turn, would ensure the

eventual Soviet domination of Europe. The first was a multilateral vi-

sion that assumed the possibility of compatible interests, even among

incompatible systems. The second assumed no such thing.

Political scientists like to speak of "security dilemmas": situa-

tions in which one state acts to make itself safer, but in doing so dimin-

ishes the security ofone or more other states, which in turn try to repair

the damage through measures that diminish the security of the first

state. The result is an ever-deepening whirlpool of distrust from which

even the best-intentioned and most far-sighted leaders find it difficult

to extricate themselves: their suspicions become self-reinforcing.
30 Be-

cause the Anglo-American relationship with the Soviet Union had

fallen into this pattern well before World War II ended, it is difficult

to say precisely when the Cold War began. There were no surprise

attacks, no declarations of war, no severing even of diplomatic ties.

There was, however, a growing sense of insecurity at the highest levels

in Washington, London, and Moscow, generated by the efforts the

wartime allies were making to ensure their own postwar security. With

their enemies defeated, there was less of an incentive for theseformer

allies, as they were coming to think of themselves, to keep their anxi-
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eties under control. Each crisis that arose fed the next one, with the re-

sult that a divided Europe became a reality.

Iran, Turkey, the Mediterranean—and Contain-

ment. Having already obtained the territorial concessions he wanted

in Eastern Europe and Northeast Asia, Stalin's first priority after the

war was to remove what he regarded as vulnerabilities in the south.

One account describes him expressing satisfaction with a map showing

the Soviet Union's new boundaries, but pointing to the Caucasus and

complaining: "I don't like our border right here!"
31 Three initiatives

followed: Stalin delayed the withdrawal of Soviet troops from northern

Iran, where they had been stationed since 1942 as part of an Anglo-

Soviet arrangement to keep that country's oil supplies out of German

hands. He demanded territorial concessions from Turkey as well as

bases that would have given the U.S.S.R. effective control of the Turk-

ish Straits. And he requested a role in the administration of former

Italian colonies in North Africa with a view to securing one or more

additional naval bases in the eastern Mediterranean.

It became clear almost at once, though, that Stalin had gone too

far. "They won't allow it," his normally complaisant foreign minister

Molotov warned, regarding the Straits. "Go ahead, press them for joint

possession!" his irritated boss replied. "Demand it!"
32 Molotov did, but

he got nowhere. Truman and Attlee flatly rejected the Soviet bid for

boundary adjustments at Turkey's expense, as well as for Turkish and

Mediterranean naval bases. They surprised Stalin by taking the contin-

ued Soviet occupation of northern Iran to the United Nations Security

Council early in 1946, in the first significant use of the new world orga-

nization to deal with an international crisis. Finding his military over-

stretched and his ambitions exposed, Stalin ordered a quiet withdrawal

from Iran several months later. By that time, though, Truman had re-

inforced his own position by deploying the American Sixth Fleet

—

indefinitely—in the eastern Mediterranean. It was an unmistakable
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signal that Stalin had reached the limit of what he could expect to

achieve by invoking the tradition ofwartime cooperation.33

This new firmness in Washington coincided with a search for expla-

nations of Soviet behavior: why had the Grand Alliance broken apart?

What else did Stalin want? The best answer came from George F.

Kennan, a respected but still junior Foreign Service officer serving in

the American embassy in Moscow. In what he subsequently acknowl-

edged was an "outrageous encumberment of the telegraphic process,"

Kennan responded to the latest in a long series of State Department

queries with a hastily composed 8,000-word cable, dispatched on Feb-

ruary 22, 1946. To say that it made an impact in Washington would be

to put it mildly: Kennan's "long telegram" became the basis for United

States strategy toward the Soviet Union throughout the rest of the

Cold War. 34

Moscow's intransigence, Kennan insisted, resulted from nothing

the West had done: instead it reflected the internal necessities of the

Stalinist regime, and nothing the West could do within the foreseeable

future would alter that fact. Soviet leaders had to treat the outside

world as hostile because this provided the only excuse "for the dicta-

torship without which they did not know how to rule, for cruelties they

did not dare not to inflict, for sacrifices they felt bound to demand."To

expect concessions to be reciprocated was to be naive: there would be

no change in the Soviet Unions strategy until it encountered a suffi-

ciently long string of failures to convince some future Kremlin leader

—

Kennan held out little hope that Stalin would ever see this—that his

nations behavior was not advancing its interests. War would not be

necessary to produce this result. What would be needed, as Kennan put

it in a published version of his argument the following year, was a

"long-term, patient but firm and vigilant containment of Russian ex-

pansive tendencies."35

Kennan could not have known at the time that one of his most

careful readers was Stalin himself. Soviet intelligence quickly got ac-
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cess to the "long telegram"—a relatively easy task because the docu-

ment, though classified, was widely circulated.36 Not to be outdone,

Stalin ordered his ambassador in Washington, Nikolai Novikov, to

prepare a "telegram" of his own, which he sent to Moscow on Septem-

ber 27, 1946. "The foreign policy ofthe United States," Novikov claimed,

"reflects the imperialistic tendencies of American monopolistic capi-

talism, [and] is characterized ... by a striving for world supremacy."

As a consequence, the United States was increasing its military spend-

ing "colossally," establishing bases far beyond its borders, and had

reached an agreement with Great Britain to divide the world into

spheres of influence. But Anglo-American cooperation was "plagued

with great internal contradictions and cannot be lasting. ... It is quite

possible that the Near East will become a center of Anglo-American

contradictions that will explode the agreements now reached between

the United States and England."37

Novikov's assessment—which reflected Stalin's thinking and which

Molotov himself ghost-authored38—may well account for the relaxed

self-confidence with which the Kremlin leader received Truman's re-

cently appointed secretary of state, George C. Marshall, when the

American, British, French, and Soviet foreign ministers met in Mos-

cow in April, 1947. It had long been Stalin's habit, while hosting im-

portant visitors, to doodle wolves' heads on a pad in red pencil, and this

he did as he assured Marshall that the failure to settle the future of

postwar Europe was no great problem: there was no urgency. Marshall,

the quiet, laconic, but shrewd former general who more than anyone

else had shaped American military strategy during World War II, was

not reassured. "All the way back to Washington," an aide later recalled,

he talked "of the importance of finding some initiative to prevent the

complete breakdown ofWestern Europe."39

The Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan.

Had Stalin been as attentive to intelligence reports on the foreign min-

isters' conference as he was to those on the atomic bomb and the Ken-
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nan "long telegram," he might have anticipated what was about to hap-

pen. Marshall and his British and French counterparts spent many

hours in Moscow—when not in fruitless meetings with Molotov

—

discussing the need for cooperation in the reconstruction of Europe.

The rooms in which they did so were no doubt bugged. And yet, ide-

ology overrode eavesdropping in Stalin's mind. Had not Lenin shown

that capitalists could never cooperate for very long? Had not Novikov's

"telegram" confirmed this? The Kremlin boss had his reasons to be

self-confident.

They were not, however, good ones. Truman had already an-

nounced, on March 12, 1947, a program of military and economic assis-

tance to Greece and Turkey, occasioned by the British government s

unexpected announcement, just two weeks earlier, that it could no

longer bear the costs of supporting those countries. He had done so in

strikingly broad terms, insisting that it now "must be the policy of the

United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted sub-

jugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures. . . . [W]e must

assist free peoples to work out their own destinies in their own way."40

Stalin paid little attention to Truman's speech, although he did take

time that spring to insist that a recently published history of philoso-

phy be rewritten to minimize the deference it had shown to the West.41

While Stalin was undertaking that task, Marshall—following Tru-

man's lead—was constructing a Cold War grand strategy. Kennan's

"long telegram" had identified the problem: the Soviet Union's inter-

nally driven hostility toward the outside world. It had, however, sug-

gested no solution. Now Marshall told Kennan to come up with one:

the only guideline was "avoid trivia."
42 The instruction, it is fair to

say, was met. The European Recovery Program, which Marshall an-

nounced in June, 1947, committed the United States to nothing less

than the reconstruction of Europe. The Marshall Plan, as it instantly

came to be known, did not at that point distinguish between those

parts of the continent that were under Soviet control and those that

were not—but the thinking that lay behind it certainly did.
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Several premises shaped the Marshall Plan: that the gravest threat

to western interests in Europe was not the prospect of Soviet military

intervention, but rather the risk that hunger, poverty, and despair

might cause Europeans to vote their own communists into office, who

would then obediently serve Moscow's wishes; that American eco-

nomic assistance would produce immediate psychological benefits and

later material ones that would reverse this trend; that the Soviet Union

would not itself accept such aid or allow its satellites to, thereby strain-

ing its relationship with them; and that the United States could then

seize both the geopolitical and the moral initiative in the emerging

Cold War.

Stalin fell into the trap the Marshall Plan laid for him, which was

to get him to build the wall that would divide Europe. Caught off

guard by Marshall's proposal, he sent a large delegation to Paris to dis-

cuss Soviet participation, then withdrew it while allowing the East Eu-

ropeans to stay, then forbade them—most dramatically the Czechs,

whose leaders were flown to Moscow to get the word—from receiving

such assistance.
43

It was an unusually uneven performance from the

normally self-confident Kremlin dictator, and it suggested the extent

to which the strategy of containment, with the Marshall Plan at its

center, was already disrupting his own set of priorities. Further revi-

sions of philosophy texts would have to wait.

Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and the Berlin Blockade.

Stalin responded to the Marshall Plan just as Kennan had predicted he

would: by tightening his grip wherever he could. In September, 1947,

he announced the formation of the Cominform, a latter-day version of

the old prewar Comintern, whose task had been to enforce orthodoxy

within the international communist movement. "Don't start throwing

your weight around," Andrei Zhdanov, Stalin's spokesman within the

new organization, told a protesting Pole. "In Moscow we know better

how to apply Marxism-Leninism."44 What that meant became clear in

February, 1948, when Stalin approved a plan by Czechoslovak commu-
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nists to seize power in the only Eastern European state that had re-

tained a democratic government. Shortly after the coup, the broken

body of Foreign Minister Jan Masaryk—the son ofThomas Masaryk,

the founder of the country after World War I—was discovered in a

Prague courtyard: whether he jumped or was pushed has never been

established.
45

It made little difference, though, because the prospects

for any independence within Stalin's sphere of influence, it appeared,

had perished with Masaryk.

Not all communists, however, fell within that sphere. Yugoslavia

had been one of the Soviet Union's most reliable allies since the end of

World War II, but its leader, Josip BrozTito, had come to power on his

own. He and his partisans, not the Red Army, had driven the Nazis

out; unlike any of his other East European counterparts, Tito did not

depend upon Stalin's support to remain in power. Efforts to subject

him to Cominform orthodoxy caused Tito to bristle, and by the end of

June, 1948, he had openly broken with Moscow. Stalin professed not to

be worried. "I will shake my little finger, and there will be no more

Tito."46 Much more than a finger shook within the Soviet Union and

the international communist movement over this first act of defiance

by a communist against the Kremlin, but Tito survived—and was soon

receiving economic assistance from the United States. The Yugoslav

dictator might be a "son-of-a-bitch," the new American secretary of

state, Dean Acheson, acknowledged astringently in 1949, but he was

now "our son-of-a-bitch."47

Meanwhile, Stalin had undertaken an even less promising venture:

a blockade of Berlin. His reasons, even now, are not clear. He may have

hoped to force the Americans, British, and French out of their respec-

tive sectors ofthe divided city, taking advantage of their dependence on

supply lines running through the Soviet occupation zone. Or he may

have sought to slow their efforts to consolidate their own zones, which

seemed likely to produce a powerful west German state within which

Moscow would have no influence. Whatever its purposes, Stalin's

blockade backfired as badly as his attempt to discipline Tito. The west-
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ern allies improvised an airlift for the beleaguered city, thereby winning

the emphatic gratitude of the Berliners, the respect of most Germans,

and a global public relations triumph that made Stalin look both bru-

tal and incompetent. "Scoundrels," the old man noted defensively, on a

diplomatic dispatch reporting these developments. "It is all lies. ... It

is not a blockade, but a defensive measure."48

Defensive it may have been, but the offensive character of this and

the other measures Stalin took in response to the Marshall Plan wound

up increasing, not decreasing, the Soviet Unions security problems.

The Czech coup persuaded the Congress of the United States—which

had not yet approved Truman's program for European recovery—to do

so quickly. The events in Prague, together with the Berlin blockade,

convinced the European recipients of American economic assistance

that they needed military protection as well: that led them to request

the creation of a North Atlantic Treaty Organization, which commit-

ted the United States for the first time ever to the peacetime defense of

Western Europe. By the time Stalin grudgingly lifted the Berlin block-

ade in May, 1949, the North Atlantic Treaty had been signed in Wash-

ington and the Federal Republic of Germany had been proclaimed in

Bonn—another result that Stalin had not wanted. Tito's heresy re-

mained unpunished, thereby demonstrating that it was possible for

communists themselves to achieve a degree of independence from

Moscow. And there were no signs whatever of the disagreements

among capitalists—or of the Anglo-American war—that Stalin's ideo-

logical illusions had led him to expect. His strategy for gaining control

of postwar Europe lay in ruins, and he had largely himself to blame.

VI.

Or so it appears in retrospect. It did not seem so, however, at the

time. Instead the years 1949-50 saw a series of apparent setbacks to the

West, none of which was substantial enough to reverse the process by
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which the United States and its allies had seized the initiative in Eu-

rope, where it really counted. Those who lived through these events,

however, had no way ofknowing this: to them, it looked as though the

European victories the West had won had been outweighed by an un-

expected expansion of the Cold War, almost simultaneously, onto sev-

eral broader fronts—in none ofwhich the prospects seemed favorable.

The first of these lay within the realm of military technology. The

Americans had expected their monopoly over the atomic bomb to last

for some six to eight years: hence, the Red Army's disproportionate

conventional force advantage in Europe had not greatly worried them.

"As long as we can outproduce the world, can control the sea and can

strike inland with the atomic bomb," Secretary of Defense James For-

restal observed late in 1947, "we can assume certain risks otherwise un-

acceptable."49 The fundamental premise of the Marshall Plan had been

that the United States could safely concentrate on European economic

reconstruction, while deferring any significant military buildup that

would match Soviet capabilities. The bomb would deter the Russians

while the Americans revived—and reassured—the Europeans.

But on August 29, 1949, the Soviet Union got its own bomb. Stalin

authorized no public announcement of the successful test, which took

place in the Kazakhstan desert, but within days airborne sampling

flights the Americans had only recently begun flying began detecting

radioactive fallout—an unmistakable indicator that an atomic bomb

had exploded in Soviet territory. Surprised that this had happened so

soon but fearing leaks if he tried to suppress the evidence, Truman

himself revealed the existence of the first Soviet nuclear weapon on

September 23rd. The Kremlin then confirmed it.

The implications, for the Americans, were daunting. Without its

atomic monopoly, the Truman administration would have to consider

upgrading conventional forces, possibly even stationing some of them

permanently in Europe, a contingency not provided for in the North

Atlantic Treaty. It would have to build more atomic bombs if it was to

maintain a quantitative and qualitative lead over the U.S.S.R. And it
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found itself pondering a third and more draconian option, the exis-

tence of which American scientists revealed to Truman only at this

moment: attempting to build what was then called a "super-bomb"

—

a thermonuclear or "hydrogen" bomb, in todays terminology—that

would be at least a thousand times more powerful than the weapons

that had devastated Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

In the end, Truman approved all three alternatives. He quietly au-

thorized an accelerated production of atomic bombs: at the time of the

Soviet test, the United States had fewer than 200 in its arsenal, not

enough, a Pentagon study had pointed out, to be sure of defeating the

Soviet Union if a real war came. 50 He then announced, on January 31,

1950, that the United States would go ahead with the "super-bomb"

project. The option Truman resisted the longest was a buildup in

American conventional forces, chiefly because of its cost. Producing

more atomic bombs, even hydrogen bombs, would still be cheaper than

what it would take to bring the army, navy, and air force back to any-

thing approximating World War II levels. Truman, who had hoped for

a "peace dividend" that would allow him to balance the federal budget

after years of deficits, had taken a major risk with the Marshall Plan,

which committed the United States to invest almost 10 percent of

annual government expenditures in the reconstruction of Europe.

Clearly something—fiscal solvency, an upgraded military, the revival of

Europe—was going to have to give: it would not be possible to meet all

of those priorities and still cope with the new insecurities created by

the Soviet atomic breakthrough.

A second but simultaneous expansion of the Cold War occurred

in East Asia, where on October 1, 1949—a week after Truman's an-

nouncement of the Soviet atomic bomb—a victorious Mao Zedong

proclaimed the formation of the People's Republic of China. The cel-

ebration he staged in Beijing's Tiananmen Square marked the end of a

civil war between the Chinese nationalists and the Chinese commu-

nists that had been going on for almost a quarter of a century. Mao's

triumph surprised both Truman and Stalin: they had assumed that the
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nationalists, under their long-time leader Chiang Kai-shek, would

continue to run China after World War II. Neither had anticipated the

possibility that, within four years ofJapan's surrender, the nationalists

would be fleeing to the island of Taiwan, and the communists would

be preparing to govern the most populous nation in the world.

Did this mean that China would now become a Soviet satellite? Im-

pressed by what had happened in Yugoslavia, Truman and his advisers

thought not. "Moscow faces a considerable task in seeking to bring the

Chinese Communists under its complete control," a State Department

analysis concluded late in 1948, "if for no other reason than that Mao

Tse-tung has been entrenched in power for nearly ten times the length

of time that Tito has."51 Both Mao and Tito had long dominated their

respective communist parties, both had led them to victory in civil wars

that had overlapped a world war, both had achieved their victories with-

out the Soviet Union's help. Mindful of the unexpected advantages

Tito's break with Stalin had provided, American officials consoled

themselves with the argument that the "loss" of China to communism

would not amount to a "gain" for the Soviet Union. Mao, they thought,

might well turn out to be the "Asian Tito": hence, the administration

made no commitment to the defense of Taiwan, despite the fact that

the powerful pro-Chiang "China Lobby" in Congress was demanding

that it do so. The United States, as Secretary of State Acheson put it,

would simply "wait until the dust settles."
52

The comment was unwise because Mao had no intention of follow-

ing Tito's example. Despite having built his own movement with little

help from Moscow, the new Chinese leader was a dedicated Marxist-

Leninist who was more than ready to defer to Stalin as the head of the

international communist movement. The new China, he announced in

June, 1949, must ally "with the Soviet Union, . . . and with the prole-

tariat and broad masses of the people in all other countries, and form an

international united front. . . . We must lean to one side."
53

Mao's reasons had to do first with ideology: Marxism-Leninism

gave him a way to link his revolution with the one he regarded as the
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most successful in all of history—the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917.

Stalin's dictatorship provided another useful precedent, for that was

how Mao intended to run China. Mao also felt betrayed by the Amer-

icans. He had welcomed wartime contacts with them, but soon de-

cided that they themselves were "leaning" to the side of Chiang

Kai-shek by continuing to provide him with military and economic

assistance—Mao failed to understand that the Truman administration

was doing this reluctantly, under pressure from the China Lobby, long

after it had convinced itself that Chiang could not prevail. The new

Chinese communist leader concluded that Truman was preparing an

invasion of the mainland to place the nationalists back in power. Pre-

occupied with European reconstruction, beset with anxieties over their

own conventional military weakness, the overstretched Americans

were planning no such thing. But Mao's fears that they might be

—

together with his determination to prove his revolutionary credentials

and to emulate Stalin's dictatorship—were enough to bring him down

firmly on the Soviet side.
54

The "lean to one side" announcement in turn fed fears within

the United States that—Tito to the contrary notwithstanding

—

international communism really was a monolithic movement directed

from Moscow. Perhaps Stalin had intended the Chinese communist

victory all along as his own "second front" in the Cold War, in the event

that his strategy in Europe did not work out. "[T]his Chinese govern-

ment is really a tool of Russian Imperialism," Acheson admitted shortly

after Mao took power.55 There is no evidence that Stalin had such a

long-term grand strategy in Asia, but he was quick to see opportunities

in Mao's success and to seek ways in which he might exploit them.

Stalin's first move, uncharacteristically, was to apologize to the Chi-

nese comrades for having underestimated them: "Our opinions are not

always correct," he told a visiting delegation from Beijing in July, 1949.

He then went on, however, to propose the "second front" the Ameri-

cans had feared:
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[T]here should be some division oflabor between us. . . . The

Soviet Union cannot . . . have the same influence [in Asia] as

China is in a position to do. . . . By the same token, China

cannot have the same influence as the Soviet Union has in

Europe. So, for the interests of the international revolu-

tion, . . . you may take more responsibility in working in the

East, . . . and we will take more responsibility in the West. . . .

In a word, this is our unshirkable duty.
56

Mao was amenable, and so in December, 1949, he made the long trip to

Moscow—his first ever outside of China—to meet the leader of the

world communist movement, and to work out a common strategy. The

visit lasted for two months, and in the end produced a Sino-Soviet

Treaty—roughly analogous to the North Atlantic Treaty signed almost

a year earlier—in which the two communist states pledged to come to

the assistance of the other in case of attack.

It was just at this point—while Mao was in Moscow and Truman

was making his decision to build a hydrogen bomb—that two major

espionage cases broke, one in the United States and the other in Great

Britain. On January 21st, former State Department official Alger Hiss

was convicted ofperjury for having denied under oath that he had been

a Soviet agent during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Three days later,

the British government revealed that an emigre German scientist,

Klaus Fuchs, had confessed to having spied for the Russians while

working on the wartime Manhattan Project.

Worries about espionage were nothing new: allegations of Soviet

spying had surfaced throughout the war, and by 1947 Truman had be-

come sufficiently concerned to begin a program of "loyalty" checks

within his administration. There had been no clear confirmation of es-

pionage, though, until the almost simultaneous announcements of the

Hiss conviction and the Fuchs confession. It required no great leap to

conclude—accurately enough, as it turned out—that the spies had
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made it possible for the Soviet Union to succeed so quickly in building

its own atomic bomb.57 Had they also facilitated Mao's victory in

China? The course of events seemed too disastrous to have taken place

simply by coincidence. A disturbing number of dots, in the minds of

administration critics, were beginning to connect.

The most visible dot connector was Senator Joseph McCarthy, a

hitherto-obscure Wisconsin Republican, who in February, 1950, began

raising the question of how the Soviet Union could have gotten the

atomic bomb so quickly at a time when the communists were equally

quickly taking over China. The answer, he charged—before the im-

probable forum of the Women's Republican Club of Wheeling, West

Virginia—was "not because the enemy has sent men to invade our

shores, but rather because of the traitorous actions of those . . . who

have had all the benefits that the wealthiest nation on earth has had to

offer—the finest homes, the finest college educations, and the finest

jobs in Government [that] we can give."
58 The Truman administration

spent the next several months fending off McCarthy's charges, which

were themselves beginning to strain credulity as the senator scrambled

desperately to substantiate them. However bad things were, an expla-

nation alleging treason in high places seemed beyond the realm of

plausibility—until, on June 25, 1950, North Korea launched an invasion

of South Korea.

VII.

Korea, like Germany, had been jointly occupied by Soviet and Amer-

ican forces at the end of World War II. The nation had been part of

the Japanese empire since 1910, and when Japanese resistance suddenly

collapsed in the summer of 1945, the Red Army, which had been plan-

ning to invade Manchuria, found the way open into northern Korea as

well. The way was also open, in southern Korea, for some of the Amer-
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ican troops whose original mission had been to invade the Japanese

home islands. The peninsula was occupied, therefore, more by accident

than by design: that probably accounts for the fact that Moscow and

Washington were able to agree without difficulty that the 38th parallel,

which split the peninsula in half, would serve as a line of demarcation

pending the creation of a single Korean government and the subse-

quent withdrawal of occupation forces.

Those withdrawals did take place, in 1948-49, but there was no

agreement on who would run the country. Instead it remained divided,

with the American-supported Republic of Korea in control of the

south by virtue of an election sanctioned by the United Nations, while

the Soviet-supported Democratic Republic of Korea ruled the north,

where elections were not held. The only thing unifying the country by

then was a civil war, with each side claiming to be the legitimate gov-

ernment and threatening to invade the other.

Neither could do so, however, without superpower support. This

the Americans denied to their South Korean allies, chiefly because the

Truman administration had decided to liquidate all positions on the

Asian mainland and concentrate on the defense of island strongpoints

like Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines—though not Taiwan. The

South Korean president, Syngman Rhee, repeatedly sought support for

his ambitions to liberate the north from officials in Washington, as

well as from General Douglas MacArthur, the commander of United

States occupation forces in Japan, but he never got it. One of the rea-

sons the Americans withdrew their troops from South Korea, indeed,

was their fear that the unpredictable Rhee might "march north," and

thus drag them into a war they did not want.59

Rhee's North Korean counterpart, Kim Il-sung, had similar designs

on the south, and for a time a similar experience with his superpower

sponsor. He had repeatedly sought support in Moscow for a military

campaign to unify Korea, and had been repeatedly turned down—until

January, 1950, when yet another request got a more encouraging re-
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sponse. What made the difference, it appears, was Stalin's conviction

that a "second front" was now feasible in East Asia, that it could be cre-

ated by proxies, thus minimizing the risk to the U.S.S.R., and that the

Americans would not respond. They had done nothing, after all, to

save the Chinese nationalists, and on January 12, 1950, Secretary of

State Acheson had even announced publicly that the American "de-

fensive perimeter" did not extend to South Korea. Stalin read the

speech carefully—as well as (courtesy of British spies) the top-secret

National Security Council study upon which it was based—and au-

thorized his foreign minister, Molotov, to discuss it with Mao Zedong.

The Soviet leader then informed Kim Il-sung that "[ajccording to in-

formation coming from the United States, . . . [t]he prevailing mood is

not to interfere." Kim in turn assured Stalin that "[t]he attack will be

swift and the war will be won in three days."
60

Stalin's "green light" to Kim Il-sung was part of the larger strategy

for seizing opportunities in East Asia that he had discussed with the

Chinese: shortly after endorsing the invasion of South Korea, he also

encouraged Ho Chi Minh to intensify the Viet Minh offensive against

the French in Indochina. Victories in both locations would maintain

the momentum generated by Mao's victory the previous year. They

would compensate for the setbacks the Soviet Union had encountered

in Europe, and they would counter increasingly obvious American ef-

forts to bring Japan within its system of postwar military alliances. A
particular advantage of this strategy was that it would not require di-

rect Soviet involvement: the North Koreans and the Viet Minh would

take the initiative, operating under the pretext of unifying their respec-

tive countries. And the Chinese, still eager to legitimize their revolu-

tion by winning Stalin's approval, were more than willing to provide

backup support, if and when needed. 61

These were the events, then, that led to the North Korean invasion

of South Korea. What Stalin had not anticipated was the effect it

would have on the Americans: this unexpected attack was almost as
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great a shock as the one on Pearl Harbor nine years earlier, and its con-

sequences for Washington's strategy were at least as profound. South

Korea in and of itself was of little importance to the global balance of

power, but the fact that it had been invaded so blatantly—across the

38th parallel, a boundary sanctioned by the United Nations—appeared

to challenge the entire structure of postwar collective security. It had

been just this sort of thing that had led to the collapse of international

order during the 1930s, and to the subsequent outbreak of World

War II. Truman hardly needed to think about what to do: "We can't let

the UN down," he repeatedly told his advisers.
62

It took his adminis-

tration only hours to decide that the United States would come to the

defense of South Korea, and that it would do so not just on its own au-

thority, but under that of the United Nations as well.

It was able to do so quickly for two reasons. The first was that an

American army was conveniently stationed nearby, occupying Japan

—

a fact Stalin seems to have overlooked. The second—another oversight

on Stalin's part—was that there was no Soviet representative present in

the Security Council to veto United Nations action: he had been with-

drawn, some months earlier, as a protest against the organization's re-

fusal to seat the Chinese communists. With UN. approval, then, the

international community mobilized within days to counter this new

threat to international security, yet another response that Moscow had

not anticipated.

The response, to be sure, almost failed: American and South Ko-

rean troops were forced to retreat to the southeastern tip of the Korean

peninsula and might have had to evacuate it altogether had it not been

for a brilliant military maneuver by the United Nations commander,

General MacArthur, who surprised the North Koreans with a daring

amphibious landing at Inchon, near Seoul, in mid-September. Soon he

had trapped the North Korean army below the 38th parallel, and his

forces were advancing almost unopposed into North Korea. Shocked

by this sequence of events, Stalin was on the verge of accepting a lost
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war, even the prospect of the Americans occupying North Korea itself,

which directly bordered on China and the Soviet Union: "So what," he

commented wearily. "Let it be. Let the Americans be our neighbors."63

There remained, though, the question of what the Chinese would

do. Mao had supported the invasion of South Korea, and even before

the Inchon landing—which he anticipated and warned Kim Il-sung to

be ready for—he had begun moving troops from the China coast op-

posite Taiwan up to the North Korean border. "We should not fail to

assist the Koreans," he told his advisers early in August. "We must lend

them our hands in the form of sending our military volunteers there."64

There was concern in Washington about the possibility of Chinese in-

tervention, and for that reason Truman ordered MacArthur not to ad-

vance all the way to the Yalu River, which formed the Sino-Korean

border. Meanwhile the State Department, through various intermedi-

aries, was seeking to deter the Chinese by raising the prospect of hor-

rendous casualties. Mao for a time had difficulty convincing his own

advisers that it would be necessary to intervene, a fact that led Stalin,

early in October, to tell Kim Il-sung that he would have to evacuate

North Korea altogether. Shortly thereafter, though, Mao prevailed,

and so was able to inform the Russians and the North Koreans that the

Chinese would be soon coming to the rescue.65

Thus it happened that, at the end of November, 1950, two armies

once again confronted one another across a river—with a wariness that

this time failed to dissolve into cheers, handshakes, drinking, dancing,

and hope. "I thought we'd won the war!" an American army officer re-

called. "Thanksgiving Day came and we had all of the food . . . that

Thanksgiving had meant when we were at home. . . . [A]t that time

[we] were nearing the Yalu River and that meant going home."66 In

this case, though, the army on the other side of the river had other

ideas. "[W]e shall aim," its commander, Mao Zedong, had explained

to Stalin, "at resolving the [Korean] conflict, that is, to eliminate the

U.S. troops within Korea or to drive them and other countries' aggres-

sive forces out."
67 On November 26th, some 300,000 Chinese began to
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make good on this pledge with bugles blowing, human wave attacks,

and all the advantages of surprise. Two days later MacArthur informed

the Joint Chiefs of Staff: "We face an entirely new war."68

VIII

Victory in World War II brought no sense of security, therefore, to

the victors. Neither the United States, nor Great Britain, nor the So-

viet Union at the end of 1950 could regard the lives and treasure they

had expended in defeating Germany and Japan as having made them

safer: the members of the Grand Alliance were now Cold War adver-

saries. Interests had turned out not to be compatible; ideologies re-

mained at least as polarizing as they had been before the war; fears of

surprise attack continued to haunt military establishments in Wash-

ington, London, and Moscow. A contest that began over the fate of

postwar Europe had now spread to Asia. Stalin's dictatorship remained

as harsh—and as reliant on purges—as it had always been; but with the

onset of McCarthyism in the United States and with irrefutable evi-

dence that espionage had taken place on both sides of the Atlantic, it

was not at all clear that the western democracies themselves could re-

tain the tolerance for dissent and the respect for civil liberties that dis-

tinguished them from the dictators, whether of the fascist or the

communist variety.

"The fact of the matter is that there is a little bit of the totalitarian

buried somewhere, way down deep, in each and every one of us," Ken-

nan told students at the National War College in 1947. "It is only the

cheerful light of confidence and security which keeps this evil genius

down. ... If confidence and security were to disappear, don't think that

he would not be waiting to take their place."
69 This warning from the

founder of containment—that the enemy to be contained might as eas-

ily lie within the beneficiaries offreedom as among its enemies—showed

how pervasive fear had become in a postwar international order for
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which there had been so much hope. It helps to explain why Orwell's

1984, when it appeared in 1949, became an instant literary triumph.70

Orwell's vision, however, did at least assume a future, however

bleak it might be. Kennan, by early 1950, was worrying that there might

not be a future. In a top-secret memorandum prepared for, but ignored

by, the Truman administration, he pointed out that the use offeree had

historically been "a means to an end other than warfare, ... an end

which at least did not negate the principle of life itself." Atomic and

hydrogen bombs, however, did not have this quality:

They reach backward beyond the frontiers ofwestern civiliza-

tion, to the concepts of warfare which were once familiar to

the Asiatic hordes. They cannot really be reconciled with a

political purpose directed to shaping, rather than destroying,

the lives ofthe adversary. They fail to take into account the ul-

timate responsibility of men for one another, and even for

each others errors and mistakes. They imply the admission

that man not only can be but is his own worst and most terri-

ble enemy.

The lesson, Kennan insisted, was a Shakespearean one:

Power into will, will into appetite

And appetitey a universal wolf,

So doubly seconded with will andpower,

Must makeperforce a universalprey

And last eat himselfup.
71



CHAPTER TWO
DEATHBOATS AND LIFEBOATS

President Truman: We will take whatever steps are necessary

to meet the military situation,just as we always have.

Reporter: Will that include the atomic bomb?

President Truman: That includes every weapon we have. . . .

The military commander in thefield will have charge ofthe

use ofthe weapons, as he always has.

—Presidential press conference,

November 30, 1950
1

The Chinese People's Volunteer Army—to use its official but

inaccurate title—had begun crossing the Yalu River surreptitiously in

mid-October. By late November it was ready, and as United Nations

forces, made up chiefly of American and South Korean troops, ap-

proached the North Korean border, the Chinese suddenly struck, with

devastating results. On the day ofTruman's press conference, General

MacArthur's armies were retreating in the face of an overwhelming

enemy onslaught, and desperate measures to save the situation were

under consideration in Washington.

On December 2nd, acting under the authority Truman had dele-

gated, MacArthur ordered the United States Air Force to drop five

Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs on Chinese columns advancing down

the Korean peninsula. Although not as effective as they had been
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against Japanese cities at the end ofWorld War II, the resulting blasts

and firestorms did stop the offensive. Some 150,000 Chinese troops

were killed in the attacks, along with an unknown number of Ameri-

can and South Korean prisoners-of-war. NATO allies were quick to

condemn MacArthur's action, which he had taken without consulting

them, and only an American veto prevented the United Nations Secu-

rity Council from immediately reversing that body's decision, made six

months earlier, to authorize military action in defense of South Korea.

The Soviet Union, under intense pressure from its Chinese ally to re-

taliate with its own atomic weapons, gave the United States a forty-

eight-hour ultimatum to halt all military operations on the Korean

peninsula or face "the most severe consequences."

When, on December 4th, that deadline passed, two Soviet bombers

took offfrom Vladivostok, each equipped with a primitive but fully op-

erational atomic bomb. Their targets were the South Korean cities of

Pusan and Inchon, both of them critical ports supplying United Na-

tions forces. Little was left after the bombs fell. Faced with twice the

number of casualties inflicted in the attacks he had ordered against the

Chinese together with an almost complete severing of his logistical

chain, MacArthur ordered American bombers based in Japan to drop

atomic bombs on Vladivostok, as well as the Chinese cities of Shen-

yang and Harbin. The news of these strikes caused anti-American riots

to break out all over Japan—itself within range of Soviet bombers

—

just as Great Britain, France, and the Benelux countries were announc-

ing their formal withdrawal from the NATO alliance. Not, however,

before mushroom clouds were reported over the West German cities

of Frankfurt and Hamburg—and so, to paraphrase Kurt Vonnegut, it

might have gone.2

But it didn't. Only the press conference exchange and the events

described in the first paragraph actually happened. The next two are

fiction. The Truman administration in fact rushed to reassure the press,

the country, its allies, and even its enemies that the president's words

had been ill-chosen, that it had no plans to use atomic weapons in Ko-
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rea, and that any decision to reverse those plans would be made only by

the commander-in-chief. Despite the shock of its most humiliating

military reversal since the Civil War, the United States resolved to keep

the Korean War limited, even if that meant an indefinite stalemate.

When, in April, 1951, it became clear that MacArthur did not agree

with this policy, Truman promptly sacked him.

The fighting in Korea dragged on for another two years, under con-

ditions approximating World War I trench warfare. By the time the

Chinese, the Americans, and their respective Korean allies at last man-

aged to agree on an armistice, in July, 1953, the war had left the penin-

sula devastated, with no clear victory for either side: the boundary

between the two Koreas had hardly shifted from where it was in 1950.

According to official statistics, 36,568 Americans died in combat. No

such specificity is possible in calculating other losses, but it is likely that

some 600,000 Chinese troops and well over 2 million Koreans, civilians

and military personnel, perished during the three years offighting. 3 The

only decisive outcome of the war was the precedent it set: that there

could be a bloody and protracted conflict involving nations armed with

nuclear weapons—and that they could choose not to use them.

Tota l 1 ta r 1 A n 1 sM was by no means the only thing the world had to

fear as the global war came to an end in 1945. The very weapons that

brought about the Japanese surrender—the American atomic bombs

that really were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki—caused as much

concern as they did exhilaration, for if it was now possible for a single

bomb to devastate an entire city, what might that imply for future

wars? There had been few examples in the past of weapons being de-

veloped but held back: the only significant precedent had been the

non-use of gas in World War II, a consequence of its extensive but im-

perfectly controlled use in World War I. In virtually all other instances
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in which new weapons had been invented, from bows and arrows

through gunpowder and artillery to submarines and bombers, occa-

sions had been found upon which to unleash them.

Atomic bombs, however, were unlike any earlier weapon. They

were, as the American strategist Bernard Brodie pointed out in 1946,

"several million times more potent on a pound-for-pound basis than

the most powerful explosives previously known."4 Any widespread re-

liance on them could, quite literally, change the nature of warfare by

placing at risk not only front lines but supply lines, as well as the urban

and industrial complexes that sustained them. Everything would be on

the battlefield.

Wars had been fought for as far back as anyone could see. They ac-

companied the first tribes and settlements, and they persisted through

the creation of cities, nations, empires, and modern states. They varied

only in the means available with which to fight them: as technology

advanced so too did lethality, with the unsurprising result that as wars

became bigger their costs became greater. The first war of which we

know the details—the Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta

during the 5th century bce—probably brought about the deaths of

some 250,000 people. The two world wars ofthe 20th century may well

have killed 300 times that number. The propensity for violence that

drove these conflicts and all those in between remained much the

same, as Thucydides had predicted it would, "human nature being

what it is."
5 What made the difference were the "improvements" in

weaponry that inflated the body count.

This grim trend led the great Prussian strategist Carl von Clause-

witz, writing in the aftermath of the Napoleonic wars, to warn that

states resorting to unlimited violence could be consumed by it. If the

object ofwar was to secure the state—how could it not be?—then wars

had to be limited: that is what Clausewitz meant when he insisted that

war is "a continuation of political activity by other means. . . . The po-

litical object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and means can

never be considered in isolation from their purposes."6 States them-
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selves could become the victims ofwar if weapons ever became so de-

structive that they placed at risk the purposes for which wars were be-

ing fought. Any resort to force, under such circumstances, could

destroy what it was meant to defend.

Something like this happened during the first half of the 20th cen-

tury. The German, Russian, Austro-Hungarian, and Ottoman empires

disappeared as a result of defeat in World War I. Two other empires,

the British and the French, emerged victorious, but severely weakened.

World War II produced even more catastrophic results: not just the po-

litical disappearance of entire states but also their physical devastation

and, in the case of the Jews, the near annihilation of an entire people.

Well before the Americans dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, Clausewitz s warnings about the dangers of total war had

been amply confirmed.

Despite their revolutionary character those bombs were built under

an old and familiar set of assumptions: that if they worked, they would

be used. Few of the thousands of people employed in the wartime

Manhattan Project saw their jobs as differing from the design and pro-

duction of conventional weapons. Atomic bombs were meant to be

dropped, as soon as they were ready, on whatever enemy targets yet re-

mained. 7 Technology might have changed, but the human habit of es-

calating violence had not.

The bombs' builders would have been surprised to learn, therefore,

that the first military uses of nuclear weapons, on August 6 and 9, 1945,

would be the last for the rest of the 20th century. As the means of

fighting great wars became exponentially more devastating, the likeli-

hood of such wars diminished, and ultimately disappeared altogether.

Contrary to the lesson Thucydides drew from the greatest war of his

time, human nature did change—and the shock of Hiroshima and Na-

gasaki began the process by which it did so.
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It took leadership to make this happen, and the most important first

steps came from the only individual so far ever to have ordered that nu-

clear weapons be used to kill people. Harry S. Truman claimed, for the

rest of his life, to have lost no sleep over his decision, but his behavior

suggests otherwise. On the day the bomb was first tested in the New

Mexico desert he wrote a note to himself speculating that "machines

are ahead of morals by some centuries, and when morals catch up per-

haps there'll be no reason for any of it." A year later he placed his con-

cerns in a broader context: "[T]he human animal and his emotions

change not much from age to age. He must change now or he faces ab-

solute and complete destruction and maybe the insect age or an atmo-

sphereless planet will succeed him."8
"It is a terrible thing," he told a

group of advisers in 1948, "to order the use of something that ... is so

terribly destructive, destructive beyond anything we have ever had. . . .

So we have got to treat this differently from rifles and cannon and or-

dinary things like that."
9

The words were prosaic—Truman was a matter-of-fact man—but

the implications were revolutionary. Political leaders had almost always

in the past left it to their military chiefs to decide the weapons to be

used in fighting wars, regardless of how much destruction they might

cause. Clausewitz's warnings had done little over the years to alter this

tendency. Lincoln gave his generals a free hand to do whatever it took

to defeat the Confederacy: well over 600,000 Americans died before

their Civil War came to an end. Civilians imposed few constraints on

militaries in World War I, with devastating consequences: some 21,000

British troops died in a single day—most of them in a single hour—at

the Battle of the Somme. Anglo-American strategic bombing pro-

duced civilian casualties running into the tens of thousands on many
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nights during World War II, without anyone awakening Churchill or

Roosevelt each time this happened. And Truman himself had left it to

the Army Air Force to determine when and where the first atomic

weapons would be dropped: the names "Hiroshima" and "Nagasaki"

were no more familiar to him, before the bombs fell, than they were to

anyone else.
10

After that happened, though, Truman demanded a sharp break

from past practice. He insisted that a civilian agency, not the military,

control access to atomic bombs and their further development. He also

proposed, in 1946, turning all such weapons and the means of produc-

ing them over to the newly established United Nations—although un-

der the Baruch Plan (named for elder statesman Bernard Baruch, who

presented it) the Americans would not relinquish their monopoly un-

til a foolproof system of international inspections was in place. In the

meantime, and despite repeated requests from his increasingly frus-

trated war planners, Truman refused to clarify the circumstances in

which they could count on using atomic bombs in any future war. That

decision would remain a presidential prerogative: he did not want

"some dashing lieutenant colonel deciding] when would be the proper

time to drop one."11

There were elements of illogic in Truman's position. It made inte-

grating nuclear weapons into existing armed forces impossible. It left

unclear how the American atomic monopoly might be used to induce

greater political cooperation from the Soviet Union. It impeded at-

tempts to make deterrence work: the administration expected its new

weapons to keep Stalin from exploiting the Red Army's manpower ad-

vantage in Europe, but with the Pentagon excluded from even basic in-

formation about the number and capabilities of these devices, it was

not at all apparent how this was to happen. It is likely, indeed, that dur-

ing the first few years ofthe postwar era, Soviet intelligence knew more

about American atomic bombs than the United States Joint Chiefs of

Staff did. Moscow's spies—having penetrated the top levels of the

British intelligence establishment—were that good, while Truman's
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determination to maintain civilian supremacy over his own military es-

tablishment was that strong. 12

In the long run, these lapses proved less important than the prece-

dent Truman set. For by denying the military control over atomic

weapons, he reasserted civilian authority over how wars were to be

fought. Without ever having read Clausewitz—at least as far as we

know—the president revived that strategist's great principle that war

must be the instrument of politics, rather than the other way around.

Little in Truman's background would have predicted this outcome. His

military experience was that of a World War I artillery captain. He had

been a failed businessman, and a successful but unremarkable politi-

cian. He would never have reached the presidency had Roosevelt not

plucked him from the Senate to be his vice-presidential running mate

in 1944, and then died.

But Truman did have one unique qualification for demanding a re-

turn to Clausewitz: after August, 1945, he had the ability, by issuing a

single order, to bring about more death and destruction than any other

individual in history had ever been able to accomplish. That stark fact

caused this ordinary man to do an extraordinary thing. He reversed a

pattern in human behavior so ancient that its origins lay shrouded in

the mists of time: that when weapons are developed, they will be used.

The durability of this reversal, however, would not depend on

Truman alone. Alarmed by how many troops the Red Army had in

Europe and how few were available to the United States and its allies,

Pentagon planners had no choice but to assume that their commander-

in-chief would authorize the use of atomic weapons if the Soviet

Union should seek to occupy the rest of the continent. They were

probably right in doing so: Truman himself acknowledged in 1949 that

had it not been for the bomb, "the Russians would have taken over Eu-
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rope a long time ago."13 What that meant, then, was that Stalin's re-

sponse would have a lot to do with determining what the future ofwar-

fare would be.

Truman and his advisers had hoped that Stalin would sense the

power of the atomic bomb and moderate his ambitions accordingly.

They encouraged Soviet military officers to tour the ruins of Hi-

roshima, and allowed them to witness the first postwar tests of the

bomb, held in the Pacific in the summer of 1946. The president himself

remained convinced that "[i]fwe could just have Stalin and his boys see

one of these things, there wouldn't be any question about another

war."14 This faith in the power of visual demonstrations underesti-

mated the old dictator, who knew from long experience the importance

of showing no fear, whatever the fears he may have felt.

That there were such fears is now obvious: the atomic bomb was "a

powerful thing, pow-er-ful!" Stalin admitted privately.
15 His anxieties

led him to launch a massive program to build a Soviet bomb that im-

posed a considerably greater burden on his country's shattered econ-

omy than the Manhattan Project had on the United States—the use of

forced labor and the wholesale neglect of health and environmental

hazards were routine. He rejected the Baruch Plan, Truman's offer to

turn the American atomic arsenal over to the United Nations, because

it would have required inspections of Soviet territory. He worried

about an American preemptive strike to take out Soviet bomb-making

facilities before they could produce their product—an unnecessary

concern, as it turned out, for there was little confidence in Washington

that the United States could win the war that would have followed,

even with an atomic monopoly. 16

Stalin's fears may also have induced him to allow the Anglo-

American airlift during the Berlin blockade to proceed without interfer-

ence. He probably knew, from espionage, that the B-29S Truman sent to

Europe during this crisis were not equipped to carry atomic weapons;

but he also knew that shooting down any American plane might cause

genuinely atomic-capable bombers to retaliate. And he was pessimistic
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about the effects of such an attack. The Americans had wiped out Dres-

den without atomic weapons in 1945. What could they do, with such

weapons, to Moscow? 17 "Ifwe, the leaders," should allow a third world

war to break out, he told a visiting Chinese delegation shortly before the

first Soviet atomic bomb test, "the Russian people would not understand

us. Moreover, they could chase us away. For underestimating all the

wartime and postwar efforts and suffering. For taking it too lightly."
18

The point, though, was to hide these fears, lest the Americans learn

how much they haunted him. "Atomic bombs are meant to frighten

those with weak nerves," Stalin scoffed in a 1946 interview he knew

Truman and his advisers would read.
19 The next several years saw far

more intransigence than cooperation in Soviet diplomacy: the opera-

tive word, in almost all negotiations, seemed to be "nyetf" Apart from

the single instance of the Berlin blockade, it is difficult to see that the

United States got any political advantages from its nuclear monopoly.

"They frighten [us] with the atomic bomb, but we are not afraid of it,"

Stalin assured the same Chinese he had warned about the dangers of

risking war.20 The claim may not have been true, but Stalin's strategy

made sense: he had shrewdly calculated that, short of war itself, the

atomic bomb was an almost unusable weapon.

That conclusion did not diminish Stalin's relief, however, when in

August, 1949, Soviet scientists provided him with a bomb of his own.

"Ifwe had been late with the atomic bomb [test] by a year or a year and

a half," he admitted, "then we perhaps would have gotten it 'tested'

against ourselves." Another observation Stalin made at the time was

even more intriguing: "Ifwar broke out, the use ofA-bombs would de-

pend on Trumans and Hitlers being in power. The people won't allow

such people to be in power. Atomic weapons can hardly be used with-

out spelling the end of the world."21

The misunderstanding of Truman here is understandable: the

president kept his doubts about atomic weapons as quiet as Stalin did

his fears. The aging dictator's expression of faith in the American

people, however, is surprising—although it parallels his concern that
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the people of the Soviet Union would "chase us away" ifhe too casually

risked war. And Stalin's vision of how the world might end is even

more remarkable, for had Truman known of it, he would have agreed

wholeheartedly with it. The "boys" in Moscow, it appears, really did

think similarly.

But maybe that is what possessing an atomic bomb does: it causes

its owners, whoever they are, to become Clausewitzians. War has to be-

come an instrument of policy, regardless of differences in culture, ide-

ology, nationality, and personal morality, because with weapons that

powerful the alternative could be annihilation.

IV.

What worried the Truman administration in the dismal winter of

1950-51, however, was not so much the prospect of national or global

annihilation, but rather the possibility that American and South Ko-

rean forces could be wiped out by the hundreds of thousands of Chi-

nese troops who were chasing them—there is no other word for

it—back down the Korean peninsula. The United States at the end of

1950 had 369 operational atomic bombs, all of them easily deliverable

on Korean battlefields or on Chinese supply lines from bases in Japan

and Okinawa. The Soviet Union probably had no more than five such

weapons at the time, and they could hardly have been as reliable as

their American counterparts. 22 Why then, with this 74-1 advantage,

did the United States not use its nuclear supremacy to reverse the

worst military setback it had suffered in almost a hundred years?

Truman's conviction that atomic bombs differed from all other

weapons established a presumption against such use, but military neces-

sity could have overridden this: had there been a Soviet invasion of Eu-

rope, it almost certainly would have done so. There were, however,

practical difficulties that discouraged the Americans from using nuclear

weapons in Korea. One of these was the simple problem ofwhat to tar-
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get. The atomic bomb had been developed for use against cities, indus-

trial complexes, military bases, and transportation networks. Few of

these existed on the Korean peninsula, where United Nations forces

were confronting an army that advanced mostiy on foot, carrying its own

supplies, along primitive roads and even improvised mountain paths.

"What would it be dropped on?" one American general wanted to know

The answer was not clear, nor was the evidence that dropping one, sev-

eral, or even many bombs under these circumstances would be decisive.
23

It would, of course, have been possible to bomb Chinese cities, in-

dustries, and military facilities north ofthe Yalu River, and the Truman

administration did undertake planning for such an operation, even to

the point, in the spring of 1951, of transferring unassembled atomic

weapons to western Pacific bases. The political costs, however, would

have been severe. As one historian has put it: "Washington's European

allies were scared out of their wits at the thought of an expanded

war."24 One reason was that if an atomic attack on China brought the

Soviet Union into the war—there was, after all, now a Sino-Soviet mu-

tual defense treaty—the United States would need Western European

bases to strike Soviet targets, a requirement that could leave the

NATO countries vulnerable in turn to retaliatory airstrikes, or even a

full-scale ground invasion. Given the alliance's minimal military capa-

bilities at the time, using the bomb in Korea could ultimately mean a

retreat to, or even across, the English Channel.

Another reason for nuclear non-use in Korea had to do with the

military situation there. By the spring of 1951 Chinese forces had out-

run their supply lines, and United Nations troops—now under the

command of General Matthew B. Ridgway—were taking the offen-

sive. It regained little ground, but it did stabilize the fighting front

slightly north of the 38th parallel. This paved the way for quiet diplo-

macy, through Soviet channels, which made it possible to begin

armistice negotiations in July. They produced no results—the war

would drag on, at great cost to all combatants and to the Korean

people, for another two years. But the principle had at least been es-
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tablished that the war would not expand, and that atomic weapons

probably would not be used.

Stalin's role in all of this was ambiguous. He had, of course, started

the Korean War by authorizing the North Korean invasion. He had

been surprised by the decisiveness of the American response, and when

it looked as though MacArthur s forces were going to reach the Yalu,

he had pushed hard for Chinese intervention—but he would have

abandoned North Korea if that had not taken place.
25 He accepted the

likelihood of a military stalemate when he approved talks to end the

war, but he also saw advantages in keeping the United States tied down

militarily in East Asia: the negotiations, therefore, should proceed

slowly. "[A] drawn out war," he explained to Mao, "gives the possibility

to the Chinese troops to study contemporary warfare on the field of

battle and in the second place shakes up the Truman regime in Amer-

ica and harms the military prestige of the Anglo-American troops."26

Exhausted by the war, the Chinese and the North Koreans were ready

to end it by the fall of 1952, but Stalin insisted that they continue fight-

ing. Only after Stalin's death did his successors approve a cease-fire,

which took place in July, 1953.

There was, thus, no direct Soviet-American military confrontation

over Korea—or so it appeared for many years. Recent evidence, how-

ever, has required revising this conclusion, for one other thing Stalin

did was to authorize the use of Soviet fighter planes, manned by Soviet

pilots, over the Korean peninsula—where they encountered American

fighters flown by American pilots. And so there was, after all, a shoot-

ing war between the United States and the Soviet Union: it was the

only time this happened during the Cold War. Both sides, however,

kept it quiet. The Soviet Union never publicized its involvement in

these air battles, and the United States, which was well aware of it,

chose not to do so either.
27 The two superpowers had found it neces-

sary but also dangerous to be in combat with one another. They tacitly

agreed, therefore, on a cover-up.
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V.

The unfamiliar idea that weapons could be developed and not

used did little, however, to challenge the familiar assumption that the

military applications ofnew technologies should be explored. That was

what led a group ofAmerican atomic scientists, in the wake of the Au-

gust, 1949, Soviet bomb test, to briefTruman on something they had

known about but he had not: the possibility of constructing a ther-

monuclear or super-bomb. The device would work not by splitting

atoms—the method the atomic bomb had relied upon—but by fusing

them. Estimates projected a blast so great that no one could tell Tru-

man what its uses in fighting a war might be. That had been the basis

for Kennan's opposition, as well as that of J. Robert Oppenheimer,

who had run the Manhattan Project, and several other top advisers

who failed to see how such an apocalyptic device could ever meet the

Clausewitzian standard that military operations must not destroy what

they were meant to defend.28

Warfighting, however, was not the basis upon which supporters of

the "super" made their case. Thermonuclear weapons, they argued,

would be psychologically, not militarily, necessary. Not having them would

induce panic throughout the West if the Soviet Union got them. Having

them would produce reassurance and deterrence: whatever advantages

Stalin might have obtained from his atomic bomb would be canceled,

and the United States would remain ahead in the nuclear arms race. And

what if both sides developed "supers"? That would be better, Truman

concluded, than for the Soviet Union to have a "super" monopoly.

In the end, as the president saw it, if the United States could build

what was now coming to be called a "hydrogen" bomb, then it must

build one. To be behind in any category ofweaponry—or even to ap-
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pear to be—would risk disaster. The problem now was not so much

how to defeat an adversary as how to convince him not to go to war in

the first place. Paradoxically, that seemed to require the development of

weapons so powerful that no one on the American side knew what

their military uses might be, while simultaneously persuading everyone

on the Soviet side that if the war did come those weapons would with-

out doubt be employed. Irrationality, by this logic, was the only way to

hang on to rationality: an absolute weapon of war could become the

means by which war remained an instrument of politics. Truman put it

more simply early in 1950: "[W]e had got to do it—make the bomb

—

though no one wants to use it. But ... we have got to have it ifonly for

bargaining purposes with the Russians."29

As it happened, Soviet scientists had been working on their own

"super" since 1946. They never focused, to the extent that American

bomb developers did, on the distinction between fission and fusion

weapons. Nor did they see, in the fact that hydrogen bombs would be

so much more powerful than atomic bombs, anything that would make

them less morally justifiable. Because of their head start, the race to de-

velop thermonuclear weapons was much closer than the one to build

the atomic bomb had been: the Russians relied less on espionage this

time, and more on their own expertise. The first American test of a hy-

drogen bomb obliterated a Pacific island on November 1, 1952. The first

Soviet test followed in a Central Asian desert on August 12, 1953. Both

explosions blew blinded and burned birds out of the sky. And that,

though bad for the birds, turned out to be a small but significant sign

of hope for the human race.

Struck by the phenomenon, American and Soviet observers of

these tests recorded it in almost identical terms: since the "supers"

could not be tried out on people, as the first atomic bombs had been, it

was left to birds to suggest what the human effects might be. They

were canaries in the most dangerous mineshaft ever. The witnesses also

confirmed what the designers of thermonuclear devices already sus-

pected: that there could be no rational use, in war, for a weapon of this
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size. "It looked as though it blotted out the whole horizon," an Amer-

ican physicist recalled. A Soviet scientist found that the explosion

"transcended some kind of psychological barrier."
30

It was as if they

had witnessed the same event, not tests separated by nine months,

some nine thousand miles, and a geopolitical rivalry that was well on

the way to polarizing the world. The laws of physics were the same,

whatever the other differences that now divided the planet.

VI

All of this caused Soviet and American scientists to see what Tru-

man and Stalin had already begun to sense—even though neither was

aware of the other's concerns—that the new weapons could make real

Clausewitz's vision of a total and therefore purposeless war. But Tru-

man left office in January, 1953, and Stalin left life two months later.

New leaders came to power in Washington and Moscow who had yet

to experience the nightmares that came with nuclear responsibility

—

or the task of avoiding the abyss about which Clausewitz had warned.

Unlike his predecessor in the White House, Dwight D. Eisenhower

had read Clausewitz several times, as a young army officer during the

1920s. He did not doubt that military means must be subordinated to

political ends, but he thought that it ought to be possible to include

nuclear weapons among those means. He came to the presidency un-

persuaded that the nature of warfare had fundamentally changed, and

during the final months of the Korean War he repeatedly pushed his

military advisers to find ways in which the United States might use

both strategic and recently developed "tactical" nuclear weapons to

bring the fighting to an end. He also allowed his new secretary of state,

John Foster Dulles, to convey hints that such planning was under way.

There would of course be objections from allies, Eisenhower acknowl-

edged, but "somehow or other the tabu which surrounds the use of

atomic weapons would have to be destroyed."31
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The reason, from the president s point of view, was simple: the

United States could not allow itself to get into any more Korea-like

limited wars. To do so would relinquish the initiative to adversaries,

who would then choose the most advantageous times, places, and

methods of military confrontation. That would give them control over

the deployment of American resources, with results that could only

deplete American economic strength and demoralize the American

people. The solution was to reverse the strategy: to make it clear that

the United States would henceforth respond to aggression at times, in

places, and by means //would choose. Those could well involve the use

of nuclear weapons. As the president himself put it in 1955, "in any

combat when these things can be used on strictly military targets and

for strictly military purposes, I can see no reason why they shouldn't be

used just exactly as you would use a bullet or anything else."
32

But by the time Eisenhower made that statement, the physics of

thermonuclear explosions had shattered its logic. The critical event was

BRAVO, an American test conducted in the Pacific on March 1, 1954,

that got out of control. The yield turned out to be fifteen megatons,

three times the expected five, or 750 times the size of the Hiroshima

atomic bomb. The blast spread radioactive fallout hundreds of miles

downwind, contaminating a Japanese fishing boat and killing a mem-

ber of its crew. Less dangerous debris set off radiation detectors around

the world. The question posed for nuclear warfighting was a stark one:

if a single thermonuclear blast could have global ecological conse-

quences, what would be the effects of using tens, hundreds, or even

thousands of nuclear weapons?

The first answer came, curiously enough, from Georgii Malenkov,

an oily apparatchik with an odious record who had wound up, more by

luck than skill, as one of the triumvirate that succeeded Stalin. Twelve

days after the BRAVO test Malenkov surprised his own colleagues, as

well as western observers of the Soviet Union, by publicly warning that

a new world war fought with "modern weapons" would mean "the end
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of world civilization." Soviet scientists quickly confirmed, in a top-

secret report to the Kremlin leadership, that the detonation of just a

hundred hydrogen bombs could "create on the whole globe conditions

impossible for life."
33

Meanwhile, a similar conclusion was forming in the mind of a far

more distinguished statesman not previously known for his pacifist

tendencies. Winston Churchill, once again British prime minister, had

only a few years earlier encouraged the Americans to provoke a mili-

tary confrontation with the Soviet Union while their atomic monopoly

remained in place.
34 But now, in the aftermath of BRAVO, he com-

pletely reversed this position, pointing out to his wartime ally Eisen-

hower that only a few such explosions on British soil would leave his

country uninhabitable. This was not, however, necessarily bad news.

"[T]he new terror," the old warrior told the House of Commons,

"brings a certain element of equality in annihilation. Strange as it may

seem, it is to the universality of potential destruction that I think we

may look with hope and even confidence."35

It was indeed strange that leaders as dissimilar as Malenkov and

Churchill said much the same thing at almost the same time. For

them, though, the implications of "equality in annihilation" were clear:

because a war fought with nuclear weapons could destroy what it was

intended to defend, such a war must never be fought. Once again, a

common sense of nuclear danger had transcended differences in cul-

ture, nationality, ideology, morality, and in this instance also character.

But neither of these leaders was in a position to shape Cold War strat-

egy: Malenkov's Kremlin colleagues promptly demoted him for de-

featism, while Churchill was forced by age and impatient subordinates

to step down as prime minister early in 1955. It would be left to Eisen-

hower and the man who deposed Malenkov, Nikita Khrushchev, to

balance the fears and the hopes that now resided within the ther-

monuclear revolution.
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VII,

Eisenhower did so exquisitely but terrifyingly: he was at once the

most subtle and brutal strategist of the nuclear age. The physical effects

of thermonuclear explosions appalled him at least as much as they did

Malenkov and Churchill: "Atomic war will destroy civilization," he in-

sisted several months after the BRAVO test. "There will be millions of

people dead. ... If the Kremlin and Washington ever lock up in a war,

the results are too horrible to contemplate."36 When told, early in 1956,

that a Soviet attack on the United States could wipe out the entire gov-

ernment and kill 65 percent of the American people, he acknowledged

that it "would literally be a business of digging ourselves out of the ashes,

starting again." Shortiy thereafter he reminded a friend that "[w]ar im-

plies a contest." But what kind of a contest would it be when "the out-

look comes close to destruction of the enemy and suicide for ourselves"?

By 1959, he was insisting gloomily that ifwar came "you might as well go

out and shoot everyone you see and then shoot yourself."
37

These comments seem completely at odds with Eisenhower's earlier

assertion that the United States should fight wars with nuclear weapons

"exactiy as you would use a bullet or anything else." Now, he appeared to

be saying, anyone foolish enough to fire a nuclear "bullet" at an enemy

would also be aiming it at himself. Eisenhower's position paralleled

those of Malenkov and Churchill—except for one thing: he also in-

sisted that the United States prepare only for an all-out nuclear war.

This view alarmed even Eisenhower's closest advisers. They agreed

that a war fought with nuclear weapons would be catastrophic, but

they worried that the United States and its allies would never match

the military manpower available to the Soviet Union, China, and their

allies. To rule out nuclear use altogether would be to invite a non-
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nuclear war that the West could not win. The solution, most of them

believed, was to find ways to fight a limited nuclear war: to devise

strategies that would apply American technological superiority against

the manpower advantage ofthe communist world, so that the certainty

of a credible military response would exist at whatever level adversaries

chose to fight—without the risk of committing suicide.

By the beginning of Eisenhower's second term in 1957, tm̂ consen-

sus extended from Secretary of State Dulles through most of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff and into the emerging strategic studies community,

where the young Henry Kissinger made the case for what would come

to be called "flexible response" in an influential book, Nuclear Weapons

and Foreign Policy. The critical assumption, in all of this thinking, was

that despite their destructiveness nuclear weapons could still be a ra-

tional instrument of both diplomacy and warfighting. They could yet

be made to fit the Clausewitzian principle that the use of force—or

even threats of such use—must reflect political objectives, not annihi-

late them.

It was all the more startling, then, that Eisenhower so emphatically

rejected this concept of limited nuclear war. Assuming even a "nice,

sweet World War II type of war," he snapped at one point, would be

absurd. 38 If war came in any form, the United States would fight it

with every weapon in its arsenal because the Soviet Union would surely

do the same. The president stuck to this argument, even as he ac-

knowledged the moral costs of striking first with nuclear weapons, the

ecological damage that would result from their use, and the fact that

the United States and its allies could not expect to avoid devastating

retaliation. It was as if Eisenhower was in denial: that a kind of nuclear

autism had set in, in which he refused to listen to the advice he got

from the best minds available.

In retrospect, though, it appears that Eisenhower's may have been

the best mind available, for he understood better than his advisers what

war is really like. None of them, after all, had organized the first sue-
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cessfiil invasion across the English Channel since 1688, or led the

armies that had liberated Western Europe. None of them, either, had

read Clausewitz as carefully as he had. That great strategist had indeed

insisted that war had to be the rational instrument of policy, but only

because he knew how easily the irrationalities of emotion, friction, and

fear can cause wars to escalate into meaningless violence. He had

therefore invoked the abstraction of total war to scare statesmen into

limiting wars in order that the states they ran might survive.

Eisenhower had the same purpose in mind; but unlike Clausewitz,

he lived in an age in which nuclear weapons had transformed total war

from an abstraction into an all-too-real possibility. Because no one could

be sure that emotions, frictions, and fears would not cause even limited

wars to escalate, it was necessary to make such wars difficult to fight: that

meant not preparing to fight them. That is why Eisenhower—the ulti-

mate Clausewitzian—insisted on planning only for total war. His pur-

pose was to make sure that no war at all would take place.
39

VIII.

There was every reason to worry, now, about the influence of emo-

tion, friction, and fear in Cold War strategy. The Soviet Union had

tested its first air-dropped thermonuclear bomb in November, 1955, by

which time it already had long-range bombers capable of reaching

American targets. In August, 1957, ^ successfully launched the worlds

first intercontinental ballistic missile, and on October 4th, it used an-

other such missile to orbit Sputnik, the first artificial earth satellite. It

required no rocket scientist to predict the next step: placing nuclear

warheads atop similar missiles, which could then reach any target

within the United States in only half an hour. Predicting the behavior

of the Kremlin's new leader, however, was quite another matter.

Nikita Khrushchev was a poorly educated peasant, coal miner, and
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factory worker who had become a Stalin protege and then, after de-

posing Malenkov and other rivals, Stalin's successor. He came into

power knowing little about the nuclear weapons he now controlled, but

he learned quickly. Like Eisenhower, he was appalled by the prospect

of their military use: he too had seen enough carnage in World War II

to know the fragility of rationality on a battlefield.
40 He was no more

prepared than Eisenhower had been, however, to declare himself a

pacifist. He was convinced, as was the American president, that what-

ever their impracticalities in fighting wars, nuclear weapons could be

made to compensate for national weaknesses in situations short ofwar.

There, though, the similarities ended. The supremely self-confident

Eisenhower was always in command of himself, his administration, and

certainly the military forces of the United States. Khrushchev, in con-

trast, was excess personified: he could be boisterously clownish, bel-

ligerently cloying, aggressively insecure. Dignified he never was, and the

volatilities of post- Stalin politics were such that he could never be sure

of his own authority. There was one other difference as well. The weak-

ness for which Eisenhower sought to compensate with nuclear strength

was the manpower deficit of the United States and its NATO allies.

The vulnerability Khrushchev hoped to correct with his nuclear capa-

bilities was his own absence of nuclear capabilities.

He faced the need to do this because although the Soviet Union's

thermonuclear weapons worked well enough, its long-range bombers

were few, primitive, and capable of reaching most American targets

only on one-way missions. And despite his claims to be turning out

missiles "like sausages," there were far fewer of them than his boasts

suggested and they lacked sufficiently precise guidance to place their

warheads where they were supposed to go. "It always sounded good to

say in public speeches that we could hit a fly at any distance with our

missiles," Khrushchev later admitted. "I exaggerated a little." His son

Sergei, himself a rocket engineer, put it more bluntly: "We threatened

with missiles we didn't have."41
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Khrushchev first tried this trick in November, 1956. Soviet troops

were crushing a rebellion in Hungaryjust as the British, the French, and

the Israelis—without informing the Americans—had seized the Suez

Canal in an abortive effort to overthrow the anti-colonial Egyptian

leader Gamal Abdel Nasser. On the spur of the moment, with a view to

deflecting attention from the bloodbath in Budapest, Khrushchev

threatened Britain and France with "rocket weapons" ifthey did not im-

mediately withdraw their forces from the canal. They immediately did

so, but not in response to Khrushchev's warning. Eisenhower, furious at

not having been consulted, had ordered them to evacuate Suez or face

severe economic sanctions. Because Khrushchev's threats were public

and Eisenhower's were not, however, the new Kremlin leader concluded

that his own huffing and puffing had produced the withdrawal—and

that this practice could become a strategy.
42

From 1957 through 1961, Khrushchev openly, repeatedly, and blood-

curdlingly threatened the West with nuclear annihilation. Soviet mis-

sile capabilities were so far superior to those of the United States, he

insisted, that he could wipe out any American or European city. He

would even specify how many missiles and warheads each target might

require. But he also tried to be nice about it: at one point, while bully-

ing an American visitor, Hubert Humphrey, he paused to ask where his

guest was from. When Humphrey pointed out Minneapolis on the

map, Khrushchev circled it with a big blue pencil. "That's so I don't

forget to order them to spare the city when the rockets fly," he ex-

plained amiably.43

It was a logical observation, at least in Khrushchev's mind, because

amiability was part of his strategy as well. He had rejected Stalin's be-

lief in the inevitability ofwar: the new goal was to be "peaceful coexis-

tence." He took seriously what his scientists told him about the dangers

of continuing to test nuclear weapons in the atmosphere. In May, 1958,

he even announced a unilateral moratorium on such experiments

—

admittedly with crafty timing, since the Americans were about to be-

gin a new round of nuclear tests.
44
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Khrushchev shifted back to his belligerent mode in November,

when he gave the United States, Great Britain, and France six months

to withdraw their troops from the sectors they still occupied in West

Berlin, or he would transfer control ofwestern access rights—always a

touchy issue after Stalin's 1948 blockade—to the East Germans. He

hoped thereby to resolve the increasingly inconvenient problem ofhav-

ing a capitalist enclave in the middle ofcommunist East Germany, and

he was convinced that Soviet missile strength would make this possi-

ble. "Now, that we have the transcontinental missile," he had earlier ex-

plained to Mao, "we hold America by the throat as well. They thought

America was beyond reach. But that is not true." Berlin, he told his ad-

visers, was "[t]he Achilles heel of the West." It was "the American foot

in Europe [that] had a sore blister on it." Later, he would use a more

startling anatomical metaphor: "Berlin is the testicles of the West.

Every time I want to make the West scream, I squeeze on Berlin."
45

Only up to a point, though, because Khrushchev also wanted a

more stable superpower relationship, respectability for himself and his

country—and an opportunity to visit the United States. When Eisen-

hower refused to yield on Berlin but reluctantly extended the long-

sought invitation, Khrushchev jumped at the opportunity to tour the

country he had threatened to incinerate. "This is incredible," he told

his son Sergei. "Today they have to take us into account. Its our

strength that led to this—they have to recognize our existence and our

power. Who would have thought that the capitalists would invite me,

a worker?"46

Khrushchev's September, 1959, visit to the United States was a sur-

real extravaganza. Worried about behaving appropriately, but also

about being treated inappropriately, he was determined not to be im-

pressed by what he saw, but equally determined to convince the Amer-

icans that his country would soon catch up. He insisted on flying to

Washington in a new and untested airplane so that its size would in-

timidate his hosts. He acknowledged the richness of the country in a

White House toast, but predicted that "tomorrow we shall be as rich as
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you are. The next day? Even richer!" He held court for leading capi-

talists while sitting under a Picasso in a New York town house; he

visited—and purported to be shocked by what he saw there—a Holly-

wood soundstage; he pouted over being denied the opportunity, for

security reasons, to visit Disneyland; he got into a shouting match

with the mayor of Los Angeles; he inspected corn on an Iowa farm;

and he discussed war and peace with Eisenhower at Camp David

—

after being assured that an invitation to this dacha was an honor and

not an insult.
47

No substantive agreements came out of Khrushchev's meetings

with Eisenhower, but the trip did confirm that the Soviet Union had a

new kind ofleader, very unlike Stalin. Whether that made him more or

less dangerous remained to be seen.

IX.

Potemkin villages work as long as no one peeks behind the

facade. The only way for the United States and its allies to do that in

Stalin's day had been to send reconnaissance planes along the borders

of the Soviet Union, or to release balloons with cameras to drift over it,

or to infiltrate spies into it. None of these measures worked: the planes

got shot at and sometimes shot down, the balloons got blown in the

wrong direction, and the spies got arrested, imprisoned, and often ex-

ecuted because a Soviet agent, Kim Philby, happened to be the British

liaison officer with the American Central Intelligence Agency.48
Stalin's

U.S.S.R. remained a closed society, opaque to anyone from the outside

who tried to see into it.

Khrushchev's strategy of rattling rockets he did not have required

sustaining this situation. That is why he rejected a proposal from

Eisenhower, at their first summit conference in Geneva in 1955, to al-

low the United States and the Soviet Union to fly reconnaissance mis-

sions over each other's territory: it would have been, he complained,
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like "seeing into our bedrooms."49 What Khrushchev had not known

was that Eisenhower had a secret backup for his "open skies" inspec-

tion plan that would soon accomplish precisely its purposes.

On July 4, 1956, a new American spy plane, the U-2, made its

maiden flight directly over Moscow and Leningrad, snapping excellent

photographs from a height well above the range of Soviet fighters and

anti-aircraft missiles. That same day Khrushchev was enjoying the an-

nual Independence Day reception in the garden of Spaso House, the

American ambassador's residence in Moscow: whether he was visible in

the photos has never been made clear.
50 The flights continued at regu-

lar intervals over the next four years. The Russians, who could detect

them on radar but could not shoot them down, confined themselves to

perfunctory protests, not wanting to advertise their inability to control

their airspace. The Americans, aware that the flights violated interna-

tional law, said nothing at all while reaping an intelligence bonanza.

The U-2 photographs quickly confirmed the limited size and infe-

rior capabilities of the Soviet long-range bomber force. Determining

Soviet missile capabilities took longer, however, because the missiles

themselves—in the quantities that Khrushchev had claimed—did not

exist. By the end of 1959 his engineers had only six long-range missile

launch sites operational. Because each missile took almost twenty

hours to fuel, leaving them vulnerable to attack by American bombers,

this meant that the total number Khrushchev could count on launch-

ing was precisely that: six.
51

What the Soviet Union did have by then, however, was an im-

proved anti-aircraft missile. "The way to teach these smart-alecks a

lesson," Khrushchev told his son, "is with a fist. . . . Just let them poke

their nose in here again."52 On May 1, i960, they did: the Russians shot

down what might well have been the last U-2 flight Eisenhower would

have authorized, captured the pilot, Francis Gary Powers, and threat-

ened to put him on trial for espionage. The president had become con-

vinced that Khrushchev's missile claims were fraudulent, but he had

also begun to worry about U-2 vulnerability. The first American re-
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connaissance satellite was about to go into orbit, and Eisenhower

expected—correctly—that it would render the U-2 obsolete. So the

plane went down at the end of its usefulness, but Khrushchev turned

the crash into a crisis nonetheless.

The next summit conference with Eisenhower was to convene in

Paris two weeks later. Khrushchev showed up for it, but only for the

purpose of wrecking it. He had decided, just before leaving Moscow,

that the U-2 incident made further cooperation with the lame-duck

Eisenhower administration impossible. "I became more and more con-

vinced that our pride and dignity would be damaged ifwe went ahead

with the conference as if nothing had happened."53 He would wait,

therefore, for Eisenhower's successor. It was an impulsive decision, but

it reflected an awkward reality: having seen the quality of the photo-

graphs from the downed plane, Khrushchev had to know that his

Potemkin strategy was in trouble.

John F. Kennedy took his time in taking advantage of this. He had

made much, during the i960 campaign, of the alleged "missile gap"

that Eisenhower had allowed to develop. To acknowledge its absence

too soon after taking office would be embarrassing. There followed,

though, a string of setbacks that made Kennedy s first months in the

White House themselves an embarrassment: the failed Bay of Pigs

landings against Fidel Castro's Cuba in April, 1961; the Soviet Union's

success that same month in putting the first man into orbit around the

earth; a badly handled summit conference at Vienna in June at which

Khrushchev renewed his Berlin ultimatum; and in August East Ger-

many's unopposed construction of the Berlin Wall. When Khrushchev

announced shortly thereafter that the Soviet Union would soon re-

sume nuclear weapons testing with a 100-megaton blast—almost seven

times the size ofBRAVO—Kennedy had had enough.

Drawing on new, copious, and convincing evidence from recon-

naissance satellites, he called Khrushchev's bluff. He let it be known

through a spokesman that the Soviet Union's nuclear and missile capa-

bilities had never come close to surpassing those of the United States:
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"[W]e have a second strike capability which is at least as extensive as

what the Soviets can deliver by striking first. Therefore, we are confi-

dent that the Soviets will not provoke a major nuclear conflict."
54

Khrushchev responded by going ahead with his big-bomb test—he did

show some ecological responsibility by cutting the megatonnage by

half—but this was thermonuclear posturing and nothing more. "Given

Khrushchev's assumption that even a seeming strategic superiority

could be decisive," his biographer has pointed out, "the actual Ameri-

can advantage was doubly damaging: not only had he lost the kind of

atomic leverage he had been employing for four years, but the Ameri-

cans had gained it."
55

X.

Historians assumed, for many years, that it was this—having his

Potemkin facade ripped away—that drove Khrushchev into a desper-

ate attempt to recover by sending intermediate- and medium-range

missiles, which he did have in abundance, to Cuba in 1962. "Why not

throw a hedgehog at Uncle Sam's pants?" he asked in April, noting that

it would take a decade for the Soviet Union to equal American long-

range missile capabilities.
56

It is clear now, though, that this was not

Khrushchev's principal reason for acting as he did, which suggests how

easily historians can jump to premature conclusions. More signifi-

cantly, the Cuban missile crisis also shows how badly great powers can

miscalculate when tensions are high and the stakes are great. The con-

sequences, as they did in this instance, can surprise everyone.

Khrushchev intended his missile deployment chiefly as an effort,

improbable as this might seem, to spread revolution throughout Latin

America. He and his advisers had been surprised, but then excited, and

finally exhilarated when a Marxist-Leninist insurgency seized power

in Cuba on its own, without all the pushing and prodding the Soviets

had had to do to install communist regimes in Eastern Europe. Never
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mind that Marx himselfwould never have predicted this—there being

few proletarians in Cuba—or that Fidel Castro and his unruly follow-

ers hardly fit Lenin's model of a disciplined revolutionary "vanguard."

It was enough that Cuba had gone communist spontaneously\ without

assistance from Moscow, in a way that seemed to confirm Marx's

prophecy about the direction in which history was going. "Yes, he is a

genuine revolutionary," the old Bolshevik Anastas Mikoyan exclaimed,

after meeting Castro. "Completely like us. I felt as though I had re-

turned to my childhood!"57

But Castro's revolution was in peril. Before it left office, the Eisen-

hower administration had broken diplomatic relations with Cuba, im-

posed economic sanctions, and begun plotting Castro's overthrow.

Kennedy allowed these plans to go forward with the unsuccessful Bay

of Pigs landing of anti-Castro Cuban exiles, an event that gave Khru-

shchev little reason for complacency or congratulation. Rather, as he

saw it, the attempted invasion reflected counter-revolutionary resolve

in Washington, and it would surely be repeated, the next time with

much greater force. "The fate of Cuba and the maintenance of Soviet

prestige in that part of the world preoccupied me," Khrushchev re-

called. "We had to think up some way of confronting America with

more than words. We had to establish a tangible and effective deterrent

to American interference in the Caribbean. But what exactly? The log-

ical answer was missiles."
58

The United States could hardly object, because during the late

1950s the Eisenhower administration—before it had convinced itself

that the "missile gap" did not exist—had placed its own intermediate-

range missiles in Britain, Italy, and Turkey, all aimed at the Soviet

Union. The Americans would learn, Khrushchev promised, "just what

it feels like to have enemy missiles pointing at you; we'd be doing noth-

ing more than giving them a little of their own medicine."5
'

But Kennedy and his advisers knew nothing of Khrushchev's rea-

soning, and those who survived were surprised to learn of it a quarter

century later when the opening of Soviet archives began to reveal it.
60
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They saw the missile deployment in Cuba—about which they learned

only in mid-October, 1962, from the new mission the U-2S had been

given of overflying the island—as the most dangerous in a long se-

quence of provocations, extending all the way back to the Kremlin

leader's threats against Britain and France during the Suez crisis six

years earlier. And this one, unlike the others, would at least double the

number of Soviet missiles capable of reaching the United States. "Of-

fensive missiles in Cuba have a very different psychological and politi-

cal effect in this hemisphere than missiles in the U.S.S.R. pointed at

us," Kennedy warned. "Communism and Castroism are going to be

spread ... as governments frightened by this new evidence of power

[topple]. . . . All this represents a provocative change in the delicate

status quo both countries have maintained."61

Just what Khrushchev intended to do with his Cuban missiles is,

even now, unclear: it was characteristic of him not to think things

through.62 He could hardly have expected Americans not to respond,

since he had sent the missiles secretly while lying to Kennedy about his

intentions to do so. He might have meant the intermediate-range mis-

siles solely for deterrence, but he also dispatched short-range missiles

equipped with nuclear warheads that could only have been used to re-

pel a landing by American troops—who would not have known that

these weapons awaited them. Nor had Khrushchev placed his nuclear

weapons under tight control: local commanders could, in response to

an invasion, have authorized their use.
63

The best explanation, in the end, is that Khrushchev allowed his

ideological romanticism to overrun whatever capacity he had for

strategic analysis. He was so emotionally committed to the Castro rev-

olution that he risked his own revolution, his country, and possibly the

world on its behalf. "Nikita loved Cuba very much," Castro himself

later acknowledged. "He had a weakness for Cuba, you might say

—

emotionally, and so on—because he was a man of political convic-

tion."
64 But so too, of course, were Lenin and Stalin, who rarely

allowed their emotions to determine their revolutionary priorities.
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Khrushchev wielded a far greater capacity for destruction than they

ever did, but he behaved with far less responsibility. He was like a petu-

lant child playing with a loaded gun.

As children sometimes do, though, he wound up getting some of

what he wanted. Despite what was still an overwhelming American

advantage in nuclear warheads and delivery systems—depending on

how the figure is calculated, the United States had between eight and

seventeen times the number of usable nuclear weapons that the Soviet

Union did65—the prospect of even one or two Soviet missiles hitting

American targets was sufficient to persuade Kennedy to pledge pub-

licly, in return for Khrushchev's agreement to remove his weapons

from Cuba, that he would make no further attempts to invade the

island. Kennedy also promised, secretly, to dismantle the American

intermediate-range missiles in Turkey that Khrushchev had hoped to

make a visible part of the deal. And long after Kennedy, Khrushchev,

and even the Soviet Union itself had passed from the scene, Fidel Cas-

tro, whom the missiles had been sent to protect, was still alive, well,

and in power in Havana.

But the Cuban missile crisis, in a larger sense, served much the

same function that blinded and burned birds did for the American and

Soviet observers of the first thermonuclear bomb tests a decade earlier.

It persuaded everyone who was involved in it—with the possible ex-

ception of Castro, who claimed, even years afterward, to have been

willing to die in a nuclear conflagration66—that the weapons each side

had developed during the Cold War posed a greater threat to both sides

than the United States and the Soviet Union did to one another. This

improbable series of events, universally regarded now as the closest the

world came, during the second half of the 20th century, to a third

world war, provided a glimpse of a future no one wanted: of a conflict

projected beyond restraint, reason, and the likelihood of survival.
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XI.

The Kennedy administration had by no means anticipated such an

outcome: indeed it had entered office in 1961 determined to rationalize

the conduct of nuclear war. Shocked to discover that the only war plan

Eisenhower had left behind would have required the simultaneous use

of well over 3,000 nuclear weapons against all communist countries,

Kennedy instructed his strategists to expand the options. The task fell

to Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, who insisted that it

ought to be possible, not only to devise a spectrum of possibilities for

how a nuclear war might be fought, but also to get the Russians to

agree on what the rules for such combat might be. The basic idea, he

suggested in the summer of 1962, would be to fight a nuclear war "in

much the same way that more conventional military operations have

been regarded in the past." The objective would be "the destruction of

the enemy's military forces, not of his civilian population."67

There were, however, certain problems with this strategy. For one

thing, the conduct of wars had long since blurred the distinction be-

tween combatants and non-combatants. In World War II at least as

many civilians had died as military personnel, and in a nuclear war the

situation would be much worse. McNamara s own planners estimated

that 10 million Americans would be killed in such a conflict, even if

only military forces and facilities, not civilians, were targeted.
68 Sec-

ond, there was no assurance such precise targeting would be possible.

Most bombs dropped in World War II had missed their targets, and

missile guidance systems—especially on the Soviet side—were still

primitive. Moreover, most military facilities in the United States, as

well as in the Soviet Union and Europe, were located in and around

cities, not apart from them. Finally, McNamaras "no cities" doctrine
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would work only if the Russians followed the "rules" and did not them-

selves target cities. But that depended on getting Khrushchev to think

like McNamara, a highly unlikely possibility.

The Cuban missile crisis confirmed how difficult that task would

be: one lesson that came out of it was the extent to which Russians and

Americans had failed to think similarly going into it. What had

appeared to be "rational" behavior in Moscow had come across as

dangerously "irrational" behavior in Washington, and vice versa. If a

common rationality could be so elusive in peacetime, what prospects

would there be for it in the chaos of a nuclear war? McNamara himself

recalls wondering, as he watched the sun set on the most critical day of

the crisis, whether he would survive to see it do so again.69 He did sur-

vive, but his conviction that there could be a limited, controlled, ra-

tional nuclear war did not.

What kept war from breaking out, in the fall of 1962, was the irra-

tionality, on both sides, of sheer terror. That is what Churchill had

foreseen when he saw hope in an "equality of annihilation." It is what

Eisenhower had understood when he ruled out fighting limited nu-

clear wars: his strategy left no option other than an assurance of total

destruction, on the assumption that this, rather than trying to orches-

trate levels of destruction while a war was going on, would best prevent

any war at all from breaking out.

McNamara, characteristically, transformed this reliance on irra-

tionality into a new kind of rationality in the aftermath of the Cuban

missile crisis. He now repudiated his earlier idea of targeting only mili-

tary facilities: instead each side should target the others cities, with a

view to causing the maximum number of casualties possible.
70 The new

strategy became known as "Mutual Assured Destruction"—its acronym,

with wicked appropriateness, was MAD. The assumption behind it was

that if no one could be sure of surviving a nuclear war, there would not

be one. That, however, was simply a restatement of what Eisenhower

had long since concluded: that the advent of thermonuclear weapons
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meant that war could no longer be an instrument of statecraft—rather,

the survival of states required that there be no war at all.

Nuclear alarms—even alerts—occurred after 1962, but there were

no more nuclear crises of the kind that had dominated the superpower

relationship since the late 1940s. Instead a series of Soviet-American

agreements began to emerge, at first tacit, later explicit, acknowledging

the danger nuclear weapons posed to the capitalist and communist

worlds alike. These included an unwritten understanding that both

sides would tolerate satellite reconnaissance, the vindication of an-

other Eisenhower insight, which was that by learning to live with

transparency
—

"open skies"—the United States and the Soviet Union

could minimize the possibility of surprise attack.
71

There was also the realization that the time had come, if not for the

international control of nuclear weapons, then at least for agreements

on how to manage them. The first of these came in 1963 with the Lim-

ited Test Ban Treaty, which abolished nuclear tests in the atmosphere.

There followed, in 1968, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, requir-

ing nations possessing nuclear weapons not to help other states acquire

them. And in 1972, the Strategic Arms Limitation Interim Agreement

restricted the number of land- and sea-based ballistic missiles to be al-

lowed to each side—with verification of compliance to take place by

means of reconnaissance satellites.

Most intriguingly, though, the Soviet Union and the United States

also signed, in 1972, an Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty that banned de-

fenses against long-range missiles. This was the first formal acknowl-

edgment, by both sides, of Churchill's—and Eisenhower s—idea that

the vulnerability that came with the prospect of instant annihilation

could become the basis for a stable, long-term, Soviet-American rela-

tionship. It also reflected Moscow's acceptance, not easily arrived at, of

Mutual Assured Destruction: persuading the Russians that it was a bad

idea to try to defend themselves had been a negotiating challenge of

the first order. The success of the effort—that American officials could
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now be educating their Soviet counterparts on how to think about na-

tional security—suggests how far things had come since each side's de-

velopment of nuclear weapons, in the first years of the Cold War, had

terrified the other.

And so, to paraphrase Kurt Vonnegut, it did indeed go. The Cold

War could have produced a hot war that might have ended human life

on the planet. But because the fear of such a war turned out to be

greater than all of the differences that separated the United States, the

Soviet Union, and their respective allies, there was now reason for hope

that it would never take place.

XII.

Four decades after the Cuban missile crisis, another novelist, Yann

Martel, published Life ofPi, an improbable story about a lifeboat that

could have become a deathboat. 72 The major characters were a boy and

a Bengal tiger, both victims of a shipwreck, stranded together on an

uncomfortably small vessel drifting across the Pacific Ocean. There be-

ing no common language, there could be no rational discussion be-

tween them. But there was, nonetheless, a compatibility of interest: the

tiger's in having the boy catch fish for him to eat, the boy's in not him-

self being eaten. Both somehow figured this out, and both survived.

A Cold War fable? Whether Martel intended it as one hardly mat-

ters, for the sign of a good novel is what it can cause its readers to see,

even if this lies beyond the author's own vision. What nuclear weapons

did was to make states see—even in the absence of a common lan-

guage, ideology, or set of interests—that they shared a stake in each

other's survival, given the tiger they themselves had created but now

had to learn to live with.



CHAPTER THREE

COMMAND VERSUS
SPONTANEITY

Two nations, between whom there is no intercourse and no sym-

pathy; who are as ignorant ofeach others habits, thoughts, and

feelings, as ifthey were dwellers in different zones, or inhabitants

ofdifferentplanets; who areformed by a different breeding, are

fed by a differentfood, are ordered by different manners, and are

not governed by the same laws.

—Benjamin Disraeli,

1845
1

Instead ofunity among the greatpowers—both political and

economic—after the war, there is complete disunity between the

Soviet Union and the satellites on one side and the rest ofthe

world on the other. There are, in short, two worlds instead ofone.

—Charles E. Bohlen,

i9472

A single planet shared by superpowers who shared the means of

wiping each other out—but who now also shared an interest in each

other's survival. So far, so good. What kind of survival, though? What

would life be like under each system? How much room would there be

for economic well-being? For social justice? For the freedom to make
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one's own choices about how to live one's life? The Cold War was not

just a geopolitical rivalry or a nuclear arms race; it was a competition,

as well, to answer these questions. The issue at stake was almost as big

as that ofhuman survival: how best to organize human society.

"Whether you like it or not, history is on our side," Nikita Khru-

shchev once boasted before a group of western diplomats. "We will

bury you." He spent the rest of his life explaining what he meant by

this. He had not been talking about nuclear war, Khrushchev claimed,

but rather about the historically determined victory of communism

over capitalism. The Soviet Union might indeed be behind the West,

he acknowledged in 1961. Within a decade, however, its housing short-

age would disappear, consumer goods would be abundant, and its pop-

ulation would be "materially provided for." Within two decades, the

Soviet Union "would rise to such a great height that, by comparison,

the main capitalist countries will remain far below and way behind."3

Communism, quite simply, was the wave of the future.

It didn't quite work out that way. By 1971, the Soviet Union's econ-

omy and those of its East European satellites were stagnating. By 1981,

living standards inside the U.S.S.R. had deteriorated to such an extent

that life expectancy was declining—an unprecedented phenomenon in

an advanced industrial society. By the end of 1991, the Soviet Union it-

self, the model for communism everywhere else, had ceased to exist.

Khrushchev's predictions, it is now clear, had been based on wish-

ful thinking, not hard-headed analysis. What is striking, though, is

how many people took them seriously at the time—by no means all of

them communists. John F. Kennedy, for example, found the Soviet

leader's ideological self-confidence thoroughly intimidating when he

encountered Khrushchev at the 1961 Vienna summit: "He just beat hell

out of me," the new president admitted. Kennedy had "seemed rather

stunned," British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan noted shortly

thereafter, "like somebody meeting Napoleon (at the height of his

power) for the first time."4 J.F.K. was hardly alone: communism had

been intimidating statesmen and the states they ran for well over a cen-
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tury. The reason was that it had inspired—and aroused—so many of

their own citizens, who saw in Marxism-Leninism the promise of a

better life. The early Cold War saw the intimidation and the inspira-

tion peak. By the end of the Cold War, there was little left to hope for

from communism, and nothing left to fear.

The best place to start, in seeking to understand the respect com-

munism commanded and the anxieties it caused, is with another novel.

Its title was Sybil, it appeared in 1845, and its author, Benjamin Disraeli,

would also become a British prime minister. Its subtitle was The Two

Nations, by which Disraeli meant the rich and the poor, who co-existed

uneasily within a society in which an industrial revolution—Great

Britain's crowning achievement over the preceding half century—was

widening the gap between them. "The capitalist flourishes," one char-

acter complained,

he amasses immense wealth; we sink, lower and lower, lower

than the beasts of burthen; for they are fed better than we are,

cared for more. And it is just, for according to the present sys-

tem they are more precious. And yet they tell us that the in-

terests of Capital and of Labour are identical.
5

Sybilwas a warning: that a state whose economic progress depended on

exploiting some of its citizens for the benefit of others was headed for

trouble.

Karl Marx, living in England at the time, witnessed and warned of

the same phenomenon, but he did so by means of a theory, not a novel.

Because capitalism distributes wealth unevenly, he claimed, it produces

its own executioners. The social alienation generated by economic in-

equalities could only result in revolution: "[N]ot only has the bour-
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geoisie forged the weapons that bring death to itself; it has also called

into existence the men who are to wield those weapons—the modern

working class—the proletarians." Capitalisms grave-diggers would

sooner or later replace it with communism, a more equitable method of

organizing society in which there would be common ownership of the

means of production, and in which extremes of wealth and poverty

would no longer exist. Neither, therefore, would resentment, so the

happiness of the human race would follow. Communism, Marx's col-

laborator Friedrich Engels claimed, would mark "the ascent of man

from the kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of freedom."6

This was not just a profession of faith: Marx and Engels also saw it

as science. The linkage Marx established between technological pro-

gress, social consciousness, and revolutionary consequences, they be-

lieved, revealed the engine that drove history forward. This was the

class struggle—and because industrialization and the alienation it pro-

duced were irreversible, this engine had no reverse gear.

Marxism brought hope to the poor, fear to the rich, and left gov-

ernments somewhere in between. To rule solely on behalf of the bour-

geoisie seemed likely to ensure revolution, thereby confirming Marx's

prophecy; but to do so only for the proletariat would mean that Marx's

revolution had already arrived. Most political leaders therefore fudged:

whether in Disraeli's Britain, or Bismarck's Germany, or the most rap-

idly industrializing country of all, the United States, they set out to

preserve capitalism by mitigating its harshness. The result was the so-

cial welfare state, the basic structure ofwhich was in place throughout

much of the industrialized world by the time several of its most promi-

nent representatives went to war with one another in August, 1914.

Whatever progress capitalists had made in easing the brutalities of

industrialization, World War I showed that they had not yet learned

how to preserve peace. Despite unprecedented economic development

and the interdependence that had accompanied it, the great powers of

Europe—some of them the most socially progressive governments

anywhere—blundered into the worst war the world had ever seen. The
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vast quantities of weaponry their industries were producing made it

possible to continue the fighting far longer than anyone had expected.

The bourgeoisie, it now appeared, was digging its own grave.

That, at least, was the argument Lenin put forward, at first from ex-

ile, and then after the overthrow of Tsar Nicholas II early in 1917, from

within Russia itself. Lenin differed from Marx and Engels, however,

in his determination to move from theory to action: his coup d'etat in

November—for that is what it was—remains as striking an example as

exists of the extent to which one person can change the course of his-

tory. Or, as Lenin would have put it, drawing on Marx, by which the

"conscious vanguard of the proletariat" can accelerate history toward its

scientifically predetermined conclusion. What the Bolshevik "revolu-

tion" meant was that one state had gone beyond trying to save capital-

ism: it had, in the middle of a war capitalists had started, declared war

on capitalism itself. And if the expectations of Lenin and his followers

were correct, the citizens of other states—themselves embittered by

capitalism and battered by war—would soon seize power and do the

same. The irreversible engine of history guaranteed it.

No one sensed the significance of this moment more clearly than

the president of the United States at the time, Woodrow Wilson. He

understood, as did Lenin, the extent to which ideas could move na-

tions: had he not brought the United States into the war in April, 1917,

by calling for a "world safe for democracy"? But as Wilson conceived it,

such a world would not be safe for proletarian revolution, nor would

the reverse be true. He quickly found himself waging two wars, one

with military might against Imperial Germany and its allies, the other

with words against the Bolsheviks. Wilson's Fourteen Points speech of

January, 1918, the single most influential statement of 2x1 American ide-

ology in the 20th century, was a direct response to the ideological chal-

lenge Lenin had posed. There began at this point, then, a war of

ideas—a contest among visions—that would extend through the rest

of World War I, the interwar years, World War II, and most of the

Cold War. 7 At stake was the issue that had divided Disraeli's two na-
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tions: how best to govern industrializing societies in such a way as to

benefit all of the people who lived within them.

II

Lenin's position was an extension of Marx's: that because capi-

talists caused inequality and war, neither justice nor peace could pre-

vail until capitalism had been overthrown. Marx had been vague about

how that would happen, but Lenin had provided a demonstration.

The communist party would lead the way, and a single individual, as

he had done in Russia, would lead the party. A dictatorship of the pro-

letariat wouldfree the proletariat. Because the enemies of the revolu-

tion would never yield power voluntarily, that dictatorship would use

all the methods available to it—propaganda, subversion, surveillance,

informants, covert action, conventional and unconventional military

operations, and even terror—in accomplishing its objectives. Its ends

would justify its means. This would be, then, an authoritarian revolu-

tion that would liberate those on the bottom by commanding them

from the top.

Wilson's objective, like Disraeli's, was to reform capitalism, not de-

stroy it. The way to do this, he believed, was to encourage spontaneity:

the problem with capitalism was that it had left people too little free-

dom to manage their own lives. It had collaborated with empires that

denied their inhabitants the right to choose their leaders. It had limited

the efficiency of markets through protectionism, price-fixing, and re-

curring cycles ofbooms and busts. And of course—here Wilson agreed

with Lenin—capitalism had failed to prevent war, the ultimate de-

nial of freedom. Wilson's plan for the postwar world would promote

political self-determination, economic liberalization, and the forma-

tion of an international collective security organization with the power

to ensure that the rivalries of nations—which would never entirely

disappear—would henceforth be peacefully managed. This would be a
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democratic revolution that would open the way for those on the bottom

to liberate themselves.

Lenin, following Marx, assumed the incompatibility of class inter-

ests: because the rich would always exploit the poor, the poor had no

choice but to supplant the rich. Wilson, following Adam Smith, as-

sumed the opposite: that the pursuit of individual interests would ad-

vance everyone's interests, thereby eroding class differences while

benefiting both the rich and the poor. These were, therefore, radically

different solutions to the problem of achieving social justice within

modern industrial societies. At the time the Cold War began it would

not have been at all clear which was going to prevail. To see why, track

the legacies of Lenin and Wilson, both ofwhom died in 1924, over the

next two decades.

Wilson, at the end of World War II, would have looked like a failed

idealist. He had compromised so often in negotiating the 1919 Versailles

settlement—by accepting its harsh treatment of Germany, its deference

to the territorial claims ofvictorious allies, and its thinly disguised per-

petuation of colonialism—that it had hardly been an endorsement of

political self-determination and economic liberalization.
8 His own

countrymen had refused to join his proudest creation, the League of

Nations, thereby severely weakening it. Capitalism had revived precari-

ously after the war, only to crash in 1929, setting off the worst global de-

pression ever. Authoritarianism, meanwhile, was on the rise, first in

Italy under Benito Mussolini, then in Imperial Japan, and finally

—

most ominously—in Germany, where, having come to power constitu-

tionally in 1933, AdolfHitler immediately abolished the constitution by

which he had done so.

The United States and the other remaining democracies made no

serious effort to prevent Japanese aggression in Manchuria in 1931, or

the Italian seizure of Ethiopia in 1935, or the rapid rearmament ofwhat

was now Nazi Germany—a process that by the end of the decade had

made that country the dominant power on the European continent.

And when, as a predictable result, World War II broke out, the Amer-
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icans and the British found themselves depending on Stalin's Soviet

Union—which had itself collaborated with Hitler between 1939 and

1941—in order to win it. Victory was certain by 1945, but the nature of

the postwar world was not. To have expected vindication for Wilson,

given this record, would have seemed at best naive: as a pioneering the-

orist of international relations had put it at the beginning of the war,

"[t]he liberal democracies scattered throughout the world by the peace

settlement of 1919 were the product of abstract theory, stuck no roots in

the soil, and quickly shrivelled away."9

Lenin, at the end ofWorld War II, would have looked like a suc-

cessful realist. Stalin, his successor, had carried out a revolution from

above in the Soviet Union, first by collectivizing agriculture, then by

launching a program ofrapid industrialization, and finally by ruthlessly

purging potential rivals, real and imagined. The international proletar-

ian revolution Lenin expected had not come, but the U.S.S.R. was

nonetheless, by the end of the 1930s, the worlds most powerful prole-

tarian state. And unlike its capitalist counterparts, it had maintained

full production and therefore full employment throughout the Great

Depression. The rise ofNazi Germany posed a serious challenge, to be

sure, but Stalin's pact with Hitler had bought time and territory, so that

when the invasion came in 1941 the Soviet Union not only survived but

eventually hurled it back. As the end of the fighting approached, the

U.S.S.R. was poised, physically and politically, to dominate half of Eu-

rope. Its ideological influence—given these demonstrations ofwhat an

authoritarian system could achieve—might well go much farther.

For Marxism-Leninism at that time had millions of supporters in

Europe. Spanish, French, Italian, and German communists had led the

resistance against fascism. The idea of social revolution—that those on

the bottom might wind up on top—had widespread appeal, even in a

country like Poland, with its long history of antagonism toward Rus-

sia.
10 And given the devastation the war had caused, together with the

deprivation the prewar depression had brought about, it was not at all

clear that democratic capitalism would be up to the task of postwar re-
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construction—not least since the greatest capitalist democracy, the

United States, had shown so little willingness in the past to take re-

sponsibility for what happened beyond its borders.

Even among the Americans there was self-doubt. Roosevelt's New

Deal had patched, but not healed, the nation's economic problems:

only wartime spending had done that, and there was no assurance, as

federal budgets shrank to normal after the war, that the depression

would not return. The power of government had expanded dramati-

cally under F.D.R., but the future of markets, spontaneity, and even

—

in the eyes of his many critics—freedom itselfwas much less clear. "We

have, on the whole, more liberty and less equality than Russia has," one

observer wrote in 1943. "Russia has less liberty and more equality.

Whether democracy should be defined primarily in terms of liberty or

of equality is a source of unending debate." 11

The comment could have come from Roosevelt's well-meaning but

guileless vice president at the time, Henry A. Wallace, who always had

trouble making up his mind about such matters. In fact, though, its au-

thor was the tough-minded theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, remembered

now for his staunch resistance to communism during the Cold War. That

Niebuhr during World War II could wonder whether liberty or equality

should primarily define democracy is as good an illustration as any of

how clouded the prospects for Wilson's vision then appeared to be.

The Cold War changed all of that, with the result that Wilson is

remembered today as a prophetic realist, while Lenin's statues molder

in garbage dumps throughout the former communist world. Like the

nuclear war that never came, the revival and eventual triumph of dem-

ocratic capitalism was a surprising development that few people on

either side of the ideological divide in 1945 would have foreseen.

Circumstances during the first half of the 20th century had provided
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physical strength and political authority to dictatorships. Why should

the second half have been different?

The reasons had less to do with any fundamental shift in the means

of production, as a Marxist historian might have argued, than with a

striking shift in the attitude of the United States toward the interna-

tional system. Despite having built the world's most powerful and di-

versified economy, Americans had shown remarkably little interest,

prior to 1941, in how the rest of the world was governed. Repressive

regimes elsewhere might be regrettable, but they could hardly harm the

United States. Even involvement in World War I had failed to alter

this attitude, as Wilson discovered to his embarrassment and chagrin.

What did change it, immediately and irrevocably, was the Japanese

attack on Pearl Harbor. That event shattered the illusion that distance

ensured safety: that it did not matter who ran what on the other side of

the ocean. The nation's security was now at risk, and because future ag-

gressors with air and naval power could well follow the Japanese exam-

ple, the problem was not likely to go away. There was little choice,

then, but for the United States to assume global responsibilities. Those

required winning the war against Japan and Germany—Hitler having

declared war on the United States four days after Pearl Harbor—but

they also meant planning a postwar world in which democracy and

capitalism would be secure.

It was here that Wilson became relevant once again, because there

was so much to learn from what had gone wrong since the end of

World War I. Behind his call to make the world safe for democracy

had been the implied claim that democracies do not start wars. The in-

terwar years seemed to confirm that assertion, but what was it that

caused nations to cease to be democracies? Germany, Italy, and Japan

had once had parliamentary governments; the economic crises of the

1920s and 1930s, however, had discredited them. They and too many

other states had embraced authoritarian solutions, which then led to

military aggression. Not only had capitalism generated social inequal-
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ity, as Marx had predicted it would. By this line of reasoning, it had

also produced two world wars.

How, then, to prevent a third? The answer seemed obvious to the

Roosevelt administration: it was to build an international order in

which capitalism would be safe from its own self-destructive tenden-

cies; in which people would be safe from the inequities these produced

and from the temptations that then arose to flee from freedom; in

which nations would be safe from the aggression to which the re-

sulting authoritarianism tended to lead. "A world in economic chaos,"

Secretary of State Cordell Hull warned in 1944, "would be forever

a breeding ground for trouble and war." 12 F.D.R. and his advisers

would hardly have admitted it, but they were drawing as much on the

Marxist-Leninist critique of capitalism as on Wilson's. Where, though,

did this leave Stalin?

The ever-pragmatic Roosevelt had welcomed the Soviet Union as

an ally during the war: "I cant take communism nor can you," he told

a friend, "but to cross this bridge I would hold hands with the Devil." 13

He understood as well as anyone that cooperation with Moscow might

cease once victory had been achieved; but he wanted the responsibility

for that to reside there, not in Washington. To that end, he offered the

U.S.S.R. membership in three new international organizations behind

which he proposed to put the full support of the United States: the In-

ternational Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the United Nations.

Together, these institutions were intended to lessen the possibility

of future depressions by lowering tariff barriers, stabilizing currencies,

and coordinating government planning with the workings of markets,

while providing the means by which the international community

would contain and if necessary defeat future aggressors. They pulled

together two parts of Wilson's program: economic liberalization and

collective security. The third, political self-determination, would have

to wait, F.D.R. believed, at least for those nations and peoples who had

fallen, or were likely to fall, under Soviet rule. The important thing was
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to win the war, secure the peace, and ensure recovery. Then, he hoped,

there would be room for democracy.

Stalin was happy to have the Soviet Union a founding member of

the United Nations: the veto in the Security Council would make that

organization only what the wartime victors wanted it to be. The Fund

and the Bank, however, were quite another matter. Once he under-

stood that their purpose was to save capitalism—and not, as he had ini-

tially thought, to provide the structures through which the Soviet

Union could extract reconstruction assistance from the United

States14—Stalin wanted no part of them. That decision, together with

his increasingly obvious determination to impose authoritarian

regimes in Eastern Europe, meant that F.D.R.s effort to bridge the

gap between Wilson and Lenin had clearly failed. But Wilsons vision,

at least, had been revived: the contest of ideas that he and Lenin had

begun during World War I would continue now within the emerging

Cold War. That became apparent in three important speeches, given

within thirteen months of one another in 1946-47.

Stalin made the first one in Moscow on February 9, 1946, and in it

he went back to basics. He restated Marx's condemnation of capitalism

for distributing wealth unevenly. He reiterated Lenin's claim that, as a

result, capitalists were likely to go to war with one another. He drew

from this the conclusion that peace could come only when commu-

nism had triumphed throughout the world. He emphasized that the

Soviet Unions industrialization prior to World War II had allowed it

to prevail in that conflict, and he said nothing about assistance received

from the United States and Great Britain. Finally, he called for equally

arduous sacrifices on the part of the Soviet people to recover from the

damage the last war had caused, and to prepare for the next war that

the contradictions of capitalism were sure to bring about. 15

Winston Churchill, recently turned out of office, gave the second

speech in the improbable setting of Fulton, Missouri, on March 5, with

President Truman sitting at his side. In characteristically portentous

cadences, the former prime minister warned:
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From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron

curtain has descended across the Continent. Behind that line

lie all the capitals of ancient states of central and eastern Eu-

rope. . . . [A]ll these famous cities and the populations around

them ... are subject in one form or another, not only to So-

viet influence, but to a very high and increasing measure of

control from Moscow.

The Russians did not want war, Churchill acknowledged, but they did

want "the fruits ofwar and indefinite expansion of their power and doc-

trines." Only strength could deter them: "If the Western Democracies

stand together ... no one is likely to molest them. If however they be-

come divided or falter in their duty and if these all-important years are

allowed to slip away, then indeed catastrophe may overwhelm us all."
16

Truman himselfgave the third speech a year later, on March 12, 1947,

in which he asked Congress for aid to Greece and Turkey and an-

nounced the Truman Doctrine, with its implied American commitment

to assist victims of aggression and intimidation throughout the world.

His ideological justification for these measures was Wilsonian: the world

was now divided between "two ways of life"—not communism versus

capitalism, but democracy versus authoritarianism, a distinction that al-

lowed him to link this new American involvement in European affairs

with the ones that had preceded it in 1917 and in 1941. His decision to do

so was deliberate: it had been necessary to show the world, one of the

drafters of Truman's speech later recalled, "that we have something pos-

itive and attractive to offer, and not just anti-communism."17

That became the point of the Marshall Plan, as well as the deci-

sions, taken at the same time, to begin the rehabilitation of occupied

Germany and Japan. These were Disraeli-like efforts, which Wilson

and Roosevelt would have applauded, to salvage capitalism and se-

cure democracy in circumstances so unpromising that authoritarian

alternatives—despite their obvious dangers to human liberty—could

easily have taken hold. The idea was not to brand "as a Communist
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anyone who used the language of Marx and Lenin," Marshall's aide

Charles E. Bohlen commented, "since there is much in Marxism . . .

which in no sense reflects a belief in Communist theory or involve-

ment in modern day Communist organization."18
It was rather to cre-

ate an alternative to communism, within the framework of democracy

and capitalism, which would remove the economic and social despera-

tion that drove people to communism in the first place. This could only

have happened because the United States, after World War II, as-

sumed peacetime responsibilities beyond its hemisphere. Stalin's chal-

lenge had helped to bring that about.

"[T]he gulf is impassable," one of Disraeli's characters acknowl-

edged in Sybil, "utterly impassable."19 A century later the gap between

the rich and the poor—between the few who had the means to live

well and the many who did not—had taken on global geopolitical sig-

nificance, with two competing visions for how to close it. As Bohlen

put it in the summer of 1947: "There are, in short, two worlds instead

of one."20

IV.

Both of the ideologies that defined those worlds were meant to of-

fer hope: that is why one has an ideology in the first place. One of

them, however, had come to depend, for its functioning, upon the cre-

ation of fear. The other had no need to do so. Therein lay the basic ide-

ological asymmetry of the Cold War.

It has never been clear how far Lenin intended his dictatorship of

the proletariat to extend. He certainly saw the ends of revolution as

justifying its means, including the use of terror.
21 But would he have

favored concentrating all authority in the hands of a single individual,

who would then retain it by imprisoning, exiling, or executing anyone

who questioned—or who he thought might question—this process?

Whatever Lenin would have done, that is what Stalin did.
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By the end of 1930, his agents had arrested or killed some 63,000

opponents of collectivization. By 1932, they had deported over 1.2 mil-

lion "kulaks"—Stalin's term for "wealthy" peasants—to remote regions

within the U.S.S.R. By 1934 at least 5 million Ukrainians had starved to

death from the resulting famine. Stalin then began purging govern-

ment and party officials, producing the imprisonment of another 3.6

million people and the execution, in just 1937-38, of almost 700,000.

They included many of Lenin's surviving associates: the most promi-

nent exception was Leon Trotsky, whom Stalin then hunted down and

had murdered in Mexico in 1940. By that time, one historian has esti-

mated, the Stalinist dictatorship had either ended or wrecked the lives

of between 10 and 11 million Soviet citizens—all for the purpose of

maintaining itself in power.22

The full scope of this tragedy could not be known at the end of the

war: Stalin had censored his own 1937 census, which would have re-

vealed much of it, by arresting all of its top administrators and shoot-

ing many of them.23 Enough was clear, however, to instill fear as well

as hope in the minds of Europeans as they awaited liberation from

Nazi oppression by a state whose record seemed almost as bad. The

Red Army's behavior as it fought its way into Germany intensified

these anxieties: armies are rarely gentle in occupying a defeated en-

emy's territory, but the Russians were particularly harsh in their loot-

ing, physical assaults, and mass rapes.
24 A culture of brutality within

the Soviet Union, it appeared, had spawned one beyond its borders.

This was, in one sense, understandable: the Germans had been

even more brutal in occupying the U.S.S.R. during the war. But Stalin's

objective now was not just retribution. He hoped to spread Marxism-

Leninism throughout as much of Europe as possible. He knew he

could not do this, however, solely through the use of force and the cul-

tivation of fear, the methods he had employed with such ruthlessness

at home. Communists in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania,

Bulgaria, and, after 1949, East Germany would be governing ostensibly

independent states. Stalin could certainly control them—Tito and the
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Yugoslavs to the contrary notwithstanding, most communists in those

days followed Moscow's orders. But his hand could not be too heavy,

lest it give the appearance of a revolution that required repression to

keep it going. It was important, therefore, for communists to gain pop-

ular support. "With good agitation and a proper attitude," Stalin told

the Polish communist leader Wladyslaw Gomulka in 1945, "you may

win a considerable number of votes."25

If the Kremlin boss thought this about the Poles, of all people, then

it would not have seemed unreasonable to him that Germans and other

Europeans who lived beyond his sphere of military and political influ-

ence might also support local communists, whether by electing them to

office or including them within governing coalitions. This would be

preferable to confronting the Americans and the British directly;

moreover, as Leninist doctrine suggested, the capitalists would be con-

fronting each other soon enough.26 The proletarian dictatorship, if it

was to spread into these regions, could not do so by the means with

which Stalin had installed it in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

A majority ofWestern Europeans would have to choose it.

Stalin's strategy had a certain logic, except for one thing. It required

that he cease to be who he was: a tyrant who had come to power and

remained there through terror. When the slightest intimations ofinde-

pendence emerged among his East European satellites—as when the

Czechs sought permission to participate in the Marshall Plan—he

dealt with those responsible in the same way he had handled his real

and imagined prewar rivals within the Soviet Union: they were re-

moved from power, frequently put on trial, usually imprisoned, and in

several instances executed. He would surely have done the same to

Tito, had Yugoslavia not been beyond his reach. By one estimate, a

million East European communists were purged in some way between

1949 and 1953.
27 Much the same thing was happening within the

U.S.S.R.: Stalin's last years saw an ever-widening circle of arrests, tri-

als, executions, and where these were not easily justified, arranged "ac-
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cidents." At the time of his death, Soviet prisons were fuller than they

had ever been.28

"Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communistic revolution," Marx

had proclaimed in 1848. "The proletarians have nothing to lose but

their chains."29 A century later, however, proletarians who had not yet

fallen under Stalin's dictatorship had every reason to tremble at the

chains with which he had bound those who had already suffered that

misfortune. It was no accident that Orwell's Big Brother had a Stalin-

like mustache.

V.

If chains were required to control Stalin's proletarians, then it is

hard today to see how such an arrangement could ever have attracted

support elsewhere. Privation does lead to desperation, however, and

when the choice is between starvation and repression it is not always

easy to make. To succeed as an alternative, the American ideology

could not simply show that communism suppressed freedom. It would

also have to demonstrate that capitalism could sustain it.

There was never a plan, worked out in advance in Washington, for

how to do this. Instead there had been conflicting objectives at the end

of World War II: punishing defeated enemies; cooperating with the

Soviet Union; reviving democracy and capitalism; strengthening the

United Nations. It had to become clear that not all of these were pos-

sible before a realignment and ranking of priorities could take place. By

the end of 1947 that had happened: the new goal, best articulated by

Kennan, now Marshall's top policy planner, would be to keep the

industrial-military facilities of former adversaries—chiefly those of

western Germany and Japan—from falling under the rule of the cur-

rent and future adversary, the U.S.S.R.30

This could have been done by destroying what remained of those
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facilities, but that would have driven the Germans and the Japanese

toward starvation while precluding the economic revival of nearby

American allies. It could have been done by restoring and then collab-

orating with German and Japanese authoritarianism, but that would

have compromised the purposes for which the war had been fought. So

the Americans came up with a third alternative. They would revive the

German and Japanese economies, thereby securing the future of capi-

talism in those and surrounding regions. But they would also trans-

form the Germans and the Japanese into democrats.

It was an ambitious, even audacious, strategy, so much so that if

anyone had announced it publicly, alongside the Truman Doctrine and

the Marshall Plan, it would have sounded wildly improbable. For while

Germany and Japan had indeed had parliamentary systems before suc-

cumbing to dictatorships in the 1930s, the culture of democracy had

never taken root in those countries: that was one reason they had suc-

cumbed so easily. Those dictatorships themselves, however, had now

been discredited by defeat in war. That gave the Americans a clean

slate and, through their military occupations, a free hand. They re-

sponded in just the way that Stalin had done: by relying abroad on

what had worked at home. But because the domestic institutions ofthe

United States could hardly have been more different from those of the

Soviet Union, the Americans' objectives in running their occupation

could hardly have been less similar.

The function of government, as they saw it, was to facilitate free-

dom. That might require regulating the economy, but never, as in the

Soviet Union, commanding it in all respects. People could still be

trusted to own property, markets could be trusted to allocate resources,

and the results could be trusted to advance everyone's interests. Lead-

ers would lead only by consent; laws, administered impartially, would

ensure fairness; and a free press would provide transparency and there-

fore accountability. The underlying basis of government would be

hope, not fear. None of these conditions existed within the U.S.S.R., its

satellites, or the occupied territories it administered.
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All of this would mean little, however, without performance. This

is where the Marshall Plan came in. The idea here was to jump-start

the European economies—and, simultaneously, that ofJapan as well

—

through a substantial infusion ofAmerican assistance, but to involve the

recipients from the start in determining how it would be used. The only

requirement was that they work together: that old antagonisms fade in

the face of new dangers. The goal was to restore self-confidence, pros-

perity, and social peace by democratic means: to show that while there

might now be two ideological worlds, there need not be, within the one

that was capitalist, the separate nations of rich and poor that had given

rise to Marxism in the first place. Nor need there be the wars among

capitalists that Lenin had insisted must happen.

Only the United States had the economic resources—perhaps also

the naivete—to attempt this task. The Soviet Union was in no position

to compete: that is why Stalin responded by cracking down in those

parts of Europe he could control. The Americans had another advan-

tage over the Russians, however, that had nothing to do with their ma-

terial capabilities: it was their pragmatic reliance on spontaneity.

Whatever its roots—whether in market economics or democratic pol-

itics or simply national culture—they never accepted the idea that wis-

dom, or even common sense, could be found only at the top. They were

impatient with hierarchy, at ease with flexibility, and profoundly dis-

trustful ofthe notion that theory should determine practice rather than

the other way around.

It did not unduly disturb Truman and his advisers, therefore, when

the American military authorities in Germany and Japan rewrote their

own directives for the occupation of those countries to accommodate

the realities that confronted them. The deficiencies of a "one size fits

all" model did not have to be explained. Nor, staunch capitalists though

they were, did Washington officials object to working with European

socialists to contain European communists. Results were more impor-

tant than ideological consistency. And when several recipients ofMar-

shall Plan aid pointed out that self-confidence could hardly be attained
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without military protection, the Americans agreed to provide this too

in the form of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the first peace-

time military alliance the United States had entered into since the ter-

mination, in 1800, of the one with France that had secured American

independence.

The Soviet Union under Stalin, in striking contrast, suppressed

spontaneity wherever it appeared, lest it challenge the basis for his rule.

But that meant accepting the proposition that Stalin himself was the

font of all wisdom and common sense, claims his acolytes made fre-

quently during the final years of his life. Whether he believed them or

not, the "greatest genius of mankind" was in fact a lonely, deluded, and

fearful old man, addicted to ill-informed pontifications on genetics,

economics, philosophy, and linguistics, to long drunken dinners with

terrified subordinates, and—oddly—to American movies. "I'm fin-

ished," he acknowledged in a moment of candor shortly before his

death. "I don't even trust myself."31

So this was what the aspirations of Marx and the ambitions of

Lenin had come down to: a system that perverted reason, smothered

trust, and functioned by fear—but that now competed with capitalists

who offered hope.

VI.

What if Stalin himself was the problem, though, and communism

might be salvaged with different leadership? The men who sought to

succeed him all believed the diagnosis to be accurate and the prescrip-

tion to be appropriate. Each of them set out to liberate Marxism-

Leninism from the legacy of Stalinism. They found, though, that the

two were inextricably intertwined: that to try to separate one from an-

other risked killing both.

The first post- Stalinist leader who tried to do this wound up getting

killed himself. Lavrentii Beria, Stalin's secret police chief since 1938, was
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a member of the triumvirate which assumed power upon his death

—

the others were Molotov and Malenkov. A serial murderer and a sexual

predator, Beria was also an impressive administrator who more than

anyone else deserved credit for building the Soviet atomic bomb. He

was surprisingly critical of the system that had given him such power.

He could scarcely conceal his delight at Stalin's demise—some histori-

ans suggest that he even arranged it
32—and he moved immediately af-

terward to try to undo some of the worst aspects of Stalin's rule.

Beria suspended the latest round of purges, which Stalin had

launched, most unwisely, against his own doctors. With his colleagues,

Beria then instructed the North Koreans and the Chinese to end the

long stalemated armistice negotiations and bring the Korean War to a

close; they also placed an article in Pravda expressing hope for better

relations with the United States. Beria then went beyond his colleagues

with a proposal to grant the non-Russian nationalities of the Soviet

Union much greater autonomy than Stalin had been willing to allow

them.33 His most controversial move, however, was to try to resolve the

dilemma Stalin had left behind over the future of Germany.

The formation of the Federal Republic of Germany (West Ger-

many) in May, 1949, frustrated whatever hopes Stalin may have had

that communism would spread there on its own. Reunification was less

important, for the new government of Konrad Adenauer, than remain-

ing independent ofthe Soviet Union while closely linked to the United

States. This left Stalin little choice but to authorize the formation of

the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) in October, but he

did so with little enthusiasm. He remained prepared to sacrifice that

regime, headed by the veteran German communist Walter Ulbricht, if

there was any way to prevent West Germany's incorporation into

NATO. In March, 1952, with this goal in mind, Stalin offered reunifi-

cation in return for neutralization. 34

The proposal went nowhere: Stalin's motives were too transparent.

East Germany then set about transforming itself into a proletarian

state, no easy task since it had always been chiefly an agricultural
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region—and because the Russians had removed much of what indus-

try there was for reparations. However, Ulbricht, a good Stalinist, in-

sisted that East Germans could fix this problem by simply working

harder: he instituted a program of rapid industrialization similar to

what Stalin had undertaken in the Soviet Union. It quickly became

clear, though, that this was deepening the economic crisis, provoking

unrest, and driving thousands of East Germans to emigrate to West

Germany, which was still possible through the open border that sepa-

rated East from West Berlin.

The new Kremlin leaders ordered the reluctant Ulbricht to slow

down his program—which he only partially did—and in May, 1953,

Beria put forward a truly radical proposal: that in return for neutraliza-

tion, the Soviet Union accept a reunified capitalist German state. Ul-

bricht and the East German communists would simply be abandoned.

Before this plan could get anywhere, though, riots broke out the fol-

lowing month in East Berlin and elsewhere.35 The rioters were chiefly

proletarians, the very people whose dictatorship, in theory at least, was

supposed to have brought them freedom. In practice, it had denied

them freedom, and that posed a dilemma for Stalin's successors be-

cause at least one communist regime was sitting on a powder keg of re-

sentment, fueled by the failure of Marxism-Leninism to keep its

promises. What if there were others?

Beria's colleagues solved the immediate problem by using Soviet

troops to crush the East German uprising—a highly embarrassing ad-

mission of failure for them and Ulbricht. They next arrested Beria

himself, charged him with having been an agent of Anglo-American

imperialism, put him on trial, convicted him, and had him shot.

Khrushchev, who orchestrated these events, then aligned the Soviet

Union closely with Ulbricht s repressive regime, something Stalin had

never done. 36
It was not an auspicious beginning for those who sought

to liberate communism from Stalinism—but it would not be the last

such attempt.
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VII.

It was Khrushchev himselfwho made the next one. Having deposed

and executed Beria, he then over the next two years pushed aside

Malenkov and Molotov—he did not, however, kill them—so that by

mid-1955 he was the dominant leader of the post-Stalinist U.S.S.R.

Quite unlike Stalin in his personal qualities, Khrushchev was also

sincere—and fundamentally humane—in his determination to return

Marxism to its original objective: a better life than that provided by

capitalism. The path he chose, once he had consolidated his authority

in the Kremlin, was to take on the legacy of Stalin himself.

On February 25, 1956, Khrushchev shocked delegates to the 20th

Congress of the Soviet Communist Party by candidly cataloging, and

then denouncing, Stalin's crimes. In doing so, he pulled down the

facade—the product ofboth terror and denial—that had concealed the

true nature of the Stalinist regime from the Soviet people and from

practitioners of communism throughout the world. He did so with a

view to preserving communism: reform could only take place by ac-

knowledging error. "I was obliged to tell the truth about the past," he

later recalled, "whatever the risks to me."3/ But the system he was try-

ing to preserve had itself been based, since the time of Marx and En-

gels, on the claim to be error-free. That was what it meant to have

discovered the engine that drove history forward. A movement based

on science had little place for confession, contrition, and the possibility 7

of redemption. The problems Khrushchev created for himself and for

the international communist movement, therefore, began almost from

the moment he finished speaking.

One was simple shock. Communists were not used to having mis-

takes admitted at the top, and certainly not on this scale. It was, as Sec-
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retary of State Dulles commented at the time, "the most damning in-

dictment of despotism ever made by a despot."38 The Polish party

leader, Boleslaw Bierut, had a heart attack when he read Khrushchev's

speech, and promptly died. The effect on other communists was almost

as devastating, for the new Soviet leader seemed to be telling them that

it was not enough now to assert, as a theoretical proposition, that they

had history behind them. It was also necessary to have their people be-

hind them. "I'm absolutely sure of it," Khrushchev announced at

Bierut s funeral. "[W]e will achieve an unprecedented closing of ranks

within our own party, and of the people around our party."
39

The Polish Communist Party took the lesson to heart, and in the

wake of Bierut s death began to release political prisoners and remove

Stalinists from positions of authority—only to have riots break out, as

had happened under similar circumstances in East Germany. In this

case, though, the hard-liners did not regain power: instead the Poles

brought back Gomulka, who had fallen victim to one of Stalin's purges,

and installed him in the leadership without Khrushchev's approval.

Furious, he flew uninvited to Warsaw, threw a tantrum, threatened to

send in Soviet troops, but in the end quietly accepted the new Polish

government, which had after all only promised what he himself had

said he wanted to do: to give "socialism"—meaning communism—"a

human face."

But the problem with powder kegs—even those that do not blow

up—is that there are often others nearby. Hoping to ward off further

disturbances, Khrushchev had arranged the removal from power of

the Hungarian Stalinist leader Matyas Rakosi in July, 1956: Rakosi

was told that he was "ill," and needed "treatment" in Moscow. 40 This

only provoked demands for further concessions, and by the end of

October—inspired by the events in Poland—the Hungarians were

mounting a full-scale rebellion, not just against their own communists,

but against the Soviet Union itself. Confronted with bloody fighting in

the streets of Budapest, Red Army forces withdrew, and for a few days

it appeared as though Hungary might be allowed to withdraw from the
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Warsaw Pact, the military alliance set up by the Russians the previous

year as a counterweight to NATO. Khrushchev agonized over what to

do; but in the end, under pressure from Mao Zedong, he ordered So-

viet troops to re-enter Hungary and crush the rebellion.

This they promptly did, but not before some 1,500 Soviet soldiers

and 20,000 Hungarians had been killed. Imre Nagy, who as premier

had reluctantly led the rebel regime, was arrested and later executed.

Hundreds of thousands of other Hungarians who survived tried des-

perately to escape to the West. Those who could not faced a return of

repression, which seemed—such was the lesson ofHungary—to be the

only way in which Marxist-Leninists knew how to rule. Being a com-

munist was "inseparable from being a Stalinist," Khrushchev told a

group of Chinese early in 1957. "[M]ay God grant that every Commu-

nist will be able to fight for the interests of the working class as Stalin

fought."41 Whatever God thought about it, the old dictators ghost was

not so easily exorcized after all.

VIII.

It was fitting that the Chinese played such an important role in

Khrushchev's decision to suppress the Hungarian uprising, because

Mao Zedong himself was another post- Stalinist leader with ideas

about how to salvage communism. His solution all along, though, had

been to go back to Stalin.

Mao had not been consulted in advance about Khrushchev's Feb-

ruary, 1956, de-Stalinization speech—no foreign communist had been.

He respected Stalin and deferred to him, but never found him easy to

deal with. Stalin had been slow to support the Chinese communist rev-

olution, and surprised by its success. He had been less than generous in

setting the terms of the 1950 Sino- Soviet Treaty, and in providing mil-

itary support to the Chinese during the Korean War. He had insisted

that the war be continued when Mao and Kim Il-sung were ready to
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end it. Was Chairman Mao sad to hear of Stalin's death, his translator,

Shi Zhe, was once asked. "I don't think the Chairman was sad," he

replied.
42

But Stalin was useful to Mao in another way: as a model for how to

consolidate a communist revolution. It fell to Mao to play the role, in

China, of both Lenin and Stalin. He had followed Lenin's example in

making the leap from Marxist theory to revolutionary action, reversing

only the sequence of events so that in China the civil war preceded the

seizure of power rather than following it. He was also, however

—

unlike Lenin—robustly healthy, and so he lived to take on the task that

Lenin never had to confront: how to turn a country in which Marxist

theory had said the revolution could never take hold into one in which

it would. Stalin had done that, in Russia, byproletarianizing the coun-

try. He built up a huge industrial base, even to the point of attempting

to turn agriculture into an industry by collectivizing it. There were not

supposed to be any peasants left in Russia by the time he finished, and

he came close to achieving that objective.

Mao took a different path. His principal theoretical innovation was

to claim that peasants were proletarians: that they did not have to be

transformed. A revolutionary consciousness resided within them,

needing only to be awakened. That was very different from Stalin's ap-

proach, and it accounts for some of the uneasiness that existed between

them—although the elderly Stalin, frustrated by the failure of workers

in Europe to arise, did take some solace in the prospect that peasants

outside Europe might do so.
43 Where Mao did follow the Soviet

model was on the question ofwhat to do with a revolution once it had

gained control of a country. The one in China would fail, he believed,

if it did not replicate, with mechanical precision, the steps by which

Lenin and especially Stalin had consolidated the one in Russia.

Recalling Lenin's New Economic Policy, Mao allowed a brief pe-

riod of experimentation with market capitalism during the early 1950s,

only to reverse that with a Five-Year Plan for crash industrialization

and collectivized agriculture along Stalinist lines. After Stalin's death

—
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unimpressed with his successors in Moscow—Mao encouraged a "cult

of personality" centered around himself, not just as the head of the

Chinese Communist Party, but as the most experienced and respected

leader, now, of the international communist movement.

It was, therefore, an unwelcome surprise for Mao when Khru-

shchev, without warning, denounced the Stalinist "cult of personality"

early in 1956 and insisted that communists everywhere disassociate

themselves from it. "He's just handing the sword to others," Mao

grumbled, "helping the tigers harm us. Ifthey don't want the sword, we

do. . . . The Soviet Union may attack Stalin, but we will not."44 Mao

would stick to his plan of following Stalin's example, but—perhaps in-

spired by Khrushchev's ambitions to overtake the West in both missile

strength and material goods—he resolved to compress and accelerate

the process. The U.S.S.R., he argued, was losing its revolutionary edge.

The truly revolutionary country, China, would not make that mistake.

Accordingly, Mao added to his industrialization and collectiviza-

tion campaigns his own purge of potential dissidents. "Let a hundred

flowers bloom, let a hundred schools of thought contend," he pro-

claimed; but then he arrested as "rightists" those critics unwise enough

to have taken him at his word. It was a strategy designed to "coax the

snakes out of their holes, ... to let the poisonous weeds grow first and

then destroy them one by one. Let them become fertilizer."
45 Then he

decided on something even more dramatic: he would merge the indus-

trialization and collectivization campaigns by transforming peasants

into proletarians after all, but by means that went beyond anything

Stalin had ever considered. He ordered farmers throughout China to

abandon their crops, build furnaces in their backyards, throw in their

own furniture as fuel, melt down their agricultural implements—and

produce steel.

The result of Mao's "Great Leap Forward" was the greatest single

human calamity of the 20th century. Stalin's campaign to collectivize

agriculture had caused between 5 and 7 million people to starve to

death during the early 1930s. Mao now sextupledtiwX record, producing
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a famine that between 1958 and 1961 took the lives of over 30 million

people, by far the worst on record anywhere ever.
46 So Mao did wind

up surpassing the Soviet Union and everyone else in at least one cate-

gory. But it was not one of which the ideologists of Marxism, Lenin-

ism, Stalinism, or Maoism could be proud.

IX.

The rest of the world, at the time, was hardly aware of what was

happening in China. Mao kept his country at least as opaque to the

outside as Stalin's U.S.S.R. had been, and the Chinese ever since have

censored their censuses almost as carefully as Stalin did his own. It

would take many years for the costs of the Maoist version ofMarxism-

Leninism to become apparent. That ideology's deficiencies were much

clearer, at the time, in the one transparent arena where communism

and capitalism competed: the divided city of Berlin.

Only the Cold War's peculiarities—the way it froze in place

what were meant to be temporary arrangements at the end of World

War II—could have produced a city separated into American, British,

French, and Soviet sectors, lying more than a hundred miles inside the

East German state Stalin had created in 1949, surrounded by several

hundred thousand Soviet troops. Thanks to Marshall Plan aid, to-

gether with generous subsidies from the West German government as

well as support for universities, libraries, cultural centers, and broad-

casting facilities from the United States—some ofthem quietly funded

through the Central Intelligence Agency—the western-occupied parts

of Berlin became a permanent advertisement for the virtues of capital-

ism and democracy in the middle of communist East Germany. West

Berlin led a precarious existence, though, for there was nothing to pre-

vent the Russians—or the East Germans, if given permission—from

cutting off land access to the city, as Stalin had done a decade earlier. It

was clear this time that an airlift would not work: there was no way to
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sustain, by air, a city that was considerably more populous—and far

more prosperous—than it had been in 1948. West Berlin's very success

had made it vulnerable. It survived only through forbearance in

Moscow.

Soviet-occupied East Berlin, however, had its own vulnerabilities,

as the riots that broke out there in 1953 had made clear. The discontent

had arisen, in large part, because Berliners were then allowed to travel

freely between the eastern and western portions of the city. "[I]t was

really a crazy system," one East Berliner recalled. "All you had to do

[was] board a subway or [a] surface train, . . . and you were in another

world. . . . [Y]ou could go from socialism ... to capitalism in two

minutes."47 From West Berlin in turn, emigration to West Germany

was easy. The obvious differences in living standards had caused "great

dissatisfaction" within the Soviet zone, Kremlin leader Georgii

Malenkov admitted in the immediate aftermath of the riots, "which is

particularly obvious, since the population has begun to flee from East

Germany to West Germany."48

The figure Malenkov cited was 500,000 over the previous two

years, but by the end of 1956 Soviet statistics showed that well over a

million more East Germans had departed. It soon became clear as well

that the refugees were disproportionately well-educated and highly

trained, and their motives for abandoning communism had as much to

do with the absence of political freedoms as with economic shortcom-

ings. Choosing his words carefully, the Soviet ambassador to East Ger-

many, Mikhail Pervukhin, summed up the situation in 1959: "The

presence in Berlin of an open and essentially uncontrolled border be-

tween the socialist and capitalist worlds unwittingly prompts the pop-

ulation to make a comparison between both parts of the city, which,

unfortunately, does not always turn out in favor of Democratic [East]

Berlin."49

Khrushchev had tried to solve this problem with his 1958 ultimatum,

through which he had threatened either to end the four-power occupa-

tion of the city, or to transfer control over access rights to the East Ger-
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mans, who could then presumably "squeeze" the American, British, and

French sectors—as his various anatomical metaphors suggested

vividly—with impunity. But that initiative had fallen victim to the

Eisenhower administration's firmness, together with Khrushchev's own

insatiable desire to visit the United States. After his return, the Soviet

leader promised a disappointed Ulbricht that by 1961 "the GDR [East

Germany] will start to surpass the FRG [West Germany] in standard

of living. This will be a bomb for them. Therefore, our position is to

gain time."50 Instead, time was lost: by 1961 some 2.7 million East Ger-

mans had fled through the open border to West Berlin and then on to

West Germany. The overall population of the German Democratic Re-

public had declined, since 1949, from 19 million to 17 million.51

This was a major crisis for communism itself, as Soviet Vice Pre-

mier Anastas Mikoyan warned the East Germans in July, 1961: "Our

Marxist-Leninist theory must prove itself in the GDR. It must be

demonstrated . . . that what the capitalists and the renegades say is

wrong." After all, "Marxism was born in Germany. ... If socialism

does not win in the GDR, ifcommunism does not prove itself as supe-

rior and vital here, then we have not won. The issue is this fundamen-

tal to us."
52 This was the same Mikoyan who had so emotionally

welcomed, the year before, the surprising but historically determined

revolution in Castro's Cuba. Now, though, the revolution in Marx's

Germany was in peril. The forces of history, it seemed, were not pro-

ceeding in the right direction after all.

Ulbricht had had plans in place since at least 1952 to stop the flow

of emigrants by walling West Berlin off from East Berlin and the rest

of East Germany. Soviet and other East European leaders, however,

had always resisted this idea. Molotov warned in 1953 that it would "call

forth bitterness and dissatisfaction from the Berliners with regard to

the government of the GDR and the Soviet forces in Germany."

Khrushchev insisted that the better way to fight the West German

challenge would be "to try to win the minds of the people by using cul-

ture and policies to create better living conditions." The Hungarian
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leader Janos Kadar—who had himself forced a dissatisfied population

into line after the 1956 uprising—predicted early in 1961 that the con-

struction of a wall in Berlin would "cause serious harm to the reputa-

tion of the entire communist movement." The wall was a "hateful

thing," Khrushchev admitted, but "[w]hat should I have done? More

than 30,000 people, in fact the best and most qualified people from the

GDR, left the country in July. . . . [T]he East German economy would

have collapsed if we hadn't done something soon against the mass

flight. ... So the Wall was the only remaining option."53

It went up on the night of August 12-13, 1961, first as a barbed wire

barrier, but then as a concrete block wall some twelve feet high and al-

most a hundred miles long, protected by guard towers, minefields, po-

lice dogs, and orders to shoot to kill anyone who tried to cross it.

Khrushchev's decision did stabilize the Berlin situation as far as the

Cold War superpower relationship was concerned. With West Berlin

isolated from East Berlin and East Germany, he had no further need to

try to force the western powers out of the city, with all the risks of nu-

clear war that such an effort would have entailed. He could breathe

more easily now, and so too—if truth be told—could western leaders.

"It's not a very nice solution," Kennedy acknowledged, "but a wall is a

hell of a lot better than a war."54 The president could not resist observ-

ing, though, when he himselfvisited the Berlin Wall in June, 1963, that

"we have never had to put a wall up to keep our people in, to prevent

them from leaving us."The ugly structure Khrushchev had erected was

"the most obvious and vivid demonstration of the failures of the Com-

munist system, for all the world to see."
55

X.

And on the other side of the wall, capitalism was succeeding. No sin-

gle event, date, or statistic marks the point at which that became clear:

what was significant instead was what had not happened since the end
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ofWorld War II. For contrary to the fears of capitalists based on his-

tory and the hopes of communists based on theory, the Great Depres-

sion had not returned. And any possibility that capitalists might fight

another great war with one another—as Stalin, drawing on Lenin, had

predicted they would—had become ludicrous.

It was left, years later, to one of the last great Marxist historians,

Eric Hobsbawm, to give the early postwar era a name: he called it the

"Golden Age." What he meant by this was that "[a]ll the problems

which had haunted capitalism . . . appeared to dissolve and disappear."

World manufacturing output quadrupled between the early 1950s and

the early 1970s. Trade in manufactured products increased by a factor of

ten. Food production rose faster than population growth. Consumer

goods once considered luxuries—automobiles, refrigerators, telephones,

radios, televisions, washing machines—became standard equipment.

Unemployment, in Western Europe, almost disappeared. "Of course

most of humanity remained poor," Hobsbawm acknowledged, "but in

the old heartlands of industrial labor what meaning could the [com-

munist] Internationales Arise, ye starvelings from your slumbers' have

for workers who now expected to have their car and spend their annual

paid vacation on the beaches of Spain?"56

Hobsbawm found it easier to catalog this phenomenon than to ac-

count for it, however: "[TJhere really are no satisfactory explanations

for the sheer scale of this 'Great Leap Forward' of the capitalist world

economy, and consequently for its unprecedented social consequences."

It might, he thought, have reflected an upturn in the long cycles ofeco-

nomic boom and bust that extended back several hundred years, but

this did not explain "the extraordinary scale and depth of the secular

boom," which contrasted so strikingly with that of "the preceding era

of crises and depressions." It might have resulted from technological

advances, but these were more important with the advent of comput-

ers in the 1970s and 1980s than in the immediate post-World War II

years. What really did the trick, he finally decided, was that "capitalism

was deliberately reformed, largely by the men who were in a position to
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do so in the USA and Britain, during the last war years. It is a mistake

to suppose that people never learn from history."57

If that was correct, though, then what remained of Marx, who in-

sisted that capitalism produces, in an angry and resentful proletariat, its

own executioners? Or of Lenin, who claimed that the greed of capital-

ists would, in the end, breed war? Or of Stalin, Khrushchev, and Mao,

who promised their people a better life under communism than capi-

talism could ever provide? The fundamental premise of all of them was

that capitalists could never learn from history. Only communists, who

had discovered in the class struggle the engine of history, could do that.

Only theory, which cut through complexity while abolishing ambigu-

ity, could point the way. And only dictators, who provided the neces-

sary discipline, could ensure arrival at the intended destination. But a

lot depended on getting the history, the theory, and the dictators right.

If any of them turned out to be wrong, all bets were off.

This is where the capitalists got it right: they were better than the

communists at learning from history, because they never bought into

any single, sacrosanct, and therefore unchallengeable theory of history.

Instead they were, over the century that separated Disraeli's two na-

tions from Bohlen's two worlds, pragmatic, adaptable, and given to

seeking truth in results produced rather than in dogmas advanced.

They made mistakes, but they corrected them. "[T]he prospects of so-

cialism as a world alternative depended on its ability to compete with

the world capitalist economy, as reformed after the Great Slump and

the Second World War," Hobsbawm concluded. "That socialism was

falling behind at an accelerating rate was patent after i960. It was no

longer competitive."58

That is putting it rather narrowly, for Marxism and its successors,

Leninism, Stalinism, and Maoism, cannot be judged on their eco-

nomic performance alone. The human costs were far more horrendous.

These ideologies, when put into practice, may well have brought about

the premature deaths, during the 20th century, of almost 100 million

people. 59 The number who survived but whose lives were stunted by
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these ideas and the repression they justified is beyond estimation.

There can be few examples in history in which greater misery resulted

from better intentions. The sign that went up on an East German fac-

tory wall just after the Berlin Wall came down was entirely appropri-

ate—if long overdue: "To the workers of the world: I am sorry." There

hardly needed to be a signature.



CHAPTER FOUR

THE EMERGENCE OF AUTONOMY

The militarypower deployed at the top ofthe system ran into . . .

even greaterpower based on popular will at the bottom. As in

Alice in Wonderlands croquet game, in which the mallets were

flamingos and the balls were hedgehogs, thepawns in the [Cold

War]game, mistakenfor inanimate objects by the [superpowers],

came alive in their hands and began, universally and unstop-

pably, to pursue their own plans and ambitions.

—Jonathan Schell 1

Could anyone have dreamed oftelling Stalin that he didnt suit

us anymore and suggesting he retire? Not even a wet spot would

have remained where we had been standing. Now everything is

different. Thefear is gone, and we can talk as equals. That's my

contribution.

—Nikita S. Khrushchev,

October 13, 1964

Khrushchev was grasping for straws when he made this com-

ment, on the day his Kremlin colleagues announced their intention to

depose him. "I'm . . . glad that the party has gotten to the point that it

can rein in even its first secretary," he added. "You smeared me all over

with shit, and I say, *You re right.'"

The charges made against Khrushchev more than merited his char-
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acterization ofthem. He was accused ofrudeness, distraction, arrogance,

incompetence, nepotism, megalomania, depression, unpredictability, and

growing old. He had allowed his own cult ofpersonality to develop, and

no longer listened to his advisers. He had ruined Soviet agriculture while

bringing the world to the brink of nuclear war. He had authorized the

construction of the Berlin Wall, a public humiliation for Marxism-

Leninism. He had long since become an embarrassment to the country

he had tried to lead, and to the international communist movement he

had sought to inspire. And as his successor, Leonid Brezhnev, felt it nec-

essary to add, Khrushchev had once described members of the Central

Committee as "dogs peeing against curbstones."2

It was a crude and undignified way to remove the leader ofthe world's

second most powerful state, but no blood was shed, no one was sent to

prison, no one went into exile. Khrushchev was allowed a peaceful—if

painfully obscure—retirement. Always the optimist, he came to see as his

most significant accomplishment the fact that he had not been able to

keep his job. During his years in power, constraints had developed on

the wielding of power. It was no longer possible for a single leader to

demand, and to expect to receive, unquestioning obedience.

Khrushchev's fate reflected, in microcosm, that of the Soviet Union

and the United States during the late 1950s, the 1960s, and the early

1970s. The international system during those years appeared to be one

of bipolarity in which, like iron filings attracted by magnets, all power

gravitated to Moscow and Washington. In fact, though, the superpow-

ers were finding it increasingly difficult to manage the smaller powers,

whether allies or neutrals in the Cold War, while at the same time they

were losing the authority they had once taken for granted at home. The

weak were discovering opportunities to confront the strong. The na-

ture of power was changing because the fear of power, as traditionally

conceived, was diminishing. Mallets were indeed beginning to turn

into flamingos, and balls into hedgehogs.
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I.

The first signs that this was happening came with the decline and

eventual demise of European colonialism, a process that began before

the Cold War started, paralleled its early development, and only grad-

ually affected its subsequent evolution. The European domination of

the world dated from the 15th century, when Portugal and Spain first

perfected the means of transporting men, weapons, and—without re-

alizing it—germs across the oceans that had hitherto kept human so-

cieties apart.
3 By the end of the 19th century, there was little territory

left that was not controlled by Europeans or their descendants. But in

1905, Japan, a rising non-European power, won a war it had started with

Russia, one of the weakest of the European empires: that victory shat-

tered the illusion that the Europeans, if challenged, would always win.

The Europeans themselves then shattered another illusion—that

of unity among themselves—by going to war in 1914. World War 1, in

turn, produced two compelling justifications for an end to colonial

rule. One came out ofthe Bolshevik Revolution, when Lenin called for

an end to "imperialism" in all its forms. The other came from the

United States. When Woodrow Wilson made the principle of self-

determination one of his Fourteen Points his intent had been to un-

dercut the appeal of Bolshevism, but the effect was to excite opponents

of imperialism throughout Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. Among

those excited were Mohandas Gandhi in British India, Ho Chi Minh

in French Indochina, Syngman Rhee in Japanese-occupied Korea, and

an obscure young librarian in China named Mao Zedong.4

It took World War II, however, to exhaust colonialism once and for

all: the war set in motion processes that would, over the next two

decades, end the age of European empires that had begun five cen-

turies earlier. The collapse of colonialism coincided, therefore, with the
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onset of the Cold War, but the Cold War did not cause that develop-

ment—its roots lay elsewhere. For just as Thomas Paine had pointed

out, in 1776, the illogic of an island indefinitely ruling a continent,5 so

it was also highly improbable, in 1945, that a continent devastated by

war could continue indefinitely to rule most of the rest of the world.

That would have been the case even ifthe wartime Grand Alliance had

never broken up.

Nor did decolonization become a significant issue during the early

Cold War. The Soviet Union remained anti-imperialist—how could it

not be?—but advancing revolution in what was coming to be called the

"third world" was less important to Stalin in the immediate postwar years

than recovering from the war and attempting to spread his influence as

widely as possible in Europe. The United States, for its part, was not

about to defend European colonialism either. Its own history had begun

in rebellion against an empire, and although the Americans had taken

colonies of their own at the end of the 19th century—the Philippines be-

ing the most significant—they had never been comfortable with colonial-

ism, preferring instead to exert their influence abroad by economic and

cultural means. Neither Moscow nor Washington lamented the decline

ofEuropean empires, therefore, nor did the power vacuums that were de-

veloping outside of Europe, as a result, at first preoccupy them.

That situation, however, could hardly last. By the end of 1949, the

Soviet-American contest for Europe had become a stalemate, and that

created temptations to exploit opportunities elsewhere. Stalin had suc-

cumbed to these when he allowed Kim Il-sung to attack South Korea,

while simultaneously encouraging Ho Chi Minh's war against the

French in Indochina. The old dictator knew little about the "third

world," however, and undertook no sustained effort to project Soviet

influence into it. Khrushchev was more energetic: unlike Stalin, he loved

to travel abroad and rarely missed a chance to do so. Among his favored

destinations were the newly independent countries that were emerging

from European colonial rule. Tm not an adventurer," Khrushchev ex-

plained, "but we must aid national liberation movements."6
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The Americans feared precisely this. Colonialism, they believed,

was an antiquated institution that could only discredit the West in the

regions where it had existed, while weakening its practitioners in Eu-

rope, where they needed to be strong. But the United States could not

detach itself from its British, French, Dutch, and Portuguese allies just

because they still maintained colonial possessions: restoring security

and prosperity in postwar Europe was too important. The risk that

"third world" nationalists would associate the Americans with impe-

rialism was thus high. Nor was there assurance that the resentments

colonialism had generated over so long a period would not make com-

munism an attractive alternative. Marx might have exaggerated capi-

talism's contradictions, but the self-destructiveness of imperialism was

plain for all to see. It was awkward for the United States—even

dangerous—that colonialism was ending as the Cold War was intensi-

fying, for the sins of allies in the past could easily create vulnerabilities

in the future. Certainly that was Khrushchev's hope.

What all of this meant, then, was that the choices newly indepen-

dent states made could yet tip the balance of power in the Cold War.

One of the most shocking things for the Americans about the Korean

War had been the rapidity with which a peripheral interest—the de-

fense of South Korea—had suddenly become vital. To allow even an

underdeveloped country with no industrial-military capacity to fall

under communist control could shake self-confidence throughout the

non-communist world. This was what Eisenhower had in mind when,

in 1954, he invoked the most famous of all Cold War metaphors: "You

have a row ofdominos set up, you knock over the first one, and . . . the

last one . . . will go over very quickly. So you could have ... a disinte-

gration that would have the most profound influences."
7

"Dominos" could topple as a result of external aggression, as in Ko-

rea, or internal subversion, as was happening in Indochina. But they

could also do so if states emerging from colonialism chose to tilt toward

the Soviet Union or China. That put decolonization in a new context:

the emergence of nationalism, from Washington's perspective, could
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cause as much trouble as the persistence of colonialism. The Cold War

was becoming global in scope; but the paradoxical effect was to em-

power the people—only recently without any power at all—over whom

it would now be fought. Their method was "non-alignment."

II.

"Non-alignment" provided a way in which the leaders of "third

world" states could tilt without toppling: the idea was to commit to

neither side in the Cold War, but to leave open the possibility of such

commitment. That way, if pressure from one superpower became too

great, a smaller power could defend itself by threatening to align with

the other superpower.

Yugoslavia—not a "third world" state—pioneered the process. Tito

had not sought Stalin's condemnation in 1948: he was, and remained, a

dedicated communist. But he was determined not to sacrifice sovereignty

for the sake of ideological solidarity, and unlike most other East Euro-

pean leaders at the time, he had no need to do so. Noting how quickly the

Americans offered him economic assistance after his break with Stalin,

Tito saw the possibility of a lifeline: would the Russians risk using force

against the Yugoslavs if this might lead to war with the Americans? With

the United States Sixth Fleet operating just off the long Yugoslav coast,

there were good reasons for Stalin to think twice about attempting an in-

vasion, and there is evidence that he did so, contenting himself instead

with assassination plots—all of them unsuccessful. 8

At the same time, though, Tito saw that it would not do to become

too dependent on the United States. Could he be sure that NATO
would defend him? Or that the Americans would not seek, as the price

for their aid, to restore capitalism? It made sense, therefore, to leave the

way open for reconciliation with the Soviet Union, and when, after

Stalin's death, Khrushchev traveled to Belgrade to apologize for his

predecessor's behavior, the Yugoslav leader received him with respect

—
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but also as an equal. From this time on, Khrushchev felt obliged to con-

sult: the most striking example came during the 1956 Hungarian crisis,

when he and Malenkov made a hair-raising flight in a small plane in

horrendous weather and then a sickening voyage in a small boat

through rough seas, all to secure Tito's approval of the Soviet decision

to suppress the uprising. Tito had been "vacationing" on his island in

the Adriatic, and could not be bothered himself to come to Belgrade or

to Moscow. "Khrushchev and Malenkov looked very exhausted," one of

Tito's advisers recalled, "especially Malenkov who could hardly stand

up."9
It was a vivid demonstration of the leverage "non-alignment"

could provide.

Tito's interest in "non-alignment" went well beyond Eastern Eu-

rope, however. Sensing the rising tide of nationalism in Asia, he had al-

ready associated himself by then with two leaders from that part of the

world, Jawaharlal Nehru of India, and Zhou Enlai of China—each of

whom had his own reasons for resisting superpower hegemony.

Nehru's had to do with the United States and Pakistan. The British

had granted India and Pakistan independence in 1947, and Nehru had

hoped to keep the subcontinent they shared out of the Cold War. The

Pakistanis, however—concerned about Indian ambitions—had sought

support from the Americans by portraying themselves as tough anti-

communists with a British-trained military who could provide bases

along the sensitive southern border of the U.S.S.R. The contrast with

Nehru—also British-trained, but socialist, pacifist, and determined not

to take sides in the Cold War—could hardly have been greater. By the

end of 1954, Pakistan had maneuvered its way into the Central Treaty

Organization (CENTO) and the Southeast Asian Treaty Organiza-

tion (SEATO), both designed by Secretary of State Dulles to surround

the Soviet Union with American-sponsored military alliances. For

Nehru, aligning India with "non-alignment" was a way to rebuke the

Americans and the Pakistanis, while also making the point, to the rest

of the "third world," that there were alternatives to taking sides in the

Cold War. 10
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Zhou Enlai's reasons for supporting "non-alignment"—they were,

of course, those ofMao Zedong—also had to do with the fear of hege-

mony, which from China's perspective could come from either the U.S.

or the U.S.S.R. Washington had continued to support Chiang Kai-

shek and the Chinese Nationalists after they had fled to Taiwan in

1949: the threat of a Nationalist effort to retake the mainland, sup-

ported by the Americans, could not be written off in Beijing. But Mao

was not prepared to rely, for deterrence against this danger, solely on

the 1950 Sino-Soviet alliance. It made sense, therefore, for China to

align itselfwith nationalists in former colonial and dependent regions:

"[TJheir victory," Zhou wrote Mao, "would be in the interest ofthe so-

cialist camp and . . . would thwart all attempts of the western impe-

rialists to complete their encirclement of the eastern camp." 11

It was this convergence of interests, if not ultimate objectives, that

led Tito, Nehru, and Zhou to convene the first conference of "non-

aligned" nations at Bandung in Indonesia, in April, 1955: its purpose

was to expand autonomy by encouraging neutrality in the Cold War.

Among those invited was Colonel Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt, who

would soon prove to be the most skillful of all the practitioners of

"non-alignment."

Egypt had never formally been a colony, but Great Britain had

controlled it since the 1880s: the Suez Canal, which lay wholly within

Egyptian territory, was a critical link to the Middle East, India, and

Southeast Asia. A nationalist revolution in 1952 had deposed the noto-

riously complaisant King Farouk, however, and two years later the

British agreed to dismantle their remaining military bases in Egypt, re-

serving the right to reintroduce their forces to protect the canal if it

should ever be in danger. Nasser, by this time, had seized power in

Cairo, with aspirations to become the principal nationalist leader in the

Arab world.

He could hardly do that by aligning Egypt with the United States,

for although the Americans had supported him, they were too visibly

tied to the Europeans and therefore fearful, as Nasser put it, "of annoy-
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ing some colonial power." 12 He resolved, in the spirit of Bandung, to

remain neutral, but he would also exploit the hopes held among lead-

ers in both Washington and Moscow that they might bring him within

their respective spheres of influence. He persuaded the Americans to

fund the construction, on the Nile, of the Aswan High Dam, a project

crucial to Egyptian economic development. He also decided, though,

to buy arms from Czechoslovakia. These two decisions set off the first

great Middle East crisis of the Cold War.

Already uneasy over Nasser's presence at Bandung, Dulles worried

that the Czech arms deal might make Nasser "a tool of the Russians,"

in which case "we might have to consider a revision of our whole pol-

icy." Then Egypt extended diplomatic recognition to the People's Re-

public of China. Nasser had "made a bargain with the Devil with the

hope of . . . establishing an empire stretching from the Persian Gulf

to the Atlantic Ocean," Dulles fumed: shortly thereafter the Ameri-

cans canceled financing for the Aswan Dam. But Nasser had already

arranged, by then, to have the Soviet Union fund the project, leaving

him free to retaliate against the United States by nationalizing the

Suez Canal. 13 This in turn alarmed the British and the French, who,

without consulting Washington, hatched a plot with the Israelis to

have them attack the canal, thereby giving London and Paris the right

to "protect" it—the real intention was to depose Nasser altogether. As

Prime Minister Anthony Eden put it, "we shall never have a better pre-

text for intervention against him than we have now."14 The Anglo-

French-Israeli invasion took place at the end of October, 1956, just at

the height of the crisis over Poland and Hungary.

Ill-conceived, badly timed, and incompetently managed, the inva-

sion almost broke up the NATO alliance. Eisenhower was furious: at

having been surprised, at the distraction from what was happening in

Eastern Europe, and at the appearance, at least, of a resurgent Euro-

pean colonialism. "How could we possibly support Britain and France,"

he demanded, "if in doing so we lose the whole Arab world?"15 The

president insisted on the withdrawal of British and French forces from
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the canal, as well as the Israeli evacuation of the Sinai, or the United

States would apply severe economic sanctions. 16 Khrushchev, by then,

had already threatened to attack the invaders with nuclear missiles if

they did not immediately cease military operations. The real winner,

though, was Nasser, who kept the canal, humiliated the colonialists,

and balanced Cold War superpowers against one another, while secur-

ing his position as the undisputed leader ofArab nationalism.

The Americans then gave him even more power through their own

incompetence. Eisenhower announced, in January, 1957, that the

United States would work with the states of that region to keep it free

from communism. Given this implied lack of confidence in the staying

power of nationalism, the "Eisenhower Doctrine" won little support.

As the Central Intelligence Agency noted several months later, it was

"probably believed by almost all Arabs to indicate American preoccu-

pation with Communism to the exclusion ofwhat they consider to be

the more pressing problems ofthe area."
17 The United States made one

final attempt to contain Arab nationalism through a hastily organized

landing of Marines in Lebanon in July, 1958, following the unexpected

overthrow of a pro-western government in Iraq. It too achieved little,

though, and Eisenhower shordy thereafter drew the appropriate con-

clusion: "Since we are about to get thrown out ofthe [Middle East], we

might as well believe in Arab nationalism."18

What Nasser showed, then—along with Tito, Nehru, and Zhou

Enlai—was that being a Cold War superpower did not always ensure

that one got one's way. There were limits to how much either Moscow

or Washington could order smaller powers around, because they could

always defect to the other side, or at least threaten to do so. The very

compulsiveness with which the Soviet Union and the United States

sought to bring such states within their orbits wound up giving those

states the means of escape. Autonomy, in what might have seemed to

be inhospitable circumstances, was becoming attainable. Tails were be-

ginning to wag dogs.
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"Non-alignment" was not the only weapon available to small

powers seeking to expand their autonomy while living in the shadow of

superpowers: so too was the possibility of collapse. There was no way

that staunch anti-communists like Syngman Rhee in South Korea,

Chiang Kai-shek on Taiwan, or Ngo Dinh Diem in South Vietnam

could plausibly threaten to defect to the other side (although Diem,

desperate to hang on to power as the Americans were abandoning him

in 1963, did implausibly attempt to open negotiations with the North

Vietnamese). 19 Nor could such dedicated anti-capitalists as Kim II-

sung in North Korea or Ho Chi Minh in North Vietnam credibly raise

the prospect of alignment with the United States. What they could do,

though, was encourage fears that their regimes might fall if their re-

spective superpower sponsors did not support them. The "dominos"

found it useful, from time to time, to advertise a propensity to topple.

Korea's history after the Korean War provides a clear example. Rhee

had adamantly opposed the 1953 armistice that left his country divided,

and in an effort to sabotage it, had released thousands ofNorth Korean

prisoners-of-war so that they could not be sent home against their will.

Washington was as outraged by this as was Pyongyang, for Rhee acted

on his own. He did not succeed in scrapping the armistice, but he did

signal the Eisenhower administration that being a dependent ally

would not necessarily make him an obedient ally.
20 His most effective

argument was that if the United States did not support him—and the

repressive regime he was imposing on South Korea—that country

would collapse, and the Americans would be in far worse shape on the

Korean peninsula than if they had swallowed their scruples and as-

sisted him.

It was a persuasive case, because there was no obvious alternative to
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Rhee. The United States could "do all sorts of things to suggest . . .

that we might very well be prepared to leave Korea," Eisenhower noted

gloomily, "but the truth of the matter was, of course, that we couldn't

actually leave."
21 And so Rhee got a bilateral security treaty, together

with a commitment from Washington to keep American troops in

South Korea for as long as they were needed to ensure that country's

safety. This meant that the United States was defending an authoritar-

ian regime, because Rhee had little patience with, or interest in, dem-

ocratic procedures. South Korea was what he, not the Americans,

wanted it to be, and to get his way Rhee devised a compelling form of

Cold War blackmail: ifyou push me too hard, my government will fall,

and you'll be sorry.

The Soviet Union, it is now clear, had a similar experience with Kim

II-sung in North Korea. He was allowed to build a Stalinist state, with

its own cult of personality centered on himself, at just the time when

Khrushchev was condemning such perversions of Marxism-Leninism

elsewhere. That country became, as a result, increasingly isolated,

authoritarian—and yet totally dependent on economic and military

support from the rest of the communist world. It was hardly the result

Khrushchev or his successors would have designed, had they had the

opportunity. They did not, however, because Kim could counter each

suggestion for reform with the claim that it would destabilize his gov-

ernment, and thereby hand victory to the South Koreans and the Amer-

icans. "[I]n the interests of our common tasks, we must sometimes

overlook their stupidities," one Soviet official explained in 1973.
22 Both

Washington and Moscow therefore wound up supporting Korean allies

who were embarrassments to them. It was a curious outcome to the Ko-

rean War, and another reminder of the extent to which the weak, dur-

ing the Cold War, managed to obtain power over the strong.

Nor were the Americans and the Russians successful in controlling

their respective Chinese allies. Chiang Kai-shek had insisted on re-

taining several small islands just off the Chinese coast when he evacu-

ated the mainland in 1949: they would be, he claimed, staging areas
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for an eventual effort to retake all of China. The Truman administra-

tion was skeptical, having made no commitment even to defend Tai-

wan. But when Mao began shelling the offshore islands in September,

1954—apparently as a show of force following Chinese and North

Vietnamese concessions at the Geneva Conference on Indochina

—

Chiang insisted that the psychological effects of losing them would be

so severe that his own regime on Taiwan might collapse. Eisenhower

and Dulles responded as they had to Rhee: Chiang got a mutual de-

fense treaty that bound the United States to the defense of Taiwan.

But it left open the question of defending the offshore islands.

This provided an opening to Mao, who responded by taking one of

the islands and building up his military forces across from the others.

Convinced that their own credibility as well as Chiang's was now at

risk, Eisenhower and Dulles let it be known early in 1955 that they were

now prepared to defend the most important islands, Quemoy and

Matsu, if necessary with nuclear weapons. Mao then moved to defuse

the crisis, but two significant points had been made. One was that an-

other ally had extracted a security commitment from the United States

by advertising its weakness. The other was that Washington had relin-

quished the initiative to Mao, for as the Chinese leader later explained,

by sticking their necks out over Quemoy and Matsu, the Americans

had handed him a noose, which he could relax—or tighten—at will.
23

Mao chose to tighten the noose again in August, 1958, in an appar-

ent effort to deflect attention from domestic economic failures and, cu-

riously, to protest the American military landing in Lebanon the

previous month.24 As he began shelling the offshore islands, Chiang

reinforced them, and the United States found itself again threatening

the use of nuclear weapons in order to defend, as an irritated Dulles

had earlier put it, a "bunch of rocks."25 But it was not just the Ameri-

cans who found this crisis alarming. Mao had neglected to consult the

Russians, who were thoroughly rattled when he casually suggested to

them that a war with the United States might not be such a bad thing:

the Chinese could lure the Americans deep into their own territory,
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and then Moscow could hit them "with everything you've got." The

offshore islands, Mao later boasted, "are two batons that keep Eisen-

hower and Khrushchev dancing, scurrying this way and that. Don't you

see how wonderful they are?"
26

Khrushchev, in the end, responded to the American nuclear threats

over Quemoy and Matsu with one of his own, but not until he was cer-

tain that the crisis was about to be resolved.27 The offshore islands con-

frontations of 1954-55 and 1958 gave the Americans, as well as the

Russians, yet another lesson in the limits of superpower authority. No

one in either Washington or Moscow had instigated these events:

Chiang and Mao had done that. Nor did any American or Soviet

leader think the offshore islands worth a war in which nuclear weapons

might be used. They were, however, unable to avoid threatening each

other with just such a result, because they lacked the means of control-

ling their own "allies." On Taiwan and the offshore islands, as in Korea,

tails had again wagged dogs.

Much the same thing happened, with far more devastating results,

in yet another East Asian country the Cold War had left divided, Viet-

nam. After Ho Chi Minh's victory over the French in 1954, they, to-

gether with the Americans, the British, the Russians, and the Chinese

Communists, had agreed at Geneva that the country should be par-

titioned at the 17th parallel. Ho then established a communist state

in the north, while the Americans took over the search for an anti-

communist alternative in the south. They finally settled, in 1955, on

Ngo Dinh Diem, an exile untainted by cooperation with France whose

Catholicism, they expected, would make him a reliable ally. But Diem,

like Rhee, was also an authoritarian, and by the beginning of the 1960s

his South Vietnamese government had become an embarrassment

to the Americans—and a target for renewed insurgency from North

Vietnam. Aware that Washington's credibility was on the line once

again, Diem—following the examples of Rhee and Chiang—warned

that his regime might collapse if the Americans failed to increase their

support for it. "We still have to find the technique," Kennedy adviser
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Walt Rostow commented in 1961, "for bringing our great bargaining

power to bear on leaders of client states to do things they ought to do

but don't want to do."28

In South Vietnam, though, there turned out to be limits on how far

threats to collapse could go. Diem's regime had become so brutal—but

at the same time so ineffective—that the Kennedy administration

eventually convinced itself that he had to be removed. Accordingly, it

cooperated with a group of South Vietnamese colonels who overthrew

the South Vietnamese president, but then murdered him, early in No-

vember, 1963. Shocked by this unexpected outcome, and then by

Kennedy's own assassination three weeks later, American officials had

given little thought to what to do next. They were left with a deterio-

rating situation in South Vietnam whose importance their own rheto-

ric had elevated to one of global significance—but which they had no

strategy for resolving.

The administration of Lyndon B. Johnson gradually improvised

such a strategy over the next year: it obtained Congressional authori-

zation to take whatever measures were necessary to save South Viet-

nam, and then—afterJohnson's landslide victory over Barry Goldwater

in the 1964 election—it began a major military escalation. This took

the form, first, of bombing North Vietnamese port facilities and sup-

ply lines, but by the summer of 1965 it also involved the dispatch of

American ground forces to South Vietnam. By the end of the year,

184,000 were in place with many more on the way.29 "Ifwe are driven

from the field in Viet-Nam," Johnson proclaimed, "then no nation can

ever again have the same confidence in . . . American protection."30

The very weakness of an ally had driven the United States—with

reluctance and, on the part of the president, deep foreboding—into

making an all-out commitment to its defense. By July, 1965, as his wife

Lady Bird recorded, Johnson was talking in his sleep: "I don't want to

get in a war and I don't see anyway out of it. I've got to call up 600,000

boys, [and] make them leave their homes and families." And he knew

the consequences: "If this [war] winds up bad, and we get in a land war
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[in] Asia," he told her a few days later, "there's only one address they

will look for. . . . Mine."31

Curiously, though, Soviet leaders were no happier with this devel-

opment. Khrushchev had sought to improve relations with the United

States in the aftermath of the Cuban missile crisis—which had itself

grown out of his fear that an ally might collapse—and his successors,

Leonid Brezhnev and Alexei Kosygin, had hoped to continue that

process. Once the war in Vietnam began, though, they felt obliged

to support the North Vietnamese, partly for reasons of ideological

solidarity, but also because they knew that if they did not do so, the

Chinese communists, who were by now hurling open polemics at

them, would make the most of it. As Tito, a close observer of the situ-

ation, explained: "The Soviet Union cannot fail in its stand of solidar-

ity with Hanoi since it would otherwise expose itself to the danger of

isolating itself in Southeast Asia and [with] Communist parties else-

where."32

And so this early effort to relax Cold War tensions failed—despite

the fact that Washington and Moscow wanted it to succeed—because

the actions of smaller powers locked the superpowers into a confronta-

tion from which they lacked the means, or the resolve, to escape. "The

situation was absurd," Soviet ambassador to the United States Anatoly

Dobrynin later acknowledged: "[T]he behavior of our allies . . . sys-

tematically blocked any rational discussion ofother problems that were

really of key importance to both of us."
33

IV.

That was true enough, but the frustrations of the superpowers were

by no means confined to their relations with Asian and Latin Ameri-

can allies. The United States and the Soviet Union possessed dispro-

portionate military and economic power within NATO and the Warsaw

Pact—and yet they did not find it easy to control these alliances either.
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The problems the Americans and the Russians faced in dealing with

their respective German clients best illustrate the pattern.

Postwar Germany had been both strong and weak at the same

time. Because it had been the strongest nation in Europe prior to 1945,

neither the United States nor the Soviet Union was ready to run the

risk that a reunified Germany might align with its principal adversary.

The division of the country, in this sense, was imposed from without

and became unavoidable once the Cold War was under way. But once

their country was divided, the Germans' weakness itself became a

strength. By being on the verge of collapse—and, as time went on, by

simply appearing to be—West and East Germans could raise the

specter of a former enemy falling under the control of a future enemy

anytime they wanted to do so.
34

In West Germany, the danger lay, from Washington's perspective, in

the possible defeat at the polls of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer's Chris-

tian Democratic government. Adenauer had made it clear, since taking

office in 1949, that he preferred the continued division ofGermany to its

possible reunification, since there seemed to be no way that could hap-

pen without detaching West Germany from NATO and hence from its

guarantee ofAmerican protection. It was far better, he claimed, to have

a prosperous, democratic portion ofGermany closely tied to the United

States and to the other democracies of Western Europe than to risk the

uncertainties that any effort to unify Germany would surely involve.

Adenauer would not reject negotiations with the Soviet Union looking

toward unification—to do so would risk losing domestic support—but

he would see to it that they did not succeed. He would, as one of his

aides put it, "feign flexibility in order to be free to go with the West."35

Adenauer's chief rival, the Social Democratic leader Kurt Schu-

macher, argued strongly for such talks, even if the price for success

turned out to be withdrawal from NATO and neutrality in the Cold

War. That prospect was sufficiently alarming to the Americans that

Adenauer was able to use it to obtain leverage for himself: by 1955, he

had gained a virtual veto over whatever negotiating positions the
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United States and his other NATO allies might put forward on the

German question in general, and on Berlin in particular. Eisenhower

speculated after Khrushchev's 1959 visit to the United States that he

could probably "strike a bargain" with the Soviet leader, "but our allies

would not accept [our] acting unilaterally. . . . [W]e could not, even

though tempted to accept, give it consideration, because it would be

death to Adenauer."36

A similar pattern developed in East Germany, although here the

threatened collapse was not of a political party—for there was effec-

tively only one—but of an entire regime. Soviet intervention had saved

Ulbricht in June, 1953: paradoxically, though, that demonstration of

weakness had given him strength, because the near collapse had been

sufficiently frightening in Moscow that the post- Stalin (and post-

Beria) Kremlin leadership felt that it had no choice but to do what-

ever was necessary to prop Ulbricht up. The East German leader

therefore had the capacity, whenever he wanted, to blackmail his So-

viet counterparts.

Ulbricht was playing this card as early as 1956. Taking advantage of

growing unrest in Poland and Hungary, he warned Khrushchev that

insufficient economic assistance from the Soviet Union "would have

very serious consequences for us," and "would . . . facilitate the work of

the enemy." The raw materials and consumer goods Ulbricht re-

quested, which the U.S.S.R. could ill afford to provide, were nonethe-

less forthcoming. 3
' By the fall of 1958, he was pressing Khrushchev to

resolve the problem of the East German refugee flow through West

Berlin, to the point of citing with approval Mao Zedong's recent

shelling of Chinese offshore islands:

Quemoy and West Berlin are not only misused as centers of

provocation by those forces which currently exercise force

over them, but are simultaneously developing as areas . . . un-

justifiably separated from their hinterland. . . . Both positions

have not only the same goals, but also the same weaknesses.
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Both are islands and have to carry all the consequences of an

island location.38

Khrushchev, who was already worrying about controlling Mao, cannot

have found this analogy reassuring. Nevertheless, he issued his No-

vember, 1958, ultimatum on Berlin largely in response to Ulbricht's

urgings—perhaps also because he feared that a failure to tighten the

"noose" around Berlin might elicit contempt from the increasingly crit-

ical Chinese. What good were Khrushchev's missiles, Mao was begin-

ning to ask, if they could not extract western concessions somewhere?39

The same thought had occurred to Ulbricht, who found Khru-

shchev's subsequent unwillingness to enforce his own demand for a

Berlin settlement exasperating: "[Y]ou only talk about a peace treaty,"

he told the Kremlin leader bluntly in November, i960, "but [you]

don't do anything about it."
40 Ulbricht had by then begun doing some

things himself: he protested Anglo-American-French policies in West

Berlin without consulting Moscow; he unilaterally modified proce-

dures for crossing into East Berlin; and in January, 1961, he sent an of-

ficial delegation to China—the Russians found out about it only when

the East Germans stopped over at the Moscow airport. Whether de-

liberately or not, he also managed to increase the refugee flow in June

by publicly acknowledging for the first time the possibility of building

a wall—even though he insisted that no one had any intention of do-

ing so. "[OJur friends . . . sometimes exercise impatience and a some-

what one-sided approach," the Soviet ambassador in East Berlin

acknowledged shortly before this happened, "not always studying the

interests of the entire socialist camp or the international situation at

the given moment."41

Khrushchev concluded, as a result, that he had little choice but to

confront Kennedy with a new Berlin ultimatum at the Vienna sum-

mit. And after Kennedy made it clear that he, like Eisenhower, was

prepared to defend West Berlin, even at the risk of nuclear war,

Khrushchev became convinced that the only way out was to allow Ul-
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bricht to do what the East German leader had promised not to do:

to wall East Germany off from the capitalist enclave in its midst.

Khrushchev's hope had been to detach West Berlin from West Ger-

many, not East Germany from West Berlin. Now, though, there were

no options left: the wall dramatized the extent to which the Soviet

Union had chained itself to a weak ally—who was able to use that

weakness to get its way.

What allowed German weakness to become German strength was,

of course, the preoccupation with credibility that dominated thinking

in Washington and Moscow. Having installed their respective clients

and then attached their own reputations to them, neither American

nor Soviet leaders found it easy to disengage when those clients began

pursuing their own priorities. The United States and the Soviet Union

therefore fell into the habit of letting their German allies determine

their German interests, and hence their German policies.

V.

Adenauer and Ulbricht were not the most difficult allies,

though: that distinction belonged to Charles de Gaulle and Mao Ze-

dong. France and China had both benefited from their relationships

with the superpowers. The United States financed French reconstruc-

tion after the war, ensured French security through NATO, and quietly

supported the development of a French nuclear weapons capability.
42

The Soviet Union had provided the ideological inspiration for Chinas

revolution, and after Stalin's death, it generously sent economic and

military aid as well as technical assistance for Mao's efforts, beginning

in 1955, to build a Chinese atomic bomb. 43 And yet, during the late

1950s and early 1960s, de Gaulle and Mao set out to dismantle the al-

liances that had nurtured their states and embraced their regimes.

Their goal was nothing less than to break up the bipolar Cold War in-

ternational svstem.
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The Fourth French Republic, formed after France's defeat and oc-

cupation by the Germans in World War II, had been an economic suc-

cess but a political basket case. Unstable coalitions shuffled in and out

of office with such depressing frequency that constitutional reform be-

came unavoidable: only de Gaulle, the wartime leader of the Free

French, had the authority and the prestige to bring it about. The new

Fifth Republic, established in 1958, gave de Gaulle the power he

needed—with the blessing of the Americans, who hoped for firmer

and more predictable leadership in Paris. "France presents a twelve year

history of almost unbroken moral, political, and military deteriora-

tion," Eisenhower commented at the time. The record "almost de-

manded the presence of a 'strong man'—in the person of de Gaulle."44

The new French president certainly brought firmness, but not pre-

dictability. There were few objections in Washington as de Gaulle

skillfully liquidated France's long but futile effort to retain its last large

colony, Algeria. The war there, the Americans believed, was draining

French resources, fueling Arab nationalism, and could never be won.

That was all Washington found to approve of, though, because de

Gaulle soon made it clear that his next objective would be to thwart

United States policy in Europe wherever he could. The fact that he did

this while expecting the continued protection of the NATO alliance

only added to the Americans' exasperation; but exasperation, it seemed,

was precisely what de Gaulle had intended. It was as if he was deter-

mined to show the United States that, in an age of muscle-bound

superpowers, there was room for France not only to assert its auton-

omy, but to flaunt it. By the middle of 1959, Eisenhower was fuming

over de Gaulle's "Messiah complex": he was a "cross between Napoleon

and Joan of Arc."45

The list of de Gaulle's offenses was long. He refused to coordinate

France's nuclear strategy—the French tested their first atomic bomb in

i960—with that of the United States and Great Britain: rather, the

small Frenchforce defrappe would be designed for "defense in all direc-

tions," with the apparent intent of unsettling both adversaries and al-
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lies.
46 He vetoed British membership in the European Economic

Community, thereby humiliating a close American ally and setting

back the movement toward European integration by at least a decade.

He tried to persuade the aging Adenauer to loosen West Germany's

ties to NATO by arguing that the Americans could not be relied upon

to resist Soviet pressure on Berlin. He then proclaimed a vision of Eu-

rope that would extend "from the Atlantic to the Urals": where that

would leave the Americans—or for that matter the West Germans

—

was left uncomfortably unclear. De Gaulle extended diplomatic recog-

nition to Mao Zedong's China in 1964, while vociferously criticizing

American escalation in Vietnam. And in 1966, he withdrew France al-

together from military cooperation with the NATO alliance, forcing

the relocation ofNATO headquarters from Paris to Brussels, as well as

the withdrawal of American troops from the country they had helped

liberate in World War II. President Johnson ordered his secretary of

state, Dean Rusk, to ask de Gaulle: "Do you want us to move Ameri-

can cemeteries out of France as well?"47

Washington's response to these provocations was on all counts in-

effective. De Gaulle rebuffed repeated efforts at reconciliation, while

remaining impervious to pressure: he had shrewdly calculated that he

could detach France from NATO, but that the United States and its

other allies could not detach themselves from the need to defend

France. He was the ultimate free rider, a "highly egocentric" leader

"with touches indeed of megalomania," as one American diplomat put

it, who welcomed confrontation with the United States as a way to re-

gain France's identity as a great power. 48 In the end, Johnson con-

cluded, there was nothing the United States could do: it would just

have to put up with de Gaulle. "We've really got no control over their

foreign policy," Senator Richard Russell told the president in 1964.

"That's right," Johnson acknowledged, "none whatever."49

The Americans' difficulties in dealing with de Gaulle, however,

paled in comparison to those Khrushchev encountered in trying to

manage Mao Zedong. The sources of Sino-Soviet tension lay, first,
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in the long history of hostility between Russia and China, which

commitment to a common ideology had only partially overcome:

Khrushchev and Mao had all the instincts and prejudices of national-

ists, however much they might be communists. Stalin's legacy also

posed problems. Mao had defended the dead dictator when Khru-

shchev attacked him in 1956, but the Chinese leader also cultivated

—

and frequently displayed—his memory of each of Stalin's slights,

affronts, or insults. It was as if Stalin had become a tool for Mao, to be

used when necessary to bolster his own authority, but also to be re-

jected when required to invoke the dangers of Soviet hegemony. At the

same time, Mao treated Khrushchev as a superficial upstart, neglecting

no opportunity to confound him with petty humiliations, cryptic pro-

nouncements, and veiled provocations. Khrushchev could "never be

sure what Mao meant. ... I believed in him and he was playing

with me."50

Mao did so, at least in part, because picking fights abroad

—

whether with adversaries or allies—was a way to maintain unity at

home, a major priority as he launched the Great Leap Forward.51 That

had been one of the reasons for the second offshore island crisis, which

had brought China to the brink ofwar with the United States during

the summer of 1958. But Mao had already by then picked a separate

fight with the Soviet Union. The Russians had made the mistake of

proposing the construction of a long-wave radio station on the China

coast, together with the establishment of a joint Sino-Soviet subma-

rine flotilla. Mao responded furiously. "You never trust the Chinese!"

he complained to the Soviet ambassador. Moscow might as well be de-

manding joint ownership of "our army, navy, air force, industry, agri-

culture, culture, education. . . . With a few atomic bombs, you think

you are in a position to control us."
52

When Khrushchev hastened to Beijing to try to smooth things

over, Mao accused him of having lost his revolutionary edge. "[W]e

obviously have the advantage over our enemies," Mao told him, having

already put the imperfectly aquatic Khrushchev at a disadvantage by
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receiving him in a swimming pool. "All you have to do is provoke the

Americans into military action, and I'll give you as many divisions as

you need to crush them." Struggling to remain afloat, Khrushchev

tried to explain "that one or two missiles could turn all the divisions in

China to dust." But Mao "wouldn't even listen to my arguments and

obviously regarded me as a coward."53

Defying the logic of balancing power within the international sys-

tem, Mao sought a different kind of equilibrium: a world filled with

danger, whether from the United States or the Soviet Union or both,

could minimize the risk that rivals within China might challenge his

rule.
54 The strategy succeeded brilliantly. Despite a degree of misman-

agement unparalleled in modern history—if such a euphemism can

characterize policies that caused so many of his countrymen to starve

to death during the Great Leap Forward—Mao survived as China's

"great helmsman." What did not survive was the Sino-Soviet alliance,

which had, as far as Mao was concerned, outlived its usefulness.

Khrushchev, fearing the implications, tried desperately to reconstitute

it right up to the moment he was deposed in 1964, despite repeated in-

sults, rebuffs, and even instances of deliberate sabotage from Mao.55

But in the end even he had to admit—revealingly—that "it was getting

harder and harder to view China through the eager and innocent eyes

of a child."
56

How was it, then, that de Gaulle and Mao, the leaders of medium

powers, were able to treat the superpowers in this way? Why were the

traditional forms of power itself—military strength, economic capac-

ity, geographical reach—so useless in this situation? Part of the answer

has to do with the new kind of power balancing that was taking place

here: de Gaulle's strategy of"defense in all directions" was not that dif-

ferent from Mao's of giving offense in all directions. Both saw in the

defiance of external authority a way to enhance their own internal le-

gitimacy. Both sought to rebuild national self-esteem: that required,

they believed, the thumbing of noses, even the biting ofhands that had

previously provided food and other forms of sustenance.
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Part of the answer as well, though, involved the disappearance of

fear. By the 1960s France and China had become sufficiently strong

within the framework of their respective alliances that they no longer

suffered from the insecurities that had led them to seek such alliances

in the first place. In both the North Atlantic Treaty of 1949 and the

Sino-Soviet Treaty of 1950 superpowers had sought to reassure smaller

powers: by this standard, at least, the behavior of de Gaulle and Mao a

decade later meant that the alliances had achieved their purposes. Dis-

tinctive personalities played a role in all of this as well: not every leader

would have used reassurance as a foundation for arrogance to the ex-

tent that they did. The French and Chinese leaders were very much

alike in understanding the uses of chutzpa> a word with no precise

equivalents in either of their languages. It might well be defined as do-

ing high-wire acrobatics without a net. It required—de Gaulle and

Mao were masters of this art—not looking down. 57

VI.

Eventually, though, they did look down, and what they saw shook

them badly. In July, 1967, Zhongnanhai, Mao's leadership compound in

central Beijing, came under siege from thousands of youthful Red

Guards. Several of his closest associates were publicly humiliated, even

assaulted, and Mao himself had to flee from the city ofWuhan, where

he had gone to try to quell growing unrest. "They just don't listen to

me," he complained incredulously. "They ignored me."58 De Gaulle

had a similar experience in May, 1968, when, fearing that growing

street protests by university students might overthrow his government,

he abruptly flew from Paris to a French military base in West Ger-

many. France, he admitted, was suffering from "total paralysis." He was

"not in charge of anything anymore."59

Both Mao and de Gaulle recovered their authority, but never again

their high-wire chutzpa. Nor were they alone in feeling beleaguered.
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During that same summer of 1968, Brezhnev and his advisers were

preparing the invasion of a fraternal socialist state, Czechoslovakia, for

the purpose of reversing reforms they themselves had encouraged: as in

East Germany in 1953 as well as Poland and Hungary in 1956, these had

gone beyond what Moscow had intended, with results that threatened

to destabilize Eastern Europe, possibly even the U.S.S.R. itself. "What

we are talking about," Ukrainian party chief Petr Shelest warned, "is

the fate of socialism in one of the socialist countries, as well as the fate

of socialism in the socialist camp." Ulbricht, an experienced hand in as-

sessing the possibility of collapse, was even more emphatic: "If

Czechoslovakia continues to follow [this] line, all of us here will run a

serious risk which may well lead to our downfall."60

West German leaders could take little comfort in Ulbricht s dis-

comfort, though, because they were also under siege. Their universities

had been in an uproar for over a year, with the biggest disruptions

—

directed chiefly against United States involvement in Vietnam

—

centered in the city so long defended by the American military, West

Berlin. The Free University, established with Washington's support in

the midst of the 1948 Berlin blockade, had become a beehive of revolu-

tionary activity, while America House, created to encourage cultural

contacts with the United States, was now the regular target of hos-

tile demonstrations, often physical attacks. The United States and its

West European allies had become "imperialists," student leader Rudi

Dutschke announced. It was necessary now for German students to

join with Vietnamese villagers—in the spirit of Mao Zedong and Fi-

del Castro—to "revolutionize the masses."61

In the United States that summer, opposition to the Vietnam War

had grown so intense that all sources of authority—governmental, mil-

itary, corporate, educational—were under siege. There were, by then,

some 550,000 American troops fighting the war. Most were draftees,

and more would soon be needed. Young Americans had both princi-

pled and personal reasons for protesting the war: it was, many of them

believed, unjust and unwinnable, but they were still expected to fight it.
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Student deferments offered some protection, but only at the price of

watching the less fortunate fill the resulting vacancies. Meanwhile, race

riots were breaking out at home, and assassinations had taken the lives

ofMartin Luther King, Jr., and Robert F. Kennedy—two leaders espe-

cially admired by the young.

President Johnson, having decided not to seek re-election, was vir-

tually a prisoner inside his own White House, surrounded by noisy

demonstrators day and night, unable to make public appearances out-

side of carefully protected military bases. The Democratic Party con-

vention in August turned into a riot, with the Chicago police battling

thousands of angry, disillusioned, and—by then—thoroughly cynical

young people who could hardly have been less moved by the ill-

conceived campaign slogan ofJohnson's hand-picked nominee Hubert

Humphrey: "the politics ofjoy."62

Richard M. Nixon, who defeated Humphrey for the presidency

that fall, inherited a world in which the traditional instruments of state

power seemed to be disappearing. It was as if the United States had

reached the point, Nixon's national security adviser Henry Kissinger

later recalled, "when the seemingly limitless possibilities ofyouth sud-

denly narrow, and one must come to grips with the fact that not every

option is open any longer."63 The president put it more bluntly. "We

live in an age of anarchy," he told the nation on April 30, 1970:

We see mindless attacks on all the great institutions which

have been created by free civilizations in the last 500 years.

Even here in the United States, great universities are being

systematically destroyed. ... If, when the chips are down, the

United States ofAmerica acts like a pitiful, helpless giant, the

forces of totalitarianism and anarchy will threaten free nations

and free institutions throughout the world.64

Nixon used that speech to announce an American and South Viet-

namese invasion of Cambodia, one of several measures he had under-
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taken to try to break the Vietnam military stalemate. But this expan-

sion of the war set off new waves of domestic protest and, for the first

time as a result, the loss of life: on May 4th, Ohio National Guardsmen

shot four students dead at Kent State University. The nation itself,

along with its universities, seemed about to come apart.

Five nights later, unable to sleep, the president ofthe United States,

accompanied only by his valet and a driver, slipped out of the White

House to try to reason with students maintaining a vigil in front of the

Lincoln Memorial. Nixon was nervous to the point of incoherence,

rambling on about Churchill, appeasement, surfing, football, his own

environmental policies, and the advantages of traveling while young.

The students, surprised by this unexpected nocturnal apparition, were

nonetheless polite, self-confident, and focused: "I hope you under-

stand," one of them told the most "powerful" man in the world, "that

we are willing to die for what we believe in."
65

So what was going on here? How was it that kids managed to treat

the leaders of most of the major Cold War powers as if they had been

parents: that is, by reducing them to sputtering ineffectiveness, point-

less fury, frequent panic, and the unsettling realization that their au-

thority was no longer what it once had been? How did the young—with

so little coordination among themselves—accumulate such strength at

the expense of the old?

One explanation is simply that there were more young people than

ever before. The post-World War II "baby boom" was an international

phenomenon that stretched well beyond the United States. As birth

rates rose, mortality rates declined—partly because peace had returned,

but also because health care had improved. 66 By the late 1960s and the

early 1970s, the postwar generation was in its late teens and early twen-

ties: old enough to make trouble if it wanted to do so.

Paradoxically, governments had given it means and motives. States

had long considered education a worthy end in itself, but the Cold War

placed a particular premium on higher education: it was necessary to

stay competitive in a geopolitical contest that relied increasingly on ad-
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vanced science and technology. Enrollments in American colleges and

universities tripled between 1955 and 1970, with much of the expansion

financed by the federal government. In the Soviet Union the number

of students grew by a factor of two and a half. In France it quadrupled,

and even China saw university enrollments more than double by 1965,

before plummeting in the wake of Mao's Cultural Revolution, which

wrecked Chinese education for well over a decade.67

What governments failed to foresee was that more young people

plus more education, when combined with a stalemated Cold War,

could be a prescription for insurrection. Learning does not easily com-

partmentalize: how do you prepare students to think for purposes ap-

proved by the state—or by their parents—without also equipping them

to think for themselves? Youths throughout history had often wished

to question their elders' values, but now with university educations

their elders had handed them the training to do so. The result was dis-

content with the world as it was, whether that meant the nuclear arms

race, social and economic injustice, the war in Vietnam, repression in

Eastern Europe, or even the belief that universities themselves had be-

come the tools of an old order that had to be overthrown. This was

something never before seen: a revolution transcending nationality, di-

rected against establishments whatever their ideology.

Only in China did it happen by design: Mao had launched the

Cultural Revolution, in the summer of 1966, as yet another of his peri-

odic maneuvers to eliminate potential rivals. "I love great upheavals,"

he chuckled at the time.68 This time, though, the upheaval was do-

mestic rather than international—and having set it in motion, Mao

had great difficulty shutting it down. With his encouragement, Red

Guards attacked the very institutions ofgovernment, party, and educa-

tion that he had put in place: his purpose, Mao claimed, was to prevent

bureaucratic ossification, and the consequent loss of revolutionary zeal.

But somewhere between 400,000 and a million people died in the re-

sulting violence, his government for the most part ceased to function,

and China conveyed the appearance, to the outside world, of a state
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that had gone completely mad.69
It was as if, in an effort to relieve stiff

joints, Mao had prescribed the most potent chemotherapy available:

the cure quickly became worse than the disease.

From as early as 1967, then, he was seeking to regain control of the

movement he had unleashed. The nation must "resolutely overcome

lack of discipline, or even, in many places, anarchy," he insisted early in

1968. By the end of 1969, he had mostly restored order, but only

through the drastic expedient of sending several million former Red

Guards—the educated elite of China—to the countryside. It was "ab-

solutely necessary," the Peoples Daily explained, for "young people

to ... be re-educated by workers, peasants, and soldiers under the

guidance of the correct line [so that] their old thinking may be re-

formed thoroughly."70

It is all the more curious, then, that youthful radicals through-

out Western Europe and the United States—themselves safe from re-

education at the hands of workers, peasants, and soldiers—regarded

Mao as a hero, a distinction he shared with Fidel Castro and his fellow

revolutionary Che Guevara, who had bungled an attempt to start a

Cuba-like insurgency in central Africa and then gotten himself cap-

tured and killed, in Bolivia in 1967, by the Central Intelligence

Agency. 71 Competence, however, was not the quality admired here.

Revolutionary romanticism was, and for that, Mao, Fidel, and Che

provided potent symbols.

That helps to explain why the revolutionaries of 1967-68 accom-

plished so little. To be sure, they shook establishments everywhere.

But, in the end, they overthrew none of them: instead they convinced

those establishments that they had better cooperate to ward off such

challenges in the future. Among those persuaded were the govern-

ments of the United States, the Soviet Union, West Germany, East

Germany—and also that of the ever-flexible Mao Zedong.
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VII.

In March, 1969, fighting broke out between Soviet and Chinese

troops along the Ussuri River, the border their nations shared in

Northeast Asia. Soon it spread to the Amur River, and to the Xinjiang-

Kazakhstan boundary. By August, there were rumors of all-out war be-

tween the world's most powerful communist states, possibly involving

the use of nuclear weapons. Mao ordered that tunnels be dug and sup-

plies stored in preparation for a Soviet attack. And then he called in his

personal physician, Li Zhisui, and presented him with a problem.

"Think about this. . . . We have the Soviet Union to the north and

the west, India to the south, and Japan to the east. If all our enemies

were to unite, attacking us from the north, south, east, and west, what

do you think we should do?" Li confessed that he did not know. "Think

again," Mao told him. "Beyond Japan is the United States. Didn't our

ancestors counsel negotiating with faraway countries while fighting

with those that are near?" Li was shocked, recalling the long history of

Sino-American hostility: "How could we negotiate with the United

States?" Mao replied:

The United States and the Soviet Union are different. . . .

Americas new president, Richard Nixon, is a longtime right-

ist, a leader of the anti-communists there. I like to deal with

rightists. They say what they really think—not like the left-

ists, who say one thing and mean another. 72

One wonders what Mao's youthful admirers in the United States and

Europe would have made of this conversation, had they known about

it. But this was not the only surprising conversation that took place in

the summer of 1969.
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Another occurred in Washington, where a mid-level Soviet em-

bassy official posed a question of his own, over lunch, to a State De-

partment counterpart: what might the American response be if the

U.S.S.R. were to attack Chinese nuclear facilities? The query could

only have been made on instructions from Moscow, and its recipient,

having no answer, could only pass it up the line to his superiors, who

passed it on to the White House—where it had already been answered.

Several days earlier, President Nixon had startled his Cabinet by an-

nouncing that the United States could not let China be "smashed" in a

Sino-Soviet war. "It was a major event in American foreign policy,"

Kissinger later commented, "when a President declared that we had a

strategic interest in the survival of a major Communist country, long

an enemy, and with which we had no contact."73

It is unlikely that Mao had highly placed spies in Washington that

summer, or that Nixon had them in Beijing: there was as yet little com-

munication between them. What they did have, however, was a con-

vergence of several interests. One, obviously, was concern about the

Soviet Union, which appeared to both of them to be increasingly

threatening. Its August, 1968, invasion of Czechoslovakia seemed to

have been a ruthlessly successful operation, an impression reinforced in

November when Brezhnev claimed the right to violate the sovereignty

of any country in which an effort was under way to replace Marxism-

Leninism with capitalism: "[T]his is no longer merely a problem for

that country's people, but a common problem, the concern of all so-

cialist countries."74 Meanwhile, the U.S.S.R. had at last achieved

strategic parity with the United States: if there was to be a "missile gap"

now, the Americans were likely to find themselves at the short end of

it. Finally, there was Moscow's saber-rattling against China, which

suggested that the Brezhnev Doctrine, together with Soviet nuclear

capabilities, might actually be put to use.

Another shared Sino-American interest had to do with the war in

Vietnam. Nixon wanted out of it, but on terms that would not humil-
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iate the United States: that would be the point of his "pitiful, helpless

giant" speech the following spring. North Vietnam could not be ex-

pected to help, but China—until now a major supplier of military and

economic assistance to Hanoi—had a different perspective. It could

hardly wish to see fighting drag on along its southern border while fac-

ing the prospect of a larger and more dangerous conflict with the So-

viet Union. Early in 1970 Kissinger pointedly reminded Hanoi's chief

negotiator, Le Due Tho, that North Vietnam might not continue to

enjoy "the undivided support of countries which now support it.*
75 The

Chinese had already signaled their diminished enthusiasm for the war,

and with the passage of time the messages became more direct. "As our

broom is too short to sweep the Americans out ofTaiwan," Mao told

the North Vietnamese late in 1971, "so yours is too short to do the same

in South Vietnam."76

Nixon and Mao had one other interest in common at the time: it was

to restore order in their respective countries. Zhou Enlai, Mao's foreign

minister, hinted at this when Kissinger made his first—and highly

secret—visit to Beijing in July, 1971. Zhou went out of his way to assure

Kissinger that the Cultural Revolution was over. He also promised that

China would try to help Nixon improve his own position at home: no

other western leader, and certainly no other American politician,

would be received in Beijing prior to the president himself/ 7 Nixon did

come to China in February, 1972, and immediately established a meet-

ing of minds, not only with Zhou, but also with Mao Zedong.

"I voted for you," Mao joked, "when your country was in havoc,

during your last electoral campaign. ... I am comparatively happy

when these people on the right come to power." "[T]hose on the right,"

Nixon acknowledged, "can do what those on the left talk about."When

Kissinger suggested that those on the left might also oppose Nixon's

visit, Mao agreed: "Exactly that. ... In our country also there is a reac-

tionary group which is opposed to our contact with you." The follow-

ing exchange then took place:
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Mao: I think that, generally speaking, people like me sound a

lot of big cannons. That is, things like "the whole world

should unite and defeat imperialism, revisionism, and all

reactionaries . .
."

Nixon: Like me. . . .

Mao: But perhaps you as an individual may not be among

those to be overthrown. . . . [Kissinger] is also among

those not to be overthrown personally. And if all ofyou are

overthrown we wouldn't have any more friends left.

"History has brought us together," Nixon said, in bidding Mao

farewell. "The question is whether we, with different philosophies, but

both with feet on the ground, and having come from the people, can

make a breakthrough that will serve not just China and America, but

the whole world in the years ahead." "Your book," Mao responded, re-

ferring to Nixon's pre-presidential memoir Six Crises, "is not a bad

book."78

VIII.

It was a remarkable moment—but what would Moscow make of it?

Nixon and Mao had certainly intended to unsettle the Russians. They

had little sense, however, ofjust how unsettled the Kremlin leadership

already was, because appearances to the contrary notwithstanding, it

too was deeply worried about maintaining its authority in a world in

which traditional forms ofpower seemed no longer to carry the weight

they once had. Its traumatic experience had been the one that seemed

to suggest such brutal self-confidence to everyone else: Czechoslova-

kia. Brezhnev had ordered the invasion out of a sense of vulnerabil-

ity—the fear that the "Prague spring" reforms could spread—but the

intervention itself had appeared, from the outside at least, to have
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solved the problem: why else would Brezhnev have turned it into a

doctrine that was meant to apply elsewhere?

But the invasion had not gone well. Red Army officers almost lost

control of their troops when they were jeered rather than welcomed

—

as they had been told they would be—in the streets of Prague. It had

taken longer than expected to find Czechs who were willing to take

power under Soviet occupation. The invasion sparked protests from the

Yugoslavs, the Romanians, and the Chinese, as well as from communist

and other left-wing parties in Western Europe that normally deferred

to Moscow's decisions. There had even been a small demonstration in

front of Lenin's tomb in Red Square, an unheard-of event confirming

what Kremlin leaders had long suspected: that much greater discontent

lay beneath the surface inside the Soviet Union itself.
79

The Brezhnev Doctrine, then, was a brave front: Soviet leaders

were well aware of the price they would pay if they ever had to put it

into effect. Their chief priority during the 1970s was to ensure that they

would not have to, and that required improving relations with the

United States and its NATO allies. The reasons had to do with the

failures ofMarxism-Leninism to meet the expectations held out for it:

states like Poland, Hungary, and East Germany now faced a stagnant,

even declining, standard of living—all the more depressing when con-

trasted with the prosperity ofWest Germany and the rest of Western

Europe. Military intervention could never solve that problem; indeed

it would probably worsen it by provoking western economic sanctions.

It made sense, then, to seek detente with the United States, for only

that could ensure the continued stability of the Soviet sphere of influ-

ence in Eastern Europe.

The West Germans had already paved the way by suggesting that

ifGermany could not be unified, then perhaps East Germany, Eastern

Europe, and even the Soviet Union itself could in time be changed. A
carefully controlled flow of people, goods, and ideas across Cold War

boundaries might lower tensions, expand relationships, and over the
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long term moderate the authoritarian character ofcommunist regimes.

The primary goal would be geopolitical stability, but Ostpolitik, as the

policy came to be known, could also provide social stability by reduc-

ing the frustrations that were sure to arise within both Germanys as it

became clear that they were to remain divided. Willy Brandt, Ostpoli-

tik's chief architect, became West German chancellor in 1969, by which

time there was yet another reason to pursue this scheme: it could un-

dercut the position of protesters, not just in his country but elsewhere

in Europe, who had come to regard a frozen Cold War as the most op-

pressive of all the "establishments" they confronted. 80

Nixon and Kissinger were initially wary of Ostpolitik, probably be-

cause they had not thought of it first. But they quickly came to see how

it could fit within a wider strategy: economic necessity could combine

with the opening to China to push the Soviet Union into negotiations

with the United States on a range of issues—limiting strategic arms,

negotiating an end to the Vietnam War, increasing East-West trade

—

that would at the same time defuse the domestic critics who had come

so close, in the last years ofJohnsons presidency and the first years of

Nixon's, to paralyzing American foreign policy. The conditions were

right, in short, for a new strategy of containment. This one, however,

would bejointly set in motion by the major Cold War adversaries them-

selves. They would aim it at the threat from youthful rebels within their

own societies whose actions—rather in the way the danger from nuclear

weapons had also done—had put them all in the same boat.

President Nixon had come into office in January, 1969, determined

to extricate the United States from the Vietnam War, to regain the ini-

tiative in the Cold War, and to restore the authority of government at

home. As the November, 1972, election campaign drew to a close, he

could credibly claim to have achieved the first two objectives, and to be

well on the way toward accomplishing the third. A peace settlement

with North Vietnam was, as Kissinger, put it, "at hand." A slow but

steady withdrawal of American forces from South Vietnam, together

with the elimination of the military draft, had taken the steam out of
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domestic anti-war protests. And with his "opening" to China, Nixon

had placed the United States in the enviable position of being able to

play off its Cold War adversaries against one another. He had, earlier

that year, become the first American president to visit both Beijing and

Moscow. He could exert "leverage"—always a good thing to have in in-

ternational relations—by "tilting" as needed toward the Soviet Union or

China, who were by then so hostile to one another that they competed

for Washington's favor. It was a performance worthy of Metternich,

Castlereagh, and Bismarck, the great grand strategists that Kissinger, in

his role as a historian, had written about, and had so admired.

Vindication came on election day, November 7th, when Nixon an-

nihilated his Democratic opponent, George McGovern, by a 61 to 37

percent majority in the popular vote. The electoral vote margin was

even more impressive: 520-17, with McGovern carrying only Massa-

chusetts and the District of Columbia. It was not the result one might

have expected two and a half years earlier, when a haunted Nixon had

warned of a helpless United States. As Kissinger wrote his boss, flat-

teringly, but not inaccurately, it had been quite an achievement to have

taken "a divided nation, mired in war, losing its confidence, wracked by

intellectuals without conviction, and [given] it a new purpose."81

Power, or so it seemed, was reasserting itself.

But the nation would soon see Nixon haunted again, this time irre-

versibly, not by Vietnamese insurgents or radical students but by the /?-

gtf/ consequences of a petty burglary that would drive him from office.

The rule of law, within the United States at least, outweighed the ac-

complishments of grand strategy. And Watergate was just the tip of an

iceberg, for over the next two decades the course of the Cold War itself

would be driven by a force that went beyond state power: the recovery,

within an international system that had long seemed hostile to it, of

a common sense of equity. Morality itself, in the evolving Alice-in-

Wonderland-like Cold War game, was becoming a mallet.



CHAPTER FIVE

THE KECOVEKY OF EQUITY

For a man who wants to make a profession ofgood in all regards

must come to ruin among so many who are not good. Hence it is

necessary to a prince, ifhe wants to maintain himself to learn to

be able not to be good, and to use this and not use it according to

necessity.

—Niccolo Machiavelli 1

To the Soviet leadership such a precipitous collapse . . . came as an

unpleasant surprise. . . . [TJhere was perplexity in the minds of

the Kremlin leaders, who were at a loss to understand the me-

chanics ofhow apowerfulpresident could beforced into resigna-

tion by public pressure and an intricatejudicialprocedure based

on the American Constitution—all because ofwhat they saw as a

minor breach ofconduct. Soviet history knew no parallel.

—Anatoly Dobrynin 2

The Watergate crisis surprised Nixon, as well as the Soviet am-

bassador and the Kremlin leadership. How could the most powerful

man in the world be brought down by what his own press spokesman

described as a "third-rate burglary," detected only because the bungling

thieves had taped a door lock horizontally instead of vertically, so that

the end of the tape was visible to a graveyard shift security guard? The
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discovery of a break-in at the Democratic National Committee head-

quarters in the Watergate building in Washington shortly after 1:00 am

on June 17, 1972, set in motion a series of events that would force the

first resignation of an American president. The disproportion between

the offense and its consequences left Nixon incredulous: "[A] 11 the ter-

rible battering we have taken," he commiserated with himself shortly

before leaving office, "is really pygmy-sized when compared to what we

have done, and what we can do in the future not only for peace in the

world but, indirectly, to effect the well-being of people everywhere."3

Perhaps so, but what Watergate also revealed was that Americans

placed the rule oflaw above the wielding ofpower, however praisewor-

thy the purposes for which power was being used. Ends did not always

justify means. Might alone did not make right.

"Well, when the president does it, that means it is not illegal,"

Nixon would later explain, in a lame attempt to justify the wiretaps and

break-ins he had authorized in an effort to plug leaks within his ad-

ministration regarding the conduct of the Vietnam War. "If the presi-

dent, for example, approves something because of . . . national security,

or in this case because of a threat to internal peace and order of signif-

icant magnitude, then the president s decision . . . enables those who

carry it out to [do so] without violating a law."
4 The claim was not a

new one. Every chief executive since Franklin D. Roosevelt had sanc-

tioned acts of questionable legality in the interests of national security,

and Abraham Lincoln had done so more flagrantly than any ofthem in

order to preserve national unity. Nixon, however, made several mis-

takes that were distinctly his own. The first was to exaggerate the prob-

lem confronting him: the leaking of The Pentagon Papers to the New

York Times was not a threat comparable to secession in 1861, or to the

prospect of subversion during World War II and the early Cold War.

Nixon's second mistake was to employ such clumsy agents that they got

themselves caught. And his third mistake—the one that ended his

presidency—was to lie about what he had done in a futile attempt to

cover it up. 5
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Watergate might have remained only an episode in the domestic

history of the United States except for one thing: distinctions between

might and right were also beginning to affect the behavior of the Cold

War superpowers. The last years of the Nixon administration marked

the first point at which the United States and the Soviet Union en-

countered constraints that did not just come from the nuclear stalemate,

or from the failure of ideologies to deliver what they had promised, or

from challenges mounted by the deceptively "weak" against the appar-

ently "strong." They came as well now from a growing insistence that

the rule oflaw—or at least basic standards ofhuman decency—should

govern the actions of states, as well as those of the individuals who

resided within them.

There had long been hope that force alone would not always shape

relations among nations. "The greatest problem for the human

species," the philosopher Immanuel Kant wrote, as early as 1784, "is

that of attaining a civil society which can administer universal justice."6

Woodrow Wilson intended that the League of Nations impose upon

states some of the same legal constraints that states—at least the more

progressive ones—imposed upon their own citizens. The founders of

the United Nations designed it in such a way as to repair the Leagues

many deficiencies while preserving its purpose: the new organizations

charter committed it "to the equal rights of men and women and na-

tions large and small," and to the establishment of conditions "under

which justice and respect for the obligations arising from treaties and

other sources of international law can be maintained."7 The order that

came from balancing power within the international system was no

longer to be an end in itself: the priority henceforth would be to secure

agreement, among the states that made up that system, upon some ex-

ternally derived standard ofjustice.
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It is difficult today to evoke the optimism that existed, at the time

of its founding, that the United Nations might actually accomplish this

task: such is the disrepute into which the organization has fallen in the

eyes of its many critics. In 1946, though, the Truman administration

trusted the United Nations sufficiently that it proposed turning over its

atomic weapons and the means of producing them—admittedly under

conditions it would have specified—to the new international body.

Four years later, the United States took the North Korean invasion of

South Korea to the United Nations instantly, and for the next three

years fought the war that followed under its flag. Truman's own com-

mitment to global governance was deep and emotional: throughout his

adult life he carried in his wallet the passage from Alfred Tennyson's

poem Locksley Hall which looked forward to "the Parliament of Man,

the Federation of the World."8

But the harsh realities of the Cold War quickly ensured that Ten-

nyson's dream—and Truman's—remained only that. Although the

United States and the Soviet Union were founding members of the

United Nations, they each reserved the right of veto within the Secu-

rity Council, the body charged with enforcing its resolutions. Great

Britain, France, and China (still under Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalists)

received the same privilege. This meant that the United Nations could

act only when its most powerful members agreed on the action, an

arrangement that obscured the distinction between might and right.

And the veto-empowered members of the Council were unlikely to

reach such agreements because they differed so widely on how to de-

fine "justice." For the Americans, that term meant political democracy,

market capitalism, and—in principle if not always in practice—respect

for the rights of individuals. For the British and the French, still run-

ning colonial empires, it meant something short of that; for the Chi-

nese Nationalists, facing the prospect that the Chinese Communists

might eject them from power, it meant even less. And for Stalin's So-

viet Union, "justice" meant the unquestioning acceptance of authori-

tarian politics, command economies, and the right of the proletariat to
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advance, by whatever means the dictatorship that guided it chose to

employ, toward a worldwide "classless" society.

It was hardly surprising, then, that the United Nations functioned

more as a debating society than as an organization capable of defining

principles and holding states accountable to them. As George Kennan

complained early in 1948, positions taken there resembled "a contest of

tableaux morts: there is a long period of preparation in relative obscu-

rity; then the curtain is lifted; the lights go on for a brief moment; the

posture of the group is recorded for posterity by the photography of

voting; and whoever appears in the most graceful and impressive posi-

tion has won." If the great powers could agree to rely on it for that pur-

pose, Kennan added, this "parliamentary shadow-boxing . . . would

indeed be a refined and superior manner of settling international dif-

ferences."9 But that was not to be. The general view in Washington

—

certainly Kennan's—was that, as the Joint Chiefs of Staff had put it,

"faith in the ability of the United Nations as presently constituted to

protect, now or hereafter, the security of the United States would mean

only that the faithful have lost sight of the vital security interest of the

United States."
10

The United Nations General Assembly did manage to pass, in De-

cember of 1948, a "Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights." But it did

so without the support of the Soviet Union and its allies as well as

Saudi Arabia and South Africa—all ofwhom abstained—and without

providing any enforcement mechanisms. 11 Far more deeply entrenched

in the organization's charter and in its practices was the principle of

non-intervention in the internal affairs of sovereign states—even when

the most powerful of these states violated that principle. There would

be, thus, no United Nations condemnation when the Soviet Union

used military force to suppress dissent in East Germany in 1953, Hun-

gary in 1956, and Czechoslovakia in 1968, or when the United States

employed covert action to overthrow the governments of Iran in 1953,

Guatemala in 1954, and attempted to do so in Cuba in 1961 and in

Chile a decade later. Nor did the United Nations protest the human
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costs involved when Stalin launched his postwar purges inside the So-

viet Union and Eastern Europe, or when the United States aligned it-

self with authoritarian regimes to keep communists from coming to

power in the "third world," or when Mao Zedong allowed so many

millions of Chinese to starve as a result of his Great Leap Forward.

What all of this meant, then, was that if constraints on power for

the purposes of securing justice were to arise at all, they would have to

come not from the United Nations but from the states that were them-

selves fighting the Cold War. That seemed improbable during the late

1940s and the early 1950s: why would a superpower limit its power? By

the mid-1970s, though, the improbable had become irreversible. The

process by which this happened was most visible in the United States,

where the Cold War at first widened, but subsequently narrowed, the

gap between the wielding of power in world affairs and the principles

of universal justice.

II.

American officials were, at first, reasonably confident that they could

contain the Soviet Union and international communism without aban-

doning standards of behavior drawn from their own domestic experi-

ence. 12 They believed firmly that aggression was linked to autocracy,

and that a stable international order could best be built upon such

principles as freedom of speech, freedom of belief, freedom of enter-

prise, and freedom of political choice. "The issue of Soviet-American

relations is in essence a test of the over-all worth of the United States

as a nation among nations," Kennan wrote in the summer of 1947. "To

avoid destruction the United States need only measure up to its own

best traditions and prove itselfworthy ofpreservation as a great nation.

Surely, there was never a fairer test . . . than this."
13

It may have been a fair test, but it was not an easy one: almost at

once pressures began to build to allow actions abroad that would not
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have been acceptable at home. The Marshall Plan itself—at first glance

a successful projection ofdomestic values into the Cold War—illustrated

the problem. Its goal was to secure political freedom by means of eco-

nomic rehabilitation in the remaining non-communist states of Europe:

only hungry and demoralized people, the plan's architects assumed,

would vote communists into office. But recovery and the restoration of

self-confidence would take time; meanwhile balloting was already tak-

ing place. The problem was particularly acute in Italy, where a large

communist party generously financed from Moscow looked likely to

win the April, 1948, elections. Had it done so the effects—in the wake

of the February coup in Czechoslovakia—could have been psycholog-

ically devastating. "If Italy goes Red," one State Department adviser

warned, "Communism cannot be stopped in Europe."14 And with

American aid only beginning to flow, the Marshall Plan had little be-

yond promises to rely upon.

The newly established Central Intelligence Agency had neither

the capability nor the authority at the time to conduct covert opera-

tions: such was the relative innocence of the era. But with the State

Department s encouragement, it stepped into the breach. It quickly

organized secret financing for the Christian Democrats and other non-

communist parties in Italy, while supporting a letter-writing campaign

by Italian-Americans to friends and relatives there. These improvised

measures worked: the Italian communists were overwhelmed at the

polls on April i8th-i9th. Kennan concluded, as he later recalled, that

"in the unusual circumstances prevailing . . . there was occasional need

for actions by the United States Government that did not fit into its

overt operations and for which it could not accept formal responsibil-

ity."
15 Shortly thereafter, the National Security Council expanded the

role of the C.I.A. to include

propaganda, economic warfare; preventive direct action, in-

cluding sabotage, anti-sabotage, demolition and evacuation

measures; subversion against hostile states, including assis-
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tance to underground resistance movements, guerillas and

refugee liberation groups, and support of indigenous anti-

communist elements in threatened countries of the free

world.

All of these activities were to be conducted in such a way "that if un-

covered the US Government can plausibly disclaim any responsibility

for them."16 In short, American officials were to learn to lie.

So how did this square with Kennan's earlier claim that the United

States need only "measure up to its own best traditions" to "prove itself

worthy of preservation as a great nation"? Kennan insisted that the

State Department monitor C.I.A. activities to ensure that "plausible

deniability" would not mean the lifting of all restraints: he personally

expected "specific knowledge of the objectives of every operation and

also of the procedures and methods employed where [these] involve

political decisions." He acknowledged that such initiatives would have

to have "the greatest flexibility and freedom from the regulations and

administrative standards governing ordinary operations." 17 They

would, however, be rare: the option would be available "when and if an

occasion arose when it might be needed," but "[t]here might be years

when we wouldn't have to do anything like this." As Kennan later ad-

mitted: "It did not work out at all the way I had conceived it."
18

The number of C.I.A. employees involved in covert operations grew

from 302 in 1949 to 2,812 in 1952, with another 3,142 overseas "contract"

personnel. They were stationed, by then, at forty-seven locations out-

side of the United States—up from seven in 1949—and the annual

budget for secret activities had mushroomed from $4.7 million to $82

million. 19 Nor were these actions infrequent. As the Eisenhower ad-

ministration took office, the C.I.A. was regularly attempting to infil-

trate spies, saboteurs, and resistance leaders into the Soviet Union,

Eastern Europe, and China. It was financing ostensibly independent

radio stations broadcasting to those countries, as well as labor unions,

academic conferences, scholarly journals, and student organizations

—
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some of them inside the United States. It was cooperating with the Air

Force to fly reconnaissance missions that routinely violated the airspace

of the U.S.S.R. and other communist states. It was experimenting with

toxins and mind-control drugs. It was mounting counter-insurgency

operations in the Philippines. And, working with local supporters and

exile groups, it would successfully overthrow the left-leaning govern-

ments ofMohammed Mossadegh in Iran in 1953, and of Jacobo Arbenz

Guzman in Guatemala in 1954, both ofwhom had nationalized foreign-

owned properties in their respective countries, causing Washington to

suspect them of sympathy for communism.20 The expanding scale and

audacity of covert operations led Kennan to admit, years later, that rec-

ommending them had been "the greatest mistake I ever made."21

Few officials within the Truman and Eisenhower administrations

shared that view. For them the issue was simple: the Soviet Union had

been engaging in espionage, financing "front" organizations, subvert-

ing foreign governments, and seeking to control minds since the earli-

est days of the Bolshevik Revolution. It respected no moral or legal

constraints. As NSC-68, a top-secret review of national security strat-

egy, pointed out in 1950, "the Kremlin is able to select whatever means

are expedient in seeking to carry out its fundamental design." The

principal author of that document was Paul Nitze, Kennan's successor

as director of the State Department's Policy Planning Staff. Con-

fronted by such dangers, Nitze insisted, free societies would have to

suspend their values if they were to defend themselves:

The integrity of our system will not be jeopardized by any

measures, overt or covert, violent or non-violent, which serve

the purposes of frustrating the Kremlin design, nor does the

necessity for conducting ourselves so as to affirm our values in

action as well as words forbid such measures, provided only

they are appropriately calculated to that end and are not so ex-

cessive or misdirected as to make us enemies of the people in-

stead of the evil men who have enslaved them.22
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The chief purpose of NSC-68 had been to make the case for "flexible

response": a strategy of responding to aggression wherever it took

place, without expanding the conflict or backing away from it. Eisen-

hower jettisoned that approach because of its costs, relying instead on

the threat of nuclear retaliation.
23 But he and subsequent presidents

through Nixon retained the view, most clearly articulated in NSC-68,

that the legal and moral restraints limiting government action at home

need not do so in the world at large: within that wider sphere, the

United States had to be free to operate as its adversaries did.

"[W]e are facing an implacable enemy whose avowed objective is

world domination," the Doolittle Report, a highly classified evaluation

of C.I.A. covert operations, concluded in 1954. "There are no rules in

such a game. Hitherto acceptable norms ofhuman conduct do not ap-

ply."
24 Eisenhower agreed. "I have come to the conclusion that some of

our traditional ideas of international sportsmanship are scarcely appli-

cable in the morass in which the world now flounders," he wrote pri-

vately in 1955. "Truth, honor, justice, consideration for others, liberty

for all—the problem is how to preserve them . . . when we are opposed

by people who scorn . . . these values. I believe that we can do it," and

here he underlined his words for emphasis, "but we must not confuse

these values with mere procedures^ even though these last may have at one

time held almost the status ofmoral concepts?2S

And so the Cold War transformed American leaders into Machi-

avellians. Confronted with "so many who are not good," they resolved

"to learn to be able not to be good" themselves, and to use this skill or

not use it, as the great Italian cynic—and patriot—had put it, "accord-

ing to necessity."

It might become necessary, the Doolittle Report suggested, for the

American people to "be made acquainted with, understand and sup-
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port this fundamentally repugnant philosophy."26 But no administra-

tion from Eisenhower's through Nixon's tried publicly to justify learn-

ing "not to be good."The reasons were obvious: covert operations could

hardly remain covert if openly discussed, nor would departures from

"hitherto acceptable norms of human conduct" be easy to explain in a

society still resolutely committed to the rule of law. The resulting si-

lence postponed, but did not resolve, the issue of how to reconcile

Machiavellian practices with the constitutionally based principle of ac-

countability, whether to Congress, the media, or the public at large. As

a result, Americans did gradually become acquainted with the "repug-

nant philosophy" their leaders thought necessary to fight the Cold

War, although rarely in ways those leaders had intended.

As the scope and frequency of covert operations increased, it be-

came more difficult to maintain "plausible deniability."
27 Rumors of

American involvement in the Iranian and Guatemalan coups began to

circulate almost at once, and although these would not be confirmed

officially for many years,
28 they were persuasive enough at the time to

give the C.I.A. publicity it did not want. By the end of the 1950s, it had

an almost mythic reputation throughout Latin America and the Mid-

dle East as an instrument with which the United States could depose

governments it disliked, whenever it wished to do so.

The consequences, in both regions, proved costly. In the Caribbean,

the overthrow of Arbenz inadvertently encouraged communism: out-

raged by what had happened in Guatemala, Fidel Castro, Che Gue-

vara, and their supporters resolved to liberate Cuba from Washington's

sphere of influence and turn it into a Marxist-Leninist state. When,

after they seized power in 1959, the C.I.A. tried to overthrow them, it

failed miserably. The unsuccessful Bay of Pigs landing in April, 1961,

exposed the most ambitious covert operation the Agency had yet at-

tempted, humiliated the newly installed Kennedy administration,

strengthened relations between Moscow and Havana, and set in mo-

tion the series of events that would, within a year and a half, bring the

world to the brink of nuclear war.29
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Meanwhile, the Shah of Iran, restored to power by the Americans in

1953, was consolidating an increasingly repressive regime which Washing-

ton found impossible to disavow. Once again, a tail wagged a dog, linking

the United States to an authoritarian leader whose only virtues were that

he maintained order, kept oil flowing, purchased American arms, and was

reliably anti-communist. Iranians were sufflciendy fed up by 1979 that

they overthrew the Shah, denounced the United States for supporting

him, and installed in power under the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini the

first radically Islamist government anywhere in the world.30

Not all C.I.A. operations ended this badly. In April, 1956, one of

the most successful ofthem was, quite literally, exposed when the Rus-

sians invited reporters to tour a tunnel the Agency had constructed, ex-

tending from West Berlin a third of a mile into East Berlin, by which

it had intercepted Soviet and East German cable and telephone com-

munications for more than a year. This early example of wiretapping

elicited more praise than criticism in the United States, however: the

general reaction was that this was exactly the sort of thing American

spies should be doing.31 Two months later, the C.I.A. arranged for the

publication of excerpts from Khrushchev's secret speech denouncing

Stalin at the 20th Party Congress. Obtained through Polish and Israeli

sources, this purloined document provoked few qualms either, despite

the fact that it fed the unrest that led to a near revolt in Poland and a

real one in Hungary later that year. What did induce regrets were in-

adequately supervised broadcasts over the C.I.A.-financed Radio Free

Europe which convinced many Hungarians that the United States

would defend them from Soviet retaliation. The Agency quietly con-

cluded that in this case it had indeed gone too far, but kept public em-

barrassment to a minimum.32

The first open debate over the ethics of espionage came in May,

i960, when the Russians shot down Francis Gary Powers s U-2 near

Sverdlovsk. Eisenhower had long worried about how he might justify

such flights if they should ever become public: any Soviet violation of

American airspace, he once admitted, would lead him to ask Congress
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for an immediate declaration of war. "Plausible deniability" provided

some assurance that this double standard could be maintained. Given

the altitude at which the U-2 operated, Eisenhower was told, neither

the plane nor the pilot would remain intact if anything went wrong.

Informed that the plane was down, the president therefore authorized

an official lie: a State Department press spokesman announced that a

weather aircraft had simply wandered off course. Khrushchev then

gleefully displayed the remnants of the U-2, the photographs it had

taken, and its pilot, alive and well—forcing a furious Eisenhower to

acknowledge his falsehood. "I didn't realize how high a price we were

going to have to pay for that lie," he later recalled. "And if I had it to do

over again, we would have kept our mouths shut."33

The idea that their leaders might lie was new to the American

people. There were no serious consequences for Eisenhower, however:

he would soon be leaving office, and most Americans admired the

C.I.A.'s skill in building the U-2 and keeping it flying for so long

—

even if, like Eisenhower, they would never have tolerated Soviet flights

over the United States. Shortly after taking office, President Kennedy

had to admit that he too had lied when he denied, at a press conference

just prior to the Bay of Pigs landing, that American forces would be

used in any effort to overthrow Castro. To Kennedy's astonishment, his

approval rating in the polls went up: getting rid of a Marxist regime in

the Caribbean was a popular cause, and the new president got credit

for attempting it, even if he had failed. "The worse you do," he con-

cluded, "the better they like you."34

But what if a president should lie—and do so repeatedly—in an

unpopular cause? Lyndon Johnson knew that an expanded war in Viet-

nam would be just that. "I don't think the people . . . know much about

Vietnam and I think they care a hell of a lot less," he worried privately

in May, 1964. But "we haven't got much choice, ... we are treaty-

bound, ... we are there, [and if South Vietnam falls] this will be a

domino that will kick off a whole list of others. . . . [WJe've just got to

prepare for the worst."35 Johnson sought to do this by denying,
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throughout the presidential campaign of that year, any intention to es-

calate the war, deliberately allowing his opponent, Barry Goldwater, to

endorse that course of action. After his overwhelming victory, Johnson

authorized the escalation he had promised not to undertake, apparendy

in the belief that he could win the war quickly before public opinion

could turn against it. "I consider it a matter of the highest importance,"

he instructed his aides in December, "that the substance of this position

should not become public except as I specifically direct."
36

The war, though, did not end quickly: instead it escalated with no

end in sight. Johnson knew that the prospects were grim, but he could

not bring himself to explain this openly. His reasons went beyond his

own personal political fortunes. He had presided, by mid-1965, over the

greatest wave of domestic reform legislation since the New Deal, and

there was more to be done. "I was determined," he later recalled, "to

keep the war from shattering that dream, which meant that I had no

choice but to keep my foreign policy in the wings. ... I knew the Con-

gress as well as I know Lady Bird, and I knew that the day it exploded

into a major debate on the war, that day would be the beginning of the

end of the Great Society."37

The dilemma, then, was a cruel one. American interests in the Cold

War, Johnson believed, required that the United States persist in Viet-

nam until it prevailed. But he was also convinced that he could not re-

veal what it would take to win without sacrificing the Great Society:

the nation would not simultaneously support major expenditures for

both "guns" and "butter." So he sacrificed public trust instead. The

term "credibility gap" grew out ofJohnson's sustained attempt to con-

ceal the costs—together with the pessimism with which the C.I.A. and

other intelligence agencies, as well as his own war planners, evaluated

the prospects for success—of the largest American military operation

since the Korean War.38

It is difficult to understand howJohnson thought he could get away

with this. Part of the explanation may simply be that when all alterna-

tives are painful, the least painful one is to make no choice: certainly
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Johnson postponed choosing between the Great Society and the Viet-

nam War for as long as possible. Part of it may also have been Johnson's

personal belief that the most affluent society in the world could afford

to spend whatever was required to ensure security abroad and equity at

home, whatever the public or the Congress thought.39 But that eco-

nomic argument failed to consider whether Americans could sustain

their morale as the human costs of the war rose while the prospects of

victory faded. By the beginning of 1968 several hundred American

troops were being killed in action per week, and yet the Tet Offensive of

late January and early February showed that no location within South

Vietnam—not even the American embassy in Saigon—was secure. Tet

turned out to be a military defeat for the North Vietnamese: the mass

uprising they had hoped to provoke did not occur. But it was also a psy-

chological defeat for the Johnson administration, and that at the time

was more important. The president acknowledged this at the end of

March when he refused to send still more troops to fight in the war,

while announcing his own surprise decision not to seek re-election.
40

It seems likely, though, that one other legacy of the early Cold War

influenced Johnson's handling of the Vietnam War: it was that Ameri-

can presidents had long been free to act abroad in ways for which they

need not account at home. Had not Eisenhower authorized intercepted

communications, violations of airspace, and in two instances the actual

overthrow of foreign governments? Had not Kennedy failed to over-

throw another, and been cheered for making the effort? It was easy to

conclude, as Johnson entered the White House in 1963 on a wave of

grief over Kennedy's assassination and of goodwill toward himself, that

the presidency was all-powerful: that he could continue to employ,

as NSC-68 had put it, "any measures, overt or covert, violent or non-

violent," that would advance the American cause in the Cold War, with-

out jeopardizing "the integrity of our system." But by the time Johnson

left the White House in 1969, that proposition looked much less plau-

sible: the manner in which he had fought the Vietnam War had left the

American system, both abroad and at home, in deep trouble.
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The authors of NSC-68 had assumed that there could be separate

standards ofconduct in these two spheres: that American leaders could

learn "not to be good" in waging the Cold War while remaining "good"

within the framework of their own domestic democratic society. It had

been hard enough to maintain that separation during the Eisenhower

and Kennedy years: both presidents had been forced to admit that their

"denials" in the U-2 and Bay of Pigs incidents had not been "plausible."

With the Vietnam War, the line between what was allowed overseas

and what was permitted at home disappeared altogether. The Johnson

administration found it impossible to plan or prosecute the war with-

out repeatedly concealing its intentions from the American people, and

yet the decisions it made profoundly affected the American people. Far

from measuring up to "its own best traditions" in fighting the Cold

War, as Kennan had hoped it would, the United States in fighting the

Vietnam War appeared to be sacrificing its own best traditions of con-

stitutional and moral responsibility.

IV.

Richard Nixon inherited this situation, then made it much worse.

One of the most geopolitically adept leaders of modern times, he also

happened to be the American president least inclined—ever—to re-

spect constraints on his own authority. After all that had happened

during the Johnson years, he still believed that the requirements of na-

tional security, as he defined them, outweighed whatever obligations of

accountability, even legality, the presidency demanded. Nixon's actions

went well beyond the idea that there could be separate standards ofbe-

havior at home and abroad: instead he made the homeland itself a

Cold War battleground. There, however, he encountered an adversary

more powerful than either the Soviet Union or the international com-

munist movement. It was the Constitution of the United States of

America.
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"I can say unequivocally," Nixon wrote after resigning the presi-

dency, "that without secrecy there would have been no opening to

China, no SALT agreement with the Soviet Union, and no peace agree-

ment ending the Vietnam war."41 There is little reason to doubt that

claim. To have consulted the Departments of State and Defense, the

C.I.A., the appropriate Congressional committees, and all allies whose

interests would have been affected prior to Kissinger's 1971 Beijing trip

would only have ensured that it not take place. To have attempted arms

control negotiations with Moscow in the absence of a "back channel"

that allowed testing positions before taking them would probably have

guaranteed failure. And the only way Nixon saw to break the long

stalemate in the Vietnamese peace talks—short of accepting Hanoi's

demands for an immediate withdrawal ofAmerican forces and the re-

moval from power of the South Vietnamese government—was to in-

crease military and diplomatic pressure on North Vietnam while

simultaneously decreasing pressures from within Congress, the anti-

war movement, and even former members of the Johnson administra-

tion to accept Hanoi's terms. That too required operating both openly

and invisibly.

Where Nixon went wrong was not in his use of secrecy to conduct

foreign policy—diplomacy had always required that—but in failing to

distinguish between actions he could have justified if exposed and

those he could never have justified. Americans excused the lies Eisen-

hower and Kennedy told because the operations they covered up

turned out to be defensible when uncovered. So too did the methods

by which Nixon brought about the China opening, the SALT agree-

ment, and the Vietnam cease-fire: the results, in those instances, made

reliance on secrecy, even deception, seem reasonable.

But what about the secret bombing of a sovereign state? Or the at-

tempted overthrow of a democratically elected government? Or the

bugging of American citizens without legal authorization? Or burgla-

ries carried out with presidential authorization? Or the organization of

a conspiracy, inside the White House itself, to hide what had hap-
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pened? Nixon allowed all of this during his first term; his reliance on

secrecy became so compulsive that he employed that tactic in situa-

tions for which there could never be a plausible justification. So when

plausible denial was no longer possible—in large part because Nixon,

with his secret Oval Office taping system, had even bugged himself

—

a constitutional crisis became unavoidable.

The process began in the spring of 1969 when Nixon ordered the

bombing of Cambodia in an effort to interdict the routes through that

country and Laos along which the North Vietnamese had for years

sent troops and supplies into South Vietnam. The decision was mili-

tarily justifiable, but Nixon made no effort to explain it publicly. In-

stead he authorized the falsification of Air Force records to cover up

the bombing, while insisting for months afterward that the United

States was respecting Cambodian neutrality. The bombing was no se-

cret, obviously, to the Cambodians themselves, or the North Viet-

namese, or their Chinese and Soviet allies. Only Americans were kept

in the dark, and the reason, as Nixon later acknowledged, was to avoid

anti-war protests. "My administration was only two months old, and I

wanted to provoke as little public outcry as possible at the outset."
42

That, however, was how Johnsons "credibility gap" had developed,

and Nixon soon had one too. Exploiting well-placed sources, the New

York Times quickly reported the bombing of Cambodia, as well as the

administration's plans to begin a gradual withdrawal of American

troops from Vietnam. An angry Nixon responded by ordering wiretaps

on the phones of several Kissinger assistants whom the Justice Depart-

ment and the Federal Bureau of Investigation suspected of having

leaked the information. They remained in place, with Kissinger's ap-

proval, even after some of these aides had left the government, and

they were soon extended to include journalists who could not have

been involved in the original leaks.
43 The line between defensible and

indefensible secrecy, already blurred in the Johnson administration,

was now even less distinct.

Then in October, 1970, the democratically elected Marxist govern-
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merit of Salvador Allende took power in Chile. Nixon claimed, in pub-

lic, to respect this outcome: "[F]or the United States to have . . . inter-

vened in a free election . . . would have had repercussions all over Latin

America that would have been far worse than what has happened in

Chile."
44 But his administration had intervened there, and was contin-

uing to do so even as Nixon made this statement early in 1971. Follow-

ing a precedent set by Johnson, the C.I.A. had undertaken a series of

undercover initiatives meant to favor Allende's opponents during the

election campaign. When he won anyway, Nixon authorized the

Agency "to prevent Allende from coming to power or to unseat him."45

This led the C.I.A. to help set in motion a military coup that failed to

prevent Allende's inauguration, but that did result in the kidnapping

and assassination ofGeneral Rene Schneider, the commander-in-chief

of the Chilean armed forces. Over the next three years, the Agency

persisted in its efforts to destabilize Allende's regime.

Fortunately for the administration, none of this leaked at the time:

instead Nixon got credit for his apparent restraint in Chile. But the gap

between what appeared to be happening and what was actually happen-

ing was widening, while the prospects for defending the disparity

—

should it become public—were diminishing. Attempting to deny

Allende the office he had won, one of Kissinger's aides commented,

was "patently a violation of our own principles. . . . If these principles

have any meaning, we normally depart from them only to meet the

gravest threat ... to our survival. Is Allende a mortal threat to the

U.S.? It is hard to argue this."
46

At home, even less defensible acts followed. In June, 1971, Daniel

Ellsberg, a former Defense Department official, turned over to the New

York Times what came to be called The Pentagon Papers, a classified his-

tory ofthe origins and escalation of the Vietnam War ordered byJohn-

son's secretary of defense, Robert McNamara. Nothing in this history

compromised national security or criticized Nixon's handling of the

war, but he regarded the leak as a dangerous precedent and a personal

affront. Lacking confidence in the ability of the F.B.L or the courts to
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deal with this and similar cases, the president demanded the formation

ofa team within the White House that would prevent the further unau-

thorized release of sensitive material. "We're up against an enemy, a

conspiracy," he insisted. "We are going to use any means. Is that clear?"
47

Nixon's staff quickly assembled an improbable gang of retired po-

lice detectives as well as former C.I.A. and F.B.I, agents—soon to be

known, for their assignment to plug leaks, as the "Plumbers." Over the

next year they undertook a series of burglaries, surveillance operations,

and wiretaps that had to be kept secret because, despite their White

House authorization, they were illegal. "I don't think this kind of con-

versation should go on in the attorney general's office," a nervous

Nixon aide commented, after the Plumbers had briefed the attorney

general, John Mitchell, on their operations.48 Mitchell himselfbecame

nervous when, on the morning ofJune 17, 1972, several of the Plumbers

found themselves under arrest inside the headquarters of the Democ-

ratic National Committee in the Watergate building—a place where,

by the laws Mitchell was charged with enforcing, they were definitely

not supposed to be.
49

It would take until August 9, 1974—the date ofNixon's resignation

—

for all the consequences of this bungled break-in to unfold. What was

set in motion on the morning of the arrests, however, was a reassertion

of moral, legal, and ultimately constitutional principle over presidential

authority. It proceeded through the trial and conviction of the hapless

burglars, their implication of the administration officials who had su-

pervised and financed their operations, an increasingly startling series of

revelations in the media, a diminishingly credible sequence ofpresiden-

tial denials, the appointment of a special prosecutor, a highly public

Senate investigation, the exposure of Nixon's Oval Office taping sys-

tem, legal challenges to get the tapes released, the approval ofimpeach-

ment resolutions by the House of Representatives, and in the end a

Supreme Court ruling that the president had to turn over the single

"smoking-gun" tape that proved his complicity in the cover-up.

At that point, facing conviction and removal from office, Nixon
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gave up his office. He thereby acknowledged that the president of the

United States was not in fact free to use whatever means he considered

necessary to protect national security interests. There was, even within

that sensitive realm, a standard ofbehavior that he alone could not de-

termine. Contrary to what Nixon had assumed, the president was not

above the law.

V.

Nor did the law itself remain static. The president's behavior pro-

voked Congress into reclaiming much of the authority over the con-

duct of national security policy that it had abdicated during the early

Cold War. This happened first with respect to Vietnam, where by the

end of January, 1973, Nixon and Kissinger had forced Hanoi to accept

a cease-fire on terms that the United States could accept—and could

impose on its reluctant South Vietnamese ally. But they had also had

to withdraw almost all American troops from the region: that had been

necessary to defuse domestic anti-war sentiment, while fending off

pressures on Capitol Hill to legislate an end to American involvement

in the war.

Nixon had no illusions that the North Vietnamese would willingly

abide by the cease-fire. But he did expect to compel compliance by

threatening—and if necessary resuming—the bombing that had

caused Hanoi to accept the cease-fire in the first place. The United

States had, after all, reserved the right to act similarly to enforce a Ko-

rean cease-fire that had lasted for two decades. The situation in Viet-

nam was less promising; still the hope, Kissinger recalled, was "that

Nixon's renown for ruthlessness would deter gross violations."
50

But Watergate had severely weakened the president. Frustrated by

a long and bitter war, utterly distrustful of Nixon's intentions, sensing

that his authority was crumbling, Congress voted in the summer of

1973 to terminate all combat operations in Indochina. It then passed
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the War Powers Act, which imposed a sixty-day limit on all future mil-

itary deployments without Congressional consent. Nixon's vetoes were

overridden and the restrictions became law. It was left to his successor,

Gerald Ford, to suffer the consequences: when North Vietnam invaded

and conquered South Vietnam in the spring of 1975, he was unable to

do anything about it. "Our domestic drama," Kissinger later com-

mented, "first paralyzed and then overwhelmed us."
51

Much the same thing happened with intelligence operations. The

C.I.A. had always operated under minimal Congressional oversight:

the assumption had been that the nations representatives neither

needed nor wanted to know what the Agency was doing. That attitude

survived the U-2 and Bay of Pigs incidents, the onset and escalation of

the Vietnam War, even the revelation, in 1967, that the C.I.A. had for

years been secretly funding academic conferences, journals, and re-

search, as well as the National Student Association. 52 But it did not

survive Watergate.

The evidence that former C.I.A. employees had been part of the

Plumbers unit—and that Nixon had sought the Agency's cooperation

in arranging a cover-up—led to pressures from within the organization

to review potentially illegal activities, and to scrutiny from without that

was meant to expose them. In December, 1974, the New York Times re-

vealed that the C.I.A. had run its own program of domestic surveil-

lance against anti-war protesters during the Johnson and the Nixon

administrations, involving both wiretaps and the interception of mail.

The director of Central Intelligence, William Colby, promptly con-

firmed the story, acknowledging that the Agency had violated its own

charter—which prohibited activities inside the United States—and

that it had broken the law.
53

There quickly followed the appointment of three commissions, one

presidential and one each in the Senate and the House of Represen-

tatives, to investigate C.I.A. abuses. With Colby cooperating, the

Agency's "skeletons"—assassination plots, surveillance operations, con-

cealed subsidies, connections to Watergate, and the attempt to prevent
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a constitutionally elected government in Chile from taking power—all

went on public display. As had been the case during Nixon's last years in

office, the nation again faced the question ofwhether the United States

should, or even could, maintain separate standards in fighting the Cold

War from what it was prepared to accept at home.

Events in Chile posed the dilemma most clearly. A successful mil-

itary coup had finally taken place in Santiago in September, 1973. It left

Allende dead—probably by suicide—and a reliably anti-communist

government in power headed by General Augusto Pinochet. Direct

C.I.A. complicity was never established, but Nixon and Kissinger

openly welcomed the outcome and sought to cooperate with the new

Chilean leader. By the time the C.I.A. investigations got under way in

1975, however, Pinochets government had imprisoned, tortured, and

executed thousands of Allende supporters—some of them American

citizens. Chile, for many years a democracy, now had one of the most

repressive dictatorships Latin America had ever seen.54

What the United States did in Chile differed little from what it

had done, two decades earlier, in Iran and Guatemala. But the 1970s

were not the 1950s: once the information got out that the Nixon ad-

ministration had tried to keep Allende from the office to which he had

been elected and had sought to remove him once there, "plausible de-

nial" became impossible. That made questions about responsibility un-

avoidable. Could Allende have remained in power if there had been no

American campaign against him? Would he have retained democratic

procedures had he done so? Should the United States have refrained,

to the extent that it did, from condemning Pinochet's abuses? Had it

made a greater effort, might it have stopped them? There are, even to-

day, no clear answers: Washington's role in Chile's horrors remains a

hotly contested issue among both historians of these events and partic-

ipants in them.55 What was clear at the time, though, was that the

C.I.A.'s license to operate without constraints had produced actions in

Chile that, by its own admission, failed the "daylight" test. They could

not be justified when exposed to public view.
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Congress responded by prohibiting actions that might, in the fu-

ture, lead to similar results. It chose to make this point in Angola, a for-

mer Portuguese colony where a three-way struggle for power was

under way in 1975, with the competitors looking to the United States,

the Soviet Union, and China for support. There was no possibility, in

the aftermath of Vietnam, of direct American military intervention:

covert funding for the pro-American National Front for the Liberation

ofAngola seemed the only available option. But with the C.I.A. under

intense scrutiny, there was no way to arrange this without the approval

of Congressional leaders, and as soon as they were consulted the plan

became overt and opposition to it became intense. Because abuses had

taken place in Chile and other parts of the world, the Senate voted in

December, 1975, to deny any secret use of funds in Angola, despite the

likelihood that this action would leave the country, by default, under

Moscow's influence. It was, Ford complained, an "abdication of re-

sponsibility" that would have "the gravest consequences for the long-

term position of the United States and for international order in

general."56

That turned out to be an exaggeration. The Soviet Union had been

reluctantly dragged into Angola by its Cuban ally, and gained little

from the experience.57 What had happened in Washington, though,

was significant: distrust between the executive and legislative branches

of government was now so deep that the United States Congress was

passing laws—always blunt instruments—to constrain the use of

United States military and intelligence capabilities. It was as if the na-

tion had become its own worst enemy.

VI.

If the White House, the Pentagon, and the C.I.A. were not above

the law—indeed if legal standards could shift to guarantee this—then

could the overall conduct ofAmerican foreign policy be held account-
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able to some comparably independent set of moral standards? Did

learning "not to be good . . . according to necessity" mean abandoning

all sense ofwhat it meant to be "good" in working within the Cold War

international system? And where, in all of this, did detente fit?

It would have been difficult, by any traditional moral principle, to

justify the artificial division of entire countries like Germany, Korea,

and Vietnam—and yet the United States and its allies had expended

thousands of lives and billions of dollars to maintain those divisions.

It strained democratic values to embrace right-wing dictatorships

throughout much of the "third world" as a way ofpreventing the emer-

gence of left-wing dictatorships, and yet every administration since

Truman's had done this. And surely Mutual Assured Destruction could

only be defended if one considered hostage-taking on a massive

scale—deliberately placing civilian populations at risk for nuclear

annihilation—to be a humane act. American strategists did just that,

however, because they saw no better way to deter a much greater evil,

the possibility ofan all-out nuclear war. As the Cold War wore on, they

went from regarding these compromises as regrettable to considering

them necessary, then normal, and then even desirable.
58 A kind of moral

anesthesia settled in, leaving the stability of the Soviet-American

relationship to be valued over its fairness because the alternative

was too frightening to contemplate. Once it became clear that every-

body was in the same lifeboat, hardly anybody wanted to rock it.

This moral ambivalence was not moral equivalence. The United

States never found it necessary to violate human rights on the scale

that the Soviet Union, its Eastern European allies, and the Chinese

under Mao Zedong had done. But Washington officials had long since

convinced themselves that the only way they could prevent those vio-

lations would be to go to war, a prospect that could only make things

much worse. American military action, John Foster Dulles warned

publicly at the time of the 1956 Hungarian uprising, "would . . . precip-

itate a full-scale world war and probably the result of that would be all

these people wiped out."
59 As late as the Soviet invasion of Czechoslo-
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vakia in 1968, the Johnson administration saw little it could do beyond

protesting the offense, warning against repeating it elsewhere, and can-

celing the summit at which the outgoing president and the new Soviet

leader, Leonid Brezhnev, were to have begun negotiations on limiting

strategic arms. What happened in Eastern Europe, Johnson s secretary

of state, Dean Rusk, later explained, had "never been an issue of war

and peace between us and the Soviet Union—however ignoble this

sounds."60

Detente had been meant to lower the risks of nuclear war, to en-

courage a more predictable relationship among Cold War rivals, and to

help them recover from the domestic disorders that had beset them

during the 1960s. It had not been intended, in any immediate sense, to

secure justice: that could only emerge, most of its supporters believed,

from within a balance of power that each of the great powers consid-

ered legitimate. Kissinger was the most thoughtful advocate of this po-

sition. Legitimacy, he had written in 1957 °f tne post-1815 European

settlement, "should not be confused with justice."

It implies the acceptance of the framework of the interna-

tional order by all the major powers, at least to the extent that

no state is so dissatisfied that ... it expresses its dissatisfaction

in a revolutionary foreign policy. A legitimate order does not

make conflicts impossible, but it limits their scope.
61

Kissinger was still making this point in October, 1973, after Nixon ap-

pointed him secretary of state: "The attempt to impose absolute justice

by one side will be seen as absolute injustice by all others. . . . Stability

depends on the relative satisfaction and therefore also the relative dis-

satisfaction of the various states."

Kissinger was careful to caution against "becoming obsessed with

stability." An "excessively pragmatic policy" would "lack not only direc-

tion, but also roots and heart." It would provide "no criteria for other

nations to assess our performance and no standards to which the
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American people can rally." But an "excessively moralistic" approach to

Cold War diplomacy could become "quixotic or dangerous," leading

to "ineffectual posturing or adventuristic crusades." The responsible

policy-maker, therefore, "must compromise with others, and this means

to some extent compromising with himself."62 The morality inherent

in detente lay in its avoidance ofwar and revolution, no small accom-

plishment in a nuclear age. Kant's goal of universal justice, however,

could only follow from a universal acceptance, for the foreseeable fu-

ture, of the Cold War status quo.

This argument, however, left one issue unresolved: if detente was

indeed diminishing the danger of nuclear war, then why would it con-

tinue to be so dangerous to apply moral standards in conducting the

Cold War? If that conflict was becoming the normal condition of in-

ternational relations, did that mean the United States would have to

accept amorality as a permanent characteristic of its foreign policy?

How would that square with Kissinger's acknowledgment that "Amer-

ica cannot be true to itself without moral purpose"?63 This was the

dilemma the new secretary of state faced in taking over the direction of

foreign policy from the increasingly beleaguered Nixon: securing the

status quo abroad was making support for it vulnerable at home.

The vulnerabilities appeared most clearly with respect to human

rights. Soon after the 1972 Moscow summit, Kremlin leaders imposed

an exit tax on emigrants leaving the U.S.S.R., supposedly to recover the

costs of their state-financed education. It seemed a small brutality

compared to the many larger ones that had preceded it, but it came at

a time when concerns were growing within the United States about the

treatment of Soviet Jews and dissidents. The exit tax provoked a back-

lash in Congress, where Senator Henry M.Jackson and Representative

Charles Vanik proposed an amendment to the otherwise routine Trade

Reform Act that would have denied "most-favored nation" treatment

and Export-Import Bank credits to any "non-market economy" that

restricted or taxed the right to emigrate. The United States, Jackson

argued—no doubt with his own presidential aspirations in mind

—
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should use its economic strength, not to reward the Soviet Union for

its external behavior, but to change its internal behavior: "When we

have something we feel strongly about . . . [then] we should put that

issue of principle on the table knowing that the Russians are not going

to agree to it."
64

Kissinger protested that the provisions of the Trade Reform Act had

been among the carefully balanced sticks and carrots that had persuaded

the Soviet Union at last to agree on the limitation of strategic arms. To

add new demands after the deal had been made—especially demands

that required the Russians to alter internal policies as a result of outside

pressure—could only be a mandate "for an unfuhillable course that

sapped our credibility abroad without giving us the tools to deal with the

consequences of the resulting tension." Quiet diplomacy would do more

for Soviet Jews, dissidents, and other potential emigrants than public

posturing; and in the absence of an amicable Soviet-American relation-

ship it would hardly be possible to do anything for them.65 Moscow's ob-

jections to the Jackson-Vanik amendment had an even deeper basis. As

Ambassador Dobrynin later admitted, "the Kremlin was afraid of emi-

gration in general (irrespective of nationality or religion) lest an escape

hatch from the happy land of socialism seem to offer a degree of liberal-

ization that might destabilize the domestic situation."
66

What this meant, though, was that in its search for geopolitical

stability, the Nixon administration had begun to support domestic sta-

bility inside the U.S.S.R. It had sought to manage the Cold War

international system much as Metternich and Castlereagh had man-

aged Europe after Napoleon—by balancing the antagonisms within it.

But that 19th-century arrangement had accepted the internal character

of the states being balanced: calls for reform, in the era Kissinger had

written about as a historian, could easily be brushed aside. That was

less easy to do in the more transparent and democratic age within

which he himself sought to direct the course of events.

Kissinger never intended that detente would secure the future of

Soviet authoritarianism. "Brezhnev's gamble," he had written Nixon in
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the summer of 1973, "is that as these policies gather momentum and

longevity, their effects will not undermine the very system from which

Brezhnev draws his power and legitimacy. Our goal on the other hand

is to achieve precisely such effects over the long run."67 But with

Jackson-Vanik, the long run became the present: the amendment won

support from opposite ends of the ideological spectrum. Liberals, con-

vinced that foreign policy always ought to pursue justice, condemned

Kissinger's cynicism in seeking stability first. Conservatives, certain

that the Soviet Union could never be trusted, denounced Kissinger's

naivete in being willing to do so. And with Nixon approaching the

end of his presidency, there was little he could do to help resist these

pressures.

The Jackson-Vanik amendment passed both houses of Congress

early in 1975, several months after Nixon left office. The Soviet Union

responded by canceling the entire trade deal. The causes of emigration,

commerce, and detente itself suffered as a result: whatever "thaw" had

occurred in the Cold War now seemed to be ending. But these events

had advanced a different cause. Through a circuitous process involving

its own constitutional checks and balances, the presidential aspirations

of an ambitious senator, and the diminishing power of an ethically

challenged president, the United States had wound up taking a posi-

tion consistent with the 1948 United Nations Universal Declaration on

Human Rights: that neither national sovereignty nor the demands of

diplomacy should allow states to treat their own citizens in any way

they pleased. There was after all, if not a universal standard ofjustice,

then at least a basic standard of human decency that ought to take

precedence, even over efforts to stabilize the Cold War.

VII

This realignment ofAmerican strategy with legal and moral princi-

ples would have had little effect on the course of the Cold War, how-
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ever, had there not been echoes of it on the other side. These were at

first difficult to detect. The Soviet leadership appeared to have become

less tolerant of dissent at home and in Eastern Europe than it had been

during the last years of the Khrushchev era. The invasion of Czecho-

slovakia and its subsequent justification, the Brezhnev Doctrine, set

the stage for a tightening of ideological discipline, a rejection of experi-

mentation in the media and the arts, and the increasingly harsh repres-

sion of even mild political protests.
68 However much detente might

have improved relations with the West, Brezhnev and his colleagues

seemed determined to control everything—even ideas—within their

sphere of influence. They justified this not through an appeal to moral-

ity or law, but to ideology: to the claim that, in Marxism-Leninism,

they had discovered the mechanisms by which history worked, and

thus the means by which to improve the lives people lived.

But it had long been clear that history was not working in this way.

Khrushchev revealed that Lenin and Stalin had enslaved far more

people than they had liberated; and by the time of his overthrow the

Soviet Union and its Eastern Europe satellites had fallen far behind

the United States and most of the rest of the capitalist world in most of

the economic indices that measured prosperity. It had even been nec-

essary, in 1968, to use force to keep communism in power in Czecho-

slovakia, an act that shattered whatever illusions remained that anyone

might voluntarily embrace that ideology. "Our tanks in Prague . . .

'fired' at ideas," one young Soviet journalist wrote at the time. "With a

fist to the jaw of thinking society, they thought they had knocked

out ... its thinking processes. . . . [Instead they] awakened' new layers

within the Party intelligentsia who would repeat the [Prague] attempt

with more success."69

Not immediately, to be sure. It would take time for thoughts alone

to ensure that tanks would never again be used. The suppression of the

"Prague spring" did, however, have a powerful psychological effect: it

led a growing number of people in the Soviet Union and Eastern Eu-

rope to continue to defer in public to Marxist-Leninist doctrine, while
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privately ceasing to believe in it. There developed what the historian

Timothy Garton Ash has called a "double life": "The split between the

public and the private self, official and unofficial language, outward

conformity and inward dissent. ... I applaud conduct by the state that

I would never endorse in private life."
70

It was just the opposite from

what was happening inside the United States, where by the mid-1970s

the gap between what people believed in and what their leaders did

had significantly narrowed. The credibility gap was migrating from

Washington to Moscow. And Brezhnev was even less prepared to deal

with it than Nixon had been.

His problem was that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,

like all other ruling communist parties, drew its authority from its

claim to historical infallibility: that left it vulnerable when events failed

to follow the script. Once it became clear that that was happening,

there was little left—apart from a morally and legally indefensible use

of force, as in Czechoslovakia—to justify the party's existence. Its le-

gitimacy rested on an increasingly implausible ideology, and nothing

more. Whatever the excesses of American leaders during the Vietnam

and Watergate years, they never had to face that difficulty.

Brezhnev could have diminished the party's vulnerability by qualify-

ing its claim to a monopoly on wisdom—but that would have produced

challenges to its monopoly on power, and that he was not prepared to

do. "This is dangerous," K.G.B. chief Yuri Andropov warned in a 1974

Politburo discussion of criticisms that had already surfaced from the

Soviet Union's most distinguished writer, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, and

its most prominent physicist, Andrei Sakharov. "[TJhere are hundreds

and thousands of people among whom Solzhenitsyn will find sup-

port. . . . [I]f we remain inactive on Sakharov, then how will [other]

academicians . . . behave in the future?"
71 The only strengths these dis-

sidents deployed lay in their pens, their voices, and their principles. Yet

principles were contagious, and the Soviet system, shielded only by ide-

ology, had insufficient immunity to them.

With internal reform too risky, the Kremlin leadership turned
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toward diplomacy: if the world acknowledged the legitimacy of its

rule, then how could a few malcontents—even famous ones—get any-

one else to object to it? That was one of the reasons why Brezhnev

liked detente, a fundamental premise of which was that the West

would not seek to alter the internal character of Marxist-Leninist

regimes. The objective instead would be to encourage their responsible

behavior within the international arena. That did not mean giving up

the class struggle: Brezhnev insisted that it would continue where it

safely could, especially in the "third world."72 He was, however, pre-

pared to concede the permanence of NATO and, by implication, a

continuing role for the United States in Europe. In return, he expected

the Americans and their NATO allies formally to ratify post-World

War II boundaries in Eastern Europe.

This was not a new idea. As early as 1954, Molotov had proposed a

conference at which the nations of Europe—but not the United

States—would meet to confirm their existing borders. That plan went

nowhere, but as Kissinger once noted, Moscow's diplomacy "makes up

in persistence what it lacks in imagination."73 The Soviet foreign min-

istry revived Molotov's proposal regularly over the next decade and a

half, modifying it to include the Americans. Meanwhile, NATO had

endorsed negotiations with the Warsaw Pact on mutual force reduc-

tions in Europe, while Brandt's Ostpolitik had produced a Soviet-West

German treaty recognizing the long-contested boundary of postwar

Poland, as well as an agreement among the four powers occupying

Berlin to continue the status quo in that city. It was clear, then, that no

one had an interest in changing the European political map: that

made renewed Soviet pressure for a "Conference on Security and Co-

operation in Europe" seem relatively harmless to the Americans and, to

several of their NATO partners, a potentially positive development. 74

For Brezhnev, however, such a conference would mean much more.

It would require the United States and its allies to state publicly and

in writing that they accepted the postwar division of Europe. The

Kremlin leader was almost capitalist in the importance he attached to
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this contractual obligation, which he believed would discourage future

"Prague springs," reinforce the Brezhnev Doctrine, deflate dissidents

inside the U.S.S.R., and ensure his own reputation as a man of peace.75

And he was willing to make extraordinary concessions to get this com-

mitment. They included promising advance notice for military maneu-

vers, permitting the peaceful change of international borders, allowing

signatory states to join or leave alliances, and, most surprisingly, recog-

nizing "the universal significance of human rights and fundamental

freedoms ... in conformity with the purposes and principles of the

Charter of the United Nations and with the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights."76

The Russians were admittedly nervous about this last condition,

but it had originated with the West Europeans and the Canadians, not

the Americans, which made it difficult to oppose. 77 Moreover, the lib-

erties it specified appeared in the largely unimplemented Soviet consti-

tution: that too would have made rejection awkward. Nor would it be

easy, solely on these grounds, to back out of a conference for which the

U.S.S.R. had pressed for so long. So the Politburo agreed, with misgiv-

ings, to the inclusion of human rights provisions in the conference's

"Final Act." "We are masters in our own house," Foreign Minister An-

drei Gromyko assured Brezhnev. The Soviet government and no one

else would decide what the recognition of "human rights and funda-

mental freedoms" actually meant. 78

The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe opened in

Helsinki on July 30, 1975. Brezhnev dozed through its many speeches,

and two days later he, Ford, and the leaders of thirty-three other states

signed the long and complex document that had brought them to-

gether. The consequences, on all sides, were unexpected. As Kissinger

later put it: "Rarely has a diplomatic process so illuminated the limita-

tions of human foresight."
79
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VIII.

Within the United Stat e

s

, liberals and conservatives alike de-

nounced Ford and Kissinger for having abandoned the cause of human

rights. Brezhnevs motives in wanting the Helsinki agreement, they ar-

gued, were all too transparent: pursuing detente was hardly worth it if

it meant perpetuating injustice by recognizing Soviet control in

Eastern Europe. A series of administration missteps inadvertently ad-

vanced this argument. Just prior to the Helsinki conference, Kissinger

had advised Ford not to receive Solzhenitsyn—by then an involuntary

exile from the Soviet Union and a bitter critic of detente—at the

White House: this came across as excessive deference to Moscow.

Then, in December, 1975, a Kissinger aide, Helmut Sonnenfeldt, told

what he thought was an off-the-record meeting with American diplo-

mats that the administration hoped to end the "inorganic, unnatural

relationship" between the Soviet Union and the Eastern Europeans.

When the comment leaked, it was taken as acknowledging that the

Russians were in that part of the world to stay.
80

These episodes made Helsinki a liability to Ford during the 1976 pres-

idential campaign, as both Ronald Reagan, his challenger from within the

Republican Party, and Jimmy Carter, the nominee of the Democratic

Party, condemned the agreement. Ford found it necessary to prohibit

subordinates from even using the word "detente"; he also disassociated

himselffrom Kissinger as the election approached. And then on October

6th, while debating Carter, the president committed one final, fatal gaffe:

briefed to deny the existence of the "Sonnenfeldt Doctrine," he instead

denied that the Soviet Union dominated Eastern Europe. 81 That ensured

Carter's election, and so afterJanuary 20, 1977, neither Ford nor Kissinger

retained any further responsibility for the conduct of American foreign

policy. The Helsinki conference was one of the reasons.
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Helsinki's effects inside the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,

however, were equally unexpected, and far more significant. Brezhnev

had looked forward, Dobrynin recalls, to the "publicity he would

gain . . . when the Soviet public learned of the final settlement of the

postwar boundaries for which they had sacrificed so much."

As to the humanitarian issues, these could be mentioned at

home just vaguely, without much publicity. He thought this

would not bring much trouble inside our country. But he was

wrong. The condition of Soviet dissidents certainly did not

change overnight, but they were definitely encouraged by this

historic document. Its very publication in Pravda gave it the

weight of an official document. It gradually became a mani-

festo of the dissident and liberal movement, a development

totally beyond the imagination of the Soviet leadership. 82

Helsinki became, in short, a legal and moral trap.
83 Having pressed the

United States and its allies to commit themselves in writing to recog-

nizing existing boundaries in Eastern Europe, Brezhnev could hardly

repudiate what he had agreed to in the same document—also in

writing—with respect to human rights. Without realizing the impli-

cations, he thereby handed his critics a standard, based on universal

principles of justice, rooted in international law, independent of

Marxist-Leninist ideology, against which they could evaluate the be-

havior of his and other communist regimes.

What this meant was that the people who lived under these

systems—at least the more courageous—could claim official permis-

sion to say what they thought: perhaps it might not be necessary to five

a "double life" for all time to come. Andropov's 1974 nightmare became

a reality as thousands of individuals who lacked the prominence of

Solzhenitsyn and Sakharov began to stand with them in holding the

U.S.S.R. and its satellites accountable for human rights abuses. By

the summer of 1976 a Public Group to Promote Observance of the
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Helsinki Accords was operating in Moscow with Sakharov's endorse-

ment, and similar "Helsinki Groups" were sprouting throughout

Eastern Europe. 84 Begun by the Kremlin in an effort to legitimize So-

viet control in that part of the world, the Helsinki process became in-

stead the basis for legitimizing opposition to Soviet rule.

The effects, to put it mildly, were unpredictable. It is unlikely, for

example, that the aging leaders in Moscow followed the fortunes of a

scruffy, anti-establishment Czechoslovak rock band, the "Plastic Peo-

ple of the Universe," formed in the aftermath of the invasion of that

country in 1968. Given to performing in secret while dodging the po-

lice, the band ran out of luck in 1976, when its members were arrested.

Their trial provoked several hundred intellectuals into signing, on Jan-

uary 1, 1977, a manifesto called Charter jj, which politely but pointedly

called upon the Czech government to respect the free expression pro-

visions of the Helsinki Final Act, which with Brezhnev's approval it

had signed. Several of the "Chartists" themselves were then arrested.

One ofthem, the playwright—and lover of rock music—Vaclav Havel,

spent four years in prison, followed by many more years of close sur-

veillance after his release.
85

That gave Havel the motive and the time, through his essays and

plays, to become the most influential chronicler of his generation's dis-

illusionment with communism. He was, it has been said, "a Lennonist

rather than a Leninist."86 Havel did not call for outright resistance:

given the state's police powers, there would have been litde point in

that. Instead he encouraged something more subtle, developing stan-

dards for individual'behavior apart from those of the state. People who

failed to do this, he wrote, "confirm the system, fulfill the system, make

the system, are the system." But people who were true to what they

themselves believed—even in so small a matter as a brewer deciding to

brew better beer than the official regulations called for—could ulti-

mately subvert the system. "[W]hen one person cries out, 'The em-

peror is naked!'—when a single person breaks the rules of the game,

thus exposing it as a game—everything suddenly appears in another
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light, and the whole crust seems then to be made of a tissue on the

point of tearing, and disintegrating uncontrollably."87

Havel gave voice—just as Brezhnev inadvertently gave legitimacy

—

to the pressures that had been building throughout the Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe to end the double life that Marxism-Leninism

had seemed to require: all at once a vision beckoned of a society in

which universal morality, state morality, and individual morality might

all be the same thing. At which point God, or at least His agents, in-

tervened to make that vision an unexpected—and to the Kremlin a

profoundly alarming—reality.

Karol Wojtyla, an accomplished actor, poet, playwright, and athlete,

had entered the priesthood in 1946, and had been appointed arch-

bishop of Krakow in 1964 with the full approval of the Polish Commu-

nist Party, which vetoed seven other candidates. It would be hard to

find a clearer example of historical fallibility, for Pope Paul VI made

Wojtyla a cardinal in 1967, and then on October 16, 1978, his fellow car-

dinals elected him, at fifty-eight, the youngest pope in 132 years, the

first non-Italian pope in 455 years, and the first Slavic pope ever. "How

could you possibly allow the election of a citizen of a socialist country

as pope?" Andropov demanded of his unfortunate bureau chief in War-

saw. There was no good answer to this, for not even the K.G.B. con-

trolled papal conclaves.

Nor, as it soon became clear, did it control the spiritual life of the

Polish people. "The Pope is our enemy," a desperate party directive

warned, shortly before John Paul II made his first visit, as supreme

pontiff, to his native country:

He is dangerous, because he will make St. Stanislaw [the pa-

tron saint of Poland] ... a defender of human rights. . . .

[Ojur activities designed to atheize the youth not only cannot

diminish but must intensely develop. ... In this respect all

means are allowed and we cannot allow any sentiments.
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"Take my advice," Brezhnev told Polish party leader Edward Gierek,

"don't give him any reception. It will only cause trouble." When Gierek

protested that he could hardly turn away the first Polish pope, the old

man in the Kremlin relented: "Well, do as you wish. But be careful you

don't regret it."
88

It was, for once from Brezhnev, an accurate prediction of things to

come. But it was too late to prevent them, because Wojtyla had been

working quietly for years—as priest, archbishop, and cardinal—to pre-

serve, strengthen, and expand the ties between the individual morality

of Poles and the universal morality of the Roman Catholic Church.

Now, as pope, he witnessed his success.

When John Paul II kissed the ground at the Warsaw airport on

June 2, 1979, he began the process by which communism in Poland

—

and ultimately everywhere else in Europe—would come to an end.

Hundreds of thousands of his countrymen cheered his entry into the

city, shouting, "We want God, we want God!" A million greeted him

the next day in Gniezno. At Cz^stochowa on the following day the

crowds were even larger: here the pope slyly reminded the authorities

that the church's teaching on religious freedom "directly tallies with the

principles promulgated in fundamental state and international docu-

ments, including the Constitution of the Polish People's Republic."

By the time the pope reached his home city of Krakow, between 2

and 3 million people were there to welcome him, many of them the

young people the party had hoped to "atheize." "Who's making all this

noise?" the pope joked. "Stay with us!" they chanted in response. "Stay

with us!" As he left the city in which, as he put it, "every stone and

every brick is dear to me," John Paul reiterated the great theme of his

papacy: "Be not afraid."

You must be strong, dear brothers and sisters . . . with the

strength offaith. . . . You must be strong with the strength of

hope. . . . You must be strong with love, which is stronger than
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death. . . . When we are strong with the Spirit ofGod, we are

also strong with faith in man. . . . There is therefore no need

to fear.
89

"The Pope!" Josef Stalin was reputedly fond of asking. "How many di-

visions has he got?"90 John Paul II, during the nine days he spent in

Poland in 1979, provided the answer. This too was a development, as

Dobrynin might have put it, "totally beyond the imagination of the

Soviet leadership."



CHAPTER SIX

ACTORS

Be not afraid!

Seek truthfromfacts.

—John Paul II
1

•Deng Xiaoping

We can t go on living like this.

—Mikhail Gorbachev 3

The pope had been an actor before he became a priest, and his tri-

umphant return to Poland in 1979 revealed that he had lost none of his

theatrical skills. Few leaders of his era could match him in his ability

to use words, gestures, exhortations, rebukes—even jokes—to move

the hearts and minds of the millions who saw and heard him. All at

once a single individual, through a series of dramatic performances,

was changing the course of history. That was in a way appropriate, be-

cause the Cold War itself was a kind of theater in which distinctions

between illusions and reality were not always obvious. It presented

great opportunities for great actors to play great roles.

These opportunities did not become fully apparent, however, until

the early 1980s, for it was only then that the material forms of power
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upon which the United States, the Soviet Union, and their allies had

lavished so much attention for so long—the nuclear weapons and

missiles, the conventional military forces, the intelligence establish-

ments, the military-industrial complexes, the propaganda machines

—

began to lose their potency Real power rested, during the final decade

of the Cold War, with leaders like John Paul II, whose mastery of

intangibles—of such qualities as courage, eloquence, imagination, de-

termination, and faith—allowed them to expose disparities between

what people believed and the systems under which the Cold War had

obliged them to live. The gaps were most glaring in the Marxist-

Leninist world: so much so that when fully revealed there was no way

to close them other than to dismantle communism itself, and thereby

end the Cold War.

Accomplishing this required actors. Only their dramatizations

could remove the mental blinders, themselves the products of material

capabilities, that had led so many people to conclude that the Cold

War would last indefinitely. An entire generation had grown up re-

garding the absurdities of a superpower stalemate—a divided Berlin in

the middle of a divided Germany in the midst of a divided Europe, for

example—as the natural order of things. Strategists of deterrence had

convinced themselves that the best way to defend their countries was

to have no defenses at all, but rather tens of thousands of missiles

poised for launch on a moments notice. Theorists of international re-

lations insisted that bipolar systems were more stable than multipolar

systems, and that Soviet-American bipolarity would therefore last for

as far into the future as anyone could see.
4 Diplomatic historians main-

tained that the Cold War had evolved into a "long peace," an era of sta-

bility comparable to those Metternich and Bismarck had presided over

in the 19th century. 5
It took visionaries—saboteurs of the status quo

—

to widen the range of historical possibility.

John Paul II set the pattern by rattling the authorities throughout

Poland, the rest of Eastern Europe, and even the Soviet Union. Others

quickly followed his example. There was Lech Walesa, the young Pol-
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ish electrician who stood outside the locked gate of the Lenin ship-

yard in Gdansk one day in August, 1980—with the pope's picture

nearby—to announce the formation of So/idarnosc, the first indepen-

dent trade union ever in a Marxist-Leninist country. There was Mar-

garet Thatcher, the first woman to become prime minister of Great

Britain, who relished being tougher than any man and revived the rep-

utation of capitalism in Western Europe. There was Deng Xiaoping,

the diminutive, frequently purged, but relentlessly pragmatic successor

to Mao Zedong, who brushed aside communism's prohibitions on free

enterprise while encouraging the Chinese people to "get rich."

There was Ronald Reagan, the first professional actor to become

president of the United States, who used his theatrical skills to rebuild

confidence at home, to spook senescent Kremlin leaders, and after a

young and vigorous one had replaced them, to win his trust and enlist

his cooperation in the task of changing the Soviet Union. The new

leader in Moscow was, of course, Mikhail Gorbachev, who himself

sought to dramatize what distinguished him from his predecessors: in

doing so, he swept away communism's emphasis on the class struggle,

its insistence on the inevitability of a world proletarian revolution, and

hence its claims of historical infallibility.

It was an age, then, of leaders who through their challenges to the

way things were and their ability to inspire audiences to follow them

—

through their successes in the theater that was the Cold War

—

confronted, neutralized, and overcame the forces that had for so long

perpetuated the Cold War. Like all good actors, they brought the play

at last to an end.

I.

They could hardly have done this had the stage not been set by the

collapse of detente. When first worked out in Washington, Moscow,

and other Cold War capitals, that strategy had looked like a hopeful
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development. It did not free the world from crises, but the new spirit

of cooperation did seem to limit their frequency and severity: Soviet-

American relations in the late 1960s and the early 1970s were much

less volatile than during the first two decades of the Cold War, when

confrontations erupted almost annually. This was a major accom-

plishment, because with the superpowers now commanding roughly

the same capacity to destroy one another, the risks of escalation were

even greater than they once had been. Detente was turning a danger-

ous situation into a predictable system, with a view to ensuring surviv-

ability for the post-1945 geopolitical settlement, as well as for humanity

at large.

Humanity, however, was not particularly grateful. For just as the

Cold War had frozen the results ofWorld War II in place, so detente

sought to freeze the Cold War in place. Its purpose was not to end that

conflict—the differences dividing its antagonists were still too deep for

that—but rather to establish rules by which it would be conducted.

These included avoiding direct military clashes, respecting existing

spheres of influence, tolerating physical anomalies like the Berlin Wall

and mental anomalies like the doctrine of Mutual Assured Destruc-

tion, refraining from efforts to discredit or undermine leaders on each

side, and even a mutual willingness, through the new technology of

reconnaissance satellites, to allow spying as long as it took place hun-

dreds of miles above the earth.
6 The architects of detente looked for-

ward to the possibility, as Kissinger put it in 1976, of "transform [ing]

ideological conflict into constructive participation in building a better

world."7 But because change still seemed dangerous, they agreed to ac-

cept, for the foreseeable future, the world as it was.

What that meant was that certain nations would continue to live

under authoritarian rule while others could elect and remove govern-

ments by constitutional means. Certain economies would continue to

benefit from the efficiencies of open markets; others would stagnate

under central planning. Certain societies would continue to enjoy the

right of free expression; others could stay safe only by staying silent.
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And everyone would still face the possibility of nuclear incineration if

the delicate mechanisms of deterrence should ever fail. Detente denied

equal opportunity, except in annihilation.

It might have lasted if elites still ran the world, but deference to au-

thority was not what it once had been. There were now more freely

elected governments than ever before, which meant that more people

could depose their leaders than ever before. 8 Democracy still seemed a

distant prospect in Marxist-Leninist countries; even there, though,

officially sanctioned higher education was making it difficult for gov-

ernments to prevent people from thinking for themselves, despite the

fact that they generally had to keep their thoughts to themselves. 9 And

where democracy and education had not spread, as in most of the "third

world," another global trend—the advent of mass communications

—

was making it possible to mobilize movements in ways that leaders did

not always anticipate, and could not always control.
10

So as it became clear that the nuclear danger was diminishing, that

the credibility ofcommand economies was wearing thin, and that there

were still universal standards ofjustice, it became harder to defend the

idea that a few powerful leaders at the top, however praiseworthy their

intentions, still had the right to determine how everyone else lived.

Despite its elite origins, detente required support from below, and this

proved difficult to obtain. It was like a building constructed on quick-

sand: the foundations were beginning to crack, even as the builders

were finishing off the facade.

II.

The centerpiece of detente was the Soviet-American effort to

limit the nuclear arms race. The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, which

got under way late in 1969, had by 1972 produced a Soviet-American

agreement capping the number of intercontinental and submarine-

launched ballistic missiles each side could deploy, as well as a treaty
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banning anything other than symbolic defenses against such missiles.

Signed by Nixon and Brezhnev at the Moscow summit, the SALT I

accords, as they came to be called, were significant for several reasons.

They reflected recognition on the part ofboth superpowers that a con-

tinuing arms race could only make them less secure. They represented

an acknowledgment on the part of the United States that the Soviet

Union was now its equal in nuclear capabilities, and in some categories

ofweaponry its superior. They legitimized the logic ofMutual Assured

Destruction: that remaining defenseless against a nuclear attack was

the best way to keep one from happening. And they accepted satellite

reconnaissance as a method of verifying compliance with these agree-

ments. 11

But the SALT process, like detente itself, also evaded issues. One was

nuclear arms reduction: the Moscow agreements froze existing ICBM

and SLBM deployments, but did nothing to cut them back, or even to

restrict the number of warheads each missile could carry. Imbalances

were also a problem: SALT I left the Soviet Union well ahead of the

United States in ICBMs, and with a smaller lead in SLBMs. The Nixon

administration justified this asymmetry on the grounds that American

missiles were more accurate than their Soviet counterparts and in large

part equipped with multiple warheads. It also pointed out that SALT I

placed no restrictions on long-range bombers, where the Americans had

long enjoyed superiority, or on the shorter-range bombers and missiles

they had placed on aircraft carriers and with NATO allies, or on the nu-

clear capabilities of Great Britain and France. 12

The complexity of that argument made it difficult to sell to the

United States Congress, however, which found it hard to understand

why it should approve Soviet superiority in any category of strategic

weaponry. That left an opening for Senator Henry Jackson—whose

Jackson-Vanik amendment would soon strain Soviet-American rela-

tions in another way—to secure passage of a resolution requiring that

all subsequent arms control agreements provide for numerical equality

in all weapons systems covered. Jackson's resolution complicated the
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next round of negotiations—SALT II—because Soviet and American

military planners had deliberately chosen not to duplicate each other's

strategic arsenals. Now the negotiators would have to find a wav,

nonetheless, to impose equivalent limits on weapons systems that were

not themselves equivalent. "How to accomplish it," Kissinger recalled,

"was generously left to my discretion." 13

It had taken two and a half years to negotiate the 1972 SALT I

agreements, which tolerated asymmetries. The SALT II negotiations,

which could not, were still dragging on when the Ford administration

left office five years later. The Congress—and, increasingly, the Defense

Department and the strategic studies community—was no longer will-

ing to trust Kissinger to continue making the kinds of trade-offs among

weapons systems that had produced SALT I: his methods, critics

charged, had been too secret, too prone to miscalculation, too trusting

that the Russians would keep their promises. SALT II was a more

open process, but it was also for just this reason a less successful one. 14

Jimmy Carter hoped, by dramatic means, to fix it. He had pledged

during the 1976 campaign not simply to freeze strategic arsenals but to

seek deep cuts in them—he even promised in his inaugural address to

move toward the elimination of nuclear weapons altogether. But

Carter had taken a still stronger position on human rights: having crit-

icized Ford and Kissinger for failing to press the Russians sufficiently

on this issue, he could hardly avoid doing so himself. So Carter did

both things at once. He startled Kremlin leaders by calling for signifi-

cantiy greater reductions in strategic arms than the Ford administra-

tion had proposed, but he simultaneously irritated them by initiating a

direct correspondence with Sakharov and by receiving Soviet dissi-

dents at the White House. Carter himselfwas surprised, in turn, when

Brezhnev harshly rejected his "deep cuts" proposal. SALT II was put

on hold yet again. l3

If Carter's decisions were shortsighted, Brezhnev's more than

matched them. By the time the new American administration took of-

fice, the Soviet leader had developed serious health problems, brought
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on in part by excessive drug use.
16 This made it difficult for him to fo-

cus on the intricacies ofarms control, which even healthy leaders found

hard to master. As a result, Brezhnev largely relinquished responsibil-

ity for these matters to the Soviet military, which undertook a series of

initiatives that seemed to stretch the spirit of SALT I. They included

ambitious programs for missile modernization and civil defense, to-

gether with a continuing emphasis, in strategic doctrine, on offensive

operations. 17 This made it easier for American critics of arms control

to substantiate their own skepticism about SALT II.

Then, in 1977, the Soviet Union began deploying a new and highly

accurate intermediate-range missile—the SS-20—against targets in

Western Europe. Both sides had positioned such missiles in the past,

but the SS-20 was a significant upgrade and the United States and its

NATO allies were given no warning. Remarkably, neither was the So-

viet foreign ministry: the Politburo approved the deployment solely on

military grounds. The Kremlins top American specialist, Georgi Arba-

tov, later admitted that "[m]ost of our experts and diplomats found out

about it through the Western press." It was, Anatoly Dobrynin ac-

knowledged, a "particularly disastrous" decision, because it provoked

demands within NATO—completely unexpected in Moscow—for an

American counter-deployment. 18 By 1979 the Carter administration

was ready with a proposal to install Pershing II and cruise missiles at

selected sites in Western Europe. The Pershings were reputed to be fif-

teen times more accurate than the SS-20S. Flying time to Moscow

would be about ten minutes. 19

Despite these setbacks, the SALT II negotiators finally produced a

complex treaty, which Carter and an obviously unhealthy Brezhnev

signed at Vienna in June, 1979. But by that time the whole arms con-

trol process was under fire from critics within both the Democratic and

Republican parties who claimed that it had accomplished nothing

toward reducing the nuclear danger, that it had endangered western se-

curity by allowing improvements in Soviet capabilities, and that it was

unverifiable. Carter submitted the treatv to the Senate nonetheless, but
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then in a misguided effort to demonstrate his own toughness, he chal-

lenged Moscow on what he claimed was the recent deployment of a

Soviet "combat brigade" in Cuba. Further research produced the em-

barrassing fact that the unit had been there since 1962, and that its

presence had been part of the deal by which Kennedy and Khrushchev

had resolved the Cuban missile crisis. The controversy caused the Sen-

ate to delay consideration of the SALT II treaty, and it was still lan-

guishing in that body in December, 1979, when NATO agreed to the

Pershing II and cruise missile deployments—only to have the Soviet

Union respond by invading Afghanistan.20

Ill

The sequence of events that led it to do so can be traced back to

another agreement—even more problematic than SALT I—reached at

the 1972 Moscow summit. In a joint statement of "Basic Principles,"

Nixon and Brezhnev promised that their countries would seek to avoid

"efforts to obtain unilateral advantage at the expense of the other."21

Taken literally, this seemed to imply that the stability that had come to

characterize superpower relations in Europe and Northeast Asia would

now extend throughout the rest of Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and

Latin America: that Washington and Moscow would reject whatever

opportunities might arise to shift the status quo in those parts of the

world. It soon became clear, though, that the "Basic Principles" were

not to be taken literally. Like SALT, they papered over cracks.

The Russians welcomed the "Basic Principles" as yet another ac-

knowledgment of parity with the Americans. Brezhnev was careful to

insist, however, that the class struggle would continue: "That is to be

expected since the world outlook and the class aims of socialism and

capitalism are opposite and irreconcilable."
22 The Americans saw the

"Basic Principles" as a way to constrain the Russians. "Of course [they]

were not a legal contract," Kissinger explained. They "established a
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standard of conduct by which to judge whether real progress was being

made. . . . [EJfforts to reduce the danger of nuclear war . . . had to be

linked to an end of the constant Soviet pressure against the global bal-

ance of power."23 Despite appearances, then, there was no meeting of

minds at Moscow on managing spheres of influence in the "third

world." If anything, the years that followed saw an intensified search

for unilateral advantages there.

The first opportunity fell to the Americans. The Moscow summit

had come as a shock to Anwar el- Sadat, Nasser's successor as president

of Egypt. The Soviet Union had done nothing to prevent Israel from

taking the Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza Strip during the 1967 Six-

Day War, and now Brezhnev seemed to be ruling out future efforts to

help Egypt get these territories back.24 Sadat decided, accordingly, to

end his country's long-time relationship with the U.S.S.R. and to seek

a new one with the United States—which, as Israel's ally, might be

in a better position to deliver Israeli concessions. When Nixon and

Kissinger ignored him, even after Sadat expelled some 15,000 Soviet

military advisers from Egypt, he found a way to get their attention by

launching a surprise attack across the Suez Canal in October, 1973. It

was a war Sadat expected to lose, fought for a political objective he

shrewdly calculated he would win. For would the Americans let Israel

humiliate a leader who had already diminished Soviet influence in the

Middle East?

They would not. After the Israelis repelled the Egyptian attack

with the help of massive American arms shipments, Kissinger rebuffed

a demand by Brezhnev for a jointly enforced cease-fire, even ordering

a brief nuclear alert to reinforce the rejection. He then personally ne-

gotiated an end to hostilities, earning gratitude in both Cairo and Tel

Aviv while the Russians gained nothing at all. Five years later, after ne-

gotiations with the Israelis mediated by President Carter, Sadat got the

Sinai back, along with the Nobel Peace Prize he shared with Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem Begin. The Egyptian leader, Kissinger
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concluded, had been "a remarkable man." He seemed "free of the ob-

session with detail by which mediocre leaders think they are mastering

events, only to be engulfed by them."25

This may have been subtle self-criticism, for it was Sadat who mas-

terfully dangled the opportunity to eject the Soviet Union from the

Middle East—and it was Nixon and Kissinger who took the bait. De-

tente, Kissinger later claimed, had been "partly a tranquilizer for

Moscow as we sought to draw the Middle East into closer relations

with us at the Soviets' expense."26 But this smacks of retrospective jus-

tification: there is little evidence that he or Nixon had this purpose in

mind before Sadat made his move. What the episode revealed, instead,

was the shakiness of detente: if a regional power could maneuver a su-

perpower into seeking unilateral advantage at the expense of the

other—thereby violating its explicit promise to the other—then as Do-

brynin observed, detente "was very delicate and fragile." The 1973 war

and its aftermath "definitely damaged the trust between the leadership

of both countries."
27

Dobrynin's superiors were no better at resisting temptations when

they arose. In the years that followed, the Soviet Unions commitment

to the class struggle pulled it into parts of the world that, by any real-

istic calculation of interests, could hardly have been considered vital.

At least the Middle East, from which Kissinger sought to exclude the

Russians, was strategically significant to the United States. But what

was the importance, for the Soviet Union, ofVietnam, Angola, Soma-

lia, and Ethiopia, all countries in which Moscow expanded its influ-

ence during the mid-1970s?

The only thing that linked these involvements, Dobrynin recalled,

was "a simple but primitive idea of international solidarity, which

meant doing our duty in the anti-imperialist struggle." That pattern

had first appeared in Vietnam, where Hanoi's appeals to "fraternal sol-

idarity" had regularly deflected Soviet pressure to end the war with the

Americans, about which Kremlin leaders had never been enthusiastic.

But North Vietnam's victory in 1975—together with the Congressional
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prohibition on intervention in Angola—shifted the calculations: if the

United States could be defeated in Southeast Asia and deterred in

southern Africa, then how credible could American strength be else-

where? Perhaps the class struggle in the "third world" really was taking

hold. Such views were strongest, Dobrynin has argued, in the Interna-

tional Department of the Soviet Communist Party: "[CJonvinced that

all struggle in the Third World had an ideological basis," party leaders

"managed to involve the Politburo in many Third World adventures."

The military establishment went along: "[S]ome of our top gener-

als .. . were emotionally pleased by the defiance ofAmerica implied by

our showing the flag in remote areas."
28

It was an unwise strategy, however, because it led the Politburo to

relinquish control over where, when, and how it deployed resources: it

felt obliged to respond whenever Marxists competing for power called

upon it to do so. The policy went well beyond support for "genuine na-

tional liberation movements," Dobrynin noted; instead it amounted

"to interference on an ideological basis in the internal affairs of coun-

tries where domestic factions were struggling for power." It was a kind

of "ideological bondage."29 And it quickly became the victim of victo-

ries in Vietnam and Angola. "As often happens in politics," Arbatov

has pointed out, "if you get away with something and it looks as if

you've been successful, you are practically doomed to repeat the policy.

You do this until you blunder into a really serious mess."30

The blunders began in 1977 wnen Somalia, a Soviet client, attacked

a recently installed Marxist regime in neighboring Ethiopia. Under

pressure as in Angola from the militant Cubans, the Russians switched

sides, leaving the Carter administration to align itself with the Soma-

lis and gain useful naval facilities on the Red Sea. It was not at all clear

what Moscow gained by supporting the Ethiopians, apart from the

thanks of a brutal dictatorship in an impoverished landlocked country

and solidarity with Fidel Castro. These events did, however, further

poison relations with the United States. As Dobrynin later acknowl-

edged:
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We made a serious mistake in involving ourselves in the con-

flict between Somalia and Ethiopia and in the war in Angola.

Our supply of military equipment to these areas, the activities

there of Cuban troops, and especially our airlift to get them

there, persuaded Americans that Moscow had undertaken a

broad offensive against them for control over Africa. Al-

though that was not really the case, these events strongly af-

fected detente.

They did little, however, to alter the course of the Cold War. The ef-

forts the superpowers expended on Africa during the 1970s, Dobrynin

concluded in the 1990s, were "almost entirely in vain. . . . Twenty years

later no one (except historians) could as much as remember them."31

That was certainly not true ofwhat came next. In April, 1978, to the

surprise of Moscow, a Marxist coup took place in Afghanistan, result-

ing in the overthrow of that country's pro-American government. The

temptation to exploit this opportunity was too great to resist, and soon

the Soviet Union was sending aid to the new regime in Kabul, which

undertook an ambitious program to support land reform, women's

rights, and secular education. It did so, however, just as the revolution

was brewing in neighboring Iran, which in January, 1979—in a severe

setback for the United States—forced its long-time ally Shah Reza

Khan Pahlavi into exile, replacing him with the Ayatollah Khomeini.

The Russians and their new Afghan clients were no more prepared for

this development than the Americans had been, and in mid-March a

violent rebellion broke out in Herat, close to the Iranian border, which

resulted in the deaths of some 5,000 people including fifty Soviet ad-

visers and their families. The Afghans blamed Khomeini, but from

Moscow's perspective the unpopularity of the Kabul regime was also

responsible.32

"Do you have support among the workers, city dwellers, [and] the

petty bourgeoisie?" Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin demanded of
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Afghan Prime Minister Nur Mohammed Taraki in a top-secret tele-

phone conversation. "Is there still anyone on your side?" Taraki's re-

sponse was chilling: "There is no active support on the part of the

population. It is almost wholly under the influence of the Shiite

slogans—follow not the infidels, but follow us."
33

It was a meaningful

moment in the history of Marxism-Leninism: an ideology that had

claimed to know the path to a world proletarian revolution found itself

confronting a regional religious revolution for which its analytical tools

were wholly inadequate.

Soviet leaders considered military intervention, but quickly decided

against it. With the Carter-Brezhnev summit at Vienna approaching,

with the SALT II treaty still to be signed, with NATO's decision on

Pershing and cruise missiles not yet made, with Moscow preparing for

the 1980 Olympic games, and with detente still alive, it seemed an in-

opportune time to invade a country known for its skill in repelling in-

vaders as far back as Alexander the Great. "The deployment of our

forces in the territory ofAfghanistan would immediately arouse the in-

ternational community," Kosygin explained to Taraki. "[OJur troops

would have to fight not only with foreign aggressors, but with a certain

number ofyour people. And people do not forgive such things."
34

Nine months later, however, the Politburo reversed itself, launching

a massive invasion of Afghanistan, the consequences of which would

more than confirm Kosygin's prophecy. The reasons reveal how "ideo-

logical bondage" led to strategic disaster. Having for the most part

lost the support of the Afghan people, the leadership in Kabul fell into

near civil war during the summer of 1979. In September, Taraki, just

back from Moscow, tried unsuccessfully to assassinate his chief rival,

Hafizullah Amin, only to have Amin arrest and execute him. That up-

set Brezhnev, who had personally promised Taraki support; it also

alarmed Soviet intelligence, which knew that Amin had studied in the

United States and had now initiated quiet contacts with Washington.

The concern, as one K.G.B. officer put it, was that Amin was "doing a

Sadat on us"—that if left in power, he would kick the Russians out, al-
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low the Americans in, and invite them to place "their control and in-

telligence centers close to our most sensitive borders."35 There seemed

to be no alternative to replacing the new Afghan leader, but the only

way to do that, the Soviet defense ministry insisted, was to send in

some 75,000 troops to crush whatever internal resistance or foreign in-

tervention might follow.

And what ofthe international reaction to such a move? The Vienna

summit had now been held, the SALT II treaty was stalled in the

United States Senate, and early in December the NATO allies had

voted to go ahead with the deployment of Pershing II and cruise mis-

siles. With all of this in mind, the top Politburo leaders—proceeding

with minimal consultation as they had in authorizing the SS-20

deployment—ordered a full-scale invasion ofAfghanistan. Military op-

erations were to begin, with tactless timing, on Christmas Day. No one

in the Soviet embassy in Washington was asked to predict the Ameri-

can reaction: whatever it might be, Foreign Minister Gromyko assured

Dobrynin, it need not be taken into account. The whole thing would

all be over, Brezhnev himself promised, "in three or four weeks."36

IV.

Detente had failed, then, to halt the nuclear arms race, or to end

superpower rivalries in the "third world," or even to prevent the Soviet

Union from using military force again to save "socialism," as it had in

Czechoslovakia twelve years earlier. That much was clear in January,

1980, a month in which President Carter withdrew the SALT II treaty

from the Senate, imposed embargoes on grain and technology ship-

ments to the U.S.S.R., asked for a significant increase in defense

spending, announced that the United States would boycott the

Moscow Olympics, and denounced the invasion ofAfghanistan as "the

most serious threat to the peace since the Second World War." It was a

striking shift for a president who, on taking office three years earlier,
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had hoped to bring the Cold War to an end. Even Gromyko had to ad-

mit that "[t]he international situation . . . has taken a turn for the

worse. J/

What was not so clear at the time, though, was what all this meant

for the global balance of power. Most experts would probably have

agreed that it had been tilting in Moscow's favor through most of the

1970s. The United States had acknowledged strategic parity with the

Soviet Union in SALT I, while that country had claimed the right,

through the Brezhnev Doctrine, to resist all challenges to Marxism-

Leninism wherever they might occur. Despite Kissinger's success in

excluding the Russians from the Egyptian-Israeli peace negotiations,

the 1973 war had triggered an Arab oil embargo, followed by price in-

creases that would stagger western economies for the rest ofthe decade.

Meanwhile the U.S.S.R., a major oil exporter, was raking in huge prof-

its. That made it possible to hold military spending steady as a per-

centage of gross national product during the 1970s, perhaps even to

increase it—at a time when the equivalent United States budget, for

reasons relating to both economics and politics, was being cut in half.
38

Americans seemed mired in endless arguments with themselves, first

over the Vietnam War, then Watergate, then, during Carter's presidency,

over charges that he had failed to protect important allies like the Shah

of Iran or Anastasio Somoza, the Nicaraguan dictator whose govern-

ment fell to the Marxist Sandinistas in the summer of 1979. The low

point came in November of that year when Iranians invaded the United

States embassy in Teheran, taking several dozen diplomats and military

guards hostage. This humiliation, closely followed by the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan a few weeks later, made it seem as though Washington

was on the defensive everywhere, and Moscow was on a roll. Kissinger

captured the prevailing pessimism when he acknowledged in the first

volume of his memoirs, published that year, that "our relative position

was bound to decline as the USSR recovered from World War II. Our

military and diplomatic position was never more favorable than at the

very beginning of the containment policy in the late 1940s."
39
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In this instance, though, Kissinger's shrewdness as a historian de-

serted him. For it has long since been clear—and should have been

clearer at the time—that the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies

were on the path to decline, and that detente was concealing their dif-

ficulties. One hint of this came as early as March, 1970, when in the

spirit of Ostpolitik the East German authorities invited West German

Chancellor Brandt to visit Erfurt, unwisely giving him a hotel room

with a window overlooking a public square. To their intense embar-

rassment, hundreds of East Germans gathered under it to cheer their

visitor: "[T]he preparation for the Erfurt meeting," party officials ad-

mitted, "was not fully recognized as a key component in the class con-

flict between socialism and imperialism."40

More serious signs of discontent arose in Poland the following

December, when protests over food prices led the army to fire on and

kill dozens of striking workers in Gdansk and Gdynia. Significantly,

this crisis did not lead Moscow to invoke the Brezhnev Doctrine:

instead Soviet leaders ordered an increase in the production of con-

sumer goods—and they approved imports offood and technology from

Western Europe and the United States. This made stability in the re-

gion contingent not on the use of military force, but rather on the

willingness of capitalists to extend credit, a striking vulnerability for

Marxist-Leninist regimes.41

Nor was the oil windfall without its downside. The Soviet Union

chose to pass along price increases to the Eastern Europeans: this led

to a doubling of their oil costs within a year. While not as dramatic as

the increases the West faced, the unanticipated expenses undercut the

improvements in living standards Moscow had hoped to achieve.42

Meanwhile, swelling oil revenues were diminishing incentives for So-

viet planners to make their own economy more productive. It was no

source of strength for the U.S.S.R. to be sustaining a defense burden

that may well have been three times that of the United States by the end

of the 1970s, when its gross domestic product was only about one-sixth

the size of its American counterpart.43 "[W]e were arming ourselves
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like addicts," Arbatov recalled, "without any apparent political need."44

And oil fueled the addiction.

From this perspective, then, the Soviet Union's support for Marxist

revolutionaries in Africa, its SS-20 deployment, and its invasion of

Afghanistan look less like a coordinated strategy to shift the global

balance of power and more like the absence of any strategy at all. For

what kind of logic assumes the permanence of unexpected windfalls?

What kind of regime provokes those upon whom it has become eco-

nomically dependent? What kind of leadership, for that matter, com-

mits itself to the defense ofhuman rights—as at Helsinki in 1975—but

then is surprised when its own citizens claim such rights? The U.S.S.R.

under Brezhnev's faltering rule had become incapable of performing

the most fundamental task of any effective strategy: the efficient use of

available means to accomplish chosen ends. That left the field open for

leaders elsewhere who were capable of such things.

They came, like John Paul II, from unexpected origins: perhaps that

is what led them to question the conventional wisdom of the 1970s

—

indeed of the entire Cold War—from unexpected points of view. They

took advantage of the fact that detente, despite the hopes held for it,

had changed so little. They used to the utmost their strengths as indi-

viduals: their personal character, their perseverance in the face of ad-

versity, their fearlessness and frankness, but above all their dramatic

skill, not only in conveying these qualities to millions of other people,

but also in persuading those millions themselves to embrace those

qualities. They made the 1980s astonishingly different from the 1970s.

And they began the process of ending the Cold War.

It could hardly have been anticipated, for example, that a long-time

follower of Mao Zedong, at five feet in height barely visible beside

him, would use the power of the Chinese Communist Party to give his
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country a market economy: "It doesn't matter if the cat is white or

black," Deng Xiaoping liked to say, "so long as it catches mice." Deng's

views on cats—by which he meant ideologies—got him into trouble

with Mao during the Cultural Revolution, and at the time of Nixon's

1972 visit to Beijing, Deng was in exile with his family growing vegeta-

bles, chopping wood, working in a tractor repair plant, and nursing his

son, whom Red Guards had thrown from the roof of a building, per-

manently paralyzing him. Mao called Deng back to Beijing the fol-

lowing year, acknowledging that he had "done good deeds seventy

percent of the time and bad deeds thirty percent"—only to purge him

again in 1976. Always resilient, Deng fled to southern China, hid out,

and patiently awaited yet another rehabilitation. It came shortly after

Mao's death in September of that year, and by the end of 1978 Deng

had outmaneuvered all of his rivals to become China's "paramount"

leader.
45

He had already by then turned the tables on his predecessor by

claiming that Mao had been right seventy percent of the time and

wrong thirty percent: this now became party doctrine.46 Among the

"right" things Mao had done were reviving China as a great power,

maintaining the Communist Party's political monopoly, and opening

relations with the United States as a way of countering the Soviet

Union. Among the "wrong" things was Mao's embrace of a disastrously

administered command economy. With this pronouncement on per-

centages, Deng won himself room to pursue a very different path.

It involved experimenting with markets at local and regional levels,

after which Deng would declare whatever worked to be consistent with

Marxist-Leninist principles. Through this bottom-up approach, he

showed that a communist party could significantly, even radically, im-

prove the lives of the people it ruled—but only by embracing capital-

ism. Per capita income tripled in China between 1978 and 1994. Gross

domestic product quadrupled. Exports expanded by a factor of ten.

And by the time ofDeng's death in 1997, the Chinese economy had be-

come one of the largest in the world.47 The contrast with the moribund
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Soviet economy, which despite high oil prices showed no growth at all

in the 1970s and actually contracted during the early 1980s, was an in-

dictment from which Soviet leaders never recovered. "After all," the

recently deposed Mikhail Gorbachev commented ruefully in 1993,

"China today is capable of feeding its people who number more than

one billion."
48

Nor could it have been expected that the first woman to become

prime minister of Great Britain would challenge the social welfare

state in Western Europe. Margaret Thatcher's path to power, like

Deng's, had not been easy. Born without wealth or status, disadvan-

taged by gender in a male-dominated political establishment, she rose

to the top through hard work, undisguised ambition, and an utter un-

willingness to mince words. Her principal targets were high taxes,

nationalized industries, deference to labor unions, and intrusive gov-

ernment regulation. "No theory of government was ever given a fairer

test . . . than democratic socialism received in Britain," she later ar-

gued. "Yet it was a miserable failure in every respect." The results she

produced after eleven years in power were not as impressive as Deng's,

but they did show that privatization, deregulation, and the encourage-

ment of entrepreneurs—even, critics said, of greed—could command

wide popular support. 49 That too was a blow to Marxism, for if capi-

talism really did exploit "the masses," why did so many among them

cheer the "iron lady"?

Thatcher minced no words either about detente. "[W]e can argue

about Soviet motives," she told an American audience soon after tak-

ing office, "but the fact is that the Russians have the weapons and are

getting more of them. It is simple prudence for the West to respond."

The invasion of Afghanistan did not surprise her: "I had long under-

stood that detente had been ruthlessly used by the Soviets to exploit

western weakness and disarray. I knew the beast."
50 Not since Churchill

had a British leader used language in this way: suddenly words, not eu-

phemisms, were being used again to speak truths, not platitudes. From

California a former movie actor turned politician turned broadcaster
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gave the new prime minister a rave review. "I couldn't be happier,"

Ronald Reagan told his radio audience. "I've been rooting for her . . .

since our first meeting. If anyone can remind England of the greatness

she knew . . . when alone and unafraid her people fought the Battle of

Britain it will be the Prime Minister the Eng[lish] press has already

nicknamed 'Maggie.'"51

Soon to declare his own candidacy for the presidency of the United

States, Reagan had already made it clear what he thought of detente:

"[I]sn't that what a farmer has with his turkey—until thanksgiving

day?"52 His rise to power, like that ofDeng, Thatcher, and John Paul II,

would also have been difficult to anticipate, but at least his acting skills

were professionally acquired. His fame as a film star predated the Cold

War, even World War II, and gave him a head start when he went into

politics. It also caused his opponents—sometimes even his friends

—

to underestimate him, a serious mistake, for Reagan was as skillful a

politician as the nation had seen for many years, and one of its sharpest

grand strategists ever.
53 His strength lay in his ability to see beyond

complexity to simplicity. And what he saw was simply this: that be-

cause detente perpetuated—and had been meant to perpetuate—the

Cold War, only killing detente could end the Cold War.

Reagan came to this position through faith, fear, and self-

confidence. His faith was that democracy and capitalism would tri-

umph over communism, a "temporary aberration which will one day,"

he predicted in 1975, "disappear from the earth because it is contrary to

human nature."54 His fear was that before that happened human be-

ings would disappear as the result of a nuclear war. "[W]e live in a

world," he warned in 1976, "in which the great powers have aimed . . .

at each other horrible missiles of destruction . . . that can in minutes

arrive at each other's country and destroy virtually the civilized world

we live in."
55

It followed that neither communism nor nuclear weapons

should continue to exist, and yet detente was ensuring that both did. "I

don't know about you," he told a radio audience in 1977, "but I [don't]

exactly tear my hair and go into a panic at the possibility of losing
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detente."56 It was that jaunty self-confidence—Reagan's ability to

threaten detente without seeming threatening himself—that propelled

him to a landslide victory over Carter in November, 1980, thereby

bringing him to power alongside the other great contemporaries, and

the other great actors, of his age.

There was one more—as it happened, another Pole—whose name

few people would have known only a few months earlier. A short, squat

man with a drooping mustache and jerky Charlie Chaplin-like move-

ments, he had seen the shootings at the Gdansk shipyard in 1970, and

had been sacked from his job there in 1976 for trying to organize the

workers. Now, on August 14, 1980, with protests mounting once again,

the shipyard director was trying to calm an angry crowd. Lech Walesa

scrambled up on an excavator behind him, tapped him on the shoulder,

and said: "Remember me?" Two weeks later—after lots of scrambling

to rally his supporters from atop excavators, trucks, and the shipyard

gate—Walesa announced the formation of the first independent and

self-governing trade union ever in the Marxist-Leninist world. The

pen with which he co-signed the charter for Solidarnosc (Solidarity)

bore the image ofJohn Paul II. And from Rome the pontiff let it be

known, quietly but unmistakably, that he approved.57

It was a moment at which several trends converged: the survival of

a distinctive Polish identity despite the attempts of powerful neigh-

bors, over several centuries, to try to smother it; the church's success in

maintaining its autonomy through decades of war, revolution, and oc-

cupation; the state's incompetence in managing the post-World War II

economy, which in turn discredited the ruling party's ideology. But

trends hardly ever converge automatically It takes leaders to make

them do so, and here the actor-priest from Krakow and the actor-

electrician from Gdansk played to each other's strengths—so much so

that plans began to be made to remove them both from the stage.

The agent was Mehmet Ali Agca, a young Turk who may have

plotted to kill Walesa on a January, 1981, visit to Rome, and who did
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shoot and almost kill the pope in St. Peter's Square on May 13, 1981.

Agca's ties to Bulgarian intelligence quickly became clear. Soviet com-

plicity was more difficult to establish, but it strains credulity to suggest

that the Bulgarians would have undertaken an operation of this im-

portance without Moscow's approval. The Italian state prosecutor's of-

ficial report hinted strongly at this: "In some secret place, where every

secret is wrapped in another secret, some political figure of great

power . . . mindful of the needs ofthe Eastern bloc, decided that it was

necessary to kill Pope Wojtyla." The pope's biographer put it more

bluntly: "The simplest and most compelling answer ... [is that] the

Soviet Union was not an innocent in this business."58

John Paul II recovered, attributing his survival to divine interven-

tion. But Solidarity found its survival increasingly at risk as Kremlin

leaders, alarmed that any communist government would share power

with anybody, pressed the Polish authorities to suppress it. "Our friends

listen, agree with our recommendations, but do practically nothing,"

Brezhnev fumed, "[a]nd the counterrevolution is advancing on every

front." It could even take hold within the U.S.S.R. itself: what was hap-

pening in Poland was "having an influence ... in the western oblasts of

our country," K.G.B. chief Yuri Andropov warned. "Additionally, . . .

spontaneous demonstrations have flared up in parts of Georgia, [with]

groups of people shouting anti-Soviet slogans. ... So we have to take

strict measures here as well."
59

Apart from warning the Poles and cracking down on its own dissi-

dents, however, it was not at all clear what the Soviet Union could do

about the challenge Solidarity posed. Reagan's election ensured that

any occupation of Poland would provoke an even harsher response

than Carter's to the invasion ofAfghanistan; meanwhile the Red Army

was bogged down in that latter country with costs and casualties

mounting and no exit strategy in sight. The Soviet economy could

hardly stand the strain of supporting Eastern Europe, something it

would have to do if, as seemed certain in the event of military action
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against Poland, the West imposed still further sanctions. Moreover, the

Polish situation was not like the one in Czechoslovakia in 1968. Gen-

eral Anatoly Gribkov recalls warning his superiors:

In Czechoslovakia, events developed beginning with the

highest echelons of power. In Poland, on the other hand, it is

the people rising up who have all stopped believing in the

government of the country and the leadership of the Polish

United Workers Party. . . . The Polish armed forces are

battle-ready and patriotic. They will not fire on their own

people.60

By December, 1981, the Politburo had decided not to intervene: "[E]ven

ifPoland falls under the control of 'Solidarity,' that is the way it will be,"

Andropov told his colleagues. "If the capitalist countries pounce on the

Soviet Union, . . . that will be very burdensome for us. We must be con-

cerned above all with our own country." The Kremlin s top ideologist,

Mikhail Suslov, agreed: "If troops are introduced, that will mean a ca-

tastrophe. I think we have reached a unanimous view here on this mat-

ter, and there can be no consideration at all of introducing troops."61

This was a remarkable decision in two respects. It meant, first,

the end of the Brezhnev Doctrine, and hence of the Soviet Union's

willingness—extending all the way back through Hungary in 1956 and

East Germany in 1953—to use force to preserve its sphere of influence

in Eastern Europe. But it also acknowledged that the world's most

powerful Marxist-Leninist state no longer represented proletarians be-

yond its borders, for in Poland at least the workers themselves had re-

jected that ideology. Had these conclusions become known at the time,

the unraveling of Soviet authority that took place in 1989 might well

have occurred eight years earlier.

But they did not become known: in a rare instance of successful

dramatization, the Politburo convinced the new Polish leader, General

Wojciech Jaruzelski, that the U.S.S.R. was about to intervene. Desperate
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to avoid that outcome, he reluctantly imposed martial law on the morn-

ing of December 13, 1981, imprisoned the organizers of Solidarity, and

abruptiy ended the experiment of granting workers autonomy within a

workers' state. Ever the actor, Lech Waiesa had his line ready for the oc-

casion. "This is the moment ofyour defeat," he told the men who came

to arrest him. "These are the last nails in the coffin of Communism."62

VI.

On March 30, 1981, six weeks before the attempt on the pope's life,

another would-be assassin shot and almost killed Reagan. The Soviet

Union had nothing to do with this attack: it was the effort, rather, of a

demented young man, John W. Hinckley, to impress his own movie

star idol, the actress Jodie Foster. The improbable motive behind this

near-fatal act suggests the importance and vulnerability of individuals

in history, for had Reagan's vice president, George H. W. Bush, suc-

ceeded him at that point, the Reagan presidency would have been a

historical footnote and there probably would not have been an Ameri-

can challenge to the Cold War status quo. Bush, like most foreign pol-

icy experts of his generation, saw that conflict as a permanent feature

of the international landscape. Reagan, like Walesa, Thatcher, Deng,

and John Paul II, definitely did not.63

He shared their belief in the power of words, in the potency of

ideas, and in the uses of drama to shatter the constraints of conven-

tional wisdom. He saw that the Cold War itself had become a conven-

tion: that too many minds in too many places had resigned themselves

to its perpetuation. He sought to break the stalemate—which was, he

believed, largely psychological—by exploiting Soviet weaknesses and

asserting western strengths. His preferred weapon was public oratory.

The first example came at Notre Dame University on May 17, 1981,

only a month and a half after Reagan's brush with death. The pope
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himself had been shot five days earlier, so this could have been an oc-

casion for somber reflections on the precariousness of human exis-

tence. Instead, in the spirit of John Paul Us "be not afraid," a

remarkably recovered president assured his audience "[t]hat the years

ahead are great ones for this country, for the cause of freedom and the

spread of civilization." And then he made a bold prediction, all the

more striking for the casualness with which he delivered it:

The West won't contain communism, it will transcend com-

munism. It won't bother to . . . denounce it, it will dismiss it

as some bizarre chapter in human history whose last pages are

even now being written.

This was a wholly new tone after years of high-level pronouncements

about the need to learn to live with the U.S.S.R. as a competitive super-

power. Now Reagan was focusing on the transitory character of Soviet

power, and on the certainty with which the West could look forward to

its demise.64

The president developed this theme in an even more dramatic set-

ting on June 8, 1982. The occasion was a speech to the British Parlia-

ment, delivered at Westminster with Prime Minister Thatcher in

attendance. Reagan began by talking about Poland, a country which

had "contributed mightily to [European] civilization" and was contin-

uing to do so "by being magnificently unreconciled to oppression." He

then echoed Churchill's 1946 "Iron Curtain" speech by reminding his

audience:

From Stettin in the Baltic to Varna on the Black Sea, the

regimes planted by totalitarianism have had more than 30

years to establish their legitimacy. But none—not one

regime—has yet been able to risk free elections. Regimes

planted by bayonets do not take root.
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Karl Marx, Reagan acknowledged, had been right: "We are witnessing

today a great revolutionary crisis, . . . where the demands of the eco-

nomic order are conflicting directly with those of the political order."

That crisis was happening, though, not in the capitalist West, but in the

Soviet Union, a country "that runs against the tides of history by deny-

ing human freedom and human dignity," while "unable to feed its own

people." Moscow's nuclear capabilities could not shield it from these

facts: "Any system is inherently unstable that has no peaceful means to

legitimize its leaders." It followed then, Reagan concluded—pointedly

paraphrasing Leon Trotsky—that "the march of freedom and democ-

racy . . . will leave Marxism-Leninism on the ash-heap of history."
65

The speech could not have been better calculated to feed the anxi-

eties the Soviet leadership already felt. Martial law had clamped a lid

on reform in Poland, but that only fueled resentment there and else-

where in Eastern Europe. Afghanistan had become a bloody stalemate.

Oil prices had plummeted, leaving the Soviet economy in shambles.

And the men who ran the U.S.S.R. seemed literally to exemplify its

condition: Brezhnev finally succumbed to his many ailments in No-

vember, 1982, but Andropov, who succeeded him, was already suffering

from the kidney disease that would take his life a year and a half later.

The contrast with the vigorous Reagan, five years younger than Brezh-

nev but three years older than Andropov, was too conspicuous to miss.

Then Reagan deployed religion. "There is sin and evil in the

world," he reminded the National Association of Evangelicals on

March 8, 1983, in words the pope might have used, "and we're enjoined

by Scripture and the Lord Jesus to oppose it with all our might." As

long as communists "preach the supremacy of the state, declare its om-

nipotence over individual man, and predict its eventual domination of

all peoples on Earth, they are the focus of evil in the modern world."

Therefore:

I urge you to speak out against those who would place the

United States in a position of military and moral inferior-
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ity. ... I urge you to beware the temptation of pride—the

temptation of blithely declaring yourselves above it all and la-

beling] both sides equally at fault, [of ignoring] the facts of

history and the aggressive impulses of an evil empire.

Reagan chose the phrase, he later admitted, "with malice afore-

thought. ... I think it worked."66 The "evil empire" speech completed

a rhetorical offensive designed to expose what Reagan saw as the cen-

tral error of detente: the idea that the Soviet Union had earned geopo-

litical, ideological, economic, and moral legitimacy as an equal to the

United States and the other western democracies in the post-World

War II international system.

The onslaught, however, was not limited to words. Reagan acceler-

ated Carter s increase in American military spending: by 1985 the Pen-

tagon's budget was almost twice what it had been in 1980.
67 He did

nothing to revive the SALT II treaty, proposing instead START

—

Strategic Arms Reduction Talks—which both his domestic critics and

the Russians derided as an effort to kill the whole arms control process.

The reaction was similar when Reagan suggested not deploying Persh-

ing II and cruise missiles if the Soviet Union would dismantle allot its

SS-20S. After Moscow contemptuously rejected this "zero-option," the

installation of the new NATO missiles went ahead, despite a wide-

spread nuclear freeze movement in the United States and vociferous

anti-nuclear protests in western Europe.

But Reagan's most significant deed came on March 23, 1983, when

he surprised the Kremlin, most American arms control experts, and

many of his own advisers by repudiating the concept of Mutual As-

sured Destruction. He had never thought that it made much sense: it

was like two Old West gunslingers "standing in a saloon aiming their

guns to each other's head—permanently." He had been shocked to

learn that there were no defenses against incoming missiles, and that in

the curious logic of deterrence this was supposed to be a good thing. 68

And so he asked, in a nationally televised speech: "What if . . . we
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could intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles before they

reached our own soil or that of our allies?" It was an "emperor's new

clothes" question, which no one else in a position of responsibility in

Washington over the past two decades had dared to ask.

The reason was that stability in Soviet-American relations had

come to be prized above all else. To attempt to build defenses against

offensive weapons, the argument ran, could upset the delicate equilib-

rium upon which deterrence was supposed to depend. That made sense

if one thought in static terms—ifone assumed that the nuclear balance

defined the Cold War and would continue to do so indefinitely. Rea-

gan, however, thought in evolutionary terms. He saw that the Soviet

Union had lost its ideological appeal, that it was losing whatever eco-

nomic strength it once had, and that its survival as a superpower could

no longer be taken for granted. That made stability, in his view, an

outmoded, even immoral, priority. If the U.S.S.R. was crumbling,

what could justify continuing to hold East Europeans hostage to the

Brezhnev Doctrine—or, for that matter, continuing to hold Americans

hostage to the equally odious concept ofMutual Assured Destruction?

Why not hasten the disintegration?

That is what the Strategic Defense Initiative was intended to do. It

challenged the argument that vulnerability could provide security. It

called into question the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, a center-

piece ofSALT I. It exploited the Soviet Union's backwardness in com-

puter technology, a field in which the Russians knew that they could

not keep up. And it undercut the peace movement by framing the en-

tire project in terms of lowering the risk of nuclear war: the ultimate

purpose of SDI, Reagan insisted, was not to freeze nuclear weapons,

but rather to render them "impotent and obsolete."
69

This last theme reflected something else about Reagan that almost

everybody at the time missed: he was the only nuclear abolitionist ever

to have been president of the United States. He made no secret of this,

but the possibility that a right-wing Republican anti-communist pro-

military chief executive could also be an anti-nuclear activist defied so
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many stereotypes that hardly anyone noticed Reagan's repeated prom-

ises, as he had put it in the "evil empire" speech, "to keep America

strong and free, while we negotiate real and verifiable reductions in the

worlds nuclear arsenals and one day, with God's help, their total elim-

ination."70

Reagan was deeply committed to SDI: it was not a bargaining chip

to give up in future negotiations. That did not preclude, though, using

it as a bluff: the United States was years, even decades, away from de-

veloping a missile defense capability, but Reagan's speech persuaded

the increasingly frightened Soviet leaders that this was about to hap-

pen. They were convinced, Dobrynin recalled, "that the great techno-

logical potential of the United States had scored again and treated

Reagan's statement as a real threat."
71 Having exhausted their country

by catching up in offensive missiles, they suddenly faced a new round

of competition demanding skills they had no hope of mastering. And

the Americans seemed not even to have broken into a sweat.

The reaction, in the Kremlin, approached panic. Andropov had

concluded, while still head of the K.G.B., that the new administration

in Washington might be planning a surprise attack on the Soviet

Union. "Reagan is unpredictable," he warned. "You should expect any-

thing from him."72 There followed a two-year intelligence alert, with

agents throughout the world ordered to look for evidence that such

preparations were under way. 73 The tension became so great that when

a South Korean airliner accidentally strayed into Soviet airspace over

Sakhalin on September i, 1983, the military authorities in Moscow as-

sumed the worst and ordered it shot down, killing 269 civilians, 63 of

them Americans. Unwilling to admit the mistake, Andropov main-

tained that the incident had been a "sophisticated provocation orga-

nized by the U.S. special services."
74

Then something even scarier happened that attracted no public

notice. The United States and its NATO allies had for years carried out

fall military exercises, but the ones that took place in November

—

designated "Able Archer 83"—involved a higher level of leadership
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participation than was usual. The Soviet intelligence agencies kept a

close watch on these maneuvers, and their reports caused Andropov

and his top aides to conclude—briefly—that a nuclear attack was im-

minent. It was probably the most dangerous moment since the Cuban

missile crisis, and yet no one in Washington knew of it until a well-

placed spy in the K.G.B.'s London headquarters alerted British intel-

ligence, which passed the information along to the Americans. 75

That definitely got Reagan's attention. Long worried about the

danger of a nuclear war, the president had already initiated a series of

quiet contacts with Soviet officials—mostly unreciprocated—aimed at

defusing tensions. The Able Archer crisis convinced him that he had

pushed the Russians far enough, that it was time for another speech. It

came at the beginning of Orwell's fateful year, on January 16, 1984, but

Big Brother was nowhere to be seen. Instead, in lines only he could

have composed, Reagan suggested placing the Soviet-American re-

lationship in the capably reassuring hands ofJim and Sally and Ivan

and Anya. One White House staffer, puzzled by the hand-written ad-

dendum to the prepared text, exclaimed a bit too loudly: "Who wrote

this shit?"
76

Once again, the old actor's timing was excellent. Andropov died the

following month, to be succeeded by Konstantin Chernenko, an enfee-

bled geriatric so zombie-like as to be beyond assessing intelligence re-

ports, alarming or not. Having failed to prevent the NATO missile

deployments, Foreign Minister Gromyko soon grudgingly agreed to

resume arms control negotiations. Meanwhile Reagan was running for

re-election as both a hawk and a dove: in November he trounced his

Democratic opponent, Walter Mondale. And when Chernenko died

in March, 1985, at the age of seventy-four, it seemed an all-too-literal

validation of Reagan's predictions about "last pages" and historical

"ash-heaps." Seventy-four himself at the time, the president had an-

other line ready: "How am I supposed to get anyplace with the Rus-

sians, if they keep dying on me?"77
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VII.

"We can't go on living like this," Mikhail Gorbachev recalls saying

to his wife, Raisa, on the night before the Politburo appointed him, at

the age of fifty-four, to succeed Chernenko as general secretary of the

Communist Party of the U.S.S.R. 78 That much was obvious not just to

Gorbachev but even to the surviving elders who selected him: the

Kremlin could not continue to be run as a home for the aged. Not since

Stalin had so young a man reached the top of the Soviet hierarchy. Not

since Lenin had there been a university-educated Soviet leader. And

never had there been one so open about his country's shortcomings, or

so candid in acknowledging the failures of Marxist-Leninist ideology.

Gorbachev had been trained as a lawyer, not an actor, but he un-

derstood the uses of personality at least as well as Reagan did. Vice

President Bush, who represented the United States at Chernenko s fu-

neral, reported back that Gorbachev "has a disarming smile, warm

eyes, and an engaging way of making an unpleasant point and then

bouncing back to establish real communication with his interlocutors."

Secretary of State George Shultz, who was also there, described him as

"totally different from any Soviet leader I've ever met." Reagan himself,

on meeting Gorbachev at the November, 1985, Geneva summit, found

"warmth in his face and style, not the coldness bordering on hatred I'd

seen in most other senior Soviet leaders I'd met until then."79

For the first time since the Cold War began the U.S.S.R. had a ruler

who did not seem sinister, boorish, unresponsive, senile—or dangerous.

Gorbachev was "intelligent, well-educated, dynamic, honest, with ideas

and imagination," one of his closest advisers, Anatoly Chernyaev, noted

in his private diary. "Myths and taboos (including ideological ones) are

nothing for him. He could flatten any of them." When a Soviet citizen
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congratulated him early in 1987 for having replaced a regime of "stone-

faced sphinxes," Gorbachev proudly published the letter.
80

What would replace the myths, taboos, and sphinxes, however, was

less clear. Gorbachev knew that the Soviet Union could not continue

on its existing path, but unlike John Paul II, Deng, Thatcher, Reagan,

and Walesa, he did not know what the new path should be. He was at

once vigorous, decisive, and adrift: he poured enormous energy into

shattering the status quo without specifying how to reassemble the

pieces. As a consequence, he allowed circumstances—and often the

firmer views of more far-sighted contemporaries—to determine his

own priorities. He resembled, in this sense, the eponymous hero of

Woody Allen's movie Ze/ig, who managed to be present at all the great

events of his time, but only by taking on the character, even the ap-

pearance, of the stronger personalities who surrounded him.81

Gorbachev s malleability was most evident in his dealings with

Reagan, who had long insisted that he could get through to a Soviet

leader ifhe could ever meet one face-to-face. That had not been possi-

ble with Brezhnev, Andropov, or Chernenko, which made Reagan all

the keener to try with Gorbachev. The new Kremlin boss came to

Geneva bristling with distrust: the president, he claimed, was seeking

"to use the arms race ... to weaken the Soviet Union. . . . But we can

match any challenge, though you might not think so." Reagan re-

sponded that "we would prefer to sit down and get rid of nuclear

weapons, and with them, the threat ofwar." SDI would make that pos-

sible: the United States would even share the technology with the So-

viet Union. Reagan was being emotional, Gorbachev protested: SDI

was only "one man's dream." Reagan countered by asking why "it was

so horrifying to seek to develop a defense against this awful threat."
82

The summit broke up inconclusively.

Two months later, though, Gorbachev proposed publicly that the

United States and the Soviet Union commit themselves to ridding the

world of nuclear weapons by the year 2000. Cynics saw this as an effort

to test Reagan's sincerity, but Chernyaev detected a deeper motive.
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Gorbachev, he concluded, had "really decided to end the arms race no

matter what. He is taking this 'risk' because, as he understands, it's no

risk at all—because nobody would attack us even ifwe disarmed com-

pletely."
83
Just two years earlier Andropov had thought Reagan capable

of launching a surprise attack. Now Gorbachev felt confident that the

United States would never do this. Reagan's position had not changed:

he had always asked Soviet leaders to "trust me."84 After meeting Rea-

gan, Gorbachev began to do so.

A nuclear disaster did, nevertheless, occur—not because ofwar but

as the result of an explosion at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant on

April 26, 1986. This event also changed Gorbachev. It revealed "the

sicknesses of our system . . . the concealing or hushing up of accidents

and other bad news, irresponsibility and carelessness, slipshod work,

wholesale drunkenness." For decades, he admonished the Politburo,

"scientists, specialists, and ministers have been telling us that every-

thing was safe. . . . [Y]ou think that we will look on you as gods. But

now we have ended up with a fiasco." Henceforth there would have to

be glasnost' (publicity) and perestroika (restructuring) within the Soviet

Union itself. "Chernobyl," Gorbachev acknowledged, "made me and

my colleagues rethink a great many things."83

The next Reagan-Gorbachev summit, held the following October

in Reykjavik, Iceland, showed how far the rethinking had gone. Gor-

bachev dismissed earlier Soviet objections and accepted R.eagan's "zero

option," which would eliminate all intermediate-range nuclear mis-

siles in Europe. He went on to propose a 50 percent cut in Soviet and

American strategic weapons, in return for which the United States

would agree to honor the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty- for the next

decade while confining SDI to laboratory testing. Not to be outdone,

Reagan suggested phasing out all intercontinental ballistic missiles

within that period and reiterated his offer to share SDI. Gorbachev

was skeptical, leading Reagan to wonder how anyone could object to

"defenses against non-existent weapons." The president then proposed

a return to Reykjavik in 1996:
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He and Gorbachev would come to Iceland, and each of them

would bring the last nuclear missile from each country with

them. Then they would give a tremendous party for the whole

world. . . . The President . . . would be very old by then and

Gorbachev would not recognize him. The President would

say "Hello, Mikhail." And Gorbachev would say, "Ron, is it

you?" And then they would destroy the last missile.

It was one of Reagan's finest performances, but Gorbachev for the mo-

ment remained unmoved: the United States would have to give up the

right to deploy SDL That was unacceptable to Reagan, who angrily

ended the summit. 86

Both men quickly recognized, though, the significance ofwhat had

happened: to the astonishment of their aides and allies, the leaders of

the United States and the Soviet Union had found that they shared an

interest, if not in SDI technology, then at least in the principle of nu-

clear abolition. The logic was Reagan's, but Gorbachev had come to ac-

cept it. Reykjavik, he told a press conference, had not been a failure:

"[I]t is a breakthrough, which allowed us for the first time to look over

the horizon."87

The two men never agreed formally to abolish nuclear weapons,

nor did missile defense come anywhere close to feasibility during their

years in office. But at their third summit in Washington in Decem-

ber, 1987, they did sign a treaty providing for the dismantling of all

intermediate-range nuclear missiles in Europe. "Dovorey no provorey"

Reagan insisted at the signing ceremony, exhausting his knowledge of

the Russian language: "Trust but verify." "You repeat that at every

meeting," Gorbachev laughed. "I like it," Reagan admitted. 88 Soon So-

viet and American observers were witnessing the actual destruction of

the SS-20, Pershing II, and cruise missiles that had revived Cold War

tensions only a few years before—and pocketing the pieces as sou-

venirs.
89 If by no means "impotent," certain categories of nuclear
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weapons had surely become "obsolete." It was Reagan, more than any-

one else, who made that happen.

Gorbachev's impressionability also showed up in economics. He

had been aware, from his travels outside the Soviet Union before as-

suming the leadership, that "people there . . . were better off than in

our country." It seemed that "our aged leaders were not especially wor-

ried about our undeniably lower living standards, our unsatisfactory

way of life, and our falling behind in the field of advanced technolo-

gies."
90 But he had no clear sense ofwhat to do about this. So Secre-

tary of State Shultz, a former economics professor at Stanford, took it

upon himself to educate the new Soviet leader.

Shultz began by lecturing Gorbachev, as early as 1985, on the im-

possibility of a closed society being a prosperous society: "People must

be free to express themselves, move around, emigrate and travel if they

want to. . . . Otherwise they can't take advantage of the opportunities

available. The Soviet economy will have to be radically changed to

adapt to the new era." "You should take over the planning office here in

Moscow," Gorbachev joked, "because you have more ideas than they

have." In a way, this is what Shultz did. Over the next several years, he

used his trips to that city to run tutorials for Gorbachev and his advis-

ers, even bringing pie charts to the Kremlin to illustrate his argument

that as long as it retained a command economy, the Soviet Union

would fall further and further behind the rest of the developed world.91

Gorbachev was surprisingly receptive. He echoed some of Shultz's

thinking in his 1987 book, Perestroika: "How can the economy ad-

vance," he asked, "if it creates preferential conditions for backward en-

terprises and penalizes the foremost ones?"92 When Reagan visited the

Soviet Union in May, 1988, Gorbachev arranged for him to lecture at

Moscow State University on the virtues of market capitalism. From

beneath a huge bust of Lenin, the president evoked computer chips,

rock stars, movies, and the "irresistible power of unarmed truth." The

students gave him a standing ovation. 93 Soon Gorbachev was repeat-
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ing what he had learned to Reagan's successor, George H. W. Bush:

"Whether we like it or not, we will have to deal with a united, inte-

grated, European economy. . . . Whether we want it or not, Japan is

one more center of world politics. . . . China ... is [another] huge re-

ality. . . . All these, I repeat, are huge events typical of a regrouping of

forces in the world."94

Most of this, however, was rhetoric: Gorbachev was never willing to

leap directly to a market economy in the way that Deng Xiaoping had

done. He reminded the Politburo late in 1988 that Franklin D. Roo-

sevelt had saved American capitalism by "borrowing] socialist ideas of

planning, state regulation, [and] . . . the principle of more social fair-

ness."The implication was that Gorbachev could save socialism by bor-

rowing from capitalism, but just how remained uncertain. "[R]epeated

incantations about 'socialist values' and purified ideas of October,'"

Chernyaev observed several months later, "provoke an ironic response

in knowing listeners. . . . [T]hey sense that there's nothing behind

them."95 After the Soviet Union collapsed, Gorbachev acknowledged

his failure. "The Achilles heel of socialism was the inability to link the

socialist goal with the provision of incentives for efficient labor and the

encouragement of initiative on the part of individuals. It became clear

in practice that a market provides such incentives best of all."
96

There was, however, one lesson Reagan and his advisers tried to

teach Gorbachev that he did not need to learn: it had to do with the

difficulty of sustaining an unpopular, overextended, and antiquated

empire. The United States had, since Carter's final year in office, pro-

vided covert and sometimes overt support to forces resisting Soviet

influence in Eastern Europe, Afghanistan, Central America, and

elsewhere. By 1985 there was talk in Washington of a "Reagan Doc-

trine": a campaign to turn the forces of nationalism against the Soviet

Union by making the case that, with the Brezhnev Doctrine, it had be-

come the last great imperialist power. Gorbachev's emergence raised

the possibility of convincing a Kremlin leader himself that the "evil

empire" was a lost cause, and over the next several years Reagan tried
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to do this. His methods included quiet persuasion, continued assis-

tance to anti-Soviet resistance movements, and as always dramatic

speeches: the most sensational one came at the Brandenburg Gate in

West Berlin on June 12, 1987, when—against the advice of the State

Department—the president demanded: "Mr. Gorbachev, tear down

this wall!"97

For once, a Reagan performance fell flat: the reaction in Moscow

was unexpectedly restrained. Despite this challenge to the most visible

symbol of Soviet authority in Europe, planning went ahead for the

Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty and the Washington sum-

mit later that year. The reason, it is now clear, is that the Brezhnev Doc-

trine had died when the Politburo decided, six years earlier, against

invading Poland. From that moment on Kremlin leaders depended upon

threats to use force to maintain their control over Eastern Europe—but

they knew that they could not actually use force. Gorbachev was aware

of this, and had even tried to signal his Warsaw Pact allies, in 1985,

that they were on their own: "I had the feeling that they were not taking

it altogether seriously."
98 So he began making the point openly.

One could always "suppress, compel, bribe, break or blast," he wrote

in his book Perestroika, "but only for a certain period. From the point of

view of long-term, big-time politics, no one will be able to subordinate

others. . . . Let everyone make his own choice, and let us all respect that

choice."99 Decisions soon followed to begin withdrawing Soviet troops

from Afghanistan and to reduce support for Marxist regimes elsewhere

in the "third world." Eastern Europe, though, was another matter: the

prevailing view in Washington as well as in European capitals on both

sides of the Cold War divide was that the U.S.S.R. would never volun-

tarily relinquish its sphere of influence there. "Any Soviet yielding ofthe

area," one western analyst commented in 1987, "not only would under-

mine the ideological claims ofCommunism . . . and degrade the Soviet

Union's credentials as a confident global power, but also would gravely

jeopardize a basic internal Soviet consensus and erode the domestic se-

curity of the system itself."
100
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For Gorbachev, though, any attempt to maintain control over un-

willing peoples through the use of force would degrade the Soviet sys-

tem by overstretching its resources, discrediting its ideology, and

resisting the irresistible forces of democratization that, for both moral

and practical reasons, were sweeping the world. And so he borrowed a

trick from Reagan by making a dramatic speech of his own: he an-

nounced to the United Nations General Assembly, on December 7,

1988, that the Soviet Union would unilaterally cut its ground force

commitment to the Warsaw Pact by half a million men. "It is obvious,"

he argued, "that force and the threat of force cannot be and should not

be an instrument of foreign policy. . . . Freedom of choice is ... a uni-

versal principle, and it should know no exceptions."101

The speech "left a huge impression," Gorbachev boasted to the

Politburo upon his return to Moscow, and "created an entirely different

background for perceptions of our policies and the Soviet Union as a

whole."102 He was right about that. It suddenly became apparent, just

as Reagan was leaving office, that the Reagan Doctrine had been push-

ing against an open door. But Gorbachev had also made it clear, to the

peoples and the governments of Eastern Europe, that the door was

now open.



CHAPTER SEVEN

THE TRIUMPH OF HOPE

The French Revolution was a Utopian attempt to overthrow a

traditional order—one with many imperfections, certainly—
in the name ofabstract ideas,formulated by vain intellectuals,

which lapsed, not by chance but through weakness and wicked-

ness, into purges, mass murder and war. In so many ways it

anticipated the still more terrible Bolshevik Revolution ofigij.

—Margaret Thatcher 1

[Pjerhaps the ultimately decisivefactor . . . is that characteristic

ofrevolutionary situations described by Alexis de Tocqueville

more than a century ago: the ruling elites loss ofbeliefin its own

right to rule. Afew kids went on the streets and threw afew

words. The police beat them. The kids said: You have no right to

beat us!And the rulers, the high and mighty, replied, in effect:

Yes, we have no right to beatyou. We have no right to preserve

our rule byforce. The end no longerjustifies the means.

—Timothy Garton Ash 2

The year 1989 marked the 200th anniversary ofthe great revolution

in France that swept away the ancien regime, and with it the old idea

that governments could base their authority on a claim of inherited le-

gitimacy. Even as the celebrations were taking place, another revolu-
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tion in Eastern Europe was sweeping away a somewhat newer idea:

that governments could base their legitimacy on an ideology that

claimed to know the direction of history. There was a certain delayed

justice in this, for what happened in 1989 was what was supposed to

have happened in Russia in 1917: a spontaneous uprising of workers

and intellectuals ofthe kind Marx and Lenin had promised would pro-

duce a classless society throughout the world. But the Bolshevik Rev-

olution had hardly been spontaneous, and over the next seven decades

the ideology it empowered produced only dictatorships which called

themselves people s democracies. It seemed appropriate, then, that the

revolutions of 1989 rejected Marxism-Leninism even more decisively

than the French Revolution two centuries earlier had overthrown the

divine right of kings.

Nevertheless, the upheavals of 1989, like those of 1789, caught

everyone by surprise. Historians could of course look back, after the

fact, and specify causes: frustration that the temporary divisions of

the World War II settlement had become the permanent divisions of

the postwar era; fear of the nuclear weapons that had produced that

stalemate; resentment over the failure of command economies to raise

living standards; a slow shift in power from the supposedly powerful

to the seemingly powerless; the unexpected emergence of independent

standards for making moral judgments. Sensing these trends, the great

actor-leaders of the 1980s had found ways to dramatize them to make

the point that the Cold War need not last forever. Not even they, how-

ever, foresaw how soon and how decisively it would end.

What no one understood, at the beginning of 1989, was that the

Soviet Union, its empire, its ideology—and therefore the Cold War

itself—was a sandpile ready to slide. All it took to make that happen

were a few more grains of sand. 3 The people who dropped them were

not in charge of superpowers or movements or religions: they were or-

dinary people with simple priorities who saw, seized, and sometimes

stumbled into opportunities. In doing so, they caused a collapse no one

could stop. Their "leaders" had little choice but to follow.
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One particular leader, however, did so in a distinctive way. He en-

sured that the great 1989 revolution was the first one ever in which al-

most no blood was shed. There were no guillotines, no heads on pikes,

no officially sanctioned mass murders. People did die, but in remark-

ably small numbers for the size and significance of what was happen-

ing. In both its ends and its means, then, this revolution became a

triumph of hope. It did so chiefly because Mikhail Gorbachev chose

not to act, but rather to be acted upon.

The year began quietly enough with the inauguration, on January

20, 1989, of George H. W. Bush as president of the United States. As

Reagan's vice president, Bush had witnessed Gorbachev s emergence

and the events that followed, but he was less convinced than his pred-

ecessor of their revolutionary character: "Did we see what was coming

when we took office? No, we did not, nor could we have planned it."
4

The new chief executive wanted a pause for reassessment, and so or-

dered a review of Soviet-American relations that took months to com-

plete. Brent Scowcroft, Bush's national security adviser, was even more

doubtful:

I was suspicious of Gorbachev s motives and skeptical about

his prospects. . . . He was attempting to kill us with kind-

ness. . . . My fear was that Gorbachev could talk us into dis-

arming without the Soviet Union having to do anything

fundamental to its own military structure and that, in a decade

or so, we could face a more serious threat than ever before.
5

Gorbachev, for his part, was wary of the Bush administration. "These

people were brought up in the years of the Cold War and still do not

have any foreign policy alternative," he told the Politburo shortly before
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Bush took office. "I think that they are still concerned that they might

be on the losing side. Big breakthroughs can hardly be expected."6

That Bush and Gorbachev anticipated so little suggests how little

control they had over what was about to happen. Calculated challenges

to the status quo, of the kind John Paul II, Deng, Thatcher, Reagan,

and Gorbachev himselfhad mounted over the past decade, had so soft-

ened the status quo that it now lay vulnerable to less predictable as-

saults from little-known leaders, even from unknown individuals.

Scientists know this condition as "criticality": a minute perturbation in

one part of a system can shift—or even crash—the entire system. 7

They also know the impossibility of anticipating when, where, and

how such disruptions will occur, or what their effects will be. Gor-

bachev was no scientist, but he came to see this. "[L]ife was developing

with its own dynamism," he commented in November. "[E]vents were

moving very fast . . . and one should not fall behind. . . . There was no

other way for a leading party to act."
8

This pattern of leading parties scrambling not to fall behind

showed up first in Hungary, where since Khrushchev's suppression of

the 1956 uprising Janos Kadar's regime had slowly, steadily, and dis-

creetly regained a degree of autonomy within the Soviet bloc. By the

time Gorbachev came to power in 1985, Hungary had the most ad-

vanced economy in Eastern Europe, and was beginning to experiment

with political liberalization. Younger reformers forced Kadar to retire

in 1988, and early in 1989 the new Hungarian prime minister, Miklos

Nemeth, visited Gorbachev in Moscow. "Every socialist country is de-

veloping in its idiosyncratic way," Nemeth reminded his host, "and

their leaders are above all accountable to their own people." Gorbachev

did not disagree. The 1956 protests, he admitted, had begun "with the

dissatisfaction of the people." They had only then "escalated into a

counterrevolution and bloodshed. This cannot be overlooked."9

The Hungarians certainly did not overlook what Gorbachev had

said. They had already established an official commission to reassess

the events of 1956. The rebellion, it concluded, had been a "popular up-
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rising against an oligarchic system of power which had humiliated the

nation."When it became clear that Gorbachev would not object to this

finding, the authorities in Budapest approved a ceremonial acknowl-

edgment of it: the reburial of Imre Nagy, the Hungarian premier who

had led the rebellion, and whom Khrushchev had ordered executed.

Two hundred thousand Hungarians attended the state funeral, an

emotional event held on June 16, 1989. Meanwhile Nemeth, on his own

authority, had taken a more significant step. He refused to approve

funds for the continued maintenance of the barbed wire along the bor-

der between Hungary and Austria, across which the refugees of 1956

had tried to flee. Then, on the grounds that the barrier was obsolete

and hence a health hazard, he ordered the guards to begin dismantling

it. The East Germans, alarmed, protested to Moscow, but the surpris-

ing word came back: "We can't do anything about it."
10

Equally unexpected developments were taking place in Poland,

where Jaruzelski had long since released Walesa from prison and lifted

martial law. During the late 1980s the government had performed a

delicate dance with Solidarity—still officially banned—as each sought

legitimacy while discovering a mutual dependency. By the spring of

1989 the economy was in crisis yet again. Jaruzelski tried to solve the

problem by re-recognizing Solidarity and allowing its representatives

to compete in a "non-confrontational" election for a new bicameral leg-

islature. Walesa went along reluctantly, expecting the elections to be

rigged. But to everyone's astonishment, Solidarity's candidates swept

all the seats they had contested in the lower house, and all but one in

the upper house.

The June 4th results had been "a huge, startling success," one Soli-

darity organizer commented, and Walesa found himself scrambling

once more, this time to help Jaruzelski save face. "Too much grain has

ripened for me," he joked, "and I can't store it all in my granary."

Moscow's reaction was not what it had been to Solidarity's rise a

decade earlier. "This is entirely a matter to be decided by Poland," one

of Gorbachev's top aides commented. And so on August 24, 1989, the
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first non-communist government in postwar Eastern Europe formally

took power. The new prime minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki, was suffi-

ciently shaken by what had happened that he fainted during his own

installation ceremony. 11

Gorbachev by this time had already allowed elections in the Soviet

Union for a new Congress of People's Deputies: he had "not give[n] a

thought," he told Jaruzelski, "to hampering changes."12 The Congress

convened in Moscow on May 25th, and for several days television view-

ers throughout the U.S.S.R. relished the unprecedented sight of a vocif-

erous opposition haranguing the government. "[EJveryone was so sick

of singing the praises of Brezhnev that it now became a must to chide

the leader," Gorbachev recalled. "Being disciplined people, my Polit-

buro colleagues did not show that they were unhappy. Nevertheless, I

sensed their bad mood. How could it be otherwise when it was already

clear to everybody that the days of Party dictatorship were over?" 13

However true that might be in Hungary, Poland, and the Soviet

Union, it was not the case in China. There Deng Xiaoping's economic

reforms had brought pressures for political change, a course he was not

prepared to take. When former general secretary Hu Yaobang, whom

Deng had deposed for having advocated openness, suddenly died in

mid-April, student protesters began a series of demonstrations that

filled Tiananmen Square, in central Beijing. Gorbachev, on his first trip

to China, arrived in the midst of these. "Our hosts," he observed, "were

extremely concerned about the situation," and with good reason, for

the dissidents cheered the Kremlin leader. "In the Soviet Union they

have Gorbachev," one banner read. "In China, we have whom?"

Shortly after his departure, the students unveiled a plaster "Goddess of

Democracy," modeled on the Statue of Liberty, directly across from

Mao's portrait over the entrance to the Forbidden City and just in front

of his mausoleum. 14

Whatever Mao might have thought of this, it was too much for

Deng, and on the night of June 3-4, 1989, he ordered a brutal crack-

down. How many people died as the army took back the square and
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the streets surrounding it is still not clear, but the toll was several times

greater than that for the entire year of revolutionary upheavals in Eu-

rope.
15 Nor is there a consensus, even now, as to how the Chinese

Communist Party retained power when its European counterparts

were losing power: perhaps it was the willingness to use force; perhaps

the fear of chaos if the party was overthrown; perhaps the fact that

Deng's version of capitalism in the guise ofcommunism had genuinely

improved the lives of the Chinese people, however stunted their op-

portunities for political expression might be. What was clear was that

Gorbachev's example had shaken Deng's authority. Whether Deng's

example would now shake Gorbachev's authority remained to be seen.

One European communist who hoped it might was Erich Ho-

necker, the long-time hard-line ruler of East Germany. His most re-

cent election, held in May, 1989, had produced an implausible 98.95

percent vote in favor of his government. After the Tiananmen mas-

sacre Honecker's secret police chief, Erich Mielke, commended the

Chinese action to his subordinates as "resolute measures in suppression

of . . . counterrevolutionary unrest." East German television repeat-

edly ran a Beijing-produced documentary praising "the heroic re-

sponse of the Chinese army and police to the perfidious inhumanity of

the student demonstrators."16 All of this seemed to suggest that Ho-

necker had the German Democratic Republic under control—until

the regime noticed that an unusually large number of its citizens were

taking their summer vacations in Hungary.

When the Hungarian authorities took down the barbed wire along

the Austrian border, they had intended only to make it easier for their

own citizens to get through. But the word spread, and soon thousands

of East Germans were driving their tiny wheezing polluting Trabants

through Czechoslovakia and Hungary to the border, abandoning them

there, and walking across. Others crowded into the West German em-

bassy in Budapest, demanding asylum. By September, there were

130,000 East Germans in Hungary and the government announced

that, for "humanitarian" reasons, it would not try to stop their emigra-
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tion to the West. Honecker and his associates were furious: "Hungary

is betraying socialism," Mielke fumed. "We have to guard against be-

ing discouraged," another party official warned. "[B]ecause of develop-

ments in the Soviet Union, Poland, and Hungary . . . [m]ore and more

people are asking how is socialism going to survive at all?"
17

That was an excellent question, for soon some 3,000 East German

asylum-seekers had climbed the fence surrounding West Germany's

embassy in Prague and crammed themselves inside, with full television

coverage. The Czech government, unhappy about the publicity but un-

willing to open its own borders, pressed Honecker to resolve the situa-

tion. With the G.D.R.'s fortieth anniversary coming up the following

month, he too was eager to end the embarrassment. He finally agreed

that the East Germans in Prague could go to West Germany, but only

in sealed trains traveling through the territory of the G.D.R., which

would allow him to claim that he had expelled them. The trains were

cheered along the way, though, and additional East Germans tried to

board them. When the police asked to see identity cards one last time,

some passengers threw them at their feet. "The feeling was," one re-

membered, "'There's your card—you can't threaten me anymore.' It

was very satisfying."
18

Meanwhile guests—including Gorbachev himself—were arriving

in East Berlin for the official commemorations on October 7-8, 1989.

To the horror of his hosts, the Soviet leader turned out to be even more

popular than he had been in Beijing. During the parade down the

Unter den Linden the marchers abandoned the approved slogans and

began shouting, "Gorby, help us! Gorby, stay here!" Watching from

the reviewing platform next to an ashen Honecker, Gorbachev could

see that

[t]hese were specially chosen young people, strong and good-

looking. . . . [Jaruzelski], the Polish leader, came up to us and

said, "Do you understand German?" I said, "I do, a little bit."
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"Can you hear?" I said, "I can." He said, "This is the end." And

that was the end: The regime was doomed.

Gorbachev tried to warn the East Germans of the need for drastic

changes: "[0]ne cannot be late, otherwise one will be punished by life."

But as he later recalled, "Comrade Erich Honecker obviously consid-

ered himself No. i in socialism, if not in the world. He did not really

perceive any more what was actually going on." Trying to get through

to him was "like throwing peas against a wall."
19

Anti-government protests had been building for weeks in Leipzig,

and they resumed on October 9th, the day after Gorbachev returned to

Moscow. With the Soviet guest gone, the possibility of a Deng Xiao-

ping solution was still there: Honecker may even have authorized one.

But at this point an unexpected actor—Kurt Masur, the widely re-

spected conductor of the Gewandhaus Orchestra—intervened to ne-

gotiate an end to the confrontation, and the security forces withdrew.

There was no Tiananmen-like massacre, but that meant that there was

no authority left for Honecker, who was forced to resign on October

18th. His successor, Egon Krenz, had attended the fortieth anniversary

celebration of Mao's revolution in Beijing a few weeks earlier, but he

did not think that firing on demonstrators would work in East Ger-

many. It would not happen, he assured Gorbachev on November 1st,

even if the unrest spread to East Berlin. There might be an attempt "to

break through the Wall," Krenz added, "[b]ut such a development was

not very likely."
20

What Krenz did not expect was that one of his own subordinates,

by botching a press conference, would breach the wall. After returning

from Moscow Krenz consulted his colleagues, and on November 9th

they decided to try to relieve the mounting tension in East Germany

by relaxing—not eliminating—the rules restricting travel to the West.

The hastily drafted decree was handed to Giinter Schabowski, a Polit-

buro member who had not been at the meeting but was about to brief
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the press. Schabowski glanced at it, also hastily, and then announced

that citizens of the G.D.R. were free to leave "through any of the

border crossings." The surprised reporters asked when the new rules

went into effect. Shuffling through his papers, Schabowski replied:

"[AJccording to my information, immediately." Were the rules valid for

travel to West Berlin? Schabowski frowned, shrugged his shoulders,

shuffled some more papers, and then replied: "Permanent exit can take

place via all border crossings from the G.D.R. to [West Germany] and

West Berlin, respectively." The next question was: "What is going to

happen to the Berlin Wall now?" Schabowski mumbled an incoherent

response, and closed the press conference.21

Within minutes, the word went out that the wall was open. It was

not, but crowds began gathering at the crossing points and the guards

had no instructions. Krenz, stuck in a Central Committee meeting,

had no idea what was happening, and by the time he found out the

crush of people was too large to control. At last the border guards at

Bornholmer Strasse took it upon themselves to open the gates, and the

ecstatic East Berliners flooded into West Berlin. Soon Germans from

both sides were sitting, standing, and even dancing on top of the wall;

many brought hammers and chisels to begin knocking it down. Gor-

bachev, in Moscow, slept through the whole thing and heard about it

only the next morning. All he could do was pass the word to the East

German authorities: "[Y]ou made the right decision."22

With the wall breached, everything was possible. On November

10th, Todor Zhivkov, Bulgaria's ruler since 1954, announced that he was

stepping down; soon the Bulgarian Communist Party was negotiating

with the opposition and promising free elections. On November 17th,

demonstrations broke out in Prague and quickly spread throughout

Czechoslovakia. Within weeks, a coalition government had ousted the

communists, and by the end of the year Alexander Dubcek, who had

presided over the 1968 "Prague spring," was installed as chairman ofthe

national assembly, reporting to the new president of Czechoslovakia

—

Vaclav Havel.
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And on December 17th the Romanian dictator Nicolai Ceausescu,

desperate to preserve his own regime, ordered his army to follow the

Chinese example and shoot down demonstrators in Timisoara. Ninety-

seven were killed, but that only fueled the unrest, leading Ceausescu to

call a mass rally of what he thought would be loyal supporters in

Bucharest on December 21st. They turned out not to be, began jeering

him, and before it could be cut off the official television transmission

caught his deer-in-the-headlights astonishment as he failed to calm

the crowd. Ceausescu and his wife, Elena, fled the city by helicopter

but were quickly captured, put on trial, and executed by firing squad on

Christmas Day.23

Twenty-one days earlier, Ceausescu had met with Gorbachev in

the Kremlin. Recent events in Eastern Europe, he warned, had placed

"in grave danger not just socialism in the respective countries but also

the very existence of the communist parties there." "You seem con-

cerned about this," Gorbachev responded, sounding more like a thera-

pist than a Kremlin boss. "[T]ell me, what can we do?" Ceausescu

suggested vaguely: "[W]e could have a meeting and discuss possible

solutions." That would not be enough, Gorbachev replied: change was

necessary; otherwise one might wind up having to solve problems "un-

der the marching of boots." But the East European prime ministers

would be meeting on January 9th. And then Gorbachev unwisely as-

sured his anxious guest: "You shall be alive on the 9[th of] January."
24

It had been a good year for anniversaries, but a bad year for predic-

tions. At the beginning of 1989, the Soviet sphere of influence in

Eastern Europe seemed as solid as it had been for the past four and a

half decades. But in May, Gorbachev's aide Chernyaev was noting

gloomily in his diary: "[Sjocialism in Eastern Europe is disappear-

ing. . . . Everywhere things are turning out different from what had

been imagined and proposed." By October, Gennadi Gerasimov, the

Soviet foreign ministry press spokesman, could even joke about it. "You

know the Frank Sinatra song 'My Way'?" he replied, when asked what

was left of the Brezhnev Doctrine. "Hungary and Poland are doing it
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their way. We now have the Sinatra doctrine."25 At the end of the year,

nothing was left: what the Red Army had won in World War II, what

Stalin had consolidated, what Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Andropov, and

even Chernenko had sought to preserve, was all lost. Gorbachev was

determined to make the best of it.

"By no means should everything that has happened be considered

in a negative light," he told Bush at their first summit meeting, held at

Malta in December, 1989:

We have managed to avoid a large-scale war for 45 years. . . .

[Confrontation arising from ideological convictions has not

justified itself either. . . . [RJeliance on unequal exchange be-

tween developed and underdeveloped countries has also been a

failure. . . . Cold War methods . . . have suffered defeat in

strategic terms. We have recognized this. And ordinary people

have possibly understood this even better.

The Soviet leadership, the Soviet leader informed the American presi-

dent, "have been reflecting about this for a long time and have come to

the conclusion that the US and the USSR are simply 'doomed' to dia-

logue, coordination, and cooperation. There is no other choice."26

II.

Bush admitted to Gorbachev at the Malta summit that the

United States had been "shaken by the rapidity of the unfolding

changes" in Eastern Europe. He had changed his own position "by 180

degrees." He was trying "to do nothing which would lead to under-

mining your position." Perhaps with Reagan in mind, he promised that

he would not "climb the Berlin Wall and make high-sounding pro-

nouncements." But Bush went on to say: "I hope you understand that

it is impossible to demand of us that we disapprove of German reuni-
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fication." Gorbachev responded only by noting that "[b]oth the USSR

and the US are integrated into European problems to different de-

grees. We understand your involvement in Europe very well. To look

otherwise at the role of the US in the Old World is unrealistic, mis-

taken, and finally not constructive."27

A lot was implied in these exchanges. Bush was confirming that his

administration had been caught off guard—as had everyone else—by

what had happened. He was acknowledging Gorbachev's importance

in these events: the United States did not wish to weaken him. But

Bush was also signaling that the Americans and the West Germans in-

tended now to push for German reunification, something that would

have seemed wildly impractical only a few weeks earlier. Gorbachev's

response was equally significant, both for what he did and did not say.

He welcomed the United States as a European power, something no

Soviet leader had explicitly done before. And his silence on Germany

suggested ambivalence: that too was an unprecedented position for a

regime that had sought reunification after World War II only if all of

Germany could be Marxist, and when that proved impossible had

committed itself to keeping Germany permanently divided.

There had been hints that Gorbachev might modify this position.

He had told West German President Richard von Weizsacker in 1987

that although the two German states were a current reality, "[w]here

they'll be a hundred years from now, only history can decide." He had

been flattered, on a trip to Bonn in June, 1989, to be greeted by crowds

shouting: "Gorbi! Make love, not walls."
28 He had made a point, dur-

ing the East German celebrations in October, of reciting a poem at the

tomb of the unknown Red Army "liberator" which his audience had

not expected to hear:

The oracle ofour times hasproclaimed unity

\

Which can beforged only with iron and blood,

But we try toforge it with love,

Then we shall see which is more lasting 29
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He had reassured Krenz, just before the Berlin Wall came down, that

"[n]obody could ignore . . . that manifold human contracts existed be-

tween the two German states." And on the morning after the night the

gates were opened in Berlin, he recalls wondering "how could you

shoot at Germans who walk across the border to meet other Germans

on the other side? So the policy had to change."30

But German reunification was, nonetheless, an unsettling prospect,

not just for the Soviet Union but for all Europeans who remembered

the record of the last unified German state. This anxiety transcended

Cold War divisions: Gorbachev shared it with Jaruzelski, French Pres-

ident Francois Mitterrand, and even Margaret Thatcher, who warned

Bush that "[i]fwe are not careful, the Germans will get in peace what

Hitler couldn't get in the war."31 The one prominent European who

disagreed was West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, who surprised

everyone by coming out in favor of reunification a few days before the

Malta summit. Bush thought he had done so because "he wanted to be

sure that Gorbachev and I did not come to our own agreement on Ger-

many's future, as had Stalin and Roosevelt in the closing months of

World War II."
32

Kohl, then, was leading, but only barely because the East Germans

themselves—having broken through the wall—quickly made it clear

that they would accept nothing less than reunification. Hans Modrow,

who had replaced Krenz as prime minister, informed Gorbachev at

the end ofJanuary, 1990, that "[t]he majority of the people in the Ger-

man Democratic Republic no longer support the idea of two Ger-

man states." The government and party itself, K.G.B. chief Vladimir

Kryuchkov confirmed, were falling apart. Confronted with this infor-

mation, Gorbachev saw no choice: "German reunification should be

regarded as inevitable."33

The critical question was on what terms. East Germany was still a

member of the Warsaw Pact, and over 300,000 Soviet troops were sta-

tioned there. West Germany was still part of NATO, with about

250,000 American troops on its territory.
34 The Soviet government in-
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sisted that it would not allow a reunified Germany to remain within

the NATO alliance: it proposed instead neutralization. The Americans

and West Germans were equally insistent that the NATO affiliation

remain. All kinds of suggestions surfaced for resolving this dispute,

even—briefly—the thought that a unified Germany might have dual

membership in both NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Thatcher, no friend

of unification, nevertheless dismissed this as "the stupidest idea I've

ever heard of." "[W]e were," Gorbachev recalled wistfully, "the lone

advocates of such a view."35

In the end, Bush and Kohl persuaded Gorbachev that he had no

choice but to accept a reunified Germany within the NATO alliance.

He could hardly respect the East Germans' determination to disman-

tle their own state without also respecting the West Germans' demands

to remain a part of NATO. Nor could he deny that there was less to

fear from a unified Germany linked to NATO than from one operat-

ing on its own. The Americans, in the end, made only one concession

to Gorbachev: they promised, in the words of Secretary of State James

Baker, that "there would be no extension of NATO's jurisdiction one

inch to the east"—a commitment later repudiated by Bill Clinton's ad-

ministration, but only after the Soviet Union had ceased to exist.
36

Gorbachev, for his part, believed that the United States was holding

out for NATO membership because it feared, otherwise, that a unified

Germany might seek to expel American troops: "I made several at-

tempts to convince the American President that an American with-

drawal' from Europe was not in the interest of the Soviet Union."37

What this meant, then, was that Soviet and American interests

were converging in support of a settlement that, only months earlier,

would have been considered unthinkable: that Germany would reunify,

that it would remain within NATO, and that Soviet forces stationed on

German territory would withdraw while American forces stationed on

German territory would remain. The critical agreement came in a

meeting between Gorbachev and Kohl in July, 1990. "We cannot forget

the past," the Soviet leader told his German counterpart. "Every fam-
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ily in our country suffered in those years. But we have to look towards

Europe and take the road of co-operation with the great German na-

tion. This is our contribution toward strengthening stability in Europe

and the world."38 And so it happened that on October 3, 1990—less

than a year after the guards at the Bornholmer Strasse crossing point

decided, without consulting anyone, to open the gates—the division of

Germany that had begun with defeat in World War II finally came to

an end.

III.

Gorbachev by then had been cheered in East Berlin, Bonn, and

Beijing, something no previous occupant of the Kremlin had ever

managed. But he had also gained a less auspicious distinction: on May 1,

1990, he became the first Soviet leader to be jeered, even laughed at,

while reviewing the annual May Day parade from atop Lenin's tomb in

Red Square. The banners read: "Down with Gorbachev! Down with

socialism and the fascist Red Empire. Down with Lenin's party." And

it was all on national television. They were "political hooligans," Gor-

bachev sputtered, ordering an investigation. "To have set such a coun-

try in motion!" he later complained to his aides. "And now they're

screaming: 'Chaos!' 'The shelves are empty!' 'The Party's falling apart!'

'There's no order!'" It was "colossal" to have achieved all that had been

accomplished without "major bloodshed." But "[t]hey swear at me,

curse me. ... I have no regrets. I'm not afraid. And I won't repent or

apologize for anything."39

Was it better, Machiavelli once asked, for a prince to be loved or

feared? 40 Unlike any of his predecessors, Gorbachev chose love and

mostly attained it—but only outside his own country. Within he was

eliciting neither love nor fear but contempt. There were multiple rea-

sons for this: political freedom was beginning to look like public anar-

chy; the economy remained as stagnant as it had been under Brezhnev;
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the nation's strength beyond its borders seemed to have shrunken to

that of a doormat. And now another issue was looming on the horizon:

could the Soviet Union itself survive?

Lenin had organized the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as a

federation within which the Russian republic, stretching from the Gulf

of Finland and the Black Sea to the Pacific Ocean, was by far the

largest. The others included the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Moldavia, the

Transcaucasian republics ofAzerbaijan, Armenia, and Georgia, as well

as the central Asian republics of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turk-

menistan, Kirghizia, and Tadzhikistan. After their absorption into the

Soviet Union in 1940, the Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithua-

nia were added to the list. By the time Gorbachev took power, there

were about as many non-Russians as Russians within the U.S.S.R., and

the non-Russian republics had achieved considerable cultural and lin-

guistic autonomy—even some capacity to resist political control from

Moscow.41
Still, no one, Russian or non-Russian, saw any serious pos-

sibility of the country breaking up.

It is difficult, though, to compartmentalize reform. Gorbachev

could hardly call for perestroika and glasnosf within the Soviet Union,

or for letting the East Europeans and the Germans do it "their way,"

without encouraging non-Russian nationalities who had never fully

accepted their incorporation into the U.S.S.R. These included chiefly

the Baltic and Transcaucasian republics, where pressures quickly began

to build for still greater autonomy, even independence. A Lithuanian

professor stated the logic in a meeting with Gorbachev early in 1990:

[T]he national revival [is] engendered by perestroika. Both are

intertwined . . . After the [Communist Party of the Soviet

Union] resolved to base our political life on democracy, we in the

Republic have considered it, first and foremost, as a proclama-

tion of the right to self-determination. . . . [W]e are convinced

that you are sincere in wishing all people well and understand

that you cannot make a people happy against its will.
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Gorbachev found this "an indisputable argument." But "while admit-

ting the possibility of secession in principle, I had hoped that the

development of economic and political reform would outpace the se-

cession process."42 That, too, was a faulty prediction.

For as politics opened up while prosperity lagged behind, it became

hard to see what benefits a state like Lithuania got from being part

of the Soviet Union. The Lithuanians resented how that had come

about—Hitler and Stalin had arranged their annexation in the 1939

Nazi-Soviet Pact. They followed closely what was happening now in

Germany and Eastern Europe. Whatever lingering doubts there were

disappeared in January, 1991, when Soviet troops in Vilnius fired on a

crowd of demonstrators, and on February 19th, the Lithuanians deci-

sively voted for independence. Much the same sequence of events oc-

curred in Latvia and Estonia. Gorbachev, still hoping for love, was not

inclined to resist.
43

But if the Baltics seceded, why could the Transcaucasian republics

not do the same? Or the Moldavians? Or even the Ukrainians? These

were the questions confronting Gorbachev in the spring of 1991, and he

had no answer for them. "[AJlthough we were slaying the totalitarian

monster," Chernyaev recalled, "no consensus emerged on what would

replace it; and so, as perestroika was losing its orientation, the forces it

had unleashed were slipping out of control."
44 In June, the biggest re-

public ofthem all, the Russian, elected its own president. He was Boris

Yeltsin, a former Moscow party boss and now Gorbachevs chief rival.

The contrast could not be missed, because for all of his talk of democ-

racy Gorbachev had never subjected himself to a popular vote. Another

contrast, less evident at the time, would soon become clear: Yeltsin, un-

like Gorbachev, had a grand strategic objective. It was to abolish the

Communist Party, dismantle the Soviet Union, and make Russia an

independent democratic capitalist state.

Yeltsin was not a popular figure in Washington. He had a reputa-

tion for heavy drinking, publicity seeking, and gratuitous attacks on

Gorbachev at a time when Bush was trying to support him. He had
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even once picked a fight over protocol in the White House driveway

with Condoleezza Rice, the president's young but formidable Soviet

adviser—which he lost.
45 By 1991, though, there was no denying

Yeltsin's importance: in "reassert[ing] Russian political and economic

control over the republic's own affairs," Scowcroft recalled, "he was at-

tacking the very basis of the Soviet state." It was one thing for the Bush

administration to watch Soviet influence in Eastern Europe disinte-

grate, and then to push German reunification. It was quite another to

contemplate the complete breakup of the U.S.S.R. "My view is, you

dance with who is on the dance floor," Bush noted in his diary.

"[Y]ou especially don't . . . [encourage] destabilization. . . . I'm won-

dering, where do we go and how do we get there?"46

Bush arrived in Moscow on July 30th to sign the START I arms

control treaty, now almost wholly overshadowed by the course of

events. He and Gorbachev spent a relaxed day at the Soviet leader's

dacha. "I had the impression," Chernyaev recalled, "that I was present

at the culmination of a great effort that had been made along the lines

of the new thinking. . . . [I]t never resembled the 'tug of war' of the

past." Bush shared the sense, but by the end of the summit had no-

ticed that Gorbachev's "ebullient spirit was gone."47 On the way home,

the president stopped in Kiev to address the Ukrainian parliament.

He tried to help Gorbachev by praising him and then reminding his

audience:

Freedom is not the same as independence. Americans will not

support those who seek independence in order to replace a

far-off tyranny with a local despotism. They will not aid those

who promote a suicidal nationalism based upon ethnic hatred.

With that, though, he lost his audience. "Bush came here as a messen-

ger for Gorbachev," one Ukrainian grumbled. "[H]e sounded less rad-

ical than our own Communist politicians. After all, they have to run

for office here . . . and he doesn't." The crowning blow came when
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New York Times columnist William S afire denounced Bush's "chicken

Kiev" speech. It was also, arguably, a low blow, but one that captured

the administrations ambivalence as it contemplated the possibility of

life without the U.S.S.R.48

"Oh Tolya, everything has become so petty, vulgar, and provincial,"

Gorbachev sighed to Chernyaev on August 4th, just before leaving for

his summer vacation in the Crimea. "You look at it and think, to hell

with it all! But who would I leave it to? Fm so tired."
49

It was, for once,

a prescient observation, for on August 18th all of Gorbachev's commu-

nication links were severed and a delegation ofwould-be successors ar-

rived to tell him that he was under house arrest. His own colleagues,

convinced that his policies could only result in the disintegration of the

Soviet Union, had decided to replace him.

Three chaotic days followed, at the end of which three things had

become clear: first, that the United States and most of the rest of the

world regarded the coup as illegitimate and refused to deal with the

plotters who had carried it out; second, that the plotters themselves

had neglected to secure military and police support; and finally, that

Boris Yeltsin, by standing on a tank outside the Russian parliament

building and announcing that the coup would not succeed, had en-

sured its failure. Gorbachev could take little comfort in this, though,

because Yeltsin had now replaced him as the dominant leader in

Moscow50

Yeltsin quickly abolished the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union and confiscated all its property. He also disbanded the Congress

of People's Deputies, the legislative body Gorbachev had created, and

installed in its place a council composed of representatives from the re-

maining republics of the U.S.S.R. It in turn recognized the indepen-

dence of the Baltic States, which led the Ukraine, Armenia, and

Kazakhstan to proclaim their own. Gorbachev's authority evaporated

as Yeltsin repeatedly humiliated him on national television. And on

December 8th, Yeltsin signed an agreement with the leaders of the

Ukraine and Byelorussia to form a "Commonwealth of Independent
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States." He immediately called Bush: "Today, a very important event

took place in our country. . . . Gorbachev does not know these results."

The president saw the significance immediately: "Yeltsin had just told

me that he . . . had decided to dissolve the Soviet Union."51

"What you have done behind my back ... is ... a disgrace!" Gor-

bachev protested, but there was nothing he could do: he was without a

country. And so on December 25, 1991—two years to the day after the

Ceausescus' execution, twelve years to the day after the invasion of

Afghanistan, and just over seventy-four years after the Bolshevik

Revolution—the last leader of the Soviet Union called the president of

the United States to wish him a merry Christmas, transferred to Yeltsin

the codes needed to launch a nuclear attack, and reached for the pen with

which he would sign the decree that officially terminated the existence of

the US.S.R. It contained no ink, and so he had to borrow one from the

Cable News Network television crew that was covering the event.
52 De-

termined, despite all, to put the best possible face on what had happened,

he then wearily announced, in his farewell address, that: "An end has

been put to the 'Cold War,' the arms race, and the insane militarization

of our country, which crippled our economy, distorted our thinking and

undermined our morals. The threat of a world war is no more."53

Gorbachev was never a leader in the manner ofVaclav Havel, John

Paul II, Deng Xiaoping, Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Reagan, Lech

Walesa—even Boris Yeltsin. They all had destinations in mind and

maps for reaching them. Gorbachev dithered in contradictions without

resolving them. The largest was this: he wanted to save socialism, but

he would not use force to do so. It was his particular misfortune that

these goals were incompatible—he could not achieve one without

abandoning the other. And so, in the end, he gave up an ideology, an

empire, and his own country, in preference to using force. He chose

love over fear, violating Machiavelli s advice for princes and thereby en-

suring that he ceased to be one. It made little sense in traditional

geopolitical terms. But it did make him the most deserving recipient

ever of the Nobel Peace Prize.
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EPILOGUE
THE VIEW BACK

And so the Cold War ended, much more abruptly than it be-

gan. As Gorbachev had told Bush at Malta, it was "ordinary people"

who made that happen: the Hungarians who declared their barbed

wire obsolete and then flocked to a funeral for a man who had been

dead thirty-one years; the Poles who surprised Solidarity by sweeping

it into office; the East Germans who vacationed in Hungary, climbed

embassy fences in Prague, humiliated Honecker at his own parade,

persuaded the police not to fire in Leipzig, and ultimately opened

a gate that took down a wall and reunited a country. Leaders

—

astonished, horrified, exhilarated, emboldened, at a loss, without a

clue—struggled to regain the initiative, but found that they could do so

only by acknowledging that what once would have seemed incredible

was now inevitable. Those who could not wound up deposed, like Ho-

necker, or reviled, like Deng, or dead, like the Ceausescus. Gorbachev,

repudiated at home but revered abroad, consoled himself by founding

a think tank. 1

One of the questions the Gorbachev Foundation wrestled with, but

never resolved, was: what did it all mean? The failure to find an answer
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was hardly surprising, for people who live through great events are

rarely the best judges of their lasting significance. Consider Christo-

pher Columbus, who might well have looked forward at some point

during his life to the 500th anniversary of his great voyages, envisaging

it as a celebration of himself, his men, and the ships they sailed, as well

as the monarchs who sent them on their way. Columbus could hardly

have anticipated that what historians would choose to remember, when

the anniversary finally did roll around in 1992, was the near genocide he

had set in motion by unleashing the forces of imperialism, capitalism,

technology, religion, and especially disease upon civilizations that had

few defenses against them.

Columbus's reputation, in turn, would hardly have been what it was

had it not been for the decision of the Hongxi emperor, in 1424, to sus-

pend China's far more costly and ambitious program of maritime ex-

ploration, thus leaving the great discoveries to the Europeans. 2 A
strange decision, one might think, until one recalls the costly and am-

bitious American effort to outdo the Soviet Union by placing a man on

the moon, completed triumphantly on July 20, 1969. It had been, Pres-

ident Nixon extravagantly boasted, "the greatest week in the history of

the world since the Creation."3 But then, after only five more moon

landings over the next three and a half years, Nixon suspended the

manned exploration of space altogether, leaving future discoveries to be

postponed indefinitely. Which emperor's behavior will seem stranger

500 years hence? It is difficult to say.

Humility is in order, therefore, when trying to assess the Cold

War's significance: the recent past is bound to look different when

viewed through the binoculars of a distant future. What seemed to

contemporaries to be momentous issues may come to seem as trivial

—

and as incomprehensible—as Antarctic tourists might regard squab-

bles among indistinguishable penguins on drifting ice-floes. But the

currents that cause historical drift will carry a certain meaning, since

they will partly shape what is to come. So will drifters who hoist sails,
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rig rudders, and thereby devise the means of getting themselves from

where they are to where they hope to go.

Karl Marx knew little about penguins, but he did acknowledge, in

the sexist terminology of 1852, that "Men make their own history." Ever

the determinist, he hastily qualified the claim by adding that "they do

not make it just as they please; they do not make it under circumstances

chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly found, given

and transmitted from the past."
4 That was as far as the greatest theorist

of inevitability was willing to allow departures from it: it could never be

said of Marx that he relished spontaneity. His argument suggests a

method, however, for distinguishing what is likely to be remembered

about the Cold War from what future generations will dismiss as the

incomprehensible squabbling of indistinguishable states, ideologies,

and individuals. For events involving escapes from determinism—the

hoisting of sails, the rigging of rudders, and the steering of courses

never before set—depart from the "normal" in ways the future will not

forget, even five centuries hence.

The most important departure from determinism during the Cold

War had to do, obviously, with hot wars. Prior to 1945, great powers

fought great wars so frequently that they seemed to be permanent fea-

tures of the international landscape: Lenin even relied on them to pro-

vide the mechanism by which capitalism would self-destruct. After

1945, however, wars were limited to those between superpowers and

smaller powers, as in Korea, Vietnam, and Afghanistan, or to wars

among smaller powers like the four Israel and its Arab neighbors

fought between 1948 and 1973, or the three India-Pakistan wars of

1947-48, 1965, and 1971, or the long, bloody, and indecisive struggle that

consumed Iran and Iraq throughout the 1980s. What never happened,

despite universal fears that it might, was a full-scale war involving the

United States, the Soviet Union, and their respective allies. The lead-

ers of these countries were probably no less belligerent than those who

had resorted to war in the past, but their bellicosity lacked optimism:
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for the first time in history no one could be sure ofwinning, or even sur-

viving, a great war. Like the barbed wire along the Hungarian border,

war itself-
—at least major warsfought between major states—had become a

health hazard, and therefore an anachronism}

The historical currents that produced this outcome are not difficult

to discern. They included memories of casualties and costs in World

War II, but these alone would not have ruled out future wars: compa-

rable memories ofWorld War I had failed to do so. J. Robert Oppen-

heimer hinted at a better explanation when he predicted in 1946 that "if

there is another major war, atomic weapons will be used."6 The man

who ran the program that built the bomb had the logic right, but the

Cold War inverted it: what happened instead was that because nuclear

weapons could be used in any new great power war, no such war took

place.
7 By the mid-1950s these lethal devices, together with the means

of delivering them almost instantly anywhere, had placed all states at

risk. As a consequence, one of the principal reasons for engaging in war

in the past—the protection of one's own territory—no longer made

sense. At the same time competition for territory, another traditional

cause ofwar, was becoming less profitable than it once had been. What

good did it do, in an age of total vulnerability, to acquire spheres of in-

fluence, fortified defense lines, and strategic choke-points? It says a lot

about the diminishing value of such assets that the Soviet Union, even

before it broke up, peacefully relinquished so many of them.

Satellite reconnaissance and other intelligence breakthroughs also

contributed to the obsolescence of major wars by diminishing the pos-

sibility of surprise in starting them, and by eliminating opportunities

for concealment in waging them. Surprises could still happen, like

Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in August, 1990, but only because the inter-

pretation of intelligence failed, not its collection. Once the liberation of

that country began early in 1991, Saddam Hussein found his military

deployments so visible, and therefore so exposed to attack, that he had

no choice but to withdraw. Transparency—a by-product of the Cold
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War strategic arms race—created a wholly new environment that re-

warded those who sought to prevent wars and discouraged those who

tried to begin them.

The Cold War may well be remembered, then, as the point at

which military strength, a defining characteristic of "power" itself for

the past five centuries, ceased to be that.
8 The Soviet Union collapsed,

after all, with its military forces, even its nuclear capabilities, fully in-

tact. The advance of technology, together with a culture of caution that

transcended ideology, caused the nature of power itself to shift be-

tween 1945 and 1991: by the time the Cold War ended, the capacity to

fight wars no longer guaranteed the influence of states, or even their

continued existence, within the international system.

A second escape from determinism involved the discrediting ofdic-

tatorships. Tyrants had been around for thousands ofyears; but George

Orwell's great fear, while writing 1984 on his lonely island in 1948, was

that the progress made in restraining them in the 18th and 19th cen-

turies had been reversed. Despite the defeats of Nazi Germany and

Imperial Japan, it would have been hard to explain the first half of the

20th century without concluding that the currents of history had come

to favor authoritarian politics and collectivist economics. Like Irish

monks at the edge of their medieval world, Orwell at the edge of his

was seeking to preserve what little was left of civilization by showing

what a victory of the barbarians would mean. 9 Big Brothers controlled

the Soviet Union, China, and half of Europe by the time 1984 came

out. It would have been Utopian to expect that they would stop there.

But they did: the historical currents during the second half of the

20th century turned decisively against communism. Orwell himself

had something to do with this: his anguished writings, together with

the later and increasingly self-confident ones of Solzhenitsyn, Sakharov,

Havel, and the future pope Karol Wojtyla, advanced a moral and spir-

itual critique ofMarxism-Leninism for which it had no answer. It took

time for these sails to catch wind and for these rudders to take hold,
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but by the late 1970s they had begun to do so. John Paul II and the

other actor-leaders of the 1980s then set the course. The most inspira-

tional alternatives the Soviet Union could muster were Leonid Brezh-

nev, Yuri Andropov, and Konstantin Chernenko, a clear sign that

dictatorships were not what they once had been.

Meanwhile, communism had promised a better life but failed to

deliver. Marx insisted that the shifts in the means of production would

increase inequality, provoke anger, and thereby fuel revolutionary con-

sciousness within the "working class." He failed, though, to anticipate

the kinds of shifts that would take place, for as post-industrial econo-

mies evolved they began to reward lateral over hierarchical forms of

organization. Complexity made planning less feasible than under the

earlier, simpler stages of industrialization: only decentralized, largely

spontaneous markets could make the millions of decisions that had to

be made each day in a modern economy if supplies of goods and ser-

vices were to match demands for them. As a result, dissatisfaction with

capitalism never reached the point at which "proletarians of all coun-

tries" felt it necessary to unite to throw off their "chains."

That became clear during the Cold War, and it did so largely be-

cause western leaders disproved Marx's indictment of capitalism as

elevating greed above all else. When set against the perversions of

Marxism inflicted by Lenin and Stalin on the Soviet Union and by

Mao on China—placing a ruling party and an authoritarian state in

control ofwhat was supposed to have been an automatic process of his-

torical evolution—the effect was to discredit communism not just on

economic grounds, but also because of its failure to bring about politi-

cal and social justice. Just as a new world war did not come, so the an-

ticipated world revolution did not arrive. The Cold War had produced

yet another historical anachronism.

A third innovation followed: the globalization ofdemocratization. By

one count, the number of democracies quintupled during the last halfof

the 20th century, something that would not have been expected at the

end of the first half.
10 The circumstances that made the Cold War a
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democratic age remain difficult to sort out, even now. The absence of

great depressions and great wars had something to do with it: the 1930s

and early 1940s showed how fragile democracies could be when they

were present. Policy choices also helped: promoting democracy became

the most visible way that the Americans and their Western European

allies could differentiate themselves from their Marxist-Leninist rivals.

Education too played a role: levels of literacy and years spent in school

increased almost everywhere during the Cold War, and although edu-

cated societies are not always democratic societies—Hitler s Germany

revealed that—it does appear that as people become more knowledge-

able about themselves and the world around them, they also become

less willing to have others tell them how to run their lives.

The information revolution reinforced the spread ofdemocracy be-

cause it permitted people to inform themselves and react to what they

learned more quickly than in the past. It became more difficult during

the Cold War to withhold news about what was going on in the rest of

the world, as well as to conceal what was happening within one's own

country. This kind of "transparency" provided new kinds of leverage

against authoritarian regimes, as the Helsinki process dramatically il-

lustrated. It also brought assurance, where dictatorships had been over-

thrown, that they would not return.

But democracies also took root because they generally outperformed

autocracies in raising living standards. Markets do not always require

democracy in order to function: South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and

China all developed successful economies under less than democratic

conditions. The Cold War experience showed, though, that it is not easy

to keep markets open and ideas constrained at the same time. And since

markets proved more efficient than command economies in allocating

resources and enhancing productivity, the resulting improvement in

people s lives, in turn, strengthened democracies.

For all of these reasons, then, the world came closer than ever be-

fore to reaching a consensus, during the Cold War, that only democ-

racy confers legitimacy. That too was a break from the determinisms of
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empires, imposed ideologies, and the arbitrary use of force to sustain

authoritarian rule.

There was, to be sure, a great deal to regret about the Cold War: the

running of risks with everyone's future; the resources expended for use-

less armaments; the environmental and health consequences of massive

military-industrial complexes; the repression that blighted the lives of

entire generations; the loss of life that all too often accompanied it. No

tyrant anywhere had ever executed afifth of his own people, and yet the

Khmer Rouge leader Pol Pot did precisely this in the aftermath of the

Vietnam War. The future will surely remember that atrocity when it

has forgotten much else about the Cold War, and yet hardly anyone

outside of Cambodia noticed at the time. There was no trial for crimes

against humanity: Pol Pot died in a simple shack along the Thai bor-

der in 1998, and was unceremoniously cremated on a heap ofjunk and

old tires.
11 At least there was no mausoleum.

Still, for all of this and a great deal more, the Cold War could have

been worse—much worse. It began with a return of fear and ended in

a triumph of hope, an unusual trajectory for great historical upheavals.

It could easily have been otherwise: the world spent the last half of the

20th century having its deepest anxieties not confirmed. The binocu-

lars of a distant future will confirm this, for had the Cold War taken a

different course there might have been no one left to look back

through them. That is something. To echo the Abbe Sieves when

asked what he did during the French Revolution, most of us survived.
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